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1999:May 25, 26 / 2000: January 31.

Present: Lamer C.,I. and L'Heureux-Dube, mouthier, Cory"',
Mcl-achlin, Iacobucci, Major, Bastarache and Binnie JS.

ON APPEAL FROM TIIE COURT OI AE'PFAL FOR MANITOBA (132 paras.)

'ory J. took no part in thc judgment.

Criminal law —Sentencing -- Conditional sentences —Accused pleading guilty to dangerous driving

causing death and dangerous driving causing bodily harm and receiving sentence of /8 months of
incarceration -- whether Court ofAppeal erred in substituting conditional custodial sentence forjail
term -- Proper interpretation and applicatio~ ofconditional sentencing regime —Distinction between

conditional sentence ofimprisonment and suspended sentence with probation -- Meaning of "safety of
the community" —Criminal Code, R.S.C., /985, c. C-46, ss. 74Z.1, 742.3.

After a night of partying involving consumption of some alcohol, the accused decided to drive his

friends home even though he knew that his vehicle was not mechanically sound. For a period of 10 to 20

minutes, the accused, who had only seven weeks of experience as a licensed driver, drove erratically,

weaving in and out of traff&c, tailgating and trying to pass other vehicles without signalling, despite

steady oncoming traffic and slippery roads. As the accused was trying to pass another vehicle, he drove

his car into an oncoming lane of traffic, side-swiped a first car and crashed into a second one, The driver

of that second vehicle was seriously injured. The accident also claimed the life of a passenger in the

accused's car. The accused was in a near-death coma for some time, but ultimately recovered from his

injuries. The accused entered guilty pleas to one count of dangerous driving causing death and one count

of dangerous driving causing bodily harm. He was sentenced to 18 months of'incarceration, to be served

concurrently on both charges. The sentencing judge concluded that a conditional sentence pursuant to s.

742.1 of the Criminal Code, which would allow the accused to serve his sentence in the conununity,

would not be appropriate because it would be inconsistent with the objectives of denunciation and

general deterrence. The Couit of Appeal allowed the appeal and substituted a conditional custodial

sentence for the jail term.

Held: The appeal should be allowed.

The 1996 sentencing reforms ("Bill C-41") substantially reformed Part XXIII of the Code, and

introduced, inter alia, an express statement of the purposes and principles of sentencing, provisions for

alternative measures for adult offenders and a new type of sanction, the conditional sentence of
imprisonment. Hill C-41 in general and the conditional sentence in particular were enacted both to

reduce reliance on incarceration as a sanction and to increase the use of principles of restorative justice

in sentencing.

A conditional sentence should be distinguished from probationary measures. Probation is primarily a

rehabilitative sentencing tool. By contrast, Parliament intended conditional sentences to include both

punitive and rehabilitative aspects. Therefore, conditional sentences should generally include punitive

conditions that are restrictive of the offender's liberty. Conditions such as house arrest should be the

norm, not the exception.

No offences are excluded from the conditional sentencing regime except those with a minimum term of
imprisonment, nor should there be presumptions in favour of or against a conditional sentence for

specific offences,
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Section 742.1 ol'the Code lists four criteria that a court must consider before deciding to impose a

conditional sentence: (1) the offender must be convicted of an offence that is not punishable by a
minimum term of imprisonment; (2) the court must impose a term of imprisonment of less than two

years; (3) the safety of the community would not be endangered by the offender serving the sentence in

the corrnriunity; and (4) a conditional sentence would be consistent with the fundamental purpose and

principles of sentencing set out in ss. 718 to 718.2.

The requirement in s. 742.1(a) that the judge impose a sentence of imprisonment of less than two years

does not require the judge to first impose a sentence of imprisonment of a lixed duration before

considering whether that sentence can be served in the community. Although this approach is suggested

by the text ol'. 742.1(a), it is unrealistic and could lead to unfit sentences in some cases. Instead, a

purposive interpretation of s. 742.1(a) should be adopted. In a preliminary determination, the sentencing

judge should reject a penitentiary term and probationary measures as inappropriate. I-Iaving determined

that the appropriate range of'sentence is a term of imprisonment of less than two years, the judge should

then consider whether it is appropriate for the offender to serve his or her sentence in the community, As

a corollary of the purposive interpretation of s. 742.1(a), a conditional sentence need not be of
equivalent duration to the sentence of incarceration that would otherwise have been imposed. The sole

requirement is that the duration and conditions of a conditional sentence make for a just and appropriate

sentence.

The requirement in s. 742,1(b) that the judge be satisfied that the safety of the community would not be

endangered by the offender serving his or her sentence in the community is a condition precedent to the

imposition of a conditional sentence, and not the primary consideration in determining whether a

conditional sentence is appropriate. In making this determination, the judge should consider the risk

posed by the specific offender, not the broader risk. of whether the imposition of a conditional sentence

would endanger the safety of the community by providing insufficient general deterrence or

undermining general respect for the law. Two factors should be taken into account: (1) the risk of the

offender re-offending; and (2) the gravity of the damage that could ensue in the event. of re-offence. A

consideration of the risk posed by the offender should include the risk of any criminal activity, and not

be limited solely to the risk of physical or psychological harm to individuals.

Once the prerequisites of s. 742.1 are satisfied, the judge should give serious consideration to the

possibility of a conditional sentence in all cases by examining whether a conditional sentence is

consistent with the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing set out in ss. 718 to 718.2, This

follows from Parliament's clear message to the judiciary to reduce the use of incarceration as a sanction.

A conditional sentence can provide significant denunciation and deterrence. As a general matter, the

more serious the offence, the longer and more onerous the conditional sentence should be. There may be

some circumstances, however, where the need for denunciation or deterrence is so pressing that

incarceration will be the only suitable way in which to express society's condemnation of the offender'

conduct or to deter similar conduct in the future.

Generally, a conditional sentence will be better than incarceration at achieving the restorative objectives

of rehabilitation, reparations to the victim and the community, and promotion of a sense of responsibility

in the offender and aclmowledgment of the harm done to the victim and the community.

Where a combination of both punitive and restorative objectives may be achieved, a conditional

sentence will likely be more appropriate than incarceration. Where objectives such as denunciation and

deterrence are particularly pressing, incarceration will generally be the preferable sanction. This may be

so notwithstanding the fact that restorative goals might be achieved. However, a conditional sentence

may provide sufficient denunciation and deterrence, even in cases in which restorative objectives are of
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lesser importance, depending on the nature of the conditions imposed, the duration of thc scntcnce, and
the circumstances of both thc offender and the community in which the conditional sentence is to bc
served. A conditional sentence may be imposed even where there are aggravating circumstances,
although the need for denunciation and deterrence will increase in these circumstances.

No party is under a burden of proof to establish that a conditional sentence is either appropriate or
inappropriate in the circumstances. The judge should consider all relevant evidence, no matter by whom
it is adduced, However, it would be in the offender's best interests to establish elements militating in
favour of a conditional sentence.

Sentencing judges have a wide discretion in the choice of the appropriate scntcnce. 1hey are entitled to
considerable deference from appellate courts. Absent an error in principle, failure to consider a relevant
factor, or an overemphasis of the appropriate factors, a court of appeal should only intervene to vary a
sentence imposed at trial if the sentence is demonstrably unf&t,

In this case the sentencing judge considered that a term of imprisonment of' 8 months was appropriate
and declined to permit the accused to serve his term in the community. She I'ound that, while the accused
would not endanger the safety of the community by serving a conditional sentence, such a sentence
would not be in conformity with the objectives of s. 718. In her view, even if incarceration was not

necessary to deter the accused from similar future conduct or necessary for his rehabilitation,
incarceration was necessary to send a strong message to denounce the accused's conduct and to deter

others from engaging in similar conduct. While the sentencing judge seems to have proceeded according
to a rigid two-step process, in deviation from the approach set out in these reasons, an 18-month

sentence of incarceration was not demonstrably unfit for these offences and this offender, The offences
here were very serious, and had resulted in a death and in severe bodily harm. Moreover, dangerous

driving and impaired driving may be offences for which harsh sentences plausibly provide general

deterrence. The Court of Appeal crred in holding that the sentencing judge had given undue weight to

the objective of denunciation. Absent evidence that the sentence was demonstrably unfit, the Court of
Appeal should not have interfered to substitute its own opinion for that of the sentencing judge. The
sentencing judge did not commit a reversible error in principle and she appropriately considered all the

relevant factors. Accordingly, the 18-month sentence of incarceration imposed by her should be

restored. Since the accused has already served the conditional sentence imposed by the Court of Appeal
in its entirety, and the Crown stated in oral argument that it was not seeking any further punishment, the

service of the sentence of incarceration should be stayed.

Considered: R. v. Gladue, [1999] 1 S.C.R.688; referred to: R. v. Gardiner, [1982] 2 S.C.R.368; R. v.

Chaisson, [1995]2 S.C.R. 1118;R. v. M. (C.A.), [1996] 1 S.C.R.500; R. v. Taylor (1997), 122 C.C.C.
(3d) 376; R. v. Ziatas.(1973), 13 C,C.C. (2d) 287; R. v. Caja (1977), 36 C.C.C. (2d) 401; R. v, Lavender

(1981),59 C.C.C. (2d) 551; R. v. L. (1986), 50 C.R. (3d) 398; R. v. McDonald (1997), 113 C.C.C, (3d)
418; R. v. Brady (1998), 121 C.C.C. (3d) 504; R, v. Shropshire, [1995]4 S.C.R.227; Cunningham v.

Canada, [1993]2 S.C.R. 143; R. v. Wismayer (1997), 115 C.C.C. (3d) 18; Gagnon v. La Reine, [1998]
R.J.Q. 2636; R. v. Pierce (1997), 114 C.C,C. (3d) 23; R. v. Ursel (1997), 96 B.C.A.C.241; R. v.
O'I&eefe (1968), 53 Cr, App. R. 91; R. v. Maheu, [1997]R.J.Q. 410, 116 C.C,C. (3d) 361; R, v. Parker

(1997), 116 C.C.C. (3d) 236; R. v. Horvath, [1997] 8 W.W.R. 357; R. v. McDonnell, [1997] 1 S.C.R.
948; Kwiatkowsky v. Minister of Employment and Immigration, [1982] 2 S.C.R.856; Gravel v, City of
St-Leonard, [1978] 1 S.C.R. 660; Pfizer Co. v. Deputy Minister of National Revenue for Customs and

Excise, [1977] 1 S.C,R. 456; Tupper v. The Queen, [1967] S.C.R.589; Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
of Canada v. T. Eaton Co., [1956] S.C.R.610; R. v. Lyons, [1987]2 S.C.R.309; R. v. Fleet (1997), 120
C.C.C. (3d) 457; R. v. W. (G.), [1999]3 S.C.R.597; R, v, McVeigh (1985), 22 C.C.C. (3d) 145; R. v.
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Biancohore (1997), 119 C,C.C. (3d) 344; R. v. Blakeley (1998), 40 O.R. (3d) 541; R. v. Hollinsky
(1995), 103 C.C.C. (3d) 472; R. v. R.A.R., [2000] 1 S.C.R. 163, 2000 SCC 8.

Act to amend the Criminal Code (sentencing) and other Acts in consequence thereof, S.C. 1995, c. 22.
Corrections and Conditional Release Act, S.C. 1992, c. ZO, ss. 112(1), 133.
Corrections and Conditional Release Regulations, SOR/92-620, s. 161.

Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46, ss. 259(2), Part XXIII frepl. 1995, c. 22, s. 6], 718, 718.1,718.Z
[am, 1997, c. 23, s. 17], 718.3,722, 723, 732.1(2), (3)(g.l) [ad. 1999, c. 32, s. 6], (g.2) [idem], (h), 732.2
(5), 733.1(1),734(2), 742.1(a), (b) [repl. 1997, c, 18, s. 107.1],742.3(1), (2)(I), 742.6(9).
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Solicitor for the intervener the Attorney General for Ontario: The Ministry of the Attorney General,

Toronto.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

1 LAMER C.J.:--By passing the Act to amend the Criminal Code (sentencing) and other Acts in

consequence thereof, S.C. 1995, c. 22 ("Bill C-41"), Parliament has sent a clear message to all Canadian

judges that too many people are being sent to prison. In an attempt to remedy the problem of
overincarccration, Parliament has introduced a new form of sentence, the conditional sentence of
inlp11soilmei'lt.

2 As a matter of established practice and sound policy, this Court rarely hears appeals relating to

sentences: see R. v. Gardiner, (1982] 2 S.C.R.368, at p, 404, R. v. Chaisson, [1995]2 S.C.R. 1118,at

para. 7, and R. v. M. (C.A.), [1996] 1 S.C.R.500, at para. 33. However, we have decided to hear this

case and four related cases because they afford the Court the opportunity to set out for the first time the

principles that govern the new and innovative conditional sentencing regime. Given the inevitable length

of these reasons, I have summarized the essentials at para. 127,

I, Factual Background

3 On the morning of November 1, 1995, after a night of partying involving consumption of some

alcohol, the respondent decided to drive his fi.iends home even though he knew that his vehicle was not

mechanically sound. For a period of 10 to 20 minutes, the respondent, who had only seven weeks of

experience as a licensed driver, drove erratically, weaving in and out of traffic, tailgating and trying to

pass other vehicles without signalling, despite steady oncoming traffic and slippery roads. As the

respondent was trying to pass another vehicle, he drove his car into an oncoming lane of traffic, side-

swiped a first car and crashed into a second one. The driver of the second vehicle was seriously injured.

The accident also claimed the life of a passenger in the respondent's car. The respondent was in a near-

death coma for some time, but ultimately recovered from his injuries. The respondent entered guilty

pleas to one count of dangerous driving causing death and one count of dangerous driving causing

bodily harm.

II. Judgments Below

A. Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench

4 On June 5, 1997, Ikeyser J. sentenced the respondent to 18 months of incarceration, to be served

concurrently on both charges. In her reasons for sentence, the judge explained that she was not prepared

to order a penitentiary term because the respondent was only 18 years old at the time of the accident, he

had no prior record and he himself was seriously injured in the accident. She also noted that the

respondent was now employed and expecting a first child with his girlfriend. She conceded that the

amount of alcohol involved -- one and a half to two beers -- was probably not a major factor in the

accident. However, she found that the respondent's knowledge that he was operating an unsafe vehicle,

the fact that, prior to the accident, he had just barely avoided rear-ending another vehicle and his

egregious driving in general that morning warranted such a sentence.

5 geyser J. then turned her attention to the question of whether it was appropriate to allow the

respondent to serve his sentence in the community, pursuant to s. 742.1 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,

1985, c. C-46. She took notice of the May 2, 1997 amendment to s. 742.1, which added to that section
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an express reference to the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing listed in ss. 718 to 718.2 of
the Code. She concluded that this arnendmcnt meant that she had to refer to the fundamental purpose
and principles of sentencing in deciding whether to impose a conditional sentence. In the case at hand,
she found that even though the respondent would not endanger the community and a jail sentence would
not be necessary to deter him from similar conduct in thc future or to rehabilitate him, a conditional
sentence would not be appropriate because it would be inconsistent with the objectives of denunciation
and general deterrence.

6 Keyser J, sentenced the respondent to 18 months of incarceration and, pursuant to s. 259(2) of the
Code, she made an order prohibiting the respondent from driving for a period of five years.

B. Manitoba Court of Appeal (1997), 123 Man. R. (2d) 107

7 The Court of Appeal allowed the appeal and substituted a conditional custodial sentence for the jail
term. Helper J,A., writing for the court, contended that the sentencing judge had crred in her application
of s. 742.1 by giving undue weight to the objective of denunciation. She explained that the recent
amendment to s. 742.1 had not changed thc fact that Parliament had identified the safety of the
community as the primary consideration when deciding whether to impose a conditional sentence.
Helper J.A. added that the principles of sentencing played a different role in the determination of
whether to impose a conditional sentence than they did in determining the length of the sentence. At pp.
111-12,she stated:

However, in s. 742.1(b), Parliament has directed the sentencing judge to look to
the principles of sentencing only for the purpose of satisfying herself that there is
consistency between those principles and a conditional sentence for a particular
offender. The amendment does not direct the sentencing judge to consider
individually each of the principles of sentencing and determine that each is consistent.
with the offender's serving his sentence in the community. The sentencing judge must
consider the principles of sentencing globally. It would be contrary to Parliament's
intent. for the sentencing judge to single out any one factor and to give it substantial
weight to the exclusion of the other listed factors when she is making a decision
under s. 742.1(b).

8 According to Helper J.A., the sentencing judge's comments implied that a conditional sentence
would never be appropriate for the offence of dangerous driving, even when the offender did not
potentially endanger the community, because that offence required a large component of general
deterrence. I-Ielper J.A. found this to be an error, as it would have rendered s. 742.1 inoperable in the
case of particular offences, contrary to Parliament's intention, She found that, in the instant appeal, the
sentencing judge had failed to recognize that a conditional sentence had some denunciatory effect.

9 Helper J.A. concluded that generally, after the judge has attributed the appropriate weight to each
relevant principle of sentencing, determined that a fit sentence would be less than two years and found
that the offender would not be a danger to the community, a conditional sentence would be consistent
with ss. 718 to 718.2.

III, Relevant Statutory Provisions

10 Criminal Code, R.S.C,, 1985, c. C-46

718. The fundamental purpose of sentencing is to contribute, along with crime
prevention initiatives, to respect for the law and the maintenance of a just, peaceful
and safe society by imposing just sanctions that have one or more of the following
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obj ccti ves:

(a)
(b)

to denounce unlawful conduct;
to deter the offender and other persons from committing offences; (c) to

separate offenders from society, where necessary; (d) to assist in rehabilitating

offenders; (e) to provide reparations for harm done to victims or to the

community; and

to promote a sense of responsibility in offenders, and acknowledgment of the

harm done to victims and to the community.

718.1 A sentence must bc proportionate to the gravity of the offence and the

degree of responsibility of the offender.

718.2 A court that imposes a sentence shall also take into consideration the

following principles:

(a) a sentence should be increased or reduced to account for any relevant

aggravating or mitigating circumstances relating to the offence or the offender,

and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,

(i) evidence that the offence was motivated by bias, prejudice or hate based

on race, national or ethnic origin, language, colour, religion, sex, age,
mental or physical disability, sexual orientation, or any other similar

factor,
(ii) evidence that the offender, in committing the offence, abused the

offender's spouse or child,

(iii) evidence that the offender, in committing the offence, abused a position

of trust or authority in relation to the victim, or

(iv) evidence that the offence was committed for the benefit of, at the

direction of or in association with a criminal organization

shall be deemed to be aggravating circumstances;

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

a sentence should be similar to sentences imposed on similar offenders for

similar offences committed in similar circumstances;
where consecutive sentences are imposed, the combined sentence should not bc

unduly long or harsh;
an offender should not be deprived of liberty, if less restrictive sanctions may

be appropriate in the circumstances; and

all available sanctions other than imprisonment that are reasonable in the

circumstances should be considered for all offenders, with particular attention

to the circumstances of aboriginal offenders.

732,1 ...

(2) The court shall prescribe, as conditions of a probation order, that the

offender do all of the following:

(a) keep the peace and be of good behaviour;
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(b)
(c)

appear before the court when required to do so by the court; and
notify thc court or the probation officer in advance of any change of name or
address, and promptly notify the court or the probation officer of any change of
employment or occupation.

(3) The court may prescribe, as additional conditions of a probation order, that.
the offender do one or more of the following:

report to a probation officer

within two working days, or such longer period as the court directs, after
the making of the probation order, and
thereafter, when required by the probation officer and in the manner
directed by the probation officer;

(b)

(c)

remain within the jurisdiction of thc court unless written permission to go
outside that jurisdiction is obtained fiom the court or the probation officer;
abstain from

(i) the consumption of alcohol or other intoxicating substances, or
(ii) the consumption of drugs except in accordance with a medical

prescription;

(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

(g 1)

(g 2)

(h)

abstain from owning, possessing or carrying a weapon;
provide for the support or care of dependants;
perform up to 240 hours of community service over a period not exceeding
eighteen months;
if the offender agrees, and subject to the program director's acceptance of the
offender, participate actively in a treatment program approved by the province;
where the lieutenant governor in council of the province in which the probation
order is made has established a program for curative treatment in relation to the
consumption of alcohol or drugs, attend at a treatment facility, designated by
the lieutenant governor in council of the province, for assessment and curative
treatment in relation to the consumption by the offender of alcohol or drugs that
is recommended pursuant to the program;
where the lieutenant governor in council of the province in which the probation
order is made has established a program governing the use of an alcohol
ignition interlock device by an offender and if the offender agrees to paiticipate
in the program, comply with the program; and

comply with such other reasonable conditions as the court considers desirable,
subject to any regulations made under subsection 738(2), for protecting society
and for facilitating the offender's successful reintegration into the community.

732.2 ...

(5) Where an offender who is bound by a probation order is convicted of an
offence, including an offence under section 733.1,and

the time within which an appeal may be taken against that conviction has
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expired and the offender has not taken an appeal,

(b) the offender has taken an appeal against that
conviction and the appeal has been dismissed, or

(c) the offender has given written notice to the court that convicted the offender
that the offender elects not to appeal the conviction or has abandoned the
appeal, as thc case may be,

in addition to any punishment that may be imposed for that offence, the court that
made the probation order may, on application by the prosecutor, require the off'ender
to appear before it and, after hearing the prosecutor and the offender,

(d)

(e)

where the probation order was made under paragraph 731(1)(a), revoke the
order and impose any sentence that could have been imposed if the passing of
sentence had not been suspended, or
make such changes to the optional conditions as the court deems desirable, or
extend the period for which the order is to remain in force for such period, not
exceeding one year, as the court deems desirable,

and the court shall thereupon endorse the probation order accordingly and, if it
changes the optional conditions or extends the period for which the order is to remain
in force, inform the offender of its action and give the offender a copy of the order so
endorsed,

733.1 (1) An offender who is bound by a probation order and who, without
reasonable excuse, fails or refuses to comply with that order is guilty of

(a)

(b)

an indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
two years; or
an offence punishable on summary conviction and is liable to imprisonment for
a term not exceeding eighteen months, or to a Fine not exceeding two thousand
dollars, or both.

742,1 Where a person is convicted of an offence, except an offence that is
punishable by a minimum term of imprisonment, and the court

(a)
(b)

imposes a sentence of imprisonment of less than two years, and

is satisfied that serving the sentence in the community would not endanger the

safety of the community and would be consistent with the fundamental purpose
and principles of sentencing set out in sections 718 to 718.2,

the court may, for the purpose of supervising the offender's behaviour in the
community, order that the offender serve the sentence in the community, subject to
the offender's complying with the conditions of a conditional sentence order made
under section 742.3.

742.3 (1) The court shall prescribe, as conditions of a conditional sentence
order, that the offender do all of the following:

(a) keep the peace and be of good behaviour;
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(b) appear before thc court when required to do so by the court;
(c) report to a supervisor

within two working days, or such longer period as the court directs, after
the making of the conditional sentence order, and
thereafter, when required by the supervisor and in the manner directed by
the supervisor;

(d)

(e)

remain within the jurisdiction of the court unless written permission to go
outside that jurisdiction is obtained from the court or the supervisor; and
notify the court or the supervisor in advance of any change of name or address,
and promptly notify Ihe court or the supervisor of any change of employment
or occupation.

(2) Thc court may prescribe, as additional conditions of a conditional sentence
order, that the offender do one or more of the following:

(a) abstain from

(i) the consumption of alcohol or other intoxicating substances, or
(ii) the consumption of drugs except in accordance with a medical

prescription;

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

abstain from owning, possessing or carrying a weapon;
provide for the support or care of dependants;
perform up to 240 hours of community service over a period not exceeding
eighteen months;
attend a treatment program approved by the province; and

comply with such other reasonable conditions as the court considers desirable,
subject to any regulations made under subsection 738(2), for securing the good
conduct of the offender and for preventing a repetition by the offender of the
same offence or the commission of other offences.

(9) Where the court is satisfied, on a balance of probabilities, that the offender
has without reasonable excuse, the proof of which lies on the offender, breached a
condition of the conditional sentence order, the court may

(a) take no action;

(b) change the optional conditions;
(c) suspend the conditional sentence order and direct

that the offender serve in custody a portion of the unexpired sentence,
and

that the conditional sentence order resume on the offender's release from
custody, either with or without changes to the optional conditions; or

(d) terminate the conditional sentence order and direct that the offender be
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committed to custody uritll the expli'atloi'i Qf the scntcrice.

IV. Issues

II This appeal concerns the proper interpretation and application of'the conditional sentencing regime
set out in s, 742.1 and subsequent sections of the Criminal Code.

12 Since it came into force on September 3, 1996, the conditional sentence has generated considerable
debate. With the advent of s. 742.1, Parliament has clearly mandated that certain offenders who used to
go to prison should now serve their sentences in the community. Section 742.1 makes a conditional
sentence available to a subclass of non-dangerous offenders who, prior to the introduction of this new
regime, would have been sentenced to a term of incarceration of less than two years for offences with no
minimum terni of imprisonment.

13 In my view, to address meaningfully the complex interpretivc issues raised by this appeal, it is
important to situate this new sentencing tool in the broader context of the comprehensive sentencing
reforms enacted by Parliament in Bill C-41. I will also consider the nature of the conditional sentence,
contrasting it with probationary measures and incarceration, Next, I will address particular interpretive
issues posed by s. 742.1. I will first discuss the statutory prerequisites to the imposition of a conditional
sentence. Thereafter, I will consider how courts should determine whether a conditional sentence is

appropriate, assuming the prerequisites are satisfied. I conclude with some general comments on the
deference to which trial judges are entitled in matters of sentencing and dispose of the case at hand in

conformity with the principles outlined in these reasons.

V. Analysis

A. The 1996 Sentencing Reforms (Bill C-41)

14 In September 1996, Bill C-41 came into effect. It substantially reformed Part XXIII of the Code,
and introduced, inter alia, an express statement of the purposes and principles of sentencing, provisions
for alternative measures for adult offenders and a new type of sanction, the conditional sentence of
imprisonment.

15 As my colleagues Cory and lacobucci JJ. explained in R. v. Gladue, [1999] 1 S.C.R.688, at para.
39, "ft]he enactment of the new Part XXIII was a watershed, marking the first codification and
significant reform of sentencing principles in the history of Canadian criminal law". They noted two of
Parliament's principal objectives in enacting this new legislation: (i) reducing the use of prison as a
sanction, and (ii) expanding the use of restorative justice principles in sentencing (at para. 48).

(1) Reducing the Use of Prison as a Sanction

16 Bill C-41 is in large part a response to the problem of overincarceration in Canada. It was noted in
Gladue, at para. 52, that Canada's incarceration rate of approximately 130 inmates per 100,000
population places it second or third highest among industrialized democracies. In their reasons, Cory and
Iacobucci JJ. reviewed numerous studies that uniformly concluded that incarceration is costly,
frequently unduly harsh and "ineffective, not only in relation to its purposed rehabilitative goals, but
also in relation to its broader public goals" (para. 54). See also Report of the Canadian Committee on
Corrections, Toward Unity: Criminal Justice and Corrections (1969);Canadian Sentencing Commission,
Sentencing Reform: A Canadian Approach (1987), at pp, xxiii-xxiv; Standing Committee on Justice and

Solicitor General, Taking Responsibility (1988), at p. 75. Prison has been characterized by some as a

finishing school for criminals and as ill-preparing them for reintegration into society: see generally
Canadian Committee on Corrections, supra, at p. 314; Correctional Service of Canada, A Summary of
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Analysis of Some Major Inquiries on Corrections -- l 938 to 1977 (1982), at p. iv. In Gladue, at para. 5/,
Cory and Iacobucci JJ. held:

Thus, it may be seen that although imprisonment is intended to serve the
traditional sentencing goals of separation, deterrence, denunciation, and
rehabilitation, there is widespread consensus that imprisonment has not been
successful in achieving some of these goals. Overincarceration is a long-standing
problem that has been many times publicly acknowledged but never addressed in a
systematic manner by Parliament. In recent years, compared to other countries,
sentences of imprisonment in Canada have increased at an alarming rate. The 1996
sentencing reforms embodied in Part XXIII, and s. 718.2(e) in particular, must be
understood as a reaction to the overuse of prison as a sanction, and must accordingly
be given appropriate force as remedial provisions. [Emphasis added.)

17 Parliament has sought to give increased prominence to the principle of restraint in the usc of prison
as a sanction through the enactment of s. 718.2(d) and (e). Section 718.2(d) provides that "an offender
should not be deprived of liberty, if less restrictive sanctions may be appropriate in the circumstances",
while s, 718.2(e) provides that "all available sanctions other than imprisonment that are reasonable in the
circumstances should be considered for all offenders, with particular attention to the circumstances of
aboriginal offenders". Further evidence of Parliament's desire to lower the rate of incarceration comes
from other provisions of Bill C-41: s, 718(c) qualifies the sentencing objective of separating offenders
from society with the words "where necessary", thereby indicating that caution be exercised in
sentencing offenders to prison; s. 734(2) imposes a duty on judges to undertake a means inquiry before
imposing a fine, so as to decrease the number of offenders who are incarcerated for defaulting on
payment of their fines; and of course, s. 742.1, which introduces the conditional sentence. In Gladue, at
para. 40, the Court held that "[t]he creation of the conditional sentence suggests, on its face, a desire to
lessen the use of incarceration".

(2) Expanding the Use of Restorative Justice Principles in Sentencing

18 Restorative justice is concerned with the restoration of the parties that are affected by the
commission of an offence. Crime generally affects at least three parties: the victim, the community, and
the offender. A restorative justice approach seeks to remedy the adverse effects of crime in a manner
that addresses the needs of all parties involved. This is accomplished, in part, through the rehabilitation
of the offender, reparations to the victim and to the community, and the promotion of a sense of
responsibility in the offender and aclmowiedgment of the harm done to victims and to the community.

19 Canadian sentencing jurisprudence has traditionally focussed on the aims of denunciation,
deterrence, separation, and rehabilitation, with rehabilitation a relative late-comer to the sentencing
analysis: see Gladue, at para. 42, With the introduction of Bill C-41, however, Parliament has placed
ncw emphasis upon the goals of restorative justice. Section 718 sets out the fundamental purpose of
sentencing, as well as thc various sentencing objectives that should be vindicated when sanctions are
imposed. In Gladue, supra, Cory and Iacobucci JJ. stated (at para. 43):

Clearly, s. 718 is, in part, a restatement of the basic sentencing aims, which are listed
in paras. (a) through (d). What are new, though, are paras. (e) and (f), which along
with para. (d) focus upon the restorative goals of repairing the harms suffered by
individual victims and by the community as a whole, promoting a sense of
responsibility and an acknowledgment of the harm caused on the part of the offender,
and attempting to rehabilitate or heal the offender. The concept of restorative justice
which underpins paras. (d), (e), and (f) is briefly discussed below, but as a general
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matter restorative justice involves some form of testitution and reintegration into thc
community. The need for offenders to take responsibility for their actions is central to
the sentencing process.... Restorative sentencing goals do not usually correlate with
the use of prison as a sanction. In our view, Parliament's choice to include (e) and (f)
alongside the traditional sentencing goals must be understood as evidencing an
intention to expand the parameters of the sentencing analysis for all offenders,
[Emphasis added; citation omitted.j

20 Parliament has mandated that expanded use be made of restorative principles in sentencing as a
result of the general failure ol'ncarceration to rehabilitate offenders and reintegrate them into society.
By placing a new emphasis on restorative principles, Parliament expects both to reduce the rate of
incarceration and improve the effectiveness of sentencing. During the second reading of Bill C-41 on
September 20, 1994 (House of Commons Debates, vol. IV, 1st Sess., 35th Pari., at p. 5873), Minister of
Justice Allan Rock made thc following statements;

A general principle that runs throughout Bill C-41 is that jails should be reserved for
those who should be there. Alternatives should be put in place for those who commits
offences but who do not need or merit incarceration.

Jails and prisons will be there for those who need them, for those who should
be punished in that way or separated from society.... [T]his bill creates an
environment which encourages community sanctions and the rehabilitation of
offenders together with reparation to victims and promoting in criminals a sense of
accountability for what they have done.

It is not simply by being more harsh that we will achieve more effective
criminal justice. We must use our scarce resources wisely.

B, The Nature of the Conditional Sentence

21 The conditional sentence was specifically enacted as a new sanction designed to achieve both of
Parliament's objectives. The conditional sentence is a meaningful alternative to incarceration for less
serious and non-dangerous offenders. The offenders who meet the criteria of s. 742.1 will serve a
sentence under strict surveillance in the community instead of going to prison. These offenders'ibetty
will be constrained by conditions to be attached to the sentence, as set out in s. 742.3 of the Code. In
case of breach of conditions, the offender will be brought back before a judge, pursuant to s. 742.6. If an
offender cannot provide a reasonable excuse for breaching the conditions of his or her sentence, the
judge may order him or her to serve the remainder of the sentence in jail, as it was intended by
Parliament that there be a real threat of incarceration to increase compliance with the conditions of the
sentence.

22 The conditional sentence incorporates some elements of non-custodial measures and some others
of incarceration. Because it is served in the community, it will generally be more effective than
incarceration at achieving the restorative objectives of rehabilitation, reparations to the victim and
community, and the promotion of a sense of responsibility in the offender. However, it is also a punitive
sanction capable of achieving the objectives of denunciation and deterrence. It is this punitive aspect that
distinguishes the conditional sentence from probation, and it is to this issue that I now turn.

{1)Comparing Conditional Sentences with Probation
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23 There has been some confusion among members of the judiciary and the public alike about the

difference between a conditional sentence and a suspended sentence with probation. This confusion is

understandable, as the statutory provisions regarding conditions to be attached to conditional sentences

(s. 742.3) and probation orders (s, 732.1) are very similar. Notwithstanding these similarities, there is an

important distinction between the two. While a suspended sentence with probation is primarily a

rehabilitative sentencing tool, the evidence suggests that Parliament intended a conditional sentence to

address both punitive and rehabilitative objectives.

(a) A Comparative Reading of the Provisions

24 A comparative reading of the provisions governing conditional sentences and probation orders

reveals three differences. First, a probation order includes only three compulsory conditions -- to keep

the peace and be of good behaviour, appear before the court when required, and notify the court or

probation off&cer of any change in employment or address -- whereas there are five such conditions in

the case of a conditional sentence. The two additional compulsory conditions of a conditional sentence--

to report to a supervisor and remain within the jurisdiction unless permission is granted to leave -- are

listed as optional conditions under a probation order.

25 The second difference concerns the power of the judge to order the offender to undergo treatment.

Under a conditional sentence, the sentencing judge can order the offender to attend a treatment program,

regardless of whether the offender consents. Under a probation order, the judge can only impose a

treatment order with the consent of the offender (with the exception of drug or alcohol addiction

programs since the 1999 amendment to s. 732.1 (S.C. 1999, c. 32, s. 6)). In practice, however, this

difference is not very significant, since it is unlikely that an offender faced with the choice between

imprisonment and a suspended sentence with treatment as a condition of probation would refuse to

consent to treatment.

26 The third difference is in the wording of the residual clauses of the provisions governing the

imposition of'optional conditions. In the case of a conditional sentence, s. 742.3(2)(f) provides that the

court may order that the offender comply with such other reasonable conditions as the court considers

desirable "for securing the good conduct of the offender and for preventing a repetition by the offender

of the same offence or the commission of other offences". By contrast, s. 732.1(3)(h) provides that the

court may impose such other reasonable conditions of probation "for protecting society and for

facilitating the offender's successful reintegration into the community".

27 On their face, these three differences do not suggest that a conditional sentence is more punitive

than a suspended sentence with probation. Moreover, the penalty for breach of probation is potentially

more severe than that for breach of a conditional sentence. Pursuant to s, 733.1(1),breach of probation

constitutes a new offence, punishable by up to two years imprisonment, while a breach of condition does

not constitute a new offence per se. The maximum penalties are also different. In the case of a breach of
probation, the offender is subject to the revocation of the probation order and can be sentenced for the

original offence (in cases where a suspended sentence was rendered): see s. 732.2(5). By contrast, in the

case of breaches of conditional sentences, the maximum punishment available is incarceration for the

time remaining of the original sentence (s. 742.6(9)).Presumably, if a conditional sentence is more

onerous than probation, the consequences of breaching a condition should be more onerous as well.

(b) Conditional Sentences Must Be More Punitive Than Probation

28 Despite the similarities between the provisions and the fact that the penalty for breach of probation

is potentially more severe than for breach of a conditional sentence, there are strong indications that

Parliament intended the conditional sentence to be more punitive than probation, It is a well accepted
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principle of statutory interpretation that no legislative provision should be interpreted so as to render it

mere surplusage. It. would be absurd if Parliament intended conditional sentences to amount merely to

probation under a different name. While this argument is clearly not dispositive, it suggests that
Parliament intended there to be a meaningful distinction between the two sanctions. I will now consider
more specific arguments in support of this position.

29 The conditional sentence is defined in the Code as a sentence of imprisonment, The heading of s.
742 reads "Conditional Sentence of Imprisonment". Furthermore, s. 742.1(a) requires the court to
impose a sentence of imprisonment of less than two years before considering whether the sentence can
bc served in the corrununity subject to the appropriate conditions. Parliament intended imprisonment, in

thc form of incarceration, to bc more punitive than probation, as it is far more restrictive of the
offender's liberty. Since a conditional sentence is, at least notionally, a sentence of imprisonment, it

follows that it too should bc interpreted as more punitive than probation.

30 On a related note, with the enactment of s. 742,1, Parliament has mandated that certain non-

dangerous offenders who would otherwise have gone to jail for up to two years now serve their

sentences in the community. If a conditional sentence is not distinguished from probation, then these

offenders will receive what are effectively considerably less onerous probation orders instead of jail
terms. Such lenient sentences would not provide sufficient denunciation and deterrence, nor would they

be accepted by the public. Section 718 provides that the fundamental purpose of sentencing is "to

contribute ...to respect for the law and the maintenance of a just, peaceful and safe society". Inadequate

sanctions undermine respect for the law. Accordingly, it is important to distinguish a conditional

sentence from probation by way of the use of punitive conditions.

31 Earlier I drew attention to a subtle difference between the residual clauses in the provisions

governing the imposition of optional conditions of probation orders and conditional sentences, While the

difference between the two residual clauses is subtle, it is also significant. In order to appreciate this

difference, it is necessary to consider the case Iaw and practice that has developed with respect to

probation.

32 Probation has traditionally been viewed as a rehabilitative sentencing tool. Recently, the

rehabilitative nature of the probation order was explained by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in R. v.

Taylor (1997), 122 C.C.C, (3d) 376. Bayda C.J.S.wrote, at p. 394:

Apart from the wording of thc provision, the innate character of a probation

order is such that it seeks to influence the future behaviour of the offender. More

specifically, it seeks to secure "the good conduct" of the offender and to deter him

from committing other offences. It does not particularly seek to reflect the seriousness

of the offence or the offender's degree of culpability. Nor does it particularly seek to
.fill the need for denunciation of the offence or the general deterrence of others to

commit the same or other offences. Depending upon the specific conditions of the

order there may well be a punitive aspect. to a probation order but punishment is not

the dominant or an inherent purpose. It is perhaps not even a secondary purpose but is

more in the nature of a consequence of an offender's compliance with one or more of
the specific conditions with which he or she may find it hard to comply. [Emphasis
added.j

33 Many appellate courts have struck out conditions of probation that were imposed to punish rather

than rehabilitate the offender: see R. v. Ziatas (1973), 13 C.C.C. (2d) 287 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 288; R. v.

Caja (1977), 36 C.C.C. (2d) 401 (Ont. C.A.), at pp. 402-3; R. v. Lavender (1981),59 C.C.C. (2d) 551

(B,C,C.A.), at pp. 552-53, and R, v. L. (1986), 50 C.R. (3d) 398 (Alta. C.A.), at pp. 399-400. The
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impugned terms of probation in these cases were imposed pursuant to a residual clause in force at the
time whose wording was virtually identical to that presently used in s. 742.3(2)(f).

34 Despite the virtual identity in thc wording of s. 742.3(2)(f) and the old residual clause applicable to
probation orders, it would be a mistake to conclude that punitive conditions cannot now be imposed
under s. 742,3(2)(f), Parliament amended the residual clause for probation, s. 732.1(3)(h), to read "for
protecting society and for facilitating the offender's successful reintegration into the
community" (emphasis added). It did so to make clear the rehabilitative purpose of probation and to
distinguish s. 742.3(2)(f) from s, 732.1(3)(h).The wording used in s. 742.3(2)(f) does not focus
principally on the rehabilitation and reintegration of the offender. If s. 742.3(Z)(f) were interpreted as
precluding punitive conditions, it would frustrate Parliament's intention in distinguishing the two forms
of sentence. Parliament would not have distinguished them if it intended both clauses to serve the same
purpose.

35 In light of thc foregoing, it is clear that Parliament intended a conditional sentence to be more
punitive than a suspended sentence with probation, notwithstanding the similarities between the two
sanctions in respect of their rehabilitative purposes. I agree wholeheartedly with Vancise J.A., who,
dissenting in R. v. McDonald (1997), 113 C,C.C. (3d) 418 (Sask. C.A.), stated, at p. 443, that
conditional sentences were designed to "permit the accused to avoid imprisonment but not to avoid
punishment".

36 Accordingly, conditional sentences should generally include punitive conditions that are restrictive
of the offender's liberty. Conditions such as house arrest or strict curfews should be the norm, not the
exception. As the Minister of Justice said during the second reading of Bill C-41 (House of Commons
Debates, supra, at p, 5873), "[t]his sanction is obviously aimed at offenders who would otherwise be in
jail but who could be in the community under tight controls" (emphasis added).

37 There must be a reason for failing to impose punitive conditions when a conditional sentence order
is made. Sentencing judges should always be mindful of the fact that conditional sentences are only to
be imposed on offenders who would otherwise have been sent to jail. If the judge is of the opinion that
punitive conditions are unnecessary, then probation, rather than a conditional sentence, is most likely the
appropriate disposition.

38 Thc punitive nature of the conditional sentence should also inform the treatment of breaches of
conditions. As I have already discussed, the maximum penalty for breach of probation is potentially
more severe than that for breach of a conditional sentence. In practice, however, breaches of conditional
sentences may be punished more severely than breaches of probation. Without commenting on the
constitutionality of these provisions, I note that breaches of conditional sentence need only be proved on
a balance of probabilities, pursuant to s. 742.6(9), whereas breaches of probation must be proved beyond
a reasonable doubt.

39 More importantly, where an offender breaches a condition without reasonable excuse, there should
be a presumption that the offender serve the remainder of his or her sentence in jail. This constant threat
of incarceration will help to ensure that the offender complies with the conditions imposed: see R, v.
Brady (1998), 121 C.C.C. (3d) 504 (Alta. C.A.); J, V. Roberts, "Conditional Sentencing: Sword of
Damocles or Pandora's Box'/" (1997), 2 Can. Crim. L. Rev. 183. It also assists in distinguishing the
conditional sentence from probation by making the consequences of a breach of condition more severe.

(2) Conditional Sentences and Incarceration

40 Although a conditional sentence is by statutory definition a sentence of imprisonment, this Court,
in R. v. Shropshire, )1995j 4 S.C.R.227, at para. 21, recognized that there "is a very significant
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difference between being behind bars and functioning within society while on conditional release". Sec
also Cunningham v, Canada, [1993]2 S.C.R. 143, at p. 150, per McLachlin J. These comments are
equally applicable to the conditional sentence. Indeed, offenders serving a conditional sentence in the
community are only partially deprived of their freedom. Even if their liberty is restricted by the
conditions attached to their sentence, they are not conf&ned to an institution and they can continue to
attend to their normal employment or educational endeavours, They are not deprived of their private life
to the same extent. Nor are they subject to a regimented schedule or an institutional diet.

41 This is not to say that the conditional sentence is a lenient. punishment or that it does not provide
significant denunciation and deterrence, or that a conditional sentence can never be as harsh as
incarceration. As this Court stated in Gladue, supra, at. para. 72:

...in our view a sentence focussed on restorative justice is not necessarily a "lighter"
punishment. Some proponents of restorative justice argue that when it is combined
with probationary conditions it may in some circumstances impose a greater burden
on the offender than a custodial sentence.

A conditional sentence may be as onerous as, or perhaps even more onerous than, a jail term,
particularly in circumstances where the offender is forced to take responsibility for his or her actions and
make reparations to both the victim and the community, all the while living in the community under
tight controls.

42 Moreover, the conditional sentence is not subject to reduction through parole, This would seem to
follow from s. 112(1)of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act, S.C. 1992, c. 20, which gives the
provincial parole board jurisdiction in respect of the parole of offenders "serving sentences of
imprisonment in provincial correctional facilities" (R. v. Wismayer (1997), 115 C.C.C. (3d) 18 (Ont.
C.A.), at p. 33).

43 I would add that the fact that a conditional sentence cannot be reduced through parole does not in

itself lead to the conclusion that as a general matter a conditional sentence is as onerous as or even more
onerous than a jail term of equivalent duration. There is no parole simply because the offender is never
actually incarcerated and he or she does not need to be reintegrated into society. But even when an
offender is released from custody on parole, the original sentence continues in force. As I stated in M.
(C.A,), supra, at para, 62;

In short, the history, structure and existing practice of the conditional release
system collectively indicate that a grant of parole represents a change in the
conditions under which a judicial sentence must be served, rather than a reduction of
the judicial sentence itself.... But even though the conditions of incarceration are
subject to change through a grant of parole to the offender's benefit, the offender'
sentence continues in full effect. The offender remains under thc strict control of thc
parole system, and the offender's liberty remains significantly curtailed for the full
duration of the offender's numerical or life sentence. [Emphasis in original.]

The parolee has to serve the final portion of his or her sentence under conditions similar to those that can
be imposed under a conditional sentence, perhaps even under stricter conditions, as the parolee can be
assigned to a "community-based residential facility": see s. 133 of the Corrections and Conditional
Release Act and s. 161 of the Corrections and Conditional Release Regulations, SOR92-620.

44 In light of these observations, a conditional sentence, even with stringent conditions, will usually
be a more lenient sentence than a jail term of equivalent duration: see also Gagnon v. La Reine, [1998]
R.J.Q. 2636 (C.A.), at p. 2645; Brady, supra, at paras. 36 and 48 to 50. The fact that incarceration is a
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threatened punishment for those who breach their conditions provides further support for this

conclusion. In order for incarceration to serve as a punishment for breach of a conditional sentence,
logically it must be more onerous than a conditional sentence.

C. Application of Section 742.1 of ihe Criminal Code

45 For convenience, I will reproduce here s. 742.1:

742.1 Where a person is convicted of an offence, except an offence that is

punishable by a minimum term of imprisonment, and the court

(b)
imposes a sentence of imprisonment of less than two years, and

is satisfied that serving the sentence in the community would not endanger the

safety of the community and would be consistent with the fundamental purpose
and principles of sentencing set out in sections 718 to 718.2,

the court may, for the purpose of supervising the offender's behaviour in the

community, order that the offender serve the sentence in the community, subject to

the offender's complying with the conditions of a conditional sentence order made

under section 742.3.

46 This provision lists four criteria that a court must consider before deciding to impose a conditional

sentence;

(2)
(3)

(4)

the offender must be convicted of an offence that is not punishable by a minimum

term of imprisonment;
the court must impose a term of imprisonment of less than two years;

the safety of the community would not be endangered by the offender serving the

sentence in the community; and

a conditional sentence would be consistent with the fundamental purpose and

principles of sentencing set out in ss. 718 to 718.2.

47 In my view, the first three criteria are prerequisites to any conditional sentence, These prerequisites

answer the question of whether or not a conditional sentence is possible in the circumstances. Once they

are met, the next question is whether a conditional sentence is appropriate. This decision turns upon a

consideration of the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing set out in ss. 718 to 718.2. I will

discuss each of these elements in turn.

(1) The Offender Must be Convicted of an Offence That Is Not Punishable by a

Minimum Term of Imprisonment

48 This prerequisite is straightforward. The offence for which the offender was convicted must not be

punishable by a minimum term of imprisonment. Offences with a minimum term of imprisonment are

the only statutory exclusions from the conditional sentencing regime.

(2) The Court Must Impose a Term of Imprisonment of Less than Two Years

49 Parliament intended that a conditional sentence be considered only for those offenders who would

have otherwise received a sentence of imprisonment of less than two years. There is some controversy

as to whether this means that the judge must actually impose a term of imprisonment of a fixed duration

before considering the possibility of a conditional sentence. Far from addressing purely methodological
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concerns, this question carries implications as to thc role of ss. 718 to 718.2 in thc determination of the
appropriate sentence, the duration of the sentence, its venue and other modalities.

50 A literal reading of s. 742.1(a) suggests that the decision to impose a conditional sentence should
be made in two distinct stages. In the first stage, the judge would have to decide the appropriate sentence
according to the general purposes and principles of sentencing (now set out in ss. 718 to 718.2). Having
found that a term of imprisonment. of less than two years is warranted, thc judge would then, in a second
stage, decide whether this same term should be served in the community pursuant to s. 742.1. At first
sight, since Parliament said: "and the court (a) imposes a sentence of imprisonment of less than two
years", it seems that the sentencing judge must first impose a term of imprisonment of a fixed duration
before contemplating the possibility that. this term bc served in thc community.

51 This two-step approach was endorsed by the Manitoba Court of. Appeal in the present appeal.
However, this literal reading of s. 742.1 and the two-step approach it implies introduce a rigidity which
is both unworkable and undesirable in practice.

(a) Duration and Venue Cannot Be Separated

52 This two-step process does not correspond to the reality of sentencing. In practice, the
determination of a term of imprisonment is necessarily intertwined with the decision of where the
offender will serve the sentence. A judge does not impose a fixed sentence of "x months" in the abstract.,
without having in mind where that sentence will be served (see Brady, supra, at para. 86; R. v. Pierce
(1997), 114 C.C.C. (3d) 23 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 39; R. v. Ursel (1997), 96 B.C.A.C.241, at p. 284 (per
Ryan J.A,) and pp. 291-92 (per Rowles J.A.)).Furthermore, when a conditional sentence is chosen, its
duration will depend on the type of conditions imposed. Therefore, the duration of the sentence should
not be determined separately from the determination of its venue,

(b) "Penalogical Paradox"

53 There is a contradiction embedded in this rigid two-step process. After having applied ss. 718 to
718.2 in the first stage to conclude that the appropriate sentence is a term of imprisonment of a fixed
duration (in all cases less than two years), the judge would then have to decide if serving the same
sentence in the community is still consistent with the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing
set out in ss. 718 to 718.2, as required by s. 742.1(b). It is unrealistic to believe that a judge would
consider the objectives and principles twice or make a clear distinction in his or her mind between the
application of ss. 718 to 718.2 in the first stage and in the second stage. Even if this could be done, it
could lead to a "penalogical paradox", as described by J. Gemmell in, "The New Conditional Sentencing
Regime" (1997), 39 Crim. L.Q. 334, at p. 337:

...the judge must first determine that imprisonment is the only reasonable sanction in
the circumstances then decide whether the offender should nevertheless serve that
sentence in the community. The decision to impose a conditional sentence is almost a
kind of reductio ad absurdum of the original decision that called for imprisonment.
[Footnote omitted.]

54 This second step of the analytical process would effectively compromise the principles of
sentencing that led to the imposition of a sentence of imprisonment in the first place. For instance, the
principle of proportionality, set out in s. 718.1 as the fundamental principle of sentencing, directs that all
sentences must be proportional to the gravity of the offence and the degree of responsibility of the
offender. When a judge -- in the first stage decides that a term of imprisonment of "x months" is

appropriate, it means that this sentence is proportional, If the sentencing judge decides —in the second
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stage -- that thc same term can be served in thc community, it is possible that the sentence is no longer
proportional to the gravity of thc offence and the responsibility of the offender, since a conditional
sentence will generally be more lenient than a jail term of equivalent duration. Thus, such a two-step
approach introduces a rigidity in the sentencing process that could lead to an unfit sentence.

(c) A Purposive Interpretation of Section 742,1(a)

55 These problems can be addressed by a purposive interpretation of s. 742.1(a). For the reasons
discussed above, the requirement that the court "imposes a sentence of imprisonment of less than two
years" could not have been intended to impose on judges a rigid two-step process. Rather, it was
included to identify the type of offenders who could be entitled to a conditional sentence. At one end of
the range, Parliament denied the possibility of a conditional sentence for offenders who should receive a
penitentiary term. At the other end, Parliament intended to ensure that offenders who were entitled to a
more lenient community measure -- such as a suspended sentence with probation -- did not receive a
conditional sentence, a harsher sanction in this legislative scheme.

56 Section 742.1(a), when read in conjunction with ss. 718.2(d) and 718.2(e), cautions sentencing
judges against "widening the net" of the conditional sentencing regime by imposing conditional
sentences on offenders who would otherwise have received a non-custodial disposition (Gagnon, supra,
at p. 2645; McDonald, supra, at pp. 437-39), As Rosenberg J.A, puts it in Wismayer, supra, at p. 42:

Parliament's goal of reducing the prison population of non-violent offenders
and increased use of community sanctions will be frustrated if the courts refuse to use
the conditional sentence order for offences that normally attract a jail sentence and
resort to the conditional sentence only for offences that previously would have
attracted non-custodial dispositions.

Erroneously imposing conditional sentences could undermine Parliament's objective of reducing
incarceration for less serious offenders.

57 These concerns are illustrated by the English experience with a similar sentence called a
"suspended sentence". As Parker L.C.J.explained, writing for the Court of Appeal (Criminal Division)
in R. v. O'Keefe (1968), 53 Cr. App. R. 91, at pp, 94-95:

This Court would like to say as emphatically as they can that suspended
sentences should not be given when, but for the power to give a suspended sentence,
a probation order was the proper order to make. After all, a suspended sentence is a
sentence of imprisonment....

Therefore, it seems to the Court that before one gets to a suspended sentence at
all, a court must go through the process of eliminating other possible courses such as
absolute discharge, conditional discharge, probation order, fine, and then say to itself:
this is a case for imprisonment, and the final question, it being a case for
imprisonment: is immediate imprisonment required, or can I give a suspended
sentence?

58 A similar approach should be used by Canadian courts. Hence, a purposive interpretation of s.
742.1(a) does not dictate a rigid two-step approach in which the judge would first have to impose a term
of imprisonment of a fixed duration and then decide if that fixed term of imprisorunent can be served in
the community. In my view, the requirement that the court must impose a sentence of imprisonment of
less than two years can be fulfilled by a preliminary determination of the appropriate range of available
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sentences. Thus, the approach I suggest still requires the judge to proceed in two stages. IIowever, thc
judge need not impose a term of imprisonment of a fixed duration at. the first stage of the analysis,
Rather, at this stage, the judge simply has to exclude two possibilities: (a) probationary measures; and
(b) a penitentiary term. If either of these sentences is appropriate, then a conditional sentence should not
be imposed.

59 In making this preliminary determination, the judge need only consider the fundamental purpose
and principles of sentencing set out in ss. 718 to 718.2 to the extent necessary to narrow the range of
sentence for the offender. The submissions of the parties, although not binding, may prove helpful in
this regard. For example, both parties may agree that the appropriate range of sentence is a term of
imprisonment of less than two years.

60 Once that preliminary determination is made, and assuming the other statutory prerequisites are
met, the judge should then proceed to the second stage of the analysis: determining whether a
conditional sentence would be consistent with the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing set
out in ss. 718 to 718.2.Unlike the first stage, the principles of sentencing are now considered
comprehensively. Further, it is at the second stage that the duration and venue of the sentence should be
determined, and, if a conditional sentence, the conditions to be imposed.

6Y This purposive interpretation of s. 742.1(a) avoids the pitfalls of the literal interpretation discussed
above, while at all times taking into account the principles and objectives of sentencing. As I stressed in
M. (C.A,), supra, at para. 82.

In the final analysis, the overarching duty of a sentencing judge is to draw upon all
the legitimate principles of sentencing to determine a "just and appropriate" sentence
which reflects the gravity of the offence committed and the moral blameworthiness of
the offender.

(3) The Safety of the Community Would Not Be Endangered by the Offender
Serving thc Sentence in the Community

62 This criterion, set out in s. 742.1(b), has generated wide discussion in courts and among authors. I
intend to discuss the following issues;

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(a)

Is safety of the community a prerequisite to any conditional sentence'?

Does "safety of the community" refer only to the threat posed by the specific
offender?
How should courts evaluate danger to the community?
Is risk of economic prejudice to be considered in assessing danger to the community?
A Prerequisite to Any Conditional Sentence

63 As a prerequisite to any conditional sentence, the sentencing judge must be satisfied that having
the offender serve the sentence in the community would not endanger its safety: see Brady, supra, at
para. 58; R. v. Maheu, [1997jR.J.Q.410, 116 C.C.C. (3d) 361 (C.A.), at p. 368 C.C.C.;Gagnon, supra,
at p. 2641; Pierce, supra, at p. 39; Ursel, supra, at pp. 284-86 (per Ryan J.A.). If the sentencing judge is
not satisfied that the safety of the community can be preserved, a conditional sentence must never be
imposed.

64 With respect, the Manitoba Court of Appeal in the case before us erred in concluding that safety of
the community was the primary consideration in the decision to impose a conditional sentence. As the
Alberta Court of Appeal in Brady, supra, at para. 58, stated:
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So to suggest that danger is the primary consideration is tendentious. It wrongly
implies that absence of danger trumps or has paramountcy over other sentencing
principles. Either the offender meets the no-danger threshold, or he does not. If he
does, this consideration is spent and the focus must then properly be on the other
sentencing principles and objectives.

65 I agree. Ii is only once the judge is satisfied that the safety of the community would not be
endangered, in the sense explained in paras. 66 to 76 below, that he or she can examine whether a
conditional sentence "would be consistent with the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing set
out in sections 718 to 718,2". In other. words, rather than being an overarching consideration in the
process of determining whether a conditional sentence is appropriate, the criterion of safety of the
community should be viewed as a condition precedent to the assessment of whether a conditional
sentence would bc a fit and proper sanction in the circumstances.

(b) "Safety of the Community" Refers to the Threat Posed by the Specific
Offender

66 The issue here is whether "safety of the community" refers only to the threat posed by the specific
offender or whether it also extends to the broader risk of undermining respect for the law. The
proponents of the broader interpretation argue that, in certain cases where a conditional sentence could
be imposed, it would be perceived that wrongdoers are receiving lenient sentences, thereby
insufficiently deterring those who may be inclined to engage in similar acts of wrongdoing, and, in turn,
endangering the safety of the community.

67 Leaving aside the fact that a properly crafted conditional sentence can also achieve the objectives
of general deterrence and denunciation, I think the debate has been rendered largely academic in light of
an amendment to s, 742.1(b) (S.C. 1997, c. 18, s. 107.1)which clarified that courts must take into
consideration the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing set out in ss. 718 to 718,2 in

deciding whether to impose a conditional sentence. This ensures that objectives such as denunciatioii
and deterrence will be dealt with in the decision to impose a conditional sentence. Since these factors
will be taken into account. later in the analysis, there is no need to include them in the consideration of
the safety of the community.

68 In my view, the focus of the analysis at this point should clearly be on the risk posed by the
individual offender while serving his sentence in the community. I would note that a majority of
appellate courts have adopted an interpretation of the criterion referring only to the threat posed by the
specific offender: see Gagnon, supra, at pp. 2640-41 (per I'ish J,A.); R. v. Parker (1997), 116 C.C.C.
(3d) 236 (N.S.C.A.), at pp. 247-48; Ursel, supra, at p. 260; R. v. Horvath, [1997]8 W.W.R. 357 (Sask.
C,A.), at p. 374; Brady, supra, at paras, 60-61; Wismayer, supra, at p. 44.

(c) I-Iow Should Courts Evaluate Danger to the Community'

69 In my opinion, to assess the danger to the community posed by the offender while serving his or
her sentence in the community, two factors must be taken into account: (1) the risk of the offender re-
offending; and (2) the gravity of the damage that could ensue in the event of re-offence. If the judge
finds that there is a real risk of re-offence, incarceration should be imposed. Of course, there is always
some risk that an offender may re-offend, If the judge thinks this risk is minimal, the gravity of the
damage that could follow were the offender to re-offend should also be taken into consideration. In
certain cases, the minimal risk of re-offending will be offset by the possibility of a great prejudice,
thereby precluding a conditional sentence.
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(i) Risk of Re-olfence

70 A variety of'factors will be relevant in assessing the risk of re-offence. In Brady, supra, at paras.
117-27, Fraser C.J.A. suggested that consideration be given to whether the offender has previously
complied with court orders and, more generally, to whether the offender has a criminal record that
suggests that the off'ender will not abide by the conditional sentence. Rousseau-Houle J.A. in Maheu,
supra, at. p. 374 C.C.C. enumerated additional factors which may be of relevance:

[TRANSI,ATION) ...1) the nature of the offence, 2) the relevant circumstances of
the offence, which can put in issue prior and subsequent incidents, 3) the degree of
participation of the accused, 4) the relationship of the accused with the victim, 5) the
profile of the accused, that is, his [or her] occupation, lifestyle, criminal record,
family situation, mental state, 6) his [or her] conduct following the commission of'the
offence, 7) the danger which the interim release of the accused represents for the
community, notably that part of the community affected by the matter,

71 This list is instructive, but should not be considered exhaustive. The risk that a particular offender
poses to the community must be assessed in each case, on its own facts. Moreover, the factors outlined
above should not be applied mechanically, As Fraser C.J.A. held in Brady, supra, at para. 124:

I orgetting a court date once ten years ago does not automatically bar an offender
from any future conditional sentence. Nor does turning up for his trial guarantee an

offender a conditional sentence. The sentencing judge must of course look at all

aspects of these previous disobediences of courts, That includes frequency, age,
maturity, recency, seriousness of disobedience and surrounding circumstances.

72 The risk of re-offence should also be assessed in light of the conditions attached to the sentence.
Where an offender might pose some risk of endangering the safety of the community, it is possible that
this risk be reduced to a minimal one by the imposition of appropriate conditions to the sentence: see
Wismayer, supra, at p. 32; Brady, supra, at para. 62; Maheu, supra, at p. 374 C.C.C. Indeed, this is

contemplated by s. 742.3(2)(f), which allows the court to include as optional conditions "such other
reasonable conditions as the court considers desirable ...for securing the good conduct of the offender
and for preventing a repetition by the offender of the same offence or the commission of other offenccs",
For example, a judge may wish to impose a conditional sentence with a treatment order on an offender
with a drug addiction, notwithstanding the fact that the offender has a lengthy criminal record linked to
this addiction, provided the judge is confident that there is a good chance of rehabilitation and that the
level of supervision will be sufficient to ensure that the offender complies with the sentence,

73 This last point concerning the level of supervision in the community must be underscored, As the
Alberta Court of Appeal stressed in Brady, supra, at para, 135:

A conditional sentence drafted in the abstract without knowledge of what actual
supervision and institutions and programs are available and suitable for this offender
is often worse than tokenism: it is a sham.

Hence, the judge must know or be made aware of the supervision available in the community by the

supervision officer or by counsel. If the level of supervision available in the community is not sufficient
to ensure safety of the community, the judge should impose a sentence of incarceration.

(ii) Gravity of the Damage in the Event of Re-offence
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74 Once thc judge finds that the risk of recidivism is minimal, the second factor to consider is the
gravity of the potential damage in case of re-offence. Particularly in the case of violent offenders, a
small risk of very harmful future crime may well warrant a conclusion that the prerequisite is not met:
see Brady, supra, at para. 63.

(d) Risk of Economic Harm Can Be Taken Into Consideration

75 'I'he meaning of the phrase "would not endanger the safety of the community" should not be
restricted to a consideration of the danger to physical or psychological safety of persons. In my view,
this part of s. 742.1(b) cannot be given this narrow meaning. As Finch J.A. stated in Ursel, supra, at. p,
264 (dissenting in part but endorsed by the majority on this issue, at p. 287):

I would not give to this phrase the restricted meaning for which the defence
contends. Members of our community have a reasonable expectation of safety not
only in respect of their persons, but in respect as well of their property and financial
resources. When homes are broken into, motor-vehicles are stolen, employers are
defrauded of monies, or financial papers are forged, the safety of the community is, in

my view endangered, We go to considerable lengths to protect and secure ourselves
against the losses that may result from these sorts of crimes, and I think most ordinary
citizens would regard themselves as threatened or endangered where their property or
Iinancial resources are exposed to the risk of loss.

76 I agree with this reasoning. The phrase "would not endanger the safety of the community" should
be construed broadly, and include the risk of any criminal activity. Such a broad interpretation
encompasses the risk. of economic harm.

(4) Consistent with the Fundamental Purpose and Principles of Sentencing Set Out
in Sections 718 to 718.2

77 Once the sentencing judge has found the offender guilty of an offence for which there is no
minimum term of imprisonment, has rejected both a probationary sentence and a penitentiary term as
inappropriate, and is satisfied that the offender would not endanger the community, the judge must then
consider whether a conditional sentence would be consistent with the fundamental purpose and
principles of sentencing set out in ss, 718 to 718.2.

78 A consideration of the principles set out in ss. 718 to 718.2 will determine whether the offender
should serve his or her sentence in the community or in jail. The sentencing principles also inform the
determination of the duration of these sentences and, if a conditional sentence, the nature of the
conditions to be imposed.

(a) Offences Presumptively Excluded from the Conditional Sentencing Regime?

79 Section 742.1 does not exclude any offences from the conditional sentencing regime except those
with a minimum term of imprisonment. Parliament could have easily excluded specific offences in
addition to those with a mandatory minimum term of imprisonment but chose not to. As Rosenberg J.A.
held in Wismayer, supra, at p. 31:

Parliament clearly envisaged that a conditional sentence would be availablc even in

cases of crimes of violence that are not punishable by a minimum term of
imprisonment. Thus, s. 742.2 requires the court, before imposing a conditional
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sentence, to consider whether a Iirearms prohibition under s. 100 of thc Criminal
Code is applicable. Such orders may only be imposed for indictable offences having a
maximum sentence of ten years or more "in the commission of which violence
against a person is used, threatened, or attempted" (s, 100(1))and for certain weapons
and drug offences (s. 100(2)).

I hus, a conditional sentence is available in principle for all offences in which the statutory prerequisites
are satisfied.

80 Several parties in the appeals before us argued that the fundamental purpose and principles of
sentencing support a presumption against conditional sentences for certain offences. The Attorney
General of Canada and (he Attorney General for Ontario subniitted that a conditional sentence would
rarely be appropriate for offences such as: sexual offences against children; aggravated sexual assault;
manslaughter; serious fraud or theft; serious morality offences; impaired or dangerous driving causing
death or bodily harm; and trafficking or possession of certain narcotics. They submitted that this
followed from the principle of proportionality as well as from a consideration of the objectives of
denunciation and deterrence. A number of appellate court decisions suppoit this position.

81 In my view, while the gravity of such offences is clearly relevant to determining whether a
conditional sentence is appropriate in the circumstances, it would be both unwise and unnecessary to
establish judicially created presumptions that conditional sentences are inappropriate for specific
offences, Offence-specific presumptions introduce unwarranted rigidity in the determination of whether
a conditional sentence is a just and appropriate sanction. Such presumptions do not accord with the
principle of proportionality set out in s. 718.1 and the value of individualization in sentencing, nor are
they necessary to achieve the important objectives of uniformity and consistency in the use of
conditional sentences.

82 This Court has held on a number of occasions that sentencing is an individualized process, in

which the trial judge has considerable discretion in fashioning a fit. sentence. The rationale behind this
approach stems from the principle of proportionality, the fundamental principle of sentencing, which
provides that a sentence must be proportional to the gravity of the offence and the degree of
responsibility of the offender. Proportionality requires an examination of the specific circumstances of
both the offender and the offence so that the "punishment fits the crime". As a by-product of such an

individualized approach, there will be inevitable variation in sentences imposed for particular crimes, In
M. (C,A.), supra, I stated, at para, 92:

It has been repeatedly stressed that there is no such thing as a uniform sentence for a
particular crime.... Sentencing is an inherently individualized process, and the search
for a single appropriate sentence for a similar offender and a similar crime will

frequently be a fruitless exercise of academic abstraction. As well, sentences for a
particular offence should be expected to vary to some degree across various
communities and regions in this country, as the "just and appropriate" mix of
accepted sentencing goals will depend on the needs and current conditions of and in
the particular community where the crime occurred.

83 My difficulty with the suggestion that the proportionality principle presumptively excludes certain
offences from the conditional sentencing regime is that such an approach focuses inordinately on the

gravity of the offence and insufficiently on the moral blameworthiness of the offender. This
fundamentally misconstrues the nature of the principle. Proportionality requires that full consideration
be given to both factors. As s. 718.1 provides:
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A sentence must be proportionate to the gravity of the offence and the degree of
responsibility of the offender. )Emphasis added.]

84 Some appellate courts have held that once the statutory prerequisites are satisfied there ought to be
a presumption in favour of a conditional sentence. In the instant appeal, I-Ielpcr J.A. found at p, 112 that:

Generally (though certainly not in all cases), it will be that, when a sentencing judge
has attributed the appropriate weight to each of the relevant principles in determining
that a fit sentence would be less than two years and has found that the offender would
not be a danger to the community, a decision to allow the offender to serve his
sentence in the community will be consistent with ss. 718 to 718.2.

85 It is possible to interpret these comments as implying that once the judge has found that the
prerequisites to a conditional sentence are met, a conditional sentence would presumably be consistent
with the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing. Assuming that I-Ielper J.A. intended to
suggest that there ought to be a presumption in favour of a conditional sentence once the prerequisites
are met, I respectfully disagree with her. For the same reasons that I rejected the use of presumptions
against conditional sentences, I also reject presumptions in favour of them, The particular circumstances
of the offender and the offence must be considered in each case.

(b) A Need for Starting Points?

86 An individualized sentencing regime will of necessity entail a certain degree of disparity in
sentencing. I recognize that it is important for appellate courts to minimize, to the greatest extent
possible, "the disparity of sentences imposed by sentencing judges for similar offenders and similar
offences committed throughout Canada": M. (C.A.), supra, at para. 92. Towards this end, this Court held
in R. v. McDonnell, [1997] 1 S.C.R.948, that "starting point sentences" may be set out as guides to
lower courts in order to achieve greater uniformity and consistency. I am also acutely aware of the need
to provide guidance to lower courts regarding the use of the conditional sentence, as it is a new sanction
which has created a considerable amount of controversy and confusion in its short life.

87 That said, I do not find it necessary to resort to starting points in respect of specific offences to
provide guidance as to the proper use of conditional sentences. In my view, the risks posed by starting
points, in the form of offence-specific presumptions in favour of incarceration, outweigh their benefits.
Starting points are most useful in circumstances where there is the potential for a large disparity between
sentences imposed for a particular crime because the range of sentence set out in the Code is particularly
broad. In the case of conditional sentences, however, the statutory prerequisites of s. 742,1 considerably
narrow the range of cases in which a conditional sentence may be imposed. A conditional sentence may
only be imposed on non-dangerous offenders who would otherwise have received a jail sentence of less
than two years. Accordingly, the potential disparity. of sentence between those of'fenders who were
candidates for a conditional sentence and received a jail term, and those who received a conditional
sentence, is relatively small.

88 The minimal benefits of uniformity in these circumstances are exceeded by the costs of the
associated loss of individualization in sentencing. By creating offence-specific starting points, there is a
risk that these starting points will evolve into de facto minimum sentences of imprisonment. This would
thwart Parliament's intention of not excluding particular categories of offence from the conditional
sentencing regime. It could also result in the imposition of disproportionate sentences in some cases.

89 Given the narrow range of application for conditional sentences, I am of the opinion that a
consideration of the principles of sentencing themselves, without offence-specific presumptions, can
provide sufficient guidance as to whether a conditional sentence should be imposed. Some principles
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militate in favour of a conditional sentence, whereas others favour incarceration. It is the task ol this
Court to articulate, in general terms, which principles favour each sanction, Although it cannot ensure
uniformity of result, the articulation of these principles can at least ensure uniformity in approach to thc
imposition of conditional sentences. It is to this task that I now turn.

{c) Principles Militating For and Against a Conditional Sentence

90 First, a consideration of ss. 718.2(d) and 718.2(e) leads me to the conclusion that serious
consideration should be given to the imposition of a conditional sentence in all cases where the first
three statutory prerequisites are satisfied. Sections 718.2(d) and 718.2{e)codify the important principle
of restraint in sentencing and were specifically enacted, along with s. 742.1, to help reduce the rate of
incarceration in Canada. Accordingly, it would be an error in principle not to consider the possibility of
a conditional sentence seriously when the statutory prerequisites are met. Failure to advert to the
possibility of a conditional sentence in reasons for sentence where there are reasonable grounds for
finding that the first three statutory prerequisites have been met may well constitute reversible error.

9l I pause here to consider an interpretive difficulty posed by s. 718.2(e).By its terms, s. 718.2(e)
requires judges to consider "all available sanctions other than imprisonment that are reasonable in the
circumstances" (emphasis added). A conditional sentence, however, is defined as a sentence of
imprisonment. As a sentence of imprisonment, it cannot be an alternative to imprisonment. It would
therefore appear as though s. 718.2(e) has no bearing on the sentencing judge's decision as to whether a
conditional sentence or a jail term should be imposed. Indeed, if interpreted in the technical sense
ascribed to imprisonment in Part XXIII of the Code, s. 718.2(e) would only be relevant to the judge'
preliminary determination as to whether a sentence of imprisonment, as opposed to a probationary
measure, should be imposed. Once the sentencing judge rejects a probationary sentence as inappropriate,
the legislative force of s. 718.2(e) is arguably spent.

92 This interpretation seems to fly in the face of Parliament's intention in enacting s. 718.2(e)—
reducing the rate of incarceration. As this Court held in Gladue, supra, at para. 40;

The availability of the conditional. sentence of imprisonment, in particular, alters the
sentencing landscape in a manner which gives an entirely new meaning to the
principle that imprisonment should be resorted to only where no other sentencing
option is reasonable in the circumstances. The creation of the conditional sentence
suggests, on its face, a desire to lessen the use of incarceration. The general principle
expressed in s. 718.2(e) must be construed and applied in this light. [Emphasis
added.j

Moreover, if this interpretation of s. 718.2(e) were adopted, it could lead to absurd results in relation to
aboriginal offenders. The particular circumstances of aboriginal offenders would only be relevant in

deciding whether to impose probationary sentences, and not in deciding whether a conditional sentence
should be preferred to incarceration. This would greatly diminish the remedial purpose animating
Parliament's enactment of this provision, which contemplates the greater use of conditional sentences
and other alternatives to incarceration in cases of aboriginal offenders,

93 The language used in the French version avoids this difficulty. The French version reads as
follows:

718.2 Le tribunal determine la peine a infliger compte tenu egalement des
principes suivants:
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e) l'examen dc toutes les sanctions substitutives applicables qui sont justifiees
dans les circonstances, plus patticulierement en ce qui concerne les delinquants
autochtones. [Emphasis added.]

94 The use of "sanctions substitutives" for "sanctions other than imprisonment" in the French version
of this provision means that s. 718.2(e) plays a role not only in the elecision as to whether imprisonment
or probationary measures should be imposed (preliminary step of the analysis), but also in the decision
as to whether to impose a conditional sentence of imprisonment since conditional sentences are clearly
sanctions substitutlves to incarceration.

95 The French version and the English version of s. 718.2(e) are therel'ore in conflict. In conformity
with a long-standing principle of interpretation, to resolve the conflict between the two official versions,
we have to look for the meaning common to both: see for instance 1&wiatkowsky v. Minister of
Employment and Immigration, [1982]2 S.C.R. 856, at pp. 863-64; Gravel v. City of St-Leonard, j1978]
1 S.C.R.660, at p. 669; Pfizer Co. v. Deputy Minister of National Revenue for Customs and Excise,
[1977] 1 S.C.R.456, at pp. 464-65; Tupper v. The Queen, [1967]S.C.R. 589, at p. 593; Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Co. of Canada v. T. Eaton Co., [1956]S.C.R.610, at p. 614; P.-A. Cote, Interpretation des
lois (3rd ed. 1999), at pp. 412-15. Accordingly, the word "imprisonment" in s. 718,2(e) should be
interpreted as "incarceration" rather than in its technical sense of encompassing both incarceration and a
conditional sentence. Read in this light, s. 718.2(e) clearly exerts an influence on the sentencing judge'
determination as to whether to impose a conditional sentence as opposed to a jail term.

96 Both ss. 718.2(d) and 718.2(e) seek to vindicate the important objective of restraint in the use of
incarceration. However, neither seeks to do so at all costs. Section 718.2(d) provides that "an offender
should not be deprived of liberty, if less restrictive sanctions may be appropriate in the
circumstances" (emphasis added). Section 718.2(e) provides that "all available sanctions other than
imprisonment that are reasonable in the circumstances should be considered" (emphasis added). In my
view, a determination of when less restrictive sanctions are "appropriate" and alternatives to
incarceration "reasonable" in the circumstances requires a consideration of the other principles of
sentencing set out in ss. 718 to 718.2

97 In determining which principles favour of a conditional sentence and which favour incarceration, it
is necessary to consider again the nature and purpose of the conditional sentence. Through an

appreciation of Parliament's intention in enacting this new sanction and the mischief it seeks to redress,
trial judges will be better able to make appropriate use of this innovative tool.

98 The conditional sentence, as I have already noted, was introduced in the amendments to Part XXIII
of the Code. Two of the main objectives underlying the reform of Part XXIII were to reduce the use of
incarceration as a sanction and to give greater prominence to the principles of restorative justice in
sentencing -- the objectives of rehabilitation, reparation to the victim and the community, and the
promotion of a sense of responsibility in the offender.

99 The conditional sentence facilitates the achievement of both of Parliament's objectives, It affords
the sentencing judge the opportunity to craft a sentence with appropriate conditions that can lead to the
rehabilitation of the offender, reparations to the community, and the promotion of a sense of
responsibility in ways that jail cannot. However, it is also a punitive sanction. Indeed, it is the punitive
aspect of a conditional sentence that distinguishes it from probation. As discussed above, it was not
Parliament's intention that offenders who would otherwise have gone to jail for up to two years less a

day now be given probation or some equivalent thereof.

100 Thus, a conditional sentence can achieve both punitive and restorative objectives. To the extent
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that both punitive and restorative objectives can bc achieved in a given case, a conditional sentence is
likely a better sanction than incarceration. Where the need for punishment is particularly pressing, and
there is little opportunity to achieve any restorative objectives, incarceration will likely be the mole
attractive sanction. 1-1owever, even where restorative objectives cannot be readily satisfied, a conditional
sentence will be preferable to incarceration in cases where a conditional sentence can achieve the
objectives of denunciation and deterrence as effectively as incarceration. This follows from the principle
of restraint in s, 718.2(d) and (e), which militates in favour of alternatives to incarceration where
appl'opl late ln the circumstances.

101 I turn now to the question of when a conditional sentence may be appropriate having regard to the
six sentencing objectives set out in s. 718,

(i) Denunciation

102 Denunciation is the communication of society's condemnation of the offender's conduct. In M.
(C.A,), supra, at para. 81, I wrote:

In short, a sentence with a denunciatory element represents a symbolic, collective
statement that the offender's conduct should be punished for encroaching on our
society's basic code of'alues as enshrined within our substantive criminal law. As
Lord Justice Lawton stated in R. v. Sargeant (1974), 60 Cr. App. R. 74, at p. 77:
"society, through the courts, must show its abhorrence of particular types of crime,
and the only way in which the courts can show this is by the sentences they pass".

Incarceration will usually provide more denunciation than a conditional sentence, as a conditional
sentence is generally a more lenient sentence than a jail term of equivalent duration. That said, a
conditional sentence can still provide a significant amount of denunciation. This is particularly so when
onerous conditions are imposed and the duration of the conditional sentence is extended beyond the
duration of the jail sentence that would ordinarily have been imposed in the circumstances. I will discuss
each point in turn.

103 First, the conditions should have a punitive aspect. Indeed, the need for punitive conditions is the

reason why a probationary sentence was rejected and a sentence of imprisonment of less than two years
imposed. As stated above, conditions such as house arrest should be the norm, not the exception. This
means that the offender should be confined to his or her home except when working, attending school,
or fulfilling other conditions of his or her sentence, e.g. community service, meeting with the supervisor,
or participating in treatment programs. Of course, there will need to be exceptions for medical
emergencies, religious observance, and the like.

104 Second, although a literal reading of s. 742.1 suggests that a conditional sentence must be of
equivalent duration to the jail term that would otherwise have been imposed, I have explained earlier
why such a literal interpretation of s. 742.1 should be eschewed. Instead, the preferred approach is to
have the judge reject a probationary sentence and a penitentiary term as inappropriate in the
circumstances, and then consider whether a conditional sentence of less than two years would be
consistent with the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing, provided the statutory
prerequisites are met. This approach does not require that there be any equivalence between the duration
of the conditiona1 sentence and the jail term that would otherwise have been imposed. The sole
requirement is that the duration and conditions of a conditional sentence make for a just and appropriate
sentence: see Brady, supra, at para. 111;Ursel, supra, at pp. 284-86 and 291-92; Pierce, supra, at p. 39;
J, V. Roberts, "The Hunt for the Paper Tiger: Conditional Sentencing after Brady" (1999),42 Crim. L.Q.
38, at pp. 47-52.
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105 The stigma of a conditional sentence with house arrest should not be underestimated. Living in
the community under strict conditions where fellow residents are well aware of the offender's criminal
misconduct can provide ample denunciation in many cases. In certain circumstances, the shame of
encountering members of the community may make it even more difficult. for the offender to serve his
or her sentence in the community than in prison.

106 The amount of denunciation provided by a conditional sentence will be heavily dependent on the
circumstances of the offender, the nature of the conditions imposed, and the community in which the
sentence is to be served. As a general matter, the more serious the offence and the greater the need for
denunciation, the longer and more onerous the conditional sentence should be. However, there may bc
certain circumstances in which the need for. denunciation is so pressing that incarceration will bc the
only suitable way in which to express society's condemnation of the offender's conduct.

(ii) Deterrence

107 Incarceration, which is ordinarily a harsher sanction, may provide more deterrence than a
conditional sentence. Judges should be wary, however, of placing too much weight on deterrence when
choosing between a conditional sentence and incarceration; see Wismayer, supra, at p. 36. The empirical
evidence suggests that the deterrent effect of incarceration is uncertain: see generally Sentencing
Reform: A Canadian Approach, supra, at pp. 136-37.Moreover, a conditional sentence can provide
significant deterrence if sufficiently punitive conditions are imposed and the public is made aware of the
severity of these sentences. There is also the possibility of deterrence through the use of community
service orders, including those in which the offender may be obliged to speak to members of the
community about the evils of the particular criminal conduct in which he or she engaged, assuming the
offender were amenable to such a condition. Nevertheless, there may be circumstances in which the
need for deterrence will warrant incarceration. This will depend in part on whether the offence is one in

which the effects of incarceration are likely to have a real deterrent effect, as well as on the
circumstances of the community in which the offences were committed.

(iii) Separation

108 The objective of separation is not applicable in determining whether a conditional sentence would
be consistent with the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing because it is a prerequisite of a
conditional sentence that the offender not pose a danger to the community. Accordingly, it is not
necessary to completely separate the offender from society. To the extent that incarceration, which leads
to the complete separation of offenders, is warranted in circumstances where the statutory prerequisites
are met, it is as a result of the objectives of denunciation and deterrence, not the need for separation as
such.

(iv) Restorative Objectives

109 While incarceration may provide for more denunciation and deterrence than a conditional
sentence, a conditional sentence is generally better suited to achieving the restorative objectives of
rehabilitation, reparations, and promotion of a sense of responsibility in the offender. As this Court held
in Gladue, supra, at para. 43, "[r]estorative sentencing goals do not usually correlate with the use of
prison as a sanction", The importance of these goals is not to be underestimated, as they are primarily
responsible for lowering the rate of recidivism. Consequently, when the objectives of rehabilitation,
reparation, and promotion of a sense of responsibility may realistically be achieved in the case of a
particular offender, a conditional sentence will likely be the appropriate sanction, subject to the

denunciation and deterrence considerations outlined above.
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110 I will now consider examples of conditions that seek to vindicate these objectives. There are any
number of conditions a judge may impose in order to rehabilitate an offender. Mandatory treatment
orders may be imposed, such as psychological counseling and alcohol and drug rehabilitation. It is well
lnown that sentencing an offender to a term of incarceration for an offence related to a drug addiction,
without addressing thc addiction, will probably not lead to the rehabilitation of the offender. The Final
Repott of the Commission of Inquiry into the Non-Medical Use of Drugs (1973) noted at p. 59 that:

These adverse effects of imprisonment are particularly reflected in the
treatment of drug offenders. Our investigations suggest that there is considerable
circulation of drugs within penal institutions, that offenders are reinforced in their
attachment to the drug culture, and that in many cases they are introduced to certain
kinds of drug use by prison contacts. Thus imprisonment does not cut off all contact
with drugs or the drug subculture, nor does it cut off contact with individual drug
users. Actually, it increases exposure to the influence of chronic, harmful drug users.

111 House arrest may also have a rehabilitative effect to a certain extent in so far as it prevents the
offender from engaging in habitual anti-social associations and promotes pro-social behaviors such as
attendance at work or educational institutions: see Roberts, "The Hunt for the Paper Tiger: Conditional
Sentencing after Brady", supra, at p. 65.

112 The objectives of reparations to the victim and the community, as well as the promotion of a
sense of responsibility in offenders and acknowledgment of the harm done to victims and to the
community may also be well served by a conditional sentence. For example, in some cases, restitution
orders to compensate the victim may be made a condition. I'urthermore, the imposition of a condition of
community service can assist the offender in making reparations to the community and in promoting a
sense of responsibility. An interesting possibility in this regard would be an order that the offender speak
in public about the unfortunate consequences of his or her conduct, assuming the offender were
amenable to such a condition. Not only could such an order promote a sense of responsibility and an
acknowledgment of the harm done by the offender, it could also further the objective of deterrence, as I
discussed above. In my view, the use of community service orders should be encouraged, provided that
there are suitable programs available for the offender in the community. By increasing the use of
community service orders, offenders will be seen by members of the public as paying back their debt to
society. This will assist in contributing to public respect for the law.

(v) Summary

413 In sum, in determining whether a conditional sentence would be consistent with the fundamental
purpose and principles of sentencing, sentencing judges should consider which sentencing objectives
figure most prominently in the factual circumstances of the particular case before them. Where a
combination of both punitive and restorative objectives may be achieved, a conditional sentence will
likely be more appropriate than incarceration. In determining whether restorative objectives can be
satisfied in a particular case, the judge should consider the offender's prospects of rehabilitation,
including whether the offender has proposed a particular plan of rehabilitation; the availability of
appropriate conununity service and treatment programs; whether the offender has acknowledged his or
her wrongdoing and expresses remorse; as well as the victim's wishes as revealed by the victim impact
statement (consideration of which is now mandatory pursuant to s. 722 of the Code). This list is not
exhaustive.

114 Where punitive objectives such as denunciation and deterrence are particularly pressing, such as
cases in which there are aggravating circumstances, incarceration will generally be the preferable
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sanction. I'his may be so notwithstanding the fact that restorative goals might be achieved by a
conditional sentence. Conversely, a conditional sentence may provide sufficient denunciation and
deterrence, even in cases in which restorative objectives are of diminished importance, depending on the
nature of the conditions imposed, the duration of the conditional sentence, and the circumstances of the
offender and the community in which the conditional sentence is to be served.

I3.5 Finally, it bears pointing out that a conditional sentence may be imposed even in circumstances
where there are aggravating circumstances relating to the offence or the offender. Aggravating
circumstances will obviously increase the need for denunciation and deterrence. However, it would be a
mistake to rule out the possibility of a conditional sentence ab initio simply because aggravating factors
are present. I repeat that each case must be considered individually.

116 Sentencing judges will frequently be confronted with situations in which some objectives militate
in favour of a conditional sentence, whereas others favour incarceration. In those cases, the trial judge
will be called upon to weigh the various objectives in fashioning a fit sentence. As La Forest J. stated in
R. v. Lyons, [1987]2 S.C.R.309, at p. 329, "[i]n a rational system of sentencing, the respective
importance of prevention, deterrence, retribution and rehabilitation will vary according to the nature of
the crime and the circumstances of the offender". There is no easy test or formula that the judge can

apply in weighing these factors. Much will depend on the good judgment and wisdom of sentencing
judges, whom Parliament vested with considerable discretion in making these determinations pursuant
to s. 718.3.

(d) Appropriate Conditions

II7 In the event that a judge chooses to impose a conditional sentence, there are itve compulsory
conditions listed in s. 742.3(1) that must be imposed. The judge also has considerable discretion in

imposing optional conditions pursuant to s. 742.3(2). There are a number of principles that should guide
the judge in exercising this discretion. First, the conditions must ensure the safety of the community.
Second, conditions must be tailored to fit the particular circumstances of the offender and the offence.
The type of conditions imposed will be a function of the sentencing judge's creativity. However,
conditions will prove fruitless if the offender is incapable of abiding by them, and will increase the

probability that the offender will be incarcerated as a result of breaching them. Third, punitive
conditions such as house arrest should be the norm, not the exception. Fourth, the conditions must bc
realistically enforceable. This requires a consideration of the available resources in the community in

which the sentence is to be served. I agree with Rosenberg J.A., who, in "Recent Developments in

Sentencing", a paper prepared for the National Judicial Institute's Supreme Court of Nova Scotia
Education Seminar in Halifax, February 25-26, 1999, at p. 63, wrote that:

...the courts must be careful not to impose conditions that are purely cosmetic and are
incapable of effective enforcement. For example, I would think that any condition
that can only be effectively enforced through an intolerable intrusion into the privacy
of innocent persons would be problematic. Conditions that impose an unacceptable
burden on the supervisor might also be of dubious value. If the conditions that the
court imposes are impractical, the justice system will be brought into disrepute.

D. Burden of Proof

118 It is submitted by the intervener the Attorney General for Ontario that the offender has the burden
of proving that a conditional sentence should be imposed pursuant to s, 742.1.According to the Attorney
General:
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[W]hen a sentencing court determines that a reformatory sentence of imprisonment is
an appropriate sentence for an offender, there is, in etfect, a rebuttable presumption
that this custodial sentence will prevail unless the offender can convince the
sentencing Court to make the sentence of imprisonment "conditional". [Emphasis in
original.]

119 The Attorney General for Ontario's position seems to be premised on a rigid two-step approach,
which I rejected for the reasons explained earlier. The Attorney General submits that the offender has to
establish that: (a) he or she would not endanger the safety of the community by serving a conditional
sentence; and (b) the imposition of a conditional sentence would be consistent with the fundamental
purpose and principles set out in ss. 718 to 718.2.

120 I disagree. The wording used in s. 742.1 does not attribute to either party the onus of establishing
that the offender should or should not receive a conditional sentence. To inform his or her decision about
the appropriate sentence, the judge can take into consideration all the evidence, no matter who adduces it
(Ursel, supra, at pp. 264-65 and 287).

IZI In matters of sentencing, while each party is expected to establish elements in support of its
position as to thc appropriate sentence that should be imposed, the ultimate decision as to what
constitutes the best disposition is left to the discretion of the sentencing judge, This message is explicit
in s. 718.3(1)and (2):

718.3 (1) Where an enactment prescribes different degrees or kinds of
punishment in respect of an offence, the punishment to be imposed is, subject to the
limitations prescribed in the enactment., in the discretion of the court that convicts a
person who commits the offence.

(2) Where an enactment prescribes a punishment in respect of an otfence, the
punishment to be imposed is, subject to the limitations prescribed in the enactment, in
the discretion of the court that convicts a person who commits the offence, but no
punishment is a minimum punishment unless it is declared to be a minimum
punishment.

122 The sentencing judge can take into account the submissions and evidence presented by counsel (s.
723), but is in no way bound by them in the decision as to the sentence. Having said this, in practice, it
will generally be the offender who is best situated to convince the judge that a conditional sentence is
indeed appropriate. Therefore, it would be in the offender's best interests to establish those elements
militating in favour of a conditional sentence: see Ursel, supra, at pp. 264-65; R. v. Fleet (1997), 120
C.C.C. (3d) 457 (Ont. C.A.), at para. 26. For instance, the offender should inform the judge of his or her
remorse, willingness to repair and acknowledgment of responsibility, and propose a plan of
rehabilitation. The offender could also convince the judge that he or she would not endanger the safety
of the community if appropriate conditions were imposed. It would be to the great benefit of the
offender to make submissions in this regard. I would also note the importance of the role of the
supervision off&cer in informing the judge on these issues.

E. Deference Owed to Sentencing Judges

123 In recent years, this Court has repeatedly stated that the sentence imposed by a trial court is
entitled to considerable deference from appellate courts: see Shropshire, supra, at paras. 46-50; M.
(C.A.), supra, at paras. 89-94; McDonnell, supra, at paras. 15-17 (majority); R. v. W. (G.), [1999]3

S.C.R.597, at paras. 18-19.In M. (C.A.), at para. 90, I wrote:
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Put simply, absent an error in principle, failure to consider a relevant factor, or
an overemphasis of the appropriate factors, a court of appeal should only intervene to
vary a sentence imposed at trial if the sentence is demonstrably unfit, Parliament
explicitly vested sentencing judges with a discretion to determine the appropriate
degree and kind of punishment under the Criminal Code. [Emphasis in original.]

124 Several provisions of Part XXIII confirm that, Parliament intended to confer a wide discretion
upon the sentencing judge. As a general rule, ss. 718.3(l) and 718.3(2)provide that the degree and 1cind

of punishment to be imposed is left to the discretion of the sentencing judge. Moreover, the opening
words of s. 718 specify that the sentencing judge must seek to achieve the fundamental purpose of
sentencing "by imposing just sanctions that have one or more of the following objectives" (emphasis
added). In the context of the conditional sentence, s. 742,1 provides that the judge "may" impose a
conditional sentence and enjoys a wide discretion in the drafting of the appropriate conditions, pursuant
to s. 742.3(2).

125 Although an appellate court might entertain a different opinion as to what objectives should be
pursued and the best way to do so, that difference will generally not constitute an error of law justifying
interference. Further, minor errors in the sequence of application of s. 742.1 may not wanant
intervention by appellate courts. Again, I stress that appellate courts should not second-guess sentencing
judges unless the sentence imposed is demonstrably unfit.

126 As explained in M. (C.A,), supra, at para. 91:

This deferential standard of review has profound functional justifications. As
Iacobucci J. explained in Shropshire, at para. 46, where the sentencing judge has had
the benefit. of presiding over the trial of the offender, he or she will have had the
comparative advantage of having seen and heard the witnesses to the crime. But in

the absence of a full trial, where the offender has pleaded guilty to an offence and the
sentencing judge has only enjoyed the benefit of oral and written sentencing
submissions (as was the case in both Shropshire and this instance), the argument in

favour of deference remains compelling. A sentencing judge still enjoys a position of
advantage over an appellate judge in being able to directly assess the sentencing
submissions of both the Crown and the offender. A sentencing judge also possesses
the unique qualifications of experience and judgment from having served on the front
lines of our criminal justice system. Perhaps most importantly, the sentencing judge
will normally preside near or within the community which has suffered the
consequences of the offender's crime. As such, the sentencing judge will have a
strong sense of the particular blend of sentencing goals that will be "just and
appropriate" for the protection of that community. The determination of a just and

appropriate sentence is a delicate art which attempts to balance carefully the societal
goals of sentencing against the moral blameworthiness of the offender and the
circumstances of the offence, while at all times taking into account the needs and
current conditions of and in the community. The discretion of a sentencing judge
should thus not be interfered with lightly. [Emphasis added.]

This last justification is particularly relevant in the case of conditional sentences. Crafting appropriate
conditions requires knowledge of both the needs and resources of the community.

VI. Summary

127 At this point, a short summary of what has been said in these reasons might be useful:
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Bill C-41 in general and the conditional sentence in particular werc enacted both to
reduce reliance on incarceration as a sanction and to increase the use of principles ol
restorative justice in sentencing.
A conditional sentence should be distinguished from probationary measures.
Probation is primarily a rehabilitative sentencing tool. By contrast, Parliament
intended conditional sentences to include both punitive ancl rehabilitative aspects.
Therefore, conditional sentences should generally include punitive conditions that are
restrictive of the offender's liberty. Conditions such as house arrest should be the
norm, not the exception.
No offcnces are excluded from the conditional sentencing regime except those with a
minimum term of imprisonment, nor should there be presumptions in favour of or
against a conditional sentence for specilic offences.
The requirement in s. 742.1(a) that the judge impose a sentence of imprisonment of
less than two years does not require the judge to first impose a sentence of
imprisonment of a fixed duration before considering whether that sentence can be
served in the community. Although this approach is suggested by the text of s. 742.1
(a), it is unrealistic and could lead to unfit sentences in some cases. Instead, a
purposive interpretation of s. 742,1(a) should be adopted. In a preliminary
determination, the sentencing judge should reject a penitentiary term and
probationary measures as inappropriate. Having determined that the appropriate range
of sentence is a term of imprisonment of less than two years, the judge should then
consider whether it is appropriate for the offender to serve his or her sentence in the
community.
As a corollary of the purposive interpretation of s. 742.1(a), a conditional sentence
need not be of equivalent duration to the sentence of incarceration that would
otherwise have been imposed, The sole requirement is that the duration and
conditions of a conditional sentence make for a just and appropriate sentence.
The requirement in s. 742.1(b) that the judge be satisfied that the safety of the
community would not be endangered by the offender serving his or her sentence in
the community is a condition precedent to the imposition of a conditional sentence,
and not the primary consideration in determining whether a conditional sentence is
appropriate. In making this determination, the judge should consider the risk posed by
the specific offender, not the broader risk of whether the imposition of a conditional
sentence would endanger. the safety of the community by providing insufficient
general deterrence or undermining general respect for the law. Two factors should be
taken into account: (I) the risk of the offender re-offending; and (2) the gravity of the
damage that could ensue in the event of re-offence. A consideration of the risk posed
by the offender should include the risk of any criminal activity, and not be limited
solely to the risk of physical or psychological harm to individuals.
Once the prerequisites of s. 742.1 are satisfied, the judge should give serious
consideration to the possibility of a conditional sentence in all cases by examining
whether a conditional sentence is consistent with the fundamental purpose and

principles of sentencing set out in ss. 718 to 718.2.This follows from Parliament's
clear message to the judiciary to reduce the use of incarceration as a sanction.
A conditional sentence can provide significant denunciation and deterrence. As a
general matter, the more serious the offence, the longer and more onerous the
conditional sentence should be. There may bc some circumstances, however, where
the need for denunciation or deterrence is so pressing that incarceration will be the
only suitable way in which to express society's condemnation of the offender'

conduct or to deter similar conduct in the future.
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10.

Generally, a conditional sentence will be better than incai.ceration at achieving the
restorative objectives of rehabilitation, reparations to the victim and the community,
and promotion of a sense of responsibility in the offender and acknowledgment of the
harm done to the victim and the community.
Where a combination of both punitive and restorative objectives may be achieved, a
conditional sentence will likely be more appropriate than incarceration. Where
objectives such as denunciation and deterrence are particularly pressing, incarceration
will generally be the preferable sanction. 1 his may be so notwithstanding the fact that
restorative goals might be achieved. However, a conditional sentence may provide
sufficient denunciation and deterrence, even in cases in which restorative objectives
are of lesser importance, depending on the nature of the conditions imposed, the
duration of the sentence, and the circumstances of both the offender and the
community in which the conditional sentence is to be served.
A conditional sentence may be imposed even where there are aggravating
circumstances, although the need for denunciation and deterrence will increase in
these circumstances.
No party is under a burden of proof to establish that a conditional sentence is either
appropriate or inappropriate in the circumstances. The judge should consider all
relevant evidence, no matter by whom it is adduced. I-iowever, it would be in the
offender's best interests to establish elements militating in favour of a conditional
sentence.
Sentencing judges have a wide discretion in the choice of the appropriate sentence.
They are entitled to considerable deference from appellate courts. As explained in M.
(C.A.), supra, at para, 90: "Put simply, absent an error in principle, failure to consider
a relevant factor, or an overemphasis of the appropriate factors, a court of appeal
should only intervene to vary a sentence imposed at trial if the sentence is
demonstrably unfit.".

VII. Application to the Case at Hand

128 In the case at hand, Keyser J. considered that a term of imprisonment of 18 months was
appropriate and declined to permit the respondent to serve his term in the community. She found that,
while the respondent would not endanger the safety of the community by serving a conditional sentence,
such a sentence would not be in conformity with the objectives of s. 718. In her view, even if
incarceration was not necessary to deter the respondent from similar future conduct or necessary for his
rehabilitation, incarceration was necessary to denounce the conduct of the respondent and to deter others
from engaging in similar conduct.

429 While Keyser J. seems to have proceeded according to a rigid two-step process, in deviation from
the approach I have set out, I am not convinced that an 18-month sentence of incarceration was
demonstrably unfit for these offences and this offender. I point. out that the offences here were very
serious, and that they had resulted in a death and in severe bodily harm. Moreover, dangerous driving
and impaired driving may be offences for which harsh sentences plausibly provide general deterrence.
These crimes are often committed by otherwise law-abiding persons, with good employment records and
families. Arguably, such persons are the ones most likely to be deterred by the threat of severe penalties:
see R. v. McVeigh (1985), 22 C.C.C. (3d) 145 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 150; R. v. Biancofiore (1997), 119
C.C.C. (3d) 344 (Ont, C,A.), at paras. 18-24; R. v. Blakeley (1998), 40 O.R. (3d) 541 (C.A.), at pp. 542-
43

130 I hasten to add that these comments should not be taken as a directive that conditional sentences
can never be imposed for offences such as dangerous driving or impaired driving. In fact, were I a trial
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judge, I might have found that a conditional sentence would have been appropriate in this case. The
respondent is still very young, he had no prior record and no convictions since the accident, he seems
completely rehabilitated, he wants to go back to school, he has already suffered a lot by causing the
death of a friend and was himself in a coma for some time. To make sure that the objectives of
denunciation and general deterrence would have been sufficiently addressed, I might have imposed
conditions such as house arrest. and a community service order requiring the offender to speak to
designated groups about the consequences of dangerous driving, as was the case in Parker, supra, at p.
239, and R. v. Hollinsky (1995), 103 C.C.C. (3d) 472 (Ont. C.A.).

131 However, trial judges are closer to their community and Imow better what would be acceptable to
their community. Absent evidence that the sentence imposed by the trial judge was demonstrably unfit,
the Court of Appeal should not have interfered to substitute its own opinion for that of the sentencing
judge, The trial judge did not commit a reversible error in principle and she appropriately considered all

the relevant factors. Although the Court of Appeal's decision is entitled to some deference (see the
companion appeal R. v. R.A,R., [2000] 1 S.C.R. 163, 2000 SCC 8, at paras. 20-21), in my opinion it

erred in holding that the sentenc,ing judge had given undue weight to the objective of denunciation. I see
no ground for the Court of Appeal's intervention.

VIII. Disposition

132 I would allow the appeal, Accordingly, the 18-month sentence of incarceration imposed by the

trial judge should be restored. However, given that the respondent has already served the conditional
sentence imposed by the Court of Appeal in its entirety, and that the Crown stated in oral argument that

it was not seeking any further punishment, I would stay the service of the sentence of incarceration.

cp/d/qlhbb
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ON APPEAL FROM I'I IF COURT 01 APPFAL FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA (81 paras.)

Prisons —Disciplinary hearings —Legal services —Solitary conf'inement imposed on inmate following
alleged assault -- Legal Services Society denying inmate legal ser vi ces for disciplinary hearing--
8'hether inmate entitleci to legal services under s. 3(2) of the Legal Services Society Act -- 1fso, level of
services to which he is entitled -- Legal Services Society Act, R.S.B.C.l979, c. 227, s. 3(2)(b).

While serving a life sentence in a federal penitentiary, the appellant was charged with assaulting another
person under the Corrections and Conditional Release Act. As a result of the serious disciplinary charge,
the appellant facecl the possibility of punishment by way of solitary confinement. Prior to being charged
with the offence, he was placed in solitary confinement. He remained there for 38 days. I'he disciplinary
hearing was repeatedly adjourned to await the decision on thc appellant's eligibility for counsel. His
request that counsel be provided by the respondent Legal Services Society was refused, and his appeal to
the Society's head office was dismissed. The appellant brought a petition before the British Columbia
Supreme Court for a declaration that the Society is required to provide him with counsel. The petition
was dismissed and the Court of Appeal upheld that decision.

Held (Cory J. dissenting in part): The appeal should be allowed.

Per Lamer C.J, and L'Heureux-Dube, Gonthier, McLachlin, lacobucci, Major, Bastarache and Binnie JJ.:
There was agreement with Cory J, that the appellant has established a statutory right to "legal services"
in connection with his prison disciplinary hearing. However, the Legal Services Society retains a
discretion to determine the level of legal services to which the appellant is entitled. In making its
decision, the Society must consider all of the relevant circumstances of the application, including the
nature of the charge, the procedure for its determination, the severity of the punishment of the applicant
if convicted, and other potential indirect consequences such as loss of remission, or prejudice to a
potential transfer to a lesser institution. As the Society incorrectly found that the appellant was not
entitled to legal services, and as the Court does not have sufficient particulars of the offence to
determine the appropriate level of legal services required by the appellant., the matter should be sent
back for reconsideration.

In the case of mandatory services, the level of service is to be determined by the exigencies of the
situation confronting the applicant,, including the cost effectiveness of varying levels of service. The
Society aims to provide legal services at least equivalent to that which a reasonable person of average
means would expect to receive from a properly instructed competent member of the legal profession.
These services would not necessarily amount to legal representation at the hearing even in cases where
solitary confinement is an available method of discipline. In these circumstances, services ordinarily
provided by a lawyer would include a preliminary investigation of the facts giving rise to the
disciplinary charges, and advice about the range of potential outcomes, and the chances of success. This
function could be performed by the Legal Services Society staff counsel or by a non-lawyer staff person
well versed in prison matters and under the supervision of a lawyer. Although the appellant had served
38 days in solitary confinement, the issue is not moot because he still faces the prospect that a
conviction will affect the application he int.ends to make for parole.

Per Cory J. (dissenting in part): To be eligible for counsel under s. 3(2) of the Legal Services Society
Act, an applicant for legal aid assistance must meet a two-part test. First, the proceedings must be either
criminal or civil in nature, If criminal, the proceedings must possibly lead to imprisonment and, if civil,
to imprisonment or confinement. Prison disciplinary hearings are not criminal proceedings; their
purpose is to maintain internal institutional discipline. They are civil proceedings within the meaning of
s. 3(2)(b) of the Act and solitary segregation amounts to confinement within the meaning of that section.
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This is because incarcerated persons possess the residual liberty interest enjoyed by the general

penitentiary population and solitary confinement constitutes an additional and a severe restriction on that

interest. As the appellant faced a prison disciplinary hearing which could result in the imposition of a

term in solitary confinement, he is a "qualifying individual" within s. 3(2)(b) of the Act and is entitled to
the requisite legal services for his disciplinary hearing.

In the circumstances of this case, the requisite legal services extend to the provision of legal counsel

because the possible effects and consequences of solitary confinement require a fair hearing. Counsel is

particularly important when solitary confinement is imposed as punishment because it can have a

significant impact on the manner in which a prisoner is incarcerated, and may affect his right to earn

remission. In addition, the Society provides counsel for post-suspension, post-revocation and detention

hearings. There is no principled way to distinguish between those matters and prison disciplinary

hearings.
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The judgment of Lamer C.J. and L'Heureux-Dube, Gonthier, McLachlin, Iacobucci, Major,
Bastarache and Binnie JJ. was delivered by

PINKIE J.;-- I have had the advantage of reading the reasons of iny colleague Justice Cory and

agree with much of what he has written. Although it was argued that the Legal Services Society Act is a
complete code under which any proceedings not correctly characterized as criminal are necessarily civil,
the issue can be resolved on the more narrow ground proposed by Cory J. at para. 62, with which I

agree. We come apart at the final stage of his analysis. He concludes that the appellant has a statutory

right to representation by counsel at the prison disciplinary hearing (paras. 76 to 78). In my view, the

appellant has established a statutory right to ulegal services" in connection with his prison disciplinary

hearing, but the Legal Services Society retains a discretion to determine the level of "legal services" to
which the appellant is entitled in the circumstances, and the order of this Court should so provide.

2 In his original petition, repeated in his Notice of Appeal to the British Columbia Court of Appeal
dated May 26, 1995, the appellant sought an order in two parts, namely

An Order declaring that the Respondent is required by the provisions of Section 3 of
the Legal Services Society Act, R.S.B.C.1979, c. 227,

to provide the appellant with legal representation at a hearing on a charge of a
disciplinary offence pursuant to the Corrections and Conditional Release Act,
S.C. 1992, c. 20 and regulations thereunder; and

requiring the respondent Legal Services Society of British Columbia to make

legal services available to the appellant for his defence on a charge pursuant to
Section 40(h) of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act of namely: fights
with, assaults or threatens to assault another person, classified as a serious
disciplinary offence, on the grounds that the appellant is a qualifying individual

who may be imprisoned or confined through civil proceedings or in the

alternative that he is a qualifying individual who is a defendant in criminal

proceedings that could lead to his imprisonment. [Emphasis added.]

3 My colleague would make an order granting both branches of the relief sought. With respect, I think

the relief should be limited to the second branch, namely the provision of such legal services as the
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respondent Legal Services Society determines to be appropriate in the circumstances. The Society did
not address this issue in the first instance, having erroneously concluded that the appellant was not
entitled to mandatory legal services at all.

4 Even if it were appropriate for the Couit to impose its view of the proper level of legal services, we
do not have the information to make a knowledgeable decision.

5 We liow the charge, the nature of the hearing and the potential consequences of conviction to the
appellant but beyond that we know nothing of the facts of the alleged offence and little about the issues,
legal or factual, that will arise at the hearing. At the cnd of the day, it may be that counsel is required at
the hearing, but the Court has neither the mandate nor the information to make that decision,

6 It is important to state at the outset that the appellant does not rest his entitlement to publicly funded
counsel on any constitutional ground, unlike R. v. Rowbotham (1988), 41 C.C.C. (3d) 1 (Ont. C.A.). His
entitlement, if any, lies in the "mandatory services" provision of the provincial Legal Services Society
Act, R.S.B.C.1979, c, 227. He can claim no more than the statute promises to deliver. The only issue
here is to what extent a prisoner who does not assert a constitutional right to publicly funded counsel can
nevertheless require the Legal Services Society to provide such counsel by reason of s. 3(2) of its

governing statute.

7 It is also important to note that the appellant's right to have counsel at the disciplinary hearing is not
contested. It is assured by s. 31(2) of the regulations made under the federal Corrections and Conditional
Release Act, S.C. 1992, c. 20. The issue is whether the provincial legal aid plan has to provide such
counsel at public expense.

Background

8 The Legal Services Society, in common with legal aid plans across the country, has faced serious

problems in meeting the rising demand for legal services in a period of severe government restraint. The
Society is a statutory body separate from the provincial government but wholly funded by it through its

annual grants. In the relevant year (1993-94) the initial grant amounted to $84.6 million, The Society
overran its budget by $ 14.7 million, but was bailed out by a supplementary grant. In a document it

circulated to "stakeholders" in the provincial legal aid field on January 10, 1994, less than a week after

its letter of refusal in this case, the Society estimated that its caseload was increasing by approximately 5

percent per year. It advised stakeholders that, in order to balance its budget over the course of the next
six years, its "eligible client base" (i.e. persons eligible for legal aid) would have to be cut by 43 percent
on an accrued basis, assuming a constant funding of $90 million per year. Alternatively, the tariff paid to

participating lawyers would have to be cut by 48 percent. In the further alternative, the shortfall could be
over by some blend of reduced tariff and reduced client eligibility.

9 The Legal Services Society points out that any judicial extension of legal services classified as

mandatory under the Act can have severe budgetary consequences. It estimates, for example, that the

decision of the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Gonzalez-Davi v. British Columbia (Legal Services
Society) (1991),55 B.C.L.R.(2d) 236, mandating the Society to provide legal representation at

immigration hearings, costs the Society about $3,5 million per year. The British Columbia legislature, it

should be added, has not thought it fit to amend the statute in light of that decision.

10 Neveitheless, when considering the appropriate level of legal services to be provided in any given

case, the statutory mandate of the Society does not permit it to reduce services to stay within budget.
Existence of these financial constraints cannot affect the Legal Services Society's obligation under the

statute, if there is one, to provide "mandatory" legal services: Re Mountain and Legal Services Society

(1984), 5 D.L.R. (4th) 170 (B.C.C.A.).It explains, however, why the legislature may have wished the
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Society to preserve some flexibility in the level of legal services provided.

The Statutory Entitlement

II I accept my colleague's conclusion that the prison disciplinary proceedings in this case fall within

s. 3(2) of thc Legal Services Society Act. The decisions of the British Columbia Court of Appeal that

have carved out and subsequently confirmed an exception to eligibility for "internal proceedings

designed to foster order" should not be followed. Prison disciplinary proceedings can result, in up to 30
days solitary confinement (up to 45 days in the case of multiple convictions) and, for the reasons given

by my colleague, this brings the appellant within the entitlement to mandatory legal services provided

under s. 3(2) of the I egal Services Society Act.

12 The Act, however, does not define the content of'the "legal services" the Society has a duty to

make available under s, 3(2). It merely provides that:

(2) The society shall ensure, for the purposes of subsection (1)(a), that legal

services are available... [Emphasis added.]

with the text of subs. (1)(a) being:

3. (1) The objects of the society are to ensure

that

(a) services ordinarily provided by a lawyer are afforded to individuals who

would not otherwise receive them because of financial or other reasons;

and.... [Emphasis added.]

I3 Section 3 uses the expression "legal services" and s. 9 shows that the term "legal services" is used

in a very broad sense to include services rendered not only by lawyers or articling students but by

individuals who are not lawyers at all, provided they are supervised by a lawyer. The term "legal

services" is not synonymous with "legal representation" and the Act nowhere specifies a right to

publicly funded legal counsel at a trial or hearing.

I4 Reading the Act as a whole, it seems to me that the legislature intended the Society to have a

discretion t.o det.ermine when mandatory legal services under s. 3(2) ought to rise to the level of legal

representation. The Court should also accept that the Society has some expertise, to which a measure of
deference should be paid, in determining the exigencies of legal services in a particular case.

The Society's Decision

15 In making its decision, of course, the Society must consider all of the relevant circumstances of the

application, including the nature of the charge, the procedure for its determination, the severity of the

punishment of the applicant if convicted, and other potential indirect consequences such as loss of
remission, or prejudice to a potential transfer to a lesser institution.

16 In this case the Legal Services Society itself did not in the first instance declare the appellant

ineligible under s. 3(2) of the Act. The initial letter of referral of legal aid dated January 6, 1994, simply

stated:

Further to our telephone conversation of January 6, 1994, unfortunately I must refuse
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your application for legal aid to appoint counsel to represent you at your disciplinary
hearing, set for the 26th of January, 1994 at Matsqui Institution. Your application has
been refused because this is not the type of matter for which the Legal Services
Society will pay a lawyer on tariff to represent you. [Emphasis added.j

17 The appeal decision of the head office of the Legal Services Society in Vancouver, however, was
framed in terms of a broad exclusion from legal services based either on what has been found to be a
misinterpretation of the law in Landry v. Legal Services Society (1986), 3 B.C.I..R.(Zd) 98 (C.A.), or a
policy based on financial constraints that "fettered" any consideration of individual circumstances. The
relevant portion of the decision is contained in one sentence:

Because of our limited resources, legal aid is not granted to persons facing
disciplinary hearings.

The matter must therefore go back to the Legal Services Society for reconsideration. The remaining
issue is whether, as my colleague suggests, the reconsideration must result in the provision of legal
counsel at the disciplinary hearing. In my opinion it does not.

The Society's Discretion

18 The expression "services ordinarily provided by a lawyer" in s. 3(1)(a) is broad enough to include

everything from preliminary advice to counsel work at a hearing. Section 10 provides that the Society
has the authority to determine the priorities and criteria for the services "it or a funded agency provides"

under the Act. In the case of mandatory services, the level of service is essentially determined by the

exigencies of the situation confronting the applicant, not the size of the Society's bank account. If the

province considers the plan is too expensive, it will have to amend the legislation to cut back on the

provision of mandatory services. Nevertheless, the Society, correctly in my view, recognizes that part of
the ordinary services provided by a lawyer to a client is an assessment of the cost effectiveness of
varying levels of service. Few clients of ordinary means are prepared to throw away private money on

legal fees without regard to the merits or other circumstances of a case. It should be equally undesirable

to throw away public money.

I9 The Society has recognized this reality of lawyer-client relationships in its working definition of
the appropriate level of legal services. It aims to provide legal services "at least equivalent to that which

a reasonable person of average means would expect to receive from a properly instructed competent

member of the legal profession" (White Paper: Core Services of the Legal Services Society of British
Columbia (1994)).This would not necessarily amount to legal representation at the hearing, although it

might very well do so. When legal representation at the hearing is that which a reasonable person of
average means expects to receive, the Society is under a statutory duty to provide counsel at the hearing,

despite its understandable concern about budgetary limitations.

20 The Legal Services Society has in fact established with its discretionary funding a Prisoners'egal
Services staff counsel office at Abbottsford, British Columbia, in an area where a number of federal

penal institutions have been established. Staff counsel specialize in prisoners'ssues and could readily

perform an evaluation function to determine the appropriate level of legal services in the circumstances.

Risk of Solitary Confinement

21 The legislature itself established risk of imprisonment as a trigger for mandatory legal services.
Imprisonment includes, as my colleague demonstrates, solitary confinement as "a prison within a
prison": Martineau v. Matsqui Institution Disciplinary Board, [1980] 1 S.C.R.602, at p. 622.
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22 I agree with my colleague that ordinarily the prospect of solitary confinement would persuade a
reasonable person of average means to have counsel at the hearing. However, the task of the Legal
Services Society is complicated by the fact that solitary confinemen is theoretically available for a vast
range of offences under the federal Corrections and Conditional Release Act. It may or may not be even
a remote possibility in a particular case.

23 Section 40 of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act creates a list of possible charges, which
runs the gamut from being "disrespectful or abusive toward a staff member in a manner that could
undermine a staff member's authority" to refusing to work "without reasonable excuse", gambling, to
attempted escape or participating in a disturbance, The Act does not differentiate between minor "types"
of offences and serious "types" of offences.

24 The risk of solitary confinement, where it exists, flows from an administrative procedure by prison
staff to allocate charges between two possible modes of trial —"minor" charges to be tried before prison
staff personnel, and "serious" charges which are tried before a disciplinary court consisting of two staff
members and an independent chairperson, who must be a qualified lawyer.

25 There are no guidelines or criteria spelled out in the act or regulations governing this allocation of
cases to one mode of trial or the other, but it is accepted that "serious offences" are generally those
which could be said to compromise the institution's security or the personal safety of its inhabitants.

26 Only the disciplinary court chaired by an independent chairperson can impose solitary
confinement, but it can do so, theoretically, in every case that comes before it. There are approximately
1,000 hearings each year before disciplinary courts in British Columbia in federal institutions alone.
There are no statistics to show the percentage of these cases that resulted in solitary confinement. We
were provided with no reliable statistics on either issue with respect to the risk of solitary confinement in
provincial institutions.

27 While the disciplinary court has the power to impose solitary confinement in all matters referred to
it, it may also, depending on its view of the gravity of the offence, impose such lesser penalties as the
loss of privileges, performance of extra duties or restitution of stolen property. Solitary confinement
could last between a part of a day to a maximum of 30 days for a single offence.

28 Regulation 34 of the Corrections and Conditional Release Regulations, SOR/92-620, provides that
the disciplinary court must impose the least restrictive sanction commensurate with the gravity of the
offence.

29 Having regard to this rather elastic disciplinary structure, I do not think the intention can be
attributed to the legislature of British Columbia to mandate legal representation for everything which the
federal Parliament chooses to designate as an offence carrying the potential of solitary confinement.

Application to the Facts of This Case

30 The appellant is charged with assaulting a fellow prisoner. A prison staff person ticked a box
labelled "serious". We have no other paiticulars about the nature or gravity of the assault. In these
circumstances, "services ordinarily provided by a lawyer" would include a preliminary investigation of
the facts giving rise to the disciplinary charges, and advice about the range of potential outcomes, and
the chances of success. This is a function that could be performed by the Legal Services Society staff
counsel, or even a non-lawyer staff person who is well versed in prison matters, provided that any
advice given by that person is "under the supervision of a lawyer" (s. 9). It might be expected that in

many cases the best advice would be to have a lawyer at the hearing. The prospect of solitary
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confinement, if a plausible risk. in the circumstances, would argue for such an outcome.

31 In some circumstances, however, the best advice might be that there is no useful role for a lawyer.
The facts may not be in dispute. It may be apparent that solitary confinement, while theoretically
available, is not a realistic possibility and that legal counsel at the hearing is unnecessary. The Society
should not be required to provide more than a reasonable person of average means would provide for
himself or herself.

32 A rule that required the Society to provide counsel at any hearing where the prisoner was
potentially at risk of solitary confinement would impose a wholly unjustified financial burden on the
Society.

Disposition

33 The Legal Services Society clearly erred in law in deciding that it was not obliged, in the
circumstances, to provide "legal services" to the appellant. While the appellant has in fact served 38
days in solitary confinement for the offence, the issue is not moot because he still faces the prospect that

a conviction will affect the application he intends to make for parole after 15 years under thc "faint
hope" provision of the Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46. It is for the Legal Services Society to
decide, within the proper limits of its administrative discretion, the appropriate level of "legal services"
mandated by s. 3(2) of the Act in the circumstances, I would accordingly allow the appeal with costs
throughout on a party and party basis, set aside the judgment of the Court of Appeal, and refer the matter

to the Legal Services Society for disposition in accordance with these reasons.

The following are the reasons delivered by

34 CORY J. (dissenting in part):-- Solitary confinement may have severe consequences. Pursuant to
the Corrections and Conditional Release Act, S.C. 1992, c. 20, an inmate charged with a serious

disciplinary offence could face up to 30 days in solitary confinement if the offence is established.

Should such an inmate be entitled, pursuant to the Legal Services Society Act, R.S.B,C, 1979, c. 227, to
the provision of legal services at his hearing'? That is the question raised in this appeal.

I, Factual Background

35 The appellant is serving a life sentence for aiding and abetting the commission of a first degree
murder. On November 25, 1993, he was charged with assaulting another person contrary to the

provisions of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act. This offence is very properly classified as

serious, As a result, it was to be heard by an independent chairperson at a disciplinary hearing.

36 The appellant was charged with the offence and placed in solitary confinement in Matsqui

Institution, a medium security penitential, until December 8, 1993.He was then transferred to I&ent

Institution, a maximum security facility, where he remained in solitary confinement until December 30,
1993, a total of 38 days.

37 A hearing scheduled for December 1, 1993, was adjourned when the appellant requested that he be

represented by counsel. At that time, he had only a Grade 10 education. He possessed none of the skills

required to conduct a trial. He had very little knowledge of thc law, and was facing the prospect of
spending a substantial amount of time in solitary confinement. He was also concerned that a conviction
for this offence could be used as evidence against him at his parole eligibility hearing under s. 745.6 of
the Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46, That hearing might result in the appellant being eligible for

parole after 15 years rather than 25.
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38 The appellant could not afford to hire a lawyer and his attempts to retain a lawyer pro bono were
unsuccessful. The disciplinary hearing reconvened on December 8, 1993, but the appellant was granted
a further adjournment to January 5, 1994, to contact an employee of Prisoners'egal Services, a branch
office of the respondent Legal Services Society. Subsequently, the hearing was adjourned again to
January 26, 1994.

39 On January 6, 1994, a Legal Services Society lawyer advised the appellant. that, although he was
financially eligible to have counsel appointed to act on his behalf, prison disciplinary hearing charges
were not covered by the Legal Services Society Act. He was also told that, had he been charged under
the Criminal Code, it was likely that counsel would have been appointed to act for him. The appellant
appealed the decision to the Legal Services Society's head office and the hearing of the charge was
adjourned to March 9, 1994, to await the outcome of the appeal. I-Iis appeal was dismissed by the Legal
Services Society.

40 The appellant brought a petition before the Supreme Court of British Columbia for a declaration
that the Legal Services Society is required to provide him with counsel. The petition was dismissed. The
court considered itself bound by the decision in Landry v. Legal Services Society (1986), 3 B.C.L.R,
(2d) 98 (C.A.).The Court of Appeal dismissed the appellant's appeal, holding that it was also bound by
Landry.

II. Relevant Statutory Provisions

41 Legal Services Society Act, R.S.B.C.1979, c. 227

3. (1) The objects of the society are to ensure
that.

(a)

(b)

services ordinarily provided by a lawyer are afforded to individuals who

would not otherwise receive them because of financial or other reasons;
and

education, advice and information about law are provided for thc people
of British Columbia.

(2) The society shall ensure, for the purposes of subsection (1)(a), that legal
services are available for a qualifying individual who

(b)
(c)

(d)

is a defendant in criminal proceedings that could lead to his
imprisonment;
may be imprisoned or confined through civil proceedings;
is or may be a party to a proceeding respecting a domestic dispute that

affects his physical or mental safety or health or that of his children; or

has a legal problem that threatens

his family's physical or mental safety or health;
his ability to feed, clothe and provide shelter for himself and his

dependants; or
his livelihood.

Corrections and Conditional Release Act, S.C. 1992, c. 20
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38. The purpose of the disciplinary system established by sections 40 to 44 and

the regulations is to encourage inmates to conduct themselves in a manner that

promotes the good order of the penitentiary, through a process that contributes to the

inmates'ehabilitation and successful reintegration into the community.

40. An inmate commits a disciplinary offence who

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(h)
(i)
0)

disobeys a justifiable order of a staff member;

is, without authorization, in an area prohibited to inmates;

wilfully or recklessly damages or destroys property that is not thc inmate's;

commits theft;
is in possession of stolen property;
is disrespectful or abusive toward a staff member in a manner that could

undermine a staff member's authority;

(g) is disrespectful or abusive toward any person in a manner that is likely to

provoke a person to be violent;
fights with, assaults or threatens to assault another person;

is in possession of, or deals in, contraband;

without prior authorization, is in possession of, or deals in, an item that is not

authorized by a Commissioner's Directive or by a written order of the

institutional head;

(k) takes an intoxicant into the inmate's body;

(I) fails or refuses to provide a urine sample when demanded pursuant to section

54 or 55;
(m) creates or pai&icipatcs in

(i) a disturbance, or

(ii) any other activity

that is likely to jeopardize the security of the penitentiary;

(n)

(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)

does anything for the purpose of escaping or assisting another inmate to

escape;
offers, gives or accepts a bribe or reward;

without reasonable excuse, refuses to work or leaves work;

engages in gambling;
wilfully disobeys a written rule governing the conduct of inmates; or

attempts to do, or assists another poison to do, anything referred to in

paragraphs (a) to (r).

44. (1) An inmate who is found guilty of a disciplinary offence is liable, in

accordance with the regulations made under paragraphs 96(i) and (j), to one or more

of the following:

(a) a warning or reprimand;

(b) a loss of privileges;

(c) an order to make restitution;
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(d)
(e)
(I)

a fine;
performance of extra duties; and
in the case of a serious disciplinary offence, segregation from other inmates for
a maximum of thiity days.

III. Prior Judgments
A. British Columbia Supreme Court, tl 995] B.C.J.No. 1001 (QL)

42 Fraser J. noted that the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Landry, supra, had held that prison
disciplinary proceedings do not fall within s. 3(2) of the Legal Services Society Act and that there was
no obligation on the Legal Services Society to provide counsel for those proceedings. However, in
Gonzalez-Davi v. British Columbia (Legal Services Society) (1991),55 B.C.L.R.(2d) 236, thc Court of
Appeal held that someone "threatened with confinement or imprisonment and otherwise qualified" is
entitled to assistance (p. 240). I-Iutcheon J.A, held that Landry was distinguishable because prison
disciplinary proceedings are "domestic matters involving internal administration of the institution" and
Landry "should be applied only to facts of a similar nature". By way of comparison, Gonzalez-Davi was
subject to arrest and detention as a result of his hearing before the Immigration Board. It was held that in
these circumstances he was entitled to have counsel provided to him.

43 Fraser J, held that the petitioner was threatened with confinement or imprisonment within the
meaning of Gonzalez-Davi, supra. First, he might be prejudiced at the hearing held pursuant to s. 745.6
of the Criminal Code and, second, a finding of guilt could lead to the imposition of solitary confinement
for up to 30 days. It did not matter that the appellant was already in prison: parole is different from
custody and ordinary custody is different from solitary confinement. However, Fraser J. also noted that
the Court of Appeal in Landry implicitly held that the Legal Services Society's obligation to provide
counsel is not triggered solely by the potential consequences to the applicant but is also affected by the
source of the consequences and the reason for their imposition,

44 Fraser J. determined that he was bound by Landry since the Court of Appeal itself had
distinguished that case in Gonzalez-Davi. He therefore dismissed the petition.

B. British Columbia Court of Appeal (1997), 39 B.C.L.R,348

1. Esson J.A. (Newbury J.A. concurring)

45 Esson J.A. held that the question was entirely one of interpreting the Legal Services Society Act
which had not been amended in any relevant particular since 1979.Landry, supra, was a considered
decision and notwithstanding Gonzalez-Davi, supra, he found that this division of the Court of Appeal
was bound by it.

2, McEachern C.J.B,C.(Newbury J.A. concuriing)

46 McEachern C.J.B.C.noted that the appellant had requested that five judges of the Court of Appeal
be assembled to hear the case but that he had declined to make such an order, He held at p. 350 that,

...I think the law is settled and that it would serve no purpose in my view to order that
the matter be argued again. The law has stood as it is since Landry, and I do not think
we should lightly reconsider these matters or order five judges to hear an appeal
merely because it cannot succeed without reconsidering what appears to be
satisfactorily settled law.
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IV. Analysis

A. General Principles of Statutory Interpretation

47 At the core of this appeal is the correct interpretation to be given to s. 3(2) of the Legal Services

Society Act. The general principles of statutory interpretation were considered most recently in Rizzo &

Rizzo Shoes Ltd. (Re), [1998] 1 S.C,R. 27, Iacobucci J. set out the principles which should be applied

when interpreting legislation in this manner:

The words of a statute "are to be read in their entire context and in their grammatical

and ordinary sense harmoniously with the scheme ol the Act, the object of the Act,

and the intention of Parliament" (E. A. Driedgcr, Construction of Statutes (2nd ed.

1983), at p. 87).
The legislature should be assumed not to have intended to produce absurd results:

[A]n interpretation can be considered absurd if it leads to ridiculous or

frivolous consequences, if it is extremely unreasonable or inequitable, if it is

illogical or incoherent, or if it is incompatible with other provisions or with the

object of the legislative enactment.... [Moreover,] a label of absurdity can be

attached to interpretations which defeat the purpose of a statute or render some

aspect of it pointless or futile. [Rizzo Shoes, supra, at para. 27, citing Driedger

on the Construction of Statutes (3rd ed. 1994), at p. 88.]

3. Statutes should be deemed to be remedial. According to the Interpretation Act,

R.S.B.C.1996, c. 238, s. 8, "Every enactment must be construed as being remedial,

and must be given such fair, large and liberal construction and interpretation as best

ensures the attainment of its objects".

These principles must govern the interpretation of ss. 3(2)(a) and (2)(b), which are at issue in this

appeal. They provide:

(2) The society shall ensure, for the purposes of subsection (1)(a), that legal

services are available for a qualifying individual who

(a) is a defendant in criminal proceedings that could lead to his

imprisonment;

(b) may be imprisoned or confined through civil proceedings;

B. The Requirements of Section 3(2)

48 To qualify under s. 3(2), an applicant for legal aid assistance must meet a two-part test. First, the

proceedings must be either criminal or civil in nature. Second, the proceedings, if criminal, must

possibly lead to imprisonment and, if civil, to imprisonment or confinement. Thus, contrary to the

appellant's position that only the consequences are relevant, both the nature and the consequences of the

proceedings must be considered in determining whether an applicant qualifies under s. 3(2). The

appellant's position would render the words "criminal proceedings" and "civil proceedings" superfluous.

This cannot have been the intention of the legislature. Rizzo Shoes, supra, makes it clear that all words

in a statute must be given meaning.
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C. Application of Section 3(2)

1. Section 3(2)(a): Criminal Proceedings

49 Are prison disciplinary hearings criminal proceedings that can lead to imprisonment'? This

question was considered in R, v. Shubley, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 3, albeit in a somewhat different context. The

issue in that appeal was whether a prison disciplinary offence constituted an "offence" within the scope

of s. 11(h) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, That subsection provides that a person

found guilty and punished for an offence cannot be punished for it again, It was held by the majority that

a conviction in a prison disciplinary proceeding did not constitute punishment for an "offence" within s.

11(h).

50 McLachlin J. writing for the majority applied the decision of Wilson J. in R. v. Wigglesworth,

[1987]2 S.C.R, 541. In that case, it was held that if a proceeding is to be barred by s. 11(h) the

proceedings must, by their very nature, be either criminal proceedings or result in punishment which

involves the imposition of true penal consequences. To ascertain whether proceedings by their very

nature are criminal, it is necessary to examine the nature of the proceedings themselves rather than the

act which gives rise io them. Wigglesworth confirmed that an act can have various aspects, each of
which can give rise to proceedings. Both McLachlin J. in Shubley and Wilson J. in Wigglesworth

quoted with approval the following passage from Cameron J.A. of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in

R. v. Wiggleswoith (1984), 7 D,L.R. (4th) 361, at pp. 365-66:

A single act may have more than one aspect, and it may give rise to more than

one legal consequence. It may, if it constitutes a breach of the duty a person owes to

society, amount to a crime, for which the actor must answer to the public. At the same

time, the act may, if it involves injury and a breach of one's duty to another, constitute

a private cause of. action for damages for which the actor must answer to the person

he injured. And that same act may have still another aspect to it: it may also involve a

breach of the duties of one's office or calling, in which event the actor must account

to his professional peers.

McLachlin J. considered whether prison disciplinary hearings are criminal proceedings and concluded

that they are not. Rather, their purpose is to maintain internal institutional discipline. At p. 20 she wrote:

The internal disciplinary proceedings to which the appellant was subject lack

the essential characteristics of a proceeding on a public, criminal offence. Their

purpose is not to mete out criminal punishment, but to maintain order in the prison. In

keeping with that purpose, the proceedings are conducted informally, swiftly and in

private. No courts are involved.

51. McLachlin J. then asked whether the consequences attendant upon a finding of guilt in a prison

disciplinary hearing were "true penal consequences". She quoted from Wilson J.'s decision in

Wigglesworth in which Wilson J. defined true penal consequences as follows (at pp. 560-61):

1his is not to say thai if a person is charged with a private, domestic or

disciplinary matter which is primarily intended to maintain discipline, integrity or to

regulate conduct within a limited private sphere of activity, he or she can never

possess the rights guaranteed under s, 11.Some of these matters may well fall within

s. 11,not because they are the classic kind of matters intended to fall within the

section, but because they involve the imposition of true penal consequences. In my
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opinion, a true penal consequence which would attract the application of s. 11
is imprisonment or a fine which by its magnitude would appear to be imposed for the
purpose of redressing the wrong done to society at large rather than to the
maintenance of intei.nal discipline within the limited sphere of activity. [Emphasis
added,]

McLachlin J. found that the punishment imposed on Mr. Shubley by the prison disciplinary court--
close conlinemcnt for live days on a special diet that fullils basic nutritional requirements -- did not
constitute true penal consequences. At p. 23 she wrote:

I conclude that the sanctions conferred on the superintendent for prison
misconduct do not constitute "true penal consequences" within the Wigglesworth test.
Confined as they are to the manner in which the inmate serves his time, and involving
neither punitive fines nor a sentence of imprisonment, they appear to be entirely
commensurate with the goal of fostering internal prison discipline and are not of a
magnitude or consequence that would be expected for redressing wrongs done to
society at large.

52 Wilson J, and I dissented, finding that "solitary confinement" was a true penal consequence
coming within the second branch of the Wigglesworth test. In those reasons, I found that "close
confinement" was a punishment distinct in kind from the incarceration to which the general prison
population is subjected.

53 It was observed that the substantial and deleterious effects of solitary confinement are well
documented and have long been known. At p. 9 of Shubley, I wrote:

Prisons within prisons have been known to man as long as prisons have existed.
As soon as castles had dungeons there were special locations within those dungeons
for torture and for solitary confinement. The grievous effects of solitary confinement
have been almost instinctively appreciated since imprisonment was devised as a
means of punishment. Prisons within prisons exist today, exemplified by solitary
confinement. [Emphasis added.]

Because of these substantial effects, solitary confmement is not simply an alternative manner of
imprisonment in which a prisoner may serve his sentence. It is a punishment different in kind from
general incarceration and reduces the residual liberties that even an incarcerated individual possesses. At

pp. 9-10:

Solitary confinement certainly cannot be considered as a reward for good conduct. It
is, in effect, an additional violation of whatever residual liberties an inmate may
retain in the prison context and should only be used where it is justified.... I would
conclude, therefore, that solitary conlmement must be treated as a distinct form of
punishment and that its imposition within a prison constitutes a true penaI
consequence. jEmphasis added.j

54 However, I must follow the reasons of the majority in Shubley, supra. They are binding upon me
and I must loyally follow them. Shubley has concluded that prison disciplinary hearings are not criminal
proceedings. Under s. 3(2)(a) of the Legal Services Society Act, an applicant must meet both branches
of the test. As the appellant fails the first part, that is, the nature of the proceedings, there is no reason to
consider the second part, the consequences of the proceedings. The question as to whether the
imposition of punitive dissociation (solitary confinement) constitutes imprisonment need not be
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answered.

2. Section 3(2)(b): Civil Proceedings

55 It now must be determined whether disciplinary proceedings thai may result in solitary
confinement. come within the term "civil proceedings" in s. 3(2)(b). The definition of what is a "civil"
proceeding has varied. The term is used most often simply as a counterpoint to "criminal", and it is this
definition that the appellant submits is the correct meaning to be given to this section. That is, any
proceeding that is not criminal is, by defmition, civil, Section 3(2) is thus comprehensive and all
proceedings that have the potential to lead to imprisonment or confinement fall within its ambit.

56 In Landry, the British Columbia Court of Appeal found that disciplinary hearings are a matter of
internal administration. However the appellant submits that a prison disciplinary hearing cannot be so
classified. I-Ie points to the absence of any contract or consensual agreement between an inmate and the
penal institution in which he is incarcerated to support this position. It is argued that it is this absence
which distinguishes the position of a prisoner from that of the members of a union or a professional
body, such as a law society, who have willingly and specifically chosen to be bound by its by-laws and
who can be punished for a breach of them.

57 It is significant that this position is supposed by Dickson J. (as he then was) in his concurring
judgment in Martineau v. Matsqui Institution Disciplinary Board, [1980] 1 S.C.R.602 (Martineau No.
2), atp. 626:

Parenthetically, this notion of contractual commitment to rules of internal discipline,
a sort of volens, is sometimes advanced in support of the argument for a disciplinary
exception. Whatever may be the force of that argument in other contexts, it is wholly
inapplicable in a prison environment. [Fmphasis added,]

58 As well, the appellant notes that the Legal Services Society considers the provision of legal
services to prisoners facing post-suspension, post-revocation and detention hearings to be mandatory
(White Paper: Core Services of the Legal Services Society of British Columbia (1994), at p. 33). I-Ie

contends that there is no principled way to distinguish between these types of hearings and prison
disciplinary hearings. In all these proceedings a prisoner's Iibeity interest is potentially at stake.

59 On the other hand, the respondent Legal Services Society submits that the fundamental criterion of
civil proceedings is that they deal with rights of a "personal and private nature". Prison disciplinary
hearings are not civil in nature for the purposes of s. 3(2)(b) because their basic purpose is to maintain
the internal good order of the institution. The Legal Services Society distinguishes post-suspension,
post-revocation and detention hearings from prison disciplinary hearings based on the private rights in
issue; the offender has a private right to parole or statutory release thai could be affected by the outcome
of the post-suspension, post-revocation or detention hearing. In contrast, the Legal Services Society
submits, the principal purpose of prison disciplinary hearings is the maintenance of internal good order
and discipline within the penitentiary and not the adjudication of private rights or the provision for
redress of the violation of private rights. In short, they are a fundamentally different type of proceeding.

60 The respondent the Attorney General of British Columbia submits that the word "proceedings"
found in s. 3(2)(b) should properly be confined to court proceedings because of the formal procedures
and rules of evidence that malce legal training so useful in that forum.

61 I believe it is clear that the use of the word "civil" in s. 3(2)(b) must have a meaning beyond the
adjudication of rights between two persons. To interpret "civil" in such a way is in effect to render s. 3

(2)(b) meaningless because imprisonment or confinement would rarely result from an adjudication of
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rights between individuals. To reach such a conclusion would run counter to the principles of statutory

interpretation set out in Rizzo Shoes, supra, since the term must be given a meaning that accords with

the statute as a whole.

62 In Black's Law Dictionary (6th ed. 1990), "civil" is defined as follows: "Of or relating to the state

or its citizenry. Relating to private rights and remedies sought by civil actions as contrasted with

criminal proceedings" (p. 244). The definition of a "civil action" is an "[a]ction brought to enforce,

redress, or protect private rights. In general, all types of actions other than criminal proceedings" (p.
245). This definition essentially accords with that offered by the Legal Services Society: "civil

proceedings", as defined in s, 3(2)(b), refers to thc enforcement, redress or protection of private rights.

63 However, the Legal Services Society is incorrect in its submission that no private right is in issue

in prison disciplinary hearings. In Martineau No. 2, supra, and the trilogy of R. v. Miller, [1985j 2

S.C.R.613, Cardinal v. Director of Ikent Institution, [1985] 2 S.C.R.643, and Morin v. National Special

Handling Unit Review Committee, [1985j 2 S.C.R.662, it has been specifically determined that

incarcerated persons continue to possess a residual liberty interest that can be implicated by institutional

action. For example in Miller, supra, at p. 637, Le Dain J. wrote: "In effect, a prisoner has the right not

to be deprived unlawfully of the relative or residual liberty permitted to the general inmate population of
an institution." (Emphasis added.) Although prisoners have been deprived in large measure of the liberty

enjoyed by most citizens, they continue to possess the liberty enjoyed by the general penitentiary

population.

64 The outcome of a prison disciplinary hearing could result in the imposition of a term in solitary

confinement -- that is, a period of incarceration separate from the general penitentiary population. From

this result it follows that a prisoner's private rights can be and are affected by a prison disciplinary

hearing. Solitary confinement as punishment (punitive dissociation) can be imposed only after a quasi-

judicial proceeding, namely a prison disciplinary hearing, has been held. As such it can be distinguished

from solitary confinement intended simply to preserve order in the institution (administrative

dissociation) or for the welfare of the inmate (protective custody). Thus, in my view a prison

disciplinary hearing is a civil proceeding within the definition of s. 3(2)(b) of the Legal Services Society

Act,

65 The consequences and effects of solitary confinement on prisoners demonstrate that it is not

simply an alternative type of incarceration, Rather it clearly constitutes a further deprivation of a

prisoner's residual liberty interests. The effects of solitary confinement were considered by Heald J. in

McCann v. The Queen, [1976] 1 F.C. 570 (T.D.), a decision that was analysed in detail in M. Jackson,

Prisoners of Isolation: Solitary Confinement in Canada (1983).Heald J. made it very clear that he

accepted the prisoners'estimony as to the very disturbing effects solitary confinement had upon them.

He found that the confinement of the plaintiff McCann and others in the solitary confinement unit of the

British Columbia Penitentiary (since closed) amounted to cruel and unusual punishment in violation of
s. 2(b) of the Canadian Bill of Rights.

66 Professor Jackson points out the difficulty of accurately describing or measuring the effects of
solitary confinement on the human psyche, and the dearth of scientific literature detailing the

psychological effects. Rather research has tended to focus upon the physical surroundings of prisoners

confined in solitary. Professor Jackson writes at p. 64, "Dostoevsky is a surer guide than Glanville

Williams in understanding what it is that we do, in the name of the criminal law, when we send men to

the solitary-confinement cells". He notes that prisoner complaints stress the deeply depressing

psychological repercussions even more than the physical deprivations of solitary confinement.

Testifying in McCann, supra, Dr. George Scott, then the senior psychiatrist in the Canadian Penitentiary

Service, reported that, for example, 11 percent of the prisoners in solitary confinement were involved in
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slashing incidents compared to 1 percent of the general population and that 6.4 percent had attempted
suicide compared to 0.9 percent in the general prison population (McCann, at. p. 599). Dr. Richard Inborn,

an expei& in criminology and penology, while testifying in McCann, said that removing a prisoner for an
extended period from the general prison population, that is, from the society in which he has a role, a
job, and friends, "condemn[s him] to survive by techniques which would unfit him for that open
society" (p. 592).

67 It is clear that solitary confinement is not simply a different yet similar form of incarceration than
that experienced by the general prison population. Its effects can be serious, debilitating and possibly
permanent. They serve to both emphasize and support the conclusion that solitary confinement
constitutes an additional and a severe restriction on a prisoner's liberty.

68 It will be remembered that the Legal Services Society provides counsel for post-suspension, post-
revocation and detention hearings. Yet in those circumstances where solitary confinement may be
imposed as a result of serious disciplinary charges, the consequences flowing from a prison disciplinary
hearing will probably be more severe, and at the very least as severe, as those that may flow from those
hearings for which counsel is provided. There is no principled way to distinguish between these four
different civil proceedings, It follows that prison disciplinary hearings are civil proceedings within the
meaning of s, 3(2)(b).

69 The appellant has met the first part of the test laid out in s, 3(2)(b).

3. Section 3(2)(b): Confinement or Imprisonment

7O The second part of the test that the appellant must meet to succeed in this appeal is to show that he
"may be imprisoned or confined" as a result of the prison disciplinary hearing. As a result of being
charged under the Corrections and Conditional Release Act, the appellant spent a total of 38 days in

solitary confinement.

71 In Shubley, supra, it was determined that "close confinement" is not imprisonment. At p. 23
McLachlin J,, for the majority, writes:

I conclude that the sanctions conferred on the superintendent for prison
misconduct do not constitute "true penal consequences" within the Wigglesworth test.
Confined as they are to the manner in which the inmate serves his time, and involving
neither punitive fines nor a sentence of imprisonment, they appear to be entirely
commensurate with the goal of fostering internal prison discipline and are not of a
magnitude or consequence that would be expected for redressing wrongs done to
society at large, (Emphasis added.]

Imprisonment is clearly a true penal consequence within the meaning given the term in Wigglesworth,
supra. By inference, then, if solitary confinement is not a true penal consequence, it cannot be equated
with imprisonment that is separate and different from the incarceration already experienced by an
inmate. The question that remains is whether solitary confinement is "confinement" within the meaning
of s. 3(2)(b).

72 It is noteworthy that the Legal Services Society concedes that the prison disciplinary hearings
faced by the appellant may lead to his confinement pursuant to s. 3(2)(b). The Attorney General of
British Columbia disputes this concession. He submits, instead, that s. 3(2)(b) is intended to provide
legal services to someone who faces a civil proceeding "which involves the exercise of the power to

imprison or confine to which that person is not normally subject. Because prisoners are already
incarcerated, the power to imprison or confine has already been exercised" (emphasis added), In effect
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the Attorney General contends that a currently incarcerated person cannot be confined.

73 This assumption, with respect, must be rejected. Martineau No, 2, supra, together with the trilogy
of Miller, supra, Morin, supra, and Cardinal, supra, make it very clear that incarcerated persons retain a
residual liberty interest. This interest can be defined as the right to be treated in the same way as other
members of the general prison population. Although these cases dealt with the duty resting upon prison
officials to act fairly when disciplining prisoners, implicit in the reasons is the acknowledgment that
prisoners retain certain enforceable private rights. See for example the following statement by Le Dain J.
in Miller, supra, at p. 641:

Confinement in a special handling unit, or in administrative segregation as in
Cardinal, is a form of detention that is distinct and separate from that imposed on the
general inmate population. It involves a significant reduction in the residual liberty of
the inmate. It is in fact a new detention of the inmate, purporting to rest on its own
foundation of legal authority. [Emphasis added.]

Le Dain J. carefully distinguished between "form(s] of confinement or detention in which the actual
physical constraint or deprivation of liberty ...is more restrictive or severe than the normal one in an
institution" and "the mere loss of certain privileges" (p, 641). This statement is in accord with his writing
in Cardinal, supra, at p. 653 that conlinement in administrative dissociation or in a special handling unit
is a "significantly more restrictive and severe for[m] of detention than that experienced by the general
inmate population".

74 Section 44(1)(f) of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act, provides that an iiunate found
guilty of a "serious disciplinary offence" may face "segregation from other inmates for a maximum of
thirty days". It is clear from the trilogy of cases that segregation, whether administrative as in Cardinal
or punitive as in this appeal, is a form of incarceration more restrictive than the incarceration
experienced by the general prison population. It results in a deprivation of that residual liberty interest
possessed by prisoners within our penitentiaries. This deprivation represents a further confinement of the
appellant in a prison within a prison. It certainly constitutes a "confinement" within the meaning of s. 3

(2)(b)

75 Solitary confinement has in the past and will undoubtedly have a significant and deleterious effect
upon prisoners. Nonetheless, it is a punishment that may well be required in order to protect other
prisoners and custodians and to ensure an appropriate standard of discipline in the penitentiary.
Maintaining order in a medium or maximum security setting must at times be daunting to say the least.
Yet the maintenance of order is essential for all within its confines. It is because of the possible effects
and consequences of solitary confinement that a fair hearing is required. Fairness requires that the
prisoner be provided with legal counsel.

76 The concurring judgment of MacGuigan J.A, in Howard v. Stony Mountain Institution, [1984] 2
F.C. 642, provides some useful guidance as to the necessity of legal counsel in prison disciplinary
hearings. He considered the presence of a lawyer for the prisoner to be essential in hearings in which an
inmate faced the possibility of losing earned remission. At p, 688 he wrote:

In sum, other than, perhaps, in fact situations of unique simplicity, I cannot
imagine cases where a possible forfeiture of earned remission would not bring into

play the necessity for counsel. Indeed, in my view the probability that counsel will be
required for an adequate hearing on charges with such consequences is so strong as to
amount effectively to a presumption in favour of counsel, a departure from which a
presiding officer would have to justify, [Emphasis added.]
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A prisoner earns remission for his good behaviour in prison. He can lose it as the result of disciplinary
measures taken pursuant to the Corrections and Conditional Release Act. Earned remission effectively
shortens the time a prisoner spends in prison but does not affect the manner in which he spends his time
in prison.

77 By way of comparison, solitary confinement with its very real deprivation of privileges can have a
significant impact on the manner in which a prisoner is incarcerated, as well as affecting his right to earn
remission. Representation by counsel obviously assumes an even greater importance when solitary
confinement may be imposed as a punishment.

78 By way of summary the following can be stated:

As a result of the serious disciplinary charge, the appellant faced the possibility
of punishment by way of solitary segregation.
The disciplinary proceedings are civil proceedings within the meaning of that
term as it is used in s. 3(2)(b) of the I.egal Services Society Act.
Solitary segregation constitutes confinement as that term is used in s. 3(2)(b).
It follows that the appellant has met the requirements of s. 3(2)(b) of the Legal
Services Society Act and is entitled to be provided with the services of a lawyer
for the disciplinary hearing.
As a result. of the conclusions outlined in these reasons I cannot, with the
greatest of respect, agree with the decision of the British Columbia Court of
Appeal in Landry, supra.

V, Costs

79 The appellant seeks his costs in this Court and in the courts below on a solicitor-client basis. It is
well settled that solicitor-client costs are unusual. They should not be awarded unless there is something
in the behaviour of the losing party that takes the case outside the ordinary. See IZ. Roach, Constitutional
Remedies in Canada (loose-leaf), at para. 11.860.For example, solicitor-client costs were awarded when
this Court was of the opinion that thc unsuccessful party should not have pursued the litigation or the
unsuccessful party had been unreasonable in some other way. See Palachik v. Ikiss, [1983] 1 S.C.R.623.
They have also been awarded when a respondent without financial resources who had not wished to
pursue the case to this Court was successful in a case which was of considerable importance to a large
group or class: Roberge v. Bolduc, [1991]1 S.C.R. 374. An exception was also made where a
respondent public interest group was successful, See Friends of the Oldman River Society v, Canada
(Minister of Transport), [1992] 1 S,C.R. 3, at p. 80, in which La Forest J. awarded solicitor-client costs
"given the Society's circumstances and the fact that the federal Ministers were joined as appellants even
though th'ey did not earlier seek leave to appeal to this Court",

80 It is certainly true that in the highest and best traditions of the Bar the appellant's counsel has
worked long, diligently and with great skill to represent an indigent appellant. He is deserving of high
praise. Nonetheless, there is nothing in this case or in the behaviour of the Legal Services Society or the
Attorney General of British Columbia which would warrant an award of solicitor-client costs. Therefore
the appellant should have his party and painty costs throughout.

VI. Disposition

81 The appellant is a "qualifying individual" within the provision of s. 3(2)(b) of the Legal Services
Society Act and is entitled to the requisite legal services for his disciplinary hearing. The appeal is
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therefore allowed with costs throughout these proceedings.

Solicitors for the appellant: Conroy & Company, Abbotsford, B.C.

Solicitors for the respondent thc I.egal Services Society: MacAdams Law Firm, Abbotsford, B.C.;l,egal
Services Society, Vancouver.
Solicitor for the respondent the Attorney General of British Columbia: The Ministry of the Attorney
General, Vancouver.

cp/d/qlhbb
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this document ]

REASONS FOR JUDGMFNT

LoVECCHIO J.:--

INTRODUCTION

1 On August 31, 2000, applications were brought by Dundee Securities Corporation, Peters k Co.

Limited, Nesbitt Burns Inc., Newcrest Capital Inc., RBC Dominion Securities, Bunting Warburg Dillon

Read Inc., First Energy Capital Corporation (being the underwriters in the flow-through common share

offering of Merit Energy Ltd., described below), certain directors and officers of Merit Energy Ltd. and

Larry Delf, a representative purchaser of flow-through common shares in Merit, to determine whether

these applicants were entitled to a priority in the nature of an equitable lien over the proceeds of the sale

of Merit's assets.

2 I dismissed the equitable lien applications. The Underwriters, except First Energy Capital

Corporation, appealed that decision.

3 Needless to say, the applicants wanted to be recognized as ordinary creditors of Merit in the event

they did not have an equitable lien.

4 Pending the hearing of the equitable lien appeal, the administration of the estate of Merit continued.

As a result of my dismissal of the equitable lien claim, the Trustee anticipated that a fund of
approximately $ 10 million would be available for distribution to unsecured creditors.

5 Accordingly, the Trustee sought a determination as to the right of the Flow-Through Shareholders,

the Underwriters and the Directors and Officers to be recognized as ordinary creditors of Merit and to be

included in the distribution.

6 I heard argument on that issue on April 30, 2001 but reserved my decision until the results of the

appeal were known. On May 18, 2001, the appeal was heard and dismissed', so it is now appropriate to

make the requested determination.

7 The Trustee takes the position that the claims in issue are in substance claims by shareholders for

the return of equity and, on the basis of the decision in Re: Blue Range Resource Corp.', must. rank

behind the claims of Merit's unsecured creditors.

8 Alternatively, the Trustee argues that their claims are too contingent to constitute provable claims

under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act.'

The Flow-Through Shareholders, the Underwriters and the Directors and Officers4 submitted that

their claims were in substance creditor claims and that they were not too contingent, thus qualifying
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them to rank as unsecured creditors in Merit's insolvency. If that position is sustained, the quantification
of those claims will be a separate issue.

BACIZCiROUND

10 Merit was in the business of the exploration, development and production of natural gas and crude
oil in Alberta. and Saskatchewan.

ll On July 15, 1999, the Underwriters entered into an underwriting agreement with Merit whereby
they agreed to participate in a public offering of 2,222,222 Flow-Through Shares of Merit. Paragraph 16
of the Underwriting Agreement states in part;

The Corporation shall indemnify and save each of the Indemnified Persons harmless
against and from all liabilities, claims, demands, losses, (other than losses of profit in
connection with the distribution of common shares), costs, damages and expenses to
which any of the Indemnified Persons may be subject or which any of the
Indemnified Persons may suffer or incur, whether under the provisions of any statute
or otherwise, in any way caused by, or arising directly or indirectly from or in

consequence of:

(a)

(b)

any information or statement contained in the Public Record (other than any
information or statement relating solely to one or more of the Underwriters and
furnished to the Corporation by the Underwriters for inclusion in the Public
Record) which is or is alleged to be untrue or any omission or alleged omission
to provide any information or state any fact the omission of which makes or is

alleged to make any such information or statement untrue or misleading in light
of all the circumstances in which it was made;
any misrepresentation or alleged misrepresentation (except a misrepresentation
or alleged misrepresentation which is based upon information relating solely to
one or morc of the Underwriters and furnished to the Corporation by the
Underwriters for inclusion in the Public Record) in the Public Record.

12 The Underwriting Agreement provides in Paragraph 2 (entitled "Corporation's Covenants as to
Qualifacation") that:

[Merit] agrees:

(a) prior to the filing of the Preliminary Prospectus and thereafter and prior to the
filing of the Prospectus, to allow the Underwriters to participate fully in the

preparation of the Preliminary Prospectus (excluding the documents
incorporated therein by reference) and such other documents as may be
required under the Applicable Securities Laws in the Filing Jurisdictions to
qualify the distribution of the Common Shares in the Filing Jurisdictions and
allow the Underwriters to conduct all duc diligence which the Underwriters

may reasonably require (including with respect to the documents incorporated
therein by reference) in order to (i) confirm the Public Record is accurate and
current in all material respects; (ii) fulfill the Underwriters'bligations as
agents and underwriters; and (iii) enable the Underwriters to responsibly
execute the certificate in the Preliminary Prospectus or the Prospectus required
to be executed by the Underwriters;

(b) the Corporation shall, not later than on July 19, 1999, have prepared and filed
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the Preliminary Prospectus...with the Securities Commissions...

(c) the Corporation shall prepare and file the Prospectus...as soon as possible and

in any event not later than 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on August 3, 1999...

(e) that, during the period commencing with the date hereof and ending on the

conclusion of the distribution of the Common Shares, the Preliminary

Prospectus and the Prospectus will fully comply with the requirements of
Applicable Securities Laws of the Filing Jurisdictions and, together with all

information incorporated therein by reference, will provide full, true and plain

disclosure of all material facts relating to thc Corporation and the Common

Shares and will not contain any misrepresentation; provided that the

Corporation does not covenant with respect to information or statements

contained in such documents relating solely to one or more of the Underwriters

and furnished to the Corporation by one or more of the Underwriters for

inclusion in such documents or omissions from such documents relating solely

to one or more of the Underwriters and the foregoing covenant shall not be

considered to be contravened as a consequence of any material change

occurring after the date hereof or the occurrence of any event or state of facts

after the date hereof if, in each such case, the Corporation complies with

subparagraphs 3(a), (b), (c) and (d).

13 In accordance with its covenant, Merit filed a Preliminary Prospectus and a Prospectus to qualify

the shares for issue and ultimately the offering closed on August 17, 1999, at which time 2, 222, 222

Flow-Through Shares of Merit were issued.

14 The Prospectus indicated that:

The gross proceeds of this Offering will be used to incur CEE in connection with the

Corporation's ongoing oil and natural gas exploration activities, The Underwriters'ee

and the expenses of this Offering will be paid from Merit's general funds...

The Flow-through Common Shares will be issued as Flow-through Shares'nder the

Act. The Corporation wiH incur on or before December 31, 2000, and renounce to

each purchaser of Flow-through Common Shares, effective on or before December

31, 1999, CEE in an amount equal to the aggregate purchase price equal to the

aggregate purchase price paid by such purchaser.

Subscriptions for Flow-through Common Shares will be made pursuant to one or

more subscription agreements ('ubscription Agreements') to made between the

Corporation and one or more of the Underwriters or one or more sub-agents of the

Underwriters, as agent for, on behalf of and in the name of the purchasers of Flow-

through Common Shares...

15 The Prospectus also indicated that:

...Pursuant to the Subscription Agreements, the Corporation will covenant and agree

(i) to incur on or before December 31, 2000 and renounce to the purchaser, effective

on or before December 31, 1999, CEE in an amount equal to the aggregate purchase

price paid by such purchaser for the Flow-Through Common Shares and (ii) that if
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the Corporation does not renounce to such purchaser, effective on or before
December 31, 1999, CEE equal to such amount, or if there is a reduction in such
amount renounced pursuant to the provision of the Act and as thc sole recourse of the
purchaser for such failure or reduction, the Corporation shall indemnify the purchaser
as to, and pay in settlement thereof to the purchaser, an amount equal to the amount
of any tax payable or that may become payable under the Act...by the purchaser as a
consequence of such failure or reduction...

In respect of CEE renounced effective on December 31, 1999, and not incurred prior
to the end of the period commencing on the date that the Subscription Agreement is
entered into and ending on February 29, 2000, the Corporation will be required to pay
an amount equivalent to interest to the Government of Canada. Any amount of CFE
renounced on December 31, 1999 and not incurred by December 31, 2000 will result
in a reassessment of deductible CEE to subscribers. However, interest in respect of
additional tax payable under the Act by a purchaser of Flow-Through Common
Shares will generally not bc levied in respect of such reassessment until after April
30, 2001.

16 The Underwriters each entered into Subscription and Renunciation Agreements with Merit for the
purchase of the Flow-Through Shares, containing the covenants described in paragraph 15 above.

17 Merit did not incur CEE as anticipated and in fact only approximately $4 million (of the
anticipated $ 15 million of CEE) was renounced to the Flow-Through Shareholders prior to Merit being
placed in receivership, leaving an $ 11 million shortfall. As a result, those Flow-Through Shareholders,
who anticipated tax deductions based on $ 15 million of CEE, were potentially faced with a tax problem.

18 The Directors and Officers entered into indemnity agreements with Merit, which state in part that:

To the full extent allowed by law, [Merit]...agrees to indemnify and save harmless the
Indemnified Party, his heirs, successors and legal representatives from and against
any and all damages, liabilities, costs, charges or expenses suff'ered or incurred by the
Indemnified Party, his heirs, successors or legal representatives as a result of or by
reason of the Indemnified Party being or having been a director and/or officer of
[Merit] or by reason of any action taken by the Indemnified Party in his capacity as a
director and/or officer of [Merit], including without limitation, any liability for unpaid
employee wages, provided that such damages, liabilities, costs, charges or. expenses
were not suffered or incurred as a direct result of the Indemnified Party's own fraud,
dishonesty or wilful default.

19 Merit, the Underwriters and the Directors and Officers have been named as defendants in several
actions commenced throughout Canada by or on behalf of the Flow-Through Shareholders. These
actions allege that Merit, the Underwriters, the Directors and Officers and PriceWaterhouseCoopers are
liable to the Plaintiffs because of misrepresentations made in the Prospectus. The Plaintiffs seek, inter
alia, damages against all defendants, recision of their purchase of the Flow-Through Shares and damages
for lost tax benefits associated with the Flow-Through Shares. The Underwriters have third-partied
Merit and the Directors and Officers, As noted, the Underwriters and the Directors and Officers
previously sought recognition as equitable lien holders (which was denied) and now they seek
recognition as ordinary creditors,

20 PriceWaterhouseCoopers was at all material times the auditor of Merit. As
PriceWaterhouseCoopers had not yet filed a proof of claim at the time the Trustee filed its motion, the
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Trustee's materials did not address its claim as part of its application. However, the Trustee did not
object to PriceWaterhouseCoopers participating in this application.

21 PriceWaterhouseCoopers is in a similar position as the Underwriters and the Directors and Officers
as it too has an indemnity from Merit and has also been sued by the Flow-Through Shareholders for
misrepresentation, Its indemnity states that;

Merit Energy Ltd. hereby indemnifies PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP
("PriceWaterhouseCoopers")...and holds them harmless from all claims, liabilities,
losses, and costs arising in circumstances where there has been a knowing
misrepresentat.ion by a member of Merit Energy Ltd.'s management, regardless of
whether such a person was acting in Merit Energy Ltd.'s interest. This
indemnification will survive termination of this engagement letter, This release and
indemnification will not operate where PriceWaterhouseCoopers ought to have
uncovered such knowing misrepresentation but failed to, due the gross negligence or
willful misconduct of PriceWaterhouseCoopers, its partners and/or employees.

ISSUES

l. Are the claims of the Flow-Through Shareholders subordinate to the claims of Merit's
unsecured creditors?

2, Are the claims of the Underwriters, the Directors and Officers and
PriceWaterhouseCoopers subordinate to the claims of Merit's unsecured creditors?

DECISION - ISSUE 1

The claims of the Flow-Through Shareholders are subordinate to the claims of Merit's
unsecured creditors as they are in substance shareholder claims for the return of an
equity investment,

ANALYSIS

22 Central to this application are the reasons of my sister Romaine J. in Re: Blue Range Resource
Corp.

23 In that case, Big Bear Exploration Ltd. completed a hostile takeover for all of the shares of Blue
Range Resource Corporation. After the takeover was completed, Big Bear alleged that the publicly
disclosed information upon which it had relied in purchasing the Blue Range shares was misleading and
that the shares were worthless. As sole shareholder, Hig Bear authorized Blue Range to commence
CCAA proceedings and then submitted a claim as an unsecured creditor in Blue Range's CCCA
proceedings, based on the damages it alleged it had suffered as a result of Blue Range's
misrepresentations.

24 Romaine I. rejected Big Bear's attempt to prove as an unsecured creditor and held that Big Bear's
claim was "in substance" a shareholder claim for a return of an equity investment and therefore ranked
after the claims of unsecured creditors according to the general principles of corporate law, insolvency
law and equity.

25 Romaine 3. stated at pp. 176-177:

In this case, the true nature of Big Bear's claim is more difficult to characterize. There
may well be scenarios where the fact that a party with a claim in tort or debt is a
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shareholder is coincidental or incidental, such as where a shareholder is also a regular
trade creditor of a corporation, or slips and falls outside the corporate office and thus

has a claim in negligence against the corporation. In the current situation, however,
the very core of the claim is the acquisition of Blue Range shares by Big Bear and

whether the consideration paid for such shares was based on misrepresentation. Big
Bear had no cause of action until it acquired shares of Blue Range, which it did

through share purchases for cash prior to becoming a majority shareholder, as it

suffered no damage until it acquired such shares. This tort claim derives from Big
Bear's status as shareholder, and not from a tort unrelated to that status, The claim for
misrepresentation therefore is hybrid in nature and combines elements of both a claim
in tort and a claim as shareholder. It must be determined what character it has in

substance.

It is true that Big Bear does not claim recision. Therefore, this is not a claim for return

of capital in the direct sense, What is being claimed, however, is an award of damages
measured as the difference between the "true" value of Blue Range shares and their

"misrepresented" value - in other words, money back from what Big Bear "paid" by

way of consideration...A tort award to Big Bear could only represent a return of what

Big Bear invested in equity of Blue Range. It is that kind of return that is limited by
the basic common law principle that shareholders rank after creditors in respect of
any return on their equity investment.....

I find that the alleged share exchange loss derives from and is inextricably
intertwined with Big Bear's shareholder interest in Blue Range. The nature of the

claim is in substance a claim by a shareholder for a return of what it invested qua
shareholder, rather than an ordinary tort claim.

26 Romaine J, went on at pp. 177-184 to describe five policy reasons which justified the conclusion

that shareholders'laims such as Big Bear's should be ranked behind the claims of Blue Range's

unsecured creditors, In summary, they are:

(iv)

(v)

the claims of shareholders rank behind the claims of creditors in insolvency;
creditors do business on the assumption that they will rank ahead of shareholders in

the event of their debtor's insolvency;
shareholders are not entitled to rescind their shares on the basis of misrepresentation

after the company has become insolvent;
United States jurisprudence supports the priority of creditors in "stockholder fraud"

cases; and
to allow the shareholders to rank pari passu with the unsecured creditors could open
the floodgates to aggrieved shareholders launching misrepresentation actions.

27 Re Canada Deposit Insurance v, Canadian Commercial Banld is also central to this application.
That case involved an issue of priorities with respect to the insolvency of the Canadian Commercial

Bank. In an effort to preserve the bank, a participation agreement was entered into among the

governments of Canada and Alberta, the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation and six commercial

banks. The sum of $255 million was advanced and it was to be repaid by CCB out of certain portfolio

assets and pre-tax income. The agreement promised an indemnity in the event of insolvency, and gave

the paiticipants a right to subscribe for shares in CCB at a named price.

28 The Supreme Court of Canada held that although the participation agreement contained both debt

and equity features, it was, in substance, a debt transaction. Iacobucci J. stated at p. 406:
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As I see it, the fact that the transaction contains both debt and equity features does
not, in itself, pose an insurmountable obstacle to characterizing the advance of $2SS
million. Instead of trying to pigeon-hole the entire agreement between the Participants
and C.C.B.in one of two categories, I see nothing wrong in recognizin~the
arrangement for what it is„namely, one of a hybrid nature, combining elements of
both debt and equity but which, in substance, reflects a creditor-debtor relationship.
Financial and capital markets have been most creative in the variety of investments
and securities that have been fashioned to meet the needs ancl interests of those who
participate in those markets. It is not because an agreement has certain equity features
that a court must either ignore those features as if they did not exist or characterize
the transaction on the whole as an investment. There is an alternative. It is

permissible, and often required, or desirable„ for debt. and equity to coexist in the
given financial transaction rvhhout aherina the substance of~the a reement.
Furthermore, it does not follow that each and every aspect. of such an agreement must
be given the exact same weight when addressing a characterization issue. Again, it is
not because there are equity features that it is necessarily an investment in capital.
This is particularly true when, as here, the equity features are nothing more than
supplementary to and not definitive of the essence of the transaction, When a court is
searching for the substance of a particular transaction„ it should not too easily be
distracted by aspects which are, in reality„only incidental or secondary in nature to
the main thrust of the agreement. [emphasis added)

29 As noted, the Flow-Through Shareholders have commenced several actions. Against Merit, they
seek recision or damages due to an alleged misrepresentation in the Prospectus (based on their statutory
rights to these remedies as disclosed in the Prospectus). They also claim damages relating to lost tax
benefit associated with the Flow-Through Shares. While this is a contractual remedy based on the
Subscription and Renunciation Agreements, it also has elements of misrepresentation flowing from
certain descriptive statements made in the Prospectus.

30 The Flow-Through Shareholders submitted that they are entitled to be treated as creditors based on
the actions they have commenced, but the Trustee objects to this treatment and has sought the direction
of the Court in this regard.

i, The Trustee's Position

31 The Trustee (through counsel) f'ocussed on the allegations made in the statements of claim in its
analysis. It suggested that the essential allegation of the Flow-Through Shareholders in their actions is
misrepresentation and that as a result of such misrepresentation they have suffered damages. The
Trustee then described the remedy sought as, in essence, a claim for a return of equity. The Trustee
suggested that the claim for the anticipated tax benefits was no more than a claim for a benefit that was
ancillary to their shareholding interest. The Trustee also described the Flow-Through

Shareholders'pplication

to prove as unsecured creditors as an attempt to take a "second kick at the can", following
the failure of their equity investment.

32 Using the reasoning of Romaine J. in Re: Blue Range Resource Corp, the Trustee argued that the
claim of the Flow-Through Shareholders must be subordinated to Merit's unsecured creditors. The
Trustee submitted that all fiv policy reasons listed in that case (and described above) are present in this

case, emphasizing that the dividend will be reduced 20 to 27% ( from I S to 11-12cents) if the Flow-
Through Shareholders'laims are included in the unsecured creditors'ool and that the facts in this case
favour subordination even more than the facts in Re: Blue Range Resource Corp., as some of the Flow-
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Tluough Shareholders are seeking to rescind their purchase of the I'low-Through Shares in their actions.

ii. The Flow-Through Shareholders'osition

33 Arguments were filed separately by Mr. McNally, as Counsel for Larry Delf (Mr. Delf being the
designate of the Representative Flow-Tluough Shareholders group), and by Mr. Shea as Counsel for
certain other Flow-Through Shareholders.

The Representative Flow-Through Shareholclers Group's Position

34 Mr. McNally did not take issue with the suggestion that as a general rule, shareholders rank after
secured creditors. He also did not object to thc reasoning of Romaine J. in Re: Blue Range Resource
Corp., provided the case is limited to its context and not used to stand for the general proposition that in
no circumstances may a shareholder ever have a claim provable in bankruptcy.

35 Mr. McNally did object to the Trustee's characterization of the claim as a single claim for
misrepresentation seeking damages equal to their purchase price for the shares. He suggested that the
claims involved firstly, a right to damages or recision qua shareholder under securities legislation and
secondly, a right to damages for breach of an indemnity provision qua debt holder. He also submitted
that this latter claim may also be seen as having nothing to do with misrepresentation in the Prospectus
or a return of capital, but arises independently as a result of Merit's failure to incur and then renounce
CEE to the shareholders to enable them to obtain certain tax deductions.

36 Mr. McNally suggested that this latter claim for tax losses was also a claim provable in
bankruptcy. He referenced Laskin J.A.'s recognition in Re Central Capital Corporation'hat shareholders
may participate as creditors in the context of declared dividends because the liquidity provisions of
corporate legislation would not have been triggered if the dividends had been declared prior to
insolvency and would therefore be enforceable debts. Laskin J.A. stated at p.536:

It seems to me that these appellants must either be shareholders or creditors. Except
for declared dividends, they cannot be both... Moreover, as Justice Finlayson points
out in his reasons, courts have always accepted the proposition that when a dividend
is declared it is a debt on which each shareholder can sue the corporation.

37 Mr. McNally also relied on Re G.M.D. Vending Co.'here the British Columbia Court of Appeal
allowed declared but unpaid dividends to rank with other unsecured claims in a banlauptcy.

38 He also emphasized that the CEE aspect of the relationship between the Flow- I hrough
Shareholders, on the one hand, and Merit, the Underwriters and the Directors and Officers, on the other,
possesses many of the indicia of debt mentioned by Weiler J.A. in Re Central Capital Corporation in

that: (1) Merit is obliged to expend the funds raised by the Prospectus on CEE and the funds are
advanced by Flow-Through Shareholders for this specific purpose alone, (2) there is an indemnity
provision in the Prospectus itself to the Flow-Through Shareholders if this does not occur, evidencing an
intention that the investors are to be fully repaid for the loss of the tax benefit,'nd (3) interest becomes
due for the amount of the failed tax write-off and is covered by the indemnity provision as tax payable.

39 He suggested that the indemnity provisions in the Subscription and Renunciation Agreements are
enforceable at law without consideration of corporate liquidity and are an aclmowledgment of the unique
commercial position of the Flow-Through Shareholders in the event that the CEE is not renounced. He
concluded by submitting that the potential liquidity problem and contingent liability must constitute the
rationale for the presence of the indemnity in the Subscription and Renunciation Agreements in the first
place.
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The Other Flow-Through Shareholclers Group's Position

40 Mr. Shea suggested that not only were the claims for tax losses relating to the CFF. provable

claims, the tort/statutory aspects of their claims were also provable claims, albeit they would be dealt

with as "contingent" claims within the meaning of ss. 121 and 135 of the BIA', He further submitted that

the fact they are claims by shareholders is irrelevant.

41 I-Ie relied on Gardncr v. Newton" as authority for the proposition that a contingent claim is a claim

that may or may not ripen into a debt depending on the occurrence of some future event. Mr. Shea also

suggested that so long as the claim is not too remote or speculative, a claim, even though it has not yet

been reduced to judgment, may still be a contingent claim. Mr. Shea pointed out that the Ontario Court

of Appeal in Re Confederation Treasury Services Ltd." departed from the earlier cases relied upon by

the Trustee, including Claude Resources (Trustee of) v. Dutton". The Court of Appeal stated they

imposed too high of a threshold for the establishment of a contingent claim and held that it was not

necessary to demonstrate probability of liability but merely to show they were not too remote or

speculative.

42 He asserted that the claims are not shareholder claims, but claims for statutory remedies and for

breach of contract and must rank with Merit's other unsecured creditors for that reason. Mr, Shea also

said the Court must look to the substance of the relationship between the claimant and the bankrupt and

most importantly, the context in which the claim is made.

43 Mr, Shea then argued that it would not be equitable to subordinate these claims while other claims

based on tort, breach of contract or statutory remedy are allowed to rank as unsecured claims and

concluded that the traditional principles for subordinating claims by shareholders do not apply to this

case.

44 He suggested that allowing claims for statutory remedies and/or breach of contract based on

misrepresentation to rank as unsecured claims will not affect how creditors do business with companies.

Further, he argued that allowing this result will not "open the floodgates" as the statutory remedies

involved are narrow in scope and have strict and relatively short time frames.

iii. The Underwriters'osition

45 Firstly, the Underwriters supported the Flow-Through Shareholders'ubmissions regarding the

nature of their claims. They emphasized that Re: Blue Range Resource Corp should not stand for the

proposition that shareholders must always be subordinated to unsecured creditors simply because they

are shareholders. Rather, the nature and substance of their claims determines the treatment they receive

in the estate.

46 The Underwriters also suggested that Re: Blue Range Resource Corp turned on its unique facts of
a purchaser of Blue Range shares having Imowledge of misrepresentations yet exercising shareholder

rights, such as authorizing the company to take CCAA proceedings and then making an unsecured claim

in those proceedings for the loss associated with its share purchase. The shareholder in that case did not

claim recision and did not deny or attempt to avoid its shareholder status, Moreover, there was no

contractual right to be treated by the company as anything but a shareholder.

47 The Underwriters distinguished the claims of the Flow-Through Shareholders from those of Big

Bear in Re: Blue Range Resource Corp as follows: (1) the Flow-Through Shareholders are not pursuing

tort claims based on their status as shareholders, but rather are asserting a statutory right of recision,

thereby refuting their status as shareholders, (2) the Flow-Through Shareholders also allege a direct
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contractual claim I'r indemnity against Merit pursuant to Subscription and Renunciation Agreements in

which Merit agreed to incur qualifying expenditures (CEE), to renounce the resulting tax benefits to

them and to indemnify them if it failed to incur the CEE, and (3) if their claims are ultimately

successful, the Flow-Through Shareholders will be former shareholders and current creditors of Merit.

Resolution- ISSUE 1

48 I agree with Romaine J. that the correct approach is to f&rst examine the substance of the claim

made against the insolvent. There are the two claims mentioned by counsel for thc Flow-Through

Shareholders. The first is an alternate remedy for damages or recision based on the alleged

misrepresentations contained in the Prospectus. I was advised that some have advanced only one of
these alternative claims. The second is cast as a claim in damages under the indemnity in the

Subscription and Renunciation Agreements for the failure to renounce CEE,

49 The Flow-Through Shareholders'laims for recision or damages based on misrepresentation derive

from their status as Merit shareholders. Regardless of how they are framed", the form the actions take

cannot overcome the substance of what. is being claimed. It is plain from the Prospectus and the

Subscription and Renunciation Agreements that the Flow-Through Shareholders invested in equity. It is

equally plain from their actions that what they seek to recoup, in substance, is their investments. As in

Re: Blue Range Resource Corp, the "very core" of these claims arises from the circumstances

surrounding the acquisition of Merit shares. The Flow-Through Shareholders had no cause of action

until they acquired the Flow-Through Shares and their claims include a direct claim for return of capital

in their request for recision and in the case of a damage claim, just as in Re: Blue Range Resource Corp,

the measure of damages enables them to recover the purchase price of the shares.

50 It is true these shareholders are using statutory provisions to make their claims in damages or

recision rather than the tost basis used in Re: Blue Range Resource Corp, but in substance they remain

shareholder claims for the return of an equity investment. The right to a return of this equity investment

must be limited by the basic common law principle that shareholders rank after creditors in respect of
any return of their equity investment.

51 Now what about the second aspect of the claims?

52 Thc second claim of the Flow-Tluough Shareholders has some of the features of a debt and the

Subscription and Renunciation Agreements provide for a specific remedy in the event Merit fails to

comply with its undertaking to make and renounce the CEE expenditures.

53 While the discussion in Re Central Capital Corporation regarding the claim for declared dividends

is appealing, it does not precisely apply in these circumstances, The tax advantages associated with

flow-through shares is reflected in a premium paid for the purchase of the shares". In essence, what

happens in a flow-through share offering (as sanctioned by the Income Tax Act") is the shareholder

buys deductions from the company. As the company has given up deductions, it wants to be paid for

those deductions that it is renouncing. From the perspective of the purchaser of the shares, the premium

for the shares would not have been paid without some assurance that the deductions will be available. I

note the purchaser is also required to reduce their adjusted cost base of the shares (for tax purposes) by

the amount of the deductions utilized by the purchaser.

54 While the Flow-Through Shareholders paid a premium for the shares (albeit to get the deductions),

in my view the debt features associated with the CEE indemnity from Merit do not "transform" that part

of the relationship from a shareholder relationship into a debt relationship. That part of the relationship

remains "incidental" to being a shareholder.
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55 In summary, the Flow-Through Shareholders'laims, regardless of the basis chosen to support.
them, are in substance claims for the return of their equity investment and accordingly cannot rank with
Merit's unsecured creditors.

DECISION — ISSUE 2

The claims of the Underwriters, the Directors and Officers and
PriceWaterhouseCoopers are not subordinate to the claims of'Merit's unsecured
creditors as they are in substance creditors'laims that are not too contingent to
constitute provable claims.

i. The Trustee's Position

56 The Trustee argued that while on their face, the Underwriters'nd the Directors and
Officers'laims

are not shareholder claims, "in substance", they are shareholders'laims and are no more than an
indirect passing-on to Merit of the Flow-Through Shareholders'laims. As a result, the Trustee
submitted, equity dictates that since the Flow-Through Shareholders'laims must rank behind those of
the unsecured creditors, the claims of the Underwriters and the Directors and Officers must fail as well.
The Trustee suggested this subordination follows from the policy considerations set out by Romaine J.
in Re; Blue Range Resource Corp. Alternatively, the Trustee asserted that the claims of the Underwriters
and the Directors and Officers are so contingent they must be valued at nil.

ii, The Underwriters'osition

57 The Underwriters argued that regardless of how the Court characterized the Flow-Through
Shareholders'laims, the Trustee cannot succeed against the Underwriters because: (1) the indemnity
claims are based on contractual, legal and equitable duties owed to the Underwriters by Merit, to which
the Flow-Through Shareholders are strangers and to which Re: Blue Range Resource Corp has no
application; (2) equitable subordination has never been applied by Canadian courts and the Trustee
cannot satisfy the test even if the court chooses to apply it, and (3) the Underwriters'laims are precisely
the type of contingent claims contemplated by the BIA.

iii. The Directors'nd Officers'osition

58 The Directors and Officers conceded that, while some of the potential liability they face is as a
result of the Flow-Through Shareholders'laims against them, or via indemnity claims brought by the
Underwriters and Auditors against them, their claim is simply a claim in contract that is not an effort to
obtain a return of equity. They argued that the enforceability of the indemnity is not contingent on the
source of the potential liability.

59 In any case, the Directors and Officers face claims other than from Merit's shareholders, which
include: (1) a Saskatchewan action alleging the Directors and Officers assented to or acquiesced in Merit
not paying its accounts and ought to be held liable for them, and (2) an Alberta action relating to
ownership and lease payments on oilfield equipment. The Directors and Officers asserted that the
existence of these claims demonstrate that they are not simply attempting to pass on shareholder claims,
but rather they are making a contractual claim for all the potential liability they face, as the indemnity
intends.

60 The Directors and Officers also suggested that, as with the Underwriters, some of the contingency
in their claim under the indemnity has been realized to the extent of legal fees incurred in defending the
various actions. In any case, they agreed with the Flow-Through Shareholders and Underwriters that a
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contingent claim need not be "probable" in order to be "provable" but need only something more than to
"remote and speculative in nature".

61 Further, directors and officers require indemnities and commercial necessity dictates that these
indemnities have real value.

Resolution - ISSUE 2

Nature of the Underwriters and the Directors'nd Officers'laims against Merit

62 The fundamental premise of the Trustee's argument is that the Underwriters'ndemnity simply
"Rows through" or "passes on" the Flow-Through Shareholders'laim to Merit, This ignores the nature
of the causes of action being advanced by the Underwriters and the existence of'a contractual indemnity
freely given by Merit for good and valuable consideration. The Trustee did not suggest that the
indemnity was invalid or unenforceable, rather, it argued that this valid and enforceable right should be
treated as a "shareholders'laim" and subordinated, With respect, I cannot agree with the Trustee's
posltlon.

63 The Trustee's argument attempts to shift the Court's focus from the Underwriters'laim against
Merit to the claim being asserted against the Underwriters, even though it is the former that the Trustee
wants the Court to subordinate. The Flow-Through Shareholders'ause of action against the
Underwriter's is predicated on the Underwriters'lleged failure to discharge a statutory duty and their
liability is not contingent. in any way on a successful claim by the Underwriters against Merit under the
indemnity.

64 The Underwriters'ndemnity claims against Merit are not made as a shareholder or for any return
of investment made by the Underwriters. Rather, they are based on contractual, legal and equitable
duties owed directly by Merit to the Underwriters. Similarly, the other causes of action advanced by the
Underwriters against Merit in the Third Party Notice do not arise from any equity position in the

company, but are based on agency, fiduciary and contractual relationships between the Underwriters and
Merit, to which the Flow-Through Shareholders are strangers and are unavailable for them to assert,

65 For example, the Underwriters are entitled to an indemnity for defence costs even if the Flow-
Through Shareholders'laims fail completely. The ultimate success or failure of the Flow-Through
Shareholders'laims makes no difference to the existence and enforceability of this right against Merit,

66 As the Underwriters'laims are not claims for a return of equity, Re: I3lue Range Resource Corp
does not apply. That decision only addressed equity claims of shareholders and I am not prepared to
extend it.s application to the claims of the Underwriters in the application before me, simply because the
claims triggering an indemnity by the Underwriters against Merit were shareholders'laims.

67 As Firstenergy Capital Corp. emphasized, even if I were to apply the policy considerations for
subordinating claims identified by Romaine J. in Re: Hiue Range Resource Corp to the

Underwriters'laims,

these policy considerations support a conclusion that the Underwriters'laims are of the type I
believe that Romaine J. would protect, not subordinate:

Shareholders rani& behind creditors in insolvency —the issue here is whether the
Underwriters are properly characterized as equity stakeholders or creditors. This is
done by considering the substance of their claim. Regardless of how the Flow-
Through Shareholders'laims are characterized, the substance of the

Underwriters'laims

against Merit are contractual. They arise out of a contract for indemnity
between Merit and the Underwriters. This is clearly distinct from a claim for return of
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shareholders'quity. The Trustee asked the court to consider the fact of'a possible
future payment from the Underwriters to the Flow-Through Shareholders in
characterizing the claim of the Underwriters against Merit. Given the nature of the
obligations under an indemnity, this is inappropriate. Describing the

Underwriters'laims

as "no more than and indirect passing-on of the Flow-Through
Shareholders'laims"

is based on a flawed analysis of the obligations under an indemnity and
ignores the statutory duty of the Underwriters to the Flow-Through Shareholders,
There are two distinct obligations,

The first obligation relates to the Flow-Through Shareholders'laims against the
Underwriters and any obligations that may be imposed on the Underwriters as a
result.. This obligation is completely unrelated to, and unaffected by the

Underwriters'ndemnity.

The second obligation is between Merit, as indemnifier, and the
Underwriters. This second obligation is the obligation that. must be characterized in
this application, The Flow-Through Shareholders are strangers to this claim.

Creditors do business with companies on the assumption they will rank ahead of
shareholders on insolvency - the focus of this analysis is the degree of risk-taking
respectively assumed by shareholders and creditors. Unlike shareholders who assume
the risks of insolvency, the Underwriters bargained, as any other creditor, for their
place at the creditor table in an insolvency. An indemnity is a well-known
commercial concept business people routinely use to eliminate or reduce risk and
should be recognized as a necessary and desirable obligation.

To subordinate the Underwriters'laim would amount to a reversal of the
expectations of the parties to the indemnities. The evidence before me suggests that
the Underwriters would not have participated in Merit's offering without the
indemnity. I need not decide whether that is true.

Subordinating the Underwriters would fundamentally change the underlying business
relationship between underwriters and issuers, and would be unexpected in the
industry. Such a result might make it impossible for. an underwriter to recover under
an indemnity from a bankrupt issuer in respect of an equity offering.

3. Shareholders are not entitled to rescind shares after insolvency —this consideration
has no bearing on the Underwriters as they are not shareholders seeking to rescind
shares, Their claims against the bankrupt are for damages under a contract for
indemnity. Further, I was not asked to determine this particular. question in this
application.

4. The principles of equitable subordination —In Re Canada Deposit Insurance v.
Canadian Commercial Bank, the Supreme Court of Canada expressly left open the
question of whether equitable subordination formed part of Canadian insolvency law,
but expressed its opinion as to the applicable test as developed in the United States:

...(1)the claimant must have engaged in some type of inequitable conduct; (2)
the misconduct must have resulted in injury to the creditors of the bankrupt or
conferred an unfair advantage on the claimant; and (3) equitable subordination
of the claim must not be inconsistent with the provisions of the banluuptcy
statute... (p. 420)

An application of these criteria would lead to the conclusion that equitable
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subordination would not apply in this case, even if it was part of Canadian law.

Although the Trustee suggested that the Underwriters may have "participated" in the

misrepresentation, there is no evidence before me of inequitable conduct on their part.

It is perhaps significant that the Flow-Through Shareholders have not alleged any

such misconduct as against the Underwriters, but rather they have only advanced thc

statutory causes of action available to them under securities legislation.

As there is no evidence of inequitable conduct on the part of the Underwriters, there

can be no corresponding injury to Merit's other creditors, or enhancement of the

Underwriters'osition.

Finally, the application of equitable subordination of the Underwriters'laims in this

case would be inconsistent with the established priority scheme contained in the BIA.
The United States Supreme Court addressed this third requirement of consistency in

United States v. Noland":

[t]his last requirement has been read as a 'reminder to the bankruptcy court that

although it is a court of equity, it is not free to adjust the legally valid claim of
an innocent party who asse&ts the claim in good faith merely because the court

perceives the result as
inequitable'his

statement encapsulates what the Trustee is asking to the Court to do: subordinate

the claims of the Underwriters, who have asserted their claims under their indemnities

as they are entitled to do, merely because the result may be perceived as inequitable.

The words of the US Supreme Cou&& are consistent with the view that equitable

subordination is an extraordinary remedy that ought to be employed only where there

is some misconduct on the part of the claimant. The statutory scheme of distribution

in the BIA must be paramount, and if it is to be interfered with, it should only be in

clear cases where demonstrable inequitable conduct is present.

Floodgates - Romaine J. considered that allowing Big Bear's claim for

misrepresentation to rank with unsecured creditors would encourage aggrieved

shareholders to claim misrepresentation or fraud. This consideration has no

application to the Underwriters, who are not shareholders. Allowing the
Underwriters'laims,

which are based on a contractual right of indemnity, will not open the door to

increased claims of misrepresentation or fraud by shareholders. The nature of the

claims against the Underwriters and the Underwriters'laim against Merit are entirely

different.

68 In summary, the Underwriters'laims against Merit are creditors'laims which rank with Merit's

other unsecured creditors,

69 With this result I appreciate the potential for the Flow-Through Shareholders to be seen as

obtaining some recovery from the estate before all the unsecured creditors are paid in full. It might even

be suggested it may ultimately allow the Flow-Through Shareholders to achieve indirectly what they

could not achieve directly, based on the substance of their claims. This may be the final economic result.

70 However, success by the Flow-Through Shareholders against the Underwriters is not contingent

upon success by the Underwriters against Merit nor does it automatically follow that success by thc

Flow-Through Shareholders against the Underwriters must inevitably lead to success by the
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Underwriters against Merit. A successful claim by the Underwriters against Merit will be determined on
the basis of the provisions of the indemnity and the result of the claim against the Underwritei.s will be
one of the factors in that analysis.

71 As the possible economic result described in paragraph 69 does not flow from a continuous chain
of interdependent events, the possibility that the Flow-Through Shareholders may indirectly recover
some of their equity investment from others prior to Merit's unsecured creditors being paid in full would
not be a sufficient reason to decide this application differently.

72 As with the Underwriters, I find that the Directors and Officers have creditors'laims entitled to
rank with Merit's other unsecured creditors.

Contingent claims

73 While the Trustee's primary argument was the claims of the Underwriters and the Directors and
Officers are merely indirect shareholder claims, alternatively, it argued that these claims are too
contingent and cannot constitute a provable claim on that basis."

74 The Trustee relied on the case of Claude Resources (Trustee of) v. Dutton in support of its

position. In that case, an indemnity agreement was executed between the banluupt and its sole
shareholder, officer and director and entitled the individual to be indemnified for any liabilities arising
out of actions taken in his capacity as an officer and director of the bankrupt. This individual was sued in
relation to a debenture offering and sought to prove using his indemnity. Noble J. described the claim as
having a "double contingency", in that as a first step the action on the debenture offering must be
successful, and if so, then the claim on the application of the indemnity agreement must also succeed.
Noble J. held that more is needed beyond evidence that the creditor has been sued and that liability may
flow; some element of probability is needed.

75 The Trustee submitted that there is no evidence as to the potential success of the Flow-Through
Shareholders'laims against the Underwriters and/or the Directors and Officers, nor was it possible prior
to judgment in those actions, to determine whether any liabilit.y of the Underwriters and/or the Directors
and Officers to the I low-Through Shareholders would qualify for indemnification.

76 The fact that a claim is contingent does not mean it is not "provable"". Provable claims include
contingent claims as long as they are not too speculative: Negus v. Oakley's General Contracting",
Section 121 defines provable claims to include "all debts and liabilities, present or future,...to which the
banluupt may become subject...".

77 Section 121 does not specify the degree of certainty required to make a claim provable, other than
to include as provable all debts or liabilities to which the bankrupt may become subject. As stated, the
Ontario Court of Appeal addressed this in Re Confederation Treasury Services Ltd. and held that the test
of probable liability set out in Claude Resources (Trustee of) v. Dutton and Re Wiebe (also relied on by
the Trustee) imposed too high of a threshold to establish a valid contingent claim. Rather, the Ontario
Court of Appeal expressed that contingent claims must simply be not too "remote or speculative in
nature". I agree with the Ontario Court of Appeal's view of the test.

78 On a plain reading of the Underwriting Agreement, the indemnity appears to be engaged by the
Flow-Through Shareholders'ctions. The actions are under case management and are proceeding
through discoveries at this time. Further, there are several authorities that suggest an indemnity becomes
enforceable as soon as a claim of the type indemnified is alleged." Finally, at least one part of the
Underwriters'laim is not contingent - they have incurred costs and disbursements in defence of the
Flow-Through Shareholders'laims and according to the terms of the indemnity are currently entitled to
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reimbursement for those costs, regardless of the outcome of the litigation.

iv. PriceWaterhouseCoopers

79 PriceWatcrhouseCoopers made similar submissions to the Underwriters and the Directors and
Oflicers and emphasized the strong policy reason behind supporting auditors'ndemnities as unsecured
and not subordinated claims. In addition, PriceWaterhouseCoopers has an independent claim for
negligent misrepresentation against the Directors and Officers, arising out of the provision of
information to PriceWaterhouseCoopers by Merit management which PriceWaterhouseCoopers alleges
was known, or ought to have been known, to be incorrect. PriceWaterhouseCoopers suggested this
further distinguishes PriceWaterhouseCoopers'ituation from the situation before the Court in Re: Blue
Range Resource Corp.

80 I find that PriceWaterhouseCoopers'ndemnity claim is a creditor's claim entitled to rank with
Merit's other unsecured creditors. My reasoning with respect to the Underwriters'laims, as based on
their indemnities, applies equally to PriceWaterhouse Coopers'laim based on its indemnity.

81 I am aware that the indemnities of the Flow-Through Shareholders are not being accorded creditor
status, while those of the Underwriters, the Directors and Officers and PriceWaterhouseCoopers are.
However, as noted, the indemnity feature of the Flow-Through Shareholders'laims is related to certain
deductions and those deductions were part of the purchase price for the shares. This in my view is more
analogous to Re Canada Deposit Insurance v, Canadian Commercial Bank than to Re Central Capital
Corporation and that to me is sufficient to justify the distinction,

CONCLUSION

82 The claims of the Flow-Through Shareholders are in substance claims for the return of equity
investment and rank behind the claims of Merit's unsecured creditors, which shall include the claims of
the Underwriters, the Directors and Officers and PriceWaterhouse Coopers.

83 If the parties cannot agree on costs, they may see me within 30 days.

LoVECCHIO J.

x

ERRATUM

Released: July 5, 2001

The Appearances have bien revised to include Mr. David A. Klein. Mr. Klein of Klein Lyons
attended with Mr. William E. McNally of McNally and Cuming, for Larry Delf, Representative Flow-
Through Shareholder.

ERRATUM

Released: July 9, 2001

Please replace page 2 of your copy of the Judgement.

The initials Q.C. should not follow the name of Douglas G. Stokes, of Rooney Prentice.

cp/i/qlrds/qlcas/qlhj k
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1 Reasons followed the dismissal from the bench, [2001] A.J. No. 760, 2001 ABCA 138.

2 (2000), 15 C,B.R. (4th) 169 (Alta. Q.B.).

3 R.S.C. 1985, c.B-3

4 PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP, Merits auditor at the material times, was not involved in
previous applications but made similar submissions to the Underwriters, Directors and Officers.
PriceWaterhouseCoopers position will be addressed separately in these reasons.

5 (1992), 97 D.L.R. (4th) 385 (S,C.C)

6 (1996), 27 O.R. (3d) 494 (C.A.)

7 (1994), 94 B,C.L.R.(2d) 130 (H.C.C.A.)

8 See Ontario Securities Commission v. Consortium Construction Inc. (1993), 1 C.C.L.S.117 at
138-139.

9 121(1)All debts and liabilities, present or future, to which the banlaupt is subject on the day on
which the bankrupt becomes bankrupt or to which the bankrupt may become subject before the
banluupts discharge ...shall be deemed to be claims provable in proceedings under this Act.(2)
The determination whether a contingent or unliquidated claim is a provable claim and the
valuation of such a claim shall be made in accordance with section 135.

135(1.1) The trustee shall determine whether any contingent or unliquidated
claim is a provable claim, and, if a provable claim, the trustee shall value
it, and the claim is thereafter, subject to this section, deemed a proved
claim to the amount of its valuation.

10 (1916),29 D.L.R. 276 (Man.K.H.)

11 (1997), 43 C.B.R.(3d) 4.

12 (1993),22 C.B.R.(3d) 56 (Sask.Q.H.), referred to favourably by Farley J. in Canadian Triton
International Ltd. (Re) (1997),49 C.B.R.(3d) 192 (Ont. Gen. Div.) and followed in Re Wiebe
(1995), 30 C.B.R.(3d) 109 (Ont. Gen. Div.)

13 Counsel described the claims variously as statutory, statutory/tort and contractual

14 V.M. Jog et al, Flow Through Shares: Premium-Sharing and Trust-Effectiveness, (1996), 44
Can. Tax J. at p. 1017.

15 R.S.C, 1985, (5th Supp.), c. 1.
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16 (1996), 517 U.S. 535 at 539.

17 Supra footnote 9 for BIA definitions in ss. 121 and 135

18 ibid.

19 (1996),40 C.B.R.(3d) 270 (N.S.S.C.)

20 See for example, Re Froment; Alta. Lumber Co. v. Department of Agriculture, [1925]2
W.W.R, 415 (Alta. S.C.)
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Case Name;

National Bank v. Merit Energy Ltd.

IN THE MATTER OF the bankruptcy of Merit Energy I.td.
Between

I.arry Delf, on behalf of himself, and all other
members of a class having a claim against the

defendants, Merit Energy Ltd., Duncan A. Chisholm,
Kent J. Edinga, John W. Ferguson, David D. Johnson,
John P. Kaumeyer, Lawrence F. Walter, First Energy
Capital Corp., Dundee Securities Corporation, Peters
A Co. Limited, Ncsbitt Burns Inc., Newcrcst Capital

Inc.) RBC Dommlon Secuntlcs Inc.) Buntmg Warburg
Dillon Read Inc., Price Waterhouse Coopers LLP,

appellants (plaintiffs), and
Merit Energy Ltd., ~espondent (defendant)

t2002] A.J. No. 6

2002 ABCA 5

|2002] 3 W.W.R. 215

317 A.R. 319

Docket.: 01-00332

Alberta Court of Appeal
Calgary, Alberta

Cote, McFadyen and Costigan JJ.A.

Heard: January 7, 2002.
Oral judgment: January 7, 2002. Filed: January 11, 2002,

(4 paras.)

On appeal from a portion of the judgment and order of Lovecchio J. Dated and entered August 17, 2001.

Counsel:

W.E. McNally, for the appellants.
F,R. Dearlove and C.D. Simard, for the respondent.
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MEMORANDUM OF JUDGMENT
DELIVERED FROM TI-IE HENCI-I

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

1 COTE J.A. (orally):-- The very full reasons of the chambers judge are found at 2001 AHQH S83,

and set out the facts and issues sufficiently.

2 In our view, the tests used by the chambers judge to characterize were the appropriate ones, And

reinforcing that view is thc applicable standard of review. Since the question is applying an established

legal test to a novel fact situation, we owe considerable deference to the chambers judge.

3 Counsel for the appellant stresses the express indemnity covenant here, but in our view, it is

ancillary to the underlying right, as found by the chambers judge. Characterization flows from the

underlying right, not from the mechanism for its enforcement, nor from its non-performance.

4 The appeal is dismissed.

COTE J.A.

cp/i/qlrds
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Indexed as..

Blue Range Resource Corp. (Re)

IN THE MATTER OF The Companies'reditors Arrangement Act,
R.S.C.1985, C. C-36, as amended

AND IX THE MATTER OF Blue Range Resource Corporation

[2000] A.J. No. 14

2000 ABQB 4

[2000] 4 W.W.R. 738

76 Alta. L.R. (3d) 338

259 A,R. 30

15 C.B.R.(4th) 169

94 A.C.W.S. (3d) 223

Action No. 9901-04070

Alberta Court of Queen's Bench
Judicial District of Calgary

Romaine S.

Judgment: filed January 10, 2000.

(84 paras.)

R.J. (Bob) Wilkins and Gary Befus, for Big Bear Exploration Ltd.
A. Robert Anderson and Bryan Duguid, for Enron Trade k Capital Resources Canada Corp.
Glen H. Poelman, for the Creditors'ommittee.
Virginia A. Engel, for MRF 1998 II Limited Partnership.

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

ROMAINE J.:--
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INTRODUCTION

1 This is an application for determination of three preliminary issues relating to a claim made by Big
Hear Exploration Ltd. against Blue Range Resource Corporation, a company to which the

Companies'reditors

Arrangement Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.C-36, as amended, applies, Big Hear is the sole shareholder
of Blue Range, and submits that its claim should rank equally with claims of unsecured creditors. The
preliminary issues relate to the ranking of Big Bear's claim, the scope of its entitlement to pursue its
claim and whether Big Bear is the proper party to advance the major portion of the claim.

2 The Applicants are the Creditors'ommittee of Blue Range and Enron Canada Corp., a major
creditor. Big Bear is the Respondent.„ together with the MRF 1998 II Limited Partnership, whose
partners are in a similar situation to Big Bear.

FACTS

3 Between October 27, 1998 and February 2, 1999, Big Bear took the following steps:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

it purchased shares of Blue Range for cash through The Toronto Stock
Exchange on October 27 and 29, 1998;
it undertook a hostile takeover bid on November 13, 1998, by which it sought
to acquire all of the issued and outstanding Blue Range shares;
it paid for the Blue Range shares sought through the takeover bid by way of a
share exchange: Blue Range shareholders accepting Big Bear's offer received
11 Big Bear shares for each Blue Range share;
it issued Big Bear shares from treasury to provide the shares used in the share
exchange.

4 The takeover bid was accepted by Blue Range shareholders and on December 12, 1998, Big Bear
acquired control of Blue Range. It is now thc sole shareholder of Blue Range.

5 Big Bear says that its decision to undertake the takeover was made in reliance upon information
publicly disclosed by Blue Range regarding its financial situation. It says that after the takeover, it
discovered that the information disclosed by Blue Range was misleading, and in fact the Blue Range
shares were essentially worthless.

6 Big Bear as the sole shareholder of Blue Range entered into a Unanimous Shareholders'greement
pursuant to which Big Hear replaced and took on all the rights, duties and obligations of the Blue Range
directors. Using its authority under the Unanimous Shareholders'greement, Big Bear caused Blue
Range to apply for protection under the CCAA. An order stipulating that Blue Range is a company to
which the CCAA applies was granted on March 2, 1999.

7 On April 6, 1999, LoVecchio, J. issued an order which provides, in part, that:

(b)

all claims of any nature must be proved by filing with the Monitor a Notice of
Claim with supporting documentation, and

claims not received by the Monitor by May 7, 1999, or not proved in

accordance with the prescribed procedures, are forever barred and

extinguished.

8 Big Bear submitted a Notice of Claim to the Monitor dated May 5, 1999 in the amount of
$ 151,317,298as an unsecured claim. It also filed a Notice of Motion on May 5, 1999, seeking an order
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lifting the stay of proceedings granted by thc March 2, 1999 order for the purpose of filing a statement
of claim against Blue Range. Big Bear's application for leave to Iile its statement of claim was denied by
LoVecchio, J. on May 11, 1999.

9 On May 21, 1999, the Monitor issued a Notice of Dispute disputing in full the Hig Bear claim. Hig
Hear filed a Notice of Motion on May 31, 1999 I'r:

(b)

a declaration that the unsecured claim of Big Bear is a meritorious claim
against Blue Range; and
an order directing the expeditious trial and determination of the issues raised by
the unsecured claim of Hig Bear.

10 On October 4, 1999, LoVecchio, J. directed that there be a determination of two issues in respect
of the Big Bear unsecured claim by way of a preliminary application. On October 28, 1999, I defined the
two issues and added a third one,

11 Big Bear's Notice of Claim sets out the nature and amount. of its claim against Blue Range. The
amount is particularized by the schedule attached to the Notice of Claim, which identifies the claim as
being comprised of the following components:

(a)

(b)

(c)

the price of shares acquired for cash on October 27 and 29, 1998
($724,454.91);
the value of shares acquired by means of the share exchange of Big Bear
treasury shares for Blue Range shares held by Blue Range shareholders

($ 147,687,298); and
"transaction costs," being costs incurred by Big Hear for consultants,
professional advisers, filings, financial services, and like matters incidental to
the share purchases generally, and the takeover bid in particular ($3,729,498).

ISSUE 0'1

I2 With respect to the alleged share exchange loss, without considering the principle of equitable
subordinat.ion, is Hig Bear:

(a)

(b)

an unsecured creditor of Blue Range that ranks equally with the unsecured
creditors of Blue Range; or
a shareholder of Blue Range that ranks after the unsecured creditors of Blue
Range.

I3 At the hearing, this question was expanded to include reference to thc transaction costs and cash
share purchase damage claims in addition to the alleged share exchange loss.

Summary of Decision

14 The nature of the Big Bear claim against Blue Range for an alleged share exchange loss,
transaction costs and cash share purchase damages is in substance a claim by a shareholder for a return

of what it invested qua shareholder. The claim therefore ranks after the claims of unsecured creditors of
Blue Range.

Analysis

15 The position of the Applicants is that the share exchange itself was clearly an investment in capital,
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and that the claim for the share exchange loss derives solely from and is inextricably intertwined with

Big Bear's interest as a shareholder of Blue Range. The Applicants submit that there arc therefore good
policy reasons why the claim should rank after the claims of unsecured creditors of Blue Range, and that
basic corporate principles, fairness and American case law support these policy reasons. Hig Bear
submits that its claim is a tort claim, allowable under the CCAA, and that there is no good reason to rank

the claim other than equally with unsecured creditors. Big Bear submits that the American cases cited
are inappropriate to a Canadian CCAA proceeding, as they are inconsistent with Canadian law.

16 There is no Canadian law that deals directly with the issue of whether a shareholder allegedly
induced by fraud to purchase shares of a debtor corporation is able to assert its claim in such a way as to
achieve parity with other unsecured creditors in a CCAA proceeding. It is therefore necessary to start
with basic principles governing priority disputes.

17 It is clear that in common law shareholders are not entitled to share in the assets of an insolvent

corporation until after all the ordinary creditors have been paid in full: Re: Central Capital Corp. (1996),
132 D.L.R. (4th) 223 (Ont. C.A.) at page 245; Canada Deposit Insurance Corp. v. Canadian Commercial
Bank (1992), 97 D.L,R. (4th) 385 (S.C.C.)at pages 402 and 408. In that sense, Big Hear acquired not

only rights but restrictions under corporate law when it acquired the Blue Range shares.

Jl.8 There is no doubt that Big Bear has exercised its rights as a shareholder of Blue Range. Pursuant to
the Unanimous Shareholders'greement, it authorized Blue Range to file an application under the

CCAA "to attempt to preserve the equity value of [Blue Range] for the benefit of the sole shareholder of
[Blue Range]" (Bourchier November 1, 1999 affidavit). It now attempts to recover its alleged share

exchange loss through the claims approval process and rank with unsecured creditors on its claim. The
issue is whether this is a collateral attempt to obtain a return on an investment in equity through equal
status with ordinary creditors that could not be accomplished through its status as a shareholder,

19 In Canada Deposit Insurance (supra), the Supreme Court of Canada considered whether emergency
financial assistance provided to the Canadian Commercial Bank by a group of lending institutions and

government was properly categorized as a loan or as an equity investment for the purpose of
determining whether the group was entitled to rank pari passu with unsecured creditors in an insolvency.
The court found that, although the arrangement was hybrid in nature, combining elements of both debt

and equity, it was in substance a loan and not a capital investment. It is noteworthy that the equity
component of the arrangement was incidental, and in fact had never come into effect, and that the

agreements between the part.ies clearly supported the characterization of the arrangement as a loan.

20 Central Capital (supra) deals with the issue of whether the holders of retractable preferred shares

should be treated as creditors rather than shareholders under the CCAA because of the retraction feature

of the shares. Weiler, J.A. commented at page 247 of the decision that it is necessary to characterize the

true nature of a transaction in order to decide whether a claim is a claim provable in either banlauptcy or
under the CCAA, She stated that a court must look to the surrounding circumstances to determine
"whether the true nature of the relationship is that of a shareholder who has equity in the company or
whether it is that of a creditor owed a debt or liability."

2I The cour& in Central Capital found that the true nature of the relationship between the preferred

shareholders and the debtor company was that of shareholders. In doing so, it considered the statutory

provision that prevents a corporation from redeeming its shares while insolvent, the articles of the

corporation, and policy considerations. In relation to the latter factor, the court commented that in an

insolvency where debts will exceed assets, the policy of federal insolvency legislation precludes
shareholders from looking to the assets until the creditors have been paid (supra, page Z57).

22 In this case, the true nature of Big Bear's claim is more difficult to characterize. There may well be
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sccilaiios where the fact. that a party with a claim in tort or debt is a shareholder is coincidental and

incidental, such as where a shareholder is also a regular trade creditor of a corporation, or slips and falls

outside the corporate office and thus has a claim in negligence against the corporation. In the current

situation, however, the very core of the claim is the acquisition of Blue Range shares by Hig Bear and

whether the consideration paid for such shares was based on misrepresentation. Hig Bear had no cause

of action until it acquired shares of Blue Range, which it did through share purchases for cash prior to

becoming a majority shareholder, as it suffered no damage until it acquired such shares. This tort claim

derives from Big Bear's status as a shareholder, and not from a tort unrelated to that status. The claim for

misrepresentation therefore is hybrid in nature and combines elements of both a claim in tort and a claim

as shareholder, It must be determined what character it has in substance.

23 It is true that Big Bear does not claim recission. Therefore, this is not a claim for return of capital

in the direct sense. What is being claimed, however, is an award of damages measured as the difference

between the "true" value of Blue Range shares and their "misrepresented" value - in other words, money

back from what Big Bear "paid" by way of consideration, Although the matter is complicated by reason

that the consideration paid for Blue Range shares by Big Hear was Big Bear treasury shares, the Notice
of Claim filed by Big Bear quantifies the loss by assigning a value to the treasury shares. A tort award to

Big Bear could only represent a return of what Big Bear invested in equity of Blue Range. It is that kind

of return that is limited by the basic common law principal that shareholders rank after creditors in

respect of any return on their equity investment. Whether payment of the tort liability by Blue Range

would affect Blue Range's stated capital account is irrelevant, since the shares were not acquired from

Blue Range but from its shareholders.

24 In considering the question of the characterization of this claim, it is noteworthy that Mr. Tonken

in his March 2, 1999 affidavit in support of Blue Range's application to apply the CCAA did not include

the Big Bear claim in his list of estimated outstanding debt, accounts payable and other liabilities. The

affidavit does, however, sct out details of the alleged mispresentations.

25 I find that the alleged share exchange loss derives from and is inextricably intertwined with Big
Bear's shareholder interest in Blue Range. The nature of the claim is in substance a claim by a
shareholder for a return of what it invested qua shareholder, rather than an ordinary toit claim.

26 Given the true nature of the claim, where should it rank relative to the claims of unsecured

creditors 7

27 The CCAA does not provide a statutory scheme for distribution, as it is based on the premise that a
Plan of Arrangement will provide a classification of claims which will be presented to creditors for

approval, The Plan of Arrangement presented by CNRL in the Blue Range situation has been approved

by creditors and sanctioned by the Court. Section 3.1 of the Plan states that claims shall be grouped into

two classes: one for Class A Claimants and one for Class B Claimants, which are described as claimants

that are "unsecured creditors" within the meaning of the CCAA, but do not include "a Person with a

CIaim which, pursuant to Applicable Law, is subordinate to claims of trade creditors of any Blue Range
Entities." The defined term "Claims" includes indebtedness, liability or obligation of any kind.

Applicable Law includes orders of this Court.

28 Although there are no binding authorities directly on point on the issue of ranking, the Applicants

submit that there are a number of policy reasons for finding that the Big Bear claim should rank

subordinate to the claims of unsecured creditors.

29 The first policy reason is based on the fundamental corporate principle that claims of shareholders

should rank below those of creditors on an insolvency. Even though this claim is a tort claim on its face,

it is in substance a claim by a shareholder for a return of what it paid for shares by way of damages. The
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Articles of Blue Range state that a holder of Class A Voting Common Shares is entitled to receive the
"remaining property of the corporation upon dissolution in equal rank with the holders of all other
common shares of the Corporation". As pointed out by Laskin, J. in Central Capital (supra at page 274):

Holding that the appellants do not have provable claims accords with sound corporate
policy. On the insolvency of a company the claims of creditors have always ranked

ahead of the claims of shareholders for the return of their capital. Case law and statute

law protect creditors by preventing companies from using their funds to prejudice
creditors'hances of repayment. Creditors rely on these protections in making loans

to companies.

30 Although what is envisaged here is not that Blue Range will pay out funds to retract shares, the

result is the same: Blue Range would be paying out funds to the benefit of its sole shareholder to the

prejudice of third-party creditors.

31 It should be noted that this is not a case, as in the recent restructuring of Fatons under the CCAA,
where a payment to the shareholders was clearly set out in the Plan of Arrangement and approved by the

creditors and the couit.

32 As counsel for Engage Energy, one of the trade creditors, stated on May 11, 1999 during Big
Bear's application for an order lifting the stay order under the CCAA and allowing Big Bear to file a
statement of claim:

We'e gone along in this process with a general understanding in our mind as to what

the creditor pool is, and as recently as middle of April, long after the evidence will

show that Big Bear was identifying in its own mind the existence of this claim, public

statements were continuing to be made, sett.ing out the creditor pool, which did not

include this claim. And this makes a significant difference in how people react to

supporting an ongoing plan...

33 Another policy reason which supports subordinating the Big Bear claim is a recognition that

creditors conduct business with corporations on the assumption that they will be given priority over

shareholders in the event of an insolvency. This assumption was referred to by Laskin, J. in Central

Capital (supra), in legal textbooks (Hadden, Forbes and Simmonds, Canadian Business Organizations

Law Toronto: Butterworths, 1984 at 310, 311),and has been explicitly recognized in American case

law. The court in In the Matter of Stirling Homex Corporation, 579 I". 2d 206 (1978) U.S.C.A. 2nd Cir.

at page 211 referred to this assumption as follows:

Defrauded stockholder claimants in the purchase of stock arc presumed to have been

bargaining I'o r equity type profits and assumed equity type risks. Conventional

creditors are presumed to have dealt with the corporation with the reasonable

expectation that they would have a senior position against its assets, to that of alleged

stockholder claims based on fraud.

34 The identification of risk-taking assumed by shareholders and creditors is not only relevant in a

general sense, but can be illustrated by the behaviour of Big Bear in this particular case. In the evidence

put before me, Big Bear's president described how, in the course of Big Bear's hostile takeover of Blue

Range, it sought access to Blue Range's books and records for information, but had its requests denied,

Nevertheless, Big Bear decided to pursue the takeover in the absence of information it knew would have

been prudent to obtain. Should the creditors be required to share the result of that type of risk-taking

with Big Bear? The creditors are already suffering the results of misrepresentation, if it occurred, in the
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inability of Blue Range to make full payment on its trade obligations,

35 The Applicants submit that a decision to allow Big Bear to stand pari passu with ordinary creditors
would create a fundamental change in the assumptions upon which business is carried on between
corporations and creditors, requiring creditors to re-evaluate the need to obtain secured status. It was this
concern, in part, that led the court in Stirling Homex to find that it was fair and equitable that
conventional creditors should take precedence over defrauded shareholder claims (supra at page 208).

36 The Applicants also submit that the reasoning underlying the Central Capital case (where the court
found that retraction rights in shares do not create a debt. that can stand equally with the debt of
shareholders) and the cases where shareholders have attempted t.o rescind their shareholdings after a
corporation has been found insolvent is analogous to the Big Bear situation, and the same result should
ensue,

37 It is clear that, both in Canada and in the United I&ingdom, once a company is insolvent,
shareholders are not allowed to rescind their shares on the basis of misrepresentation: McAskill v. The
Northwestern Trust Company, [1926] S.C.R.412 at 419; Milne v. Durham Hosiery Mills Ltd., [1925] 3
D.L.R. 725 (Ont. S.C.A.D.);Trusts and Guarantee Co. v. Smith (1923), 54 O,L.R, 144 (Ont. S.C.A.D.);
Re: National Stadium Ltd. (1924), 55 O.L.R. 199 (Ont. S.C.);Oaks v. Turquend [1861-73]All E.R. Rep.
738 (I-I.L.)at page 743-744.

38 The court in McAskill (supra at. page 419) in obiter dicta refers to a claim of recission for fraud,
and comments that the right to rescind in such a case may be lost due to a change of circumstances
making it unjust to exercise the right. Duff, J. then refers to the long settled principle that a shareholder
who has the right to rescind his shares on the ground of misrepresentation will lose that right if he fails
to exercise it before the commencement of winding-up proceedings, and comments:

The basis of this is that the winding-up order creates an entirely new situation, by
altering the relations, not only between the creditors and the shareholders, but also
among the shareholders inter se.

39 This is an explicit recognition that in an insolvency, a corporation may not be able to satisfy the
claims of all creditors, thus changing the entire complexion of the corporation, and rights that a
shareholder may have been entitled to prior to an insolvency can be lost or limited.

40 In the Blue Range situation, Big Bear has actively embraced its shareholder status despite the
allegations of misrepresentation, putting Blue Range under the CCAA in an attempt to preserve its
equity value and, in the result, holding Blue Range's creditors at bay. Through the provision of
management services, Big Bear has participated in adjudicating on the validity of creditor claims, and
has then used that same CCAA claim approval process to attempt to prove its claim for
misrepresentation. It may well be inequitable to allow Big Bear to exercise all of the rights it had arising
fiom its status as shareholder before CCAA proceedings had commenced without recognition of Blue
Range's profound change of status once the stay order was granted. Certainly, given the weight of
authority, Big Bear would not likely have been entitled to rescind its purchase of shares on the basis of
misrepresentation, had the Blue Range shares been issued from treasury,

41 Finally, the Applicants submit that it is appropriate to take guidance from certain American cases
which are directly on point on this issue.

42 The question I was asked to address expressly excludes consideration of the principle of "equitable
subordination". The Applicants submit that the principle of equitable subordination that is excluded for
the purpose of this application is the statutory principle codified in the U.S. Bankruptcy Code in 1978
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(Bankruptcy Code, Rules and Forms (1999 Ed.) West Group, Subchapter 1, Section 510 (b)). This
statutory provision requires notice and a full hearing, and relates to the ability of a court to subordinate
an allowed claim to another claim using the principles of equitable subordination set out and defined in
case law. The Applicants submit., however, that I should look to three American cases that preceded this
statutory codification and that dealt with subordination of claims by defrauded shareholders to the
claims of ordinary unsecured creditors on an equitable basis,

43 The first of these cases is Stirling Homex (supra), The issue dealt with by the United States Court
of Appeals, Second Circuit, is directly on point: whether claims filed by allegedly defrauded
shareholders of a debtor corporation should be subordinated to claims filed by ordinary unsecured
creditors for thc purposes of formulating a reorganization plan. The court referred to the decision of
Pepper v. Litton (308 U.S, 295 at page 305, 60 S.Ct. 238, 84 I..Fd. 281 (1939))where the Supreme
Court commented that the mere fact that a shareholder has a claim against the bankrupt company does
not mean it must be accorded pari passu status with other creditors, and that the subordination of thai
claim may be necessitated by principles of equity. Elaborating on this, the court in Stirling Homex
(supra at page 213) stated that where the debtor corporation is insolvent, the equities favour the general
creditors rather than the allegedly defrauded shareholders, since in this case, the real party against which
the shareholders are seeking relief is the general creditors whose percentage of realization will be
reduced if relief is given to the shareholders, The court quotes a comment made by an earlier Court of
Appeals (Newton National Bank v. Newbegin, 74 F. 135, 140 (8th Cir. 1896):

When a corporation becomes bankrupt, the temptation to lay aside the garb of a
stockholder, on one pretense or another, and to assume the role of creditor, is very
strong, and all attempts of that kind should be viewed with suspicion.

44 Although the court in Stirling Homex refers to its responsibility under US bankruptcy law to
ensure that a plan of reorganization is "fair and equitable" and to the "absolute priority" rule of
classification under US bankruptcy principles, it is clear that the basis for its decision is the general rule
of equity, a "sense of simple fairness" (supra, page 215). Despite the differences that may exist between
Canadian and American insolvency law in this area, this case is persuasive for its reasoning based on
equitable principles.

45 If Big Bear's claim is allowed to rank equally with unsecured creditors, this will open the door in
many insolvency scenarios for aggrieved shareholders io claim misrepresentation or fraud. There may be

many situations where it could be argued that there should have been better disclosure of the
corporation's declining fortunes, for who would deliberately have invested in a corporation that has
become insolvent. Although the recognition that this may greatly complicate the process of adjudicating
claims under the CCAA is not of itself sufficient to subordinate Big Bear's claim, it is a factor that may
be taken into account.

46 The Applicants also cite the case of In re U.S. Financial Incorporated 648 F. 2d 515 (1980)
(U.S.C.A. 9th Cir.). This case is less useful, as it was decided primarily on the basis of the absolute
priority rule, but while the case was not decided on equitable grounds, the court commented that support
for its decision was found in the recognition of the importance of recognizing differences in expectations
between creditors and shareholders when classifying claims (supra at page 524). The court also stated
that although both creditors and shareholders had been victimized by fraud, it was equitable to impose
the risks of insolvency and illegality on the shareholders whose investment, by its very nature, was a
risky one.

47 The final case cited to me on this issue is In re THC Financial 679 F. 2d 784 (1982) (U.S.C.A. 9th

Cir.), where again the court concluded that claims of defrauded shareholders must be subordinated to the
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claims of the general creditors. The court commented that the claimant shareholders had bargained for

equity-type profits and equity-type risks in purchasing their shares, and one such risk was the risk of
fraud. As pointed out previously, Big Bear had an appreciation of the risks of proceeding with its

takeover bid without access to the books and records of Blue Range and took the deliberate risk of
proceeding in any event.

48 In THC Financial, the claimants argued that since they had a number of possible causes of action

in addition to their claim of fraud, they should not subordinated merely because they were shareholders.

The court found, however, that their claim was essentially that of defrauded shareholders and not as

victims of an independent tort, All of the claimants'heories of recovery were based on the same

operative facts - the fraudulent scheme.

49 Big Bear submits that ascribing some legal impediment to a shareholder pursuing a remedy in tort

against a company in which it holds shares violates the principle set out in Salomon v. Salomon and

Company, Limited [1897]A.C. 22 (H,L.) that corporations are separate and distinct entities from their

shareholders. In my view, this is not in issue. What is being sought here is not to limit a tort action by a

shareholder against a corporation but to subordinate claims made qua shareholder to claims made by

creditors in an insolvency situation. That shareholder rights with respect to claims against a corporation

are not unlimited has already been established by the cases on rescission and recognized by statutory

limitations on redemption and retraction. In this case, the issue is not the right to assert the claim, but the

right to ranlc with creditors in the distribution of the proceeds of a pool of assets that will be insufficient

to cover all claims, No piercing of the corporate veil is being suggested or would result,

50 Counsel for Big Bear cautions against the adoption of principles set out in the American cases on

the basis that some decisions on equitable subordination require inequitable conduct by the claimant as a

precondition to subordinating a claim, referring to a three-part. test set out in a number of cases. This

discussion of the inequitable conduct precondition takes place in the broader context of equitable

subordination for any cause as it is codified under Section 510 of the US Banluuptcy Code. In any event,

it appears that more recent American cases do not restrict the use of equitable subordination to cases of
claimant. misconduct, citing, specifically, that stock redemption claims have been siibordinated in a

number of cases even when there is no inequitable conduct by the shareholder. "Stock redemption" is the

term used for cases involving fraud or misrepresentation; U.S. v. First Truck Lines, Inc. (1996) 517 U.S.

535; SPC Plastics Corporation et al v. Griffiths et al (1998) 6th Circuit Case No. 88-21236. Some of the

American cases draw a distinction between cases where misconduct is generally required before

subordination will be imposed and cases where "the claim itself is of a status susceptible to

subordination, such as...a claim for damages arising from the purchase ...of a security of the debtor":

U,S. v. First Truck I.ines, Inc. (supra, at paragraph 542).

51 The issue of whether equitable subordination as codified in Section 510 of the U.S. Bankruptcy

Code should form part of the law in Canada has been raised in several cases but left undecided. Big Bear

submits that these cases establish that if equitable subordination is to be part of Canadian law, it should

be on the basis of the U.S. three-part test which includes the condition of inequitable conduct. Again, I

cannot accept this submission. It is true that lacobucci, J. in Canada Deposit Insurance Corp., while he

expressly refrains from deciding whether a comparable doctrine should exist in Canada, refers to the

three-part test and states that he does not view the facts of the Canada Deposit Insurance Corp. case as

giving rise to inequitable conduct. It should be noted, however, that that case did not involve a claim by

a shareholder at all, since the lenders had never received the securities that were an option under the

agreements, and that the relationship had at this point in the case been characterized as a debtor/creditor

relationship.

52 At any rate, this case, together with Olympia and York Developments Ltd. v. Royal Trust Co.
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[1993]O.J. No. 181 (Ont. G.D.) and Unisource Canada lnc. v. Honglkong Bank of Canada [1998]O.J.
No. 5586 (Ont. H.C.) all refer to the doctrine of equitable subordination codified in the U.S. Bankruptcy
Code which is not in issue here. The latter two cases appear to have accepted the erroneous proposition
that inequitable misconduct is required in all cases under the American doctrine.

53 Big Bear also submits that the equitable principles that exist in U,S. law which have led the courts
to ignore separate corporate personality in the case of subsidiary corporations are related to equitable
principles used to subordinate shareholder claims. The basis for this submission appears to be a
reference by the British Columbia Court of Appeal in B,G. Preeco I (Pacific Coast) Ltd. v. Bon Street
Holdings Ltd. et al (1989) 43 B.L.R.68 (1989) to the Pepper v. I.,itton case (supra) and the so-called
"Deep Rock doctrine" under American law. I do not see a link between the comments made in Pepper v,
Litton and referred to in B,C. Preeco on an entirely different issue and comments concerning the court's
equitable jurisdiction in the case of claims by shareholders against insolvent corporations.

54 I acknowledge that caution must be used in following the approach taken in American cases to
ensure that the principles underlying such approach do not arise from differences between U.S. and
Canadian law. However, I find that the comments made by the American courts in these cases relating to
the policy reasons for subordinating defrauded shareholder claims to those of ordinary creditors are
persuasive, as they are rooted in principles of equity that are very similar to the equitable principles used
by Canadian courts.

55 American cases are particularly useful in the areas of commercial and insolvency law given that
the larger economy in the United States generates a wider variety of issues that are adjudicated by the
courts. There is precedent for the use of such cases: Laskin, J. in Central Capital Corp. (supra) used the
analysis set out in American case law on whether preferred shareholders can claim as creditors in an
insolvency to help him reach his conclusion.

56 The three American cases decided on this direct issue before the 1978 statutory codification of the
law of equitable subordination are not based on a doctrine of American law that is inconsistent with or
foreign to Canadian common law. It is not necessary to adopt the U.S. absolute priority rule to follow
the approach they espouse, which is based on equitable principles of fairness and policy. There is no
principled reason to disregard the approach set out in these cases, which have application to Canadian
business and economy, and I have found them useful in considering this issue.

57 Based on my characterization of the claim, the equitable principles and considerations set out in
the American cases, the general expectations of creditors and shareholders with respect to priority and
assumption of risk, and the basic equitable principle that claims of defrauded shareholders should rank
after the claims of ordinary creditors in a situation where there are inadequate assets to satisfy all claims,
I find that Big Bear must rank after the unsecured creditors of Blue Range in respect to the alleged share
exchange loss, the claim for transaction costs and the claim for cash share purchase damages,

ISSUE //2

58 Assuming (without admitting) misrepresentation by Blue Range and reliance on it by Big Bear, is
the alleged share exchange loss a loss or damage incurred by Big Bear and, accordingly, is Big Bear a
proper party to advance the claim for such a loss?

Summary of Decision

59 As the alleged share exchange loss is not a loss incurred by Big Bear, Big Bear is not the proper
party to advance this claim.
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Analysis

60 The Applicants submit that negligence is only actionable if a plaintiff can prove that it suffered
damages, as the purpose of awarding damages in tort is to compensate for actual loss. This is a
significant difference between damages in tort and damages in contract, In order for a plaintiff to have a
cause of action in negligent misrepresentation, it must satisfy the court as to the usual elements of duty
of care and breach thereof, and it must establish that it has sustained damages from that breach.

61 The Applicants argue that Big Hear did not suffer any damages arising from the share exchange.
The Hig Bear shares used in the sharc exchange came from treasury; Big Bear did not use any corporate
funds or corporate assets to purchase the Blue Range shares. As the shares used in the exchange did not
exist prior to the transaction, Hig Bear was essentially in the same f&nancial position pre-issuance as it
was post-issuance in terms of its assets and liabilities. The nature and composition of Big Hear's assets
did not change as the treasury shares were created and issued for the sole purpose of the share exchange.
Therefore, Big Bear did not sustain a loss in the amount of the value of the shares. The Applicants
submit that the only potential loss is that of the pre-takeover shareholders of Big Bear, as the value of
their shares may have been diluted as a result of the share exchange. However, even if there was such a
loss, Big Bear is not the proper party to pursue such an action. Just as shareholders may not bring an
action for a loss which properly belongs to the corporation, a corporation may not bring an action for a
loss directly incurred by its shareholders.

62 Big Bear claims that it is entitled to recover the value of the Big Bear shares that were issued in
furtherance of the share exchange. It says that it can prove all the elements of negligent
misrepresentation: there was a special relationship; material misrepresentations were made to Big Bear;
those representations were made negligently; Big Bear relied on those representations; and Big Bear
suffered damage.

63 It submits that damages for negligent misrepresentation are calculated as the difference between
the represented value of the shares less their sale value. Big Hear contends that it matters not that the
consideration for the Blue Range shares was Big Bear shares issued from treasury. As long as the
consideration is adequate consideration for legal purposes, its form does not affect the measure of
damages awarded by the courts for negligent misrepresentation. Big Bear says that it bargained for a
company with a certain value, and, in doing so, it gave up its own shares worth that value. Therefore,
Big Bear submits that it clearly incurred a loss.

64 Hig Bear submits that it is the proper party to pursue this head of damages. While the corporation
has met the test for negligent misrepresentation, the shareholders likely could not, as the representations
in questions were not made to them. In any event, Big Bear indicates that it does not claim for any
damages caused by dilution of the shares. It also notes that a claim for. dilution would not be the same as
the face value of the shares issued in the share exchange, which is the amount claimed in the Notice of
Claim.

65 Big Bear's claim is in tort, not contract. This is an important distinction, as the issue at hand
concerns the measure of damages. The measure of damages is not necessarily the same in contract as it
is in tort.

66 It is a first principle of tort law that a person is entitled to be put in the position, insofar as possible,
that he or she was before the tort occurred. While the coutCs were historically loath to award damages
for pure economic loss, this position was softened in Hedley Byrne & Co. Ltd. v. Heller & Pattners Ltd.,
[1964] A,C. 465 (II.L.)where the court confirmed that damages could be recovered in this type of case.
When assessing damages for negligent misrepresentation resulting in pure economic loss, the goal is to
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put the party who relied on the misrepresentation in the position which it would have been in had the
misrepresentation not occurred. While the parties to this application appear to agree on this principle, it
is the application thereof with which they disagree.

67 The proper measure of damages in cases of misrepresentation is discussed in S.M. Waddams, The
Law of Damages (Toronto: Canada Law Book Inc., Looseleaf, Dec, 1998), where the author states:

The English and Canadian cases have consistently held that the proper measure [with
respect to fraudulent misrepresentation] is the tortious measure, that is the amount of
money required to put the plaintiff in the position that would have been occupied not
if the statement had been true but if the statement had not been made. The point was
made clearly in McConnel v. Wright, [1903] 1 Ch. 546 (C.A.):

It is not an action for breach of contract, and, therefore, no damages in respect
of prospective gains which the person contracting was entitled by his contract
to expect come in, but it is an action of tort - it is an action for a wrong done
whereby the plaintiff was tricked out of certain money in his pocket; and
therefore, prima facie, the highest limit of his damages is the whole extent of
his loss, and that loss is measured by the money which was in his pocket and is
now in the pocket of the company. That is the ultimate, final, highest standard
of his loss. (at 5-19, 5-20)

Since the decision of the House of Lords in 1963 in Hedley Byrne Ltd. v. I-Ieller A
Partners Ltd., [1964]A.C. 465 (H.L.) it has been established that an action lies for
negligent misrepresentation causing economic loss. It naturally follows from
acceptance of out-of pocket loss rather than thc contractual measure as the basic
measure of damages for fraud, that the same basic measure applies to negligent
misrepresentation. (at 5-28).

68 Big Bear claims to be entitled to the difference between the actual value and the exchange value of
the shares. The flaw in this assertion is that it focuses on what Big Bear bargained for as opposed to
what it actually received, which is akin to a contractual measure of damages. Big Bear clearly states that
it is not maintaining an action in contract, only in tort. Damages in tort are limited to the losses which a
plaintiff actually incurs as a result of the misrepresentation. Thus, Big Bear is not entitled to recover
what it expected to receive as a result of the transaction; it is entitled to be compensated only for that
which it actually lost.. In other words, what did Big Bear have before the loss which it did not have
afterwards? To determine what losses Big Bear actually sustained, its position after the share exchange
must be compared with its position prior to the share exchange.

69 The situation at hand is unique, Due to a negligent misrepresentation, Big Bear was induced to
give up something which, although it had value, was of substantially no cost to the corporation, and in
fact did not even exist but for the misrepresentation. Big Bear created shares which had a value for the
purpose of the share exchange, in that Blue Range shareholders were willing to accept them in exchange
for Blue Range shares. However, outside of transaction costs, those shares had no actual cost to Big
Bear, as compared to the obvious costs associated with a payment by way of cash or tangible assets. Big
Bear cannot say that after the share exchange, it had lost approximately $ 150 million dollars, because
the shares essentially did not exist prior to the transaction, and the cost of creating those shares is not
equivalent to their face value. Big Bear retains the ability to issue a limitless number of shares from
treasury in the future; any loss in this regard would not be equivalent to the actual value of the shares,
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Therefore, all that is required to return Big Hear to its pre-misrepresentation position is compensation for

the actual costs associated with issuing the shares.

70 That Hig Hear has not incurred a loss in the face value of the exchanged shares is demonstrated by

comparing the existing facts with hypothetical situations in which such a loss may be found. I-Iad Big
Bear been required to pay for the shares used in the exchange, for instance, by purchasing shares from

existing Hig Bear shareholders, there would have been a clear loss of funds evidenced in the Big Bear

financial statements, Big Bear's financial position prior to the exchange would have been significantly

better than its position afterwards. However, no such difference results fi om the mere exchange of
newly-issued shares. If there had been evidence that Big Bear was or could be compelled to redeem or

retract the new shares at the value assigned to them at the time of the share exchange, Big Bear may

have a loss in the amount of the exchange value of the shares. However, there is no evidence of such a

redemption or retraction feature attaching to these shares.

71 In sum, Big Hear's position prior to the share exchange is that the 13ig Bear shares issued as part of
the exchange did not exist. As a result of the alleged misrepresentation, Big Bear issued shares from

treasury. These shares would not have been issued but for the misrepresentation, All that is required to

put Big Bear back into the position it was in prior to the negligent misrepresentation is compensation for

the cost of issuing the shares, which is not the same as the exchange value of those shares. Although this

is somewhat of an anomalous situation, it is consistent with the accepted tort principle that, except in

cases warranting punitive damages, damages in tort are awarded to compensate for actual loss. A party

may not recover in tort for a loss of something it never had. Indeed, if Big Bear was awarded damages

for the share exchange equal to what it has claimed, it would be in a better position financially than it

was prior to the exchange. To the extent that shareholders would indirectly benefit, they would not only

be Big Bear's pre-exchange shareholders, who may have suffered a dilution loss, but a new group of
shareholders, including former Blue Range shareholders who participated in the exchange.

72 Hig Bear submits that it incurred other losses as a result of the misrepresentation, Transaction costs

incurred in the share exchange may be properly characterized as damages in tort, as those costs would

not have been incurred but for the negligent misrepresentation. The same is true for the Hig Hear claim

for cash expended to purchase Blue Range shares prior to the share exchange. However, as I have

indicated in my decision on Issue ¹I,Big Bear's claim for transaction costs and for cash share purchase

damages raiders after the claims of other unsecured creditors. There may also be losses such as loss of
ability to raise equity. There was no evidence of this before mc in this application, and I have addressed

Big Bear's ability to advance a claim for this type of loss in the decision relating to Issue ¹3.
73 Finally, there may also be a loss in the form of dilution of the value of the Big Bear shares.

However, as Big Bear admits in its submissions, no such claim is made by the corporation, and any loss

relating to a diluted share value would not be the same amount as the exchange value of the shares.

74 In the result, I find that Big Bear is not the proper party to pursue a claim for the alleged share

exchange loss.

ISSUE ¹3
74a Is Big Bear entitled to make or advance by way of argument in these proceedings the claims

represented by the heads of damage specified in the draft Statement of Claim set out at Exhibit "F" to the

affidavit of A. Jeffrey Tonken dated June 25, 1999'?

[The Court did not paragraph number Issue ¹3.Quicklaw has assigned the number 74a.j

75 In addition to claims for damages for negligent misrepresentation, the claims that are set out in the
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draft Statement of Claim arc claims for remedies for oppressive and unfairly prejudicial conduct and
claims for loss of opportunity to pursue valuable investments and endeavours and loss of ability to raise
equity.

Summary of Decision

76 Given the orders made by LoVecchio, J. on April 6, 1999 and May 11, 1999, Big Bear is not
entitled to advance the claims represented by the heads of damage specitied in the draft Statement of
Claim other than as set out in its Notice of Claim.

Analysis

77 Big Bear submits that it is clear that, in an appropriate case, a complex liability issue that arises in
the context of CCAA proceedings may be determined by a trial, including provision for production and
discovery: Algoma Steel Corp. v. Royal Bank of Canada [1992j O.J. No. 889 {Ont. C.A.). Big Bear also
submits that the court has the jurisdiction to overlook technical complaints about the contents of a
Notice of Claim. The CCAA does not prescribe a claim form, nor set the rules for completion and
contexts of a claim form, and it is common ground that in this case, the form used for the "Notice of
Claim" was not approved by any order of the court. At any rate, Big Bear submits that it is not seeking
to amend its claim to add new claims or to claim additional amounts.

78 It makes that assertion apparently on the basis that the major parties concerned with CCAA
proceedings in the Blue Range matter were aware of the nature of Big Bear's additional claims by reason
of the draft Statement of Claim attached to Mr. Tonken's May 5, 1999 affidavit, although that affidavit
was filed in support of an application to lift the stay imposed under the CCAA, an application which was
dismissed by LoVecchio, J, on May 11, 1999.

79 Big Bear characterizes the issue as whether it must prove the exact amount claimed in its Notice of
Claim or otherwise have its claim barred forever. It submits that the bare contents of the Notice of Claim
cannot be construed as a fixed election barring a determination and assessment of an unliquidated claim
for tort damages, and that it would be inequitable to deny Big Bear a hearing on the substance of its
claim based on a perceived technical deficiency in the contents of the Notice of Claim.

80 In summary, Big Bear asks that the court direct an expedited trial for the hearing of its claim as
outlined in the draft Statement of Claim.

8I The Applicants submit that, by attempting now to make claims other than the claims set out. in the
Notice of Claim, Big Bear is attempting to indirectly and collaterally attack. the orders of LoVecchio, J.
dated April 6, 1999 and May 11, 1999, specifically:

by adding claims for alleged heads of damage other than those specified in the
Notice of Claim contrary to the claims bar order of April 6, 1999; and

by attempting to include portions of the draft Statement of Claim relating to
other alleged heads of damage in the Notice of Claim contrary to the May 11,
1999 order dismissing leave to file the draft Statement of Claim.

82 While it is true that a court has jurisdiction to overlook technical irregularities in a Notice of
Claim, the issue is not whether the court should overlook technical non-compliance with, or ambiguity

in, a form, but whether it is appropriate to do so in this case where previous orders have been made
relating to these issues. Here, Big Bear chose to pursue its claims through two different routes. It filed a
Notice of Claim alleging damages for a share exchange loss, transaction costs and the cost of shares

purchased before the takeover bid, all damage claims that can reasonably be identified as being related
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to an action for negligent misrepresentation. At about the same time, it brought an application to lift the
stay granted under the CCAA and hie a Statement of Claim that alleged other causes of action. That
application was dismissed, and the order dismissing it was never appealed, This is not a situation as in

Re Cohen {1956)19 W.W,R. 14 {Alta. C.A.) where a claim made on onc basis was later sought to be
made on a different basis, nor an issue of Big Hear lacking the necessary information to make its claim,
although quantification of damage may have been difficult to determine. Given the previous application
by Big Bear, this is a collateral or indirect attack on the effectiveness of LoVecchio, J.'s orders, and
should not be allowed: Wilson v. The Queen {1983)4 D.L.R. {4th) at 599). The effect of the two orders
made by I.oVecchio, J. is to prevent Big Bear from advancing its claim other than as identified in its
Notice of Claim, which cannot reasonably be interpreted to extend beyond the claims for damages for
negligent misrepresentation,

83 It is true that the Notice of Claim form is not designed for unliquidated tort claims. I do not accept,
however, that it was not possible for Big Bear to include claims under other heads of damages in the
claim process by, for example, attaching the draft Statement of Claim to the Notice of Claim, or by
incorporating such claims by way of schedule or appendix, as was done with respect to the claims for
damages for negligent misrepresentation.

84 I note that. LoVecchio, J. issued a judgment after this application was heard relating to claims for
relief from the impact of the claims procedure established by the court by a number of creditors who
filed late or wished to amend their claims after the claims bar date of May 7, 1999 had passed. Although
LoVccchio, J. allowed these claims, and found that it was appropriate in the circumstances to grant
flexibility with respect to the applications before him, he noted that total amount of the applications
made to him would be less than 1.4 million dollars, and the impact of allowing the applications was
minimal to the remaining creditors. The applications before him do not appear to involve issues which
had been the subject of previous court orders, as in the current situation, nor would they have the same
implication to creditors as would Big Bear's claim. The decision of LoVecchio, J, in the circumstances
of the applications before him is distinguishable from this issue.

ROMAINE J.

cp/i/qlj pn
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Bankruptcy and insolvency law —Companies'reditors Arrangement Act (CCAA) matters—
Compromises and arrangements —Directions —Motion by Monito~ for directz'ons allowed —Gandi
Group was under creditor protection and assets were sold with court approval —Lender claimed
repayment ofdebt and equity advance to Group —Three claimants were party to advance in personal
capacities —Lender commenced arbitration proceeding against claimants —Claimants sought
indemnity of related costs from Group —Monitor sought directions —No evidence existed that Group
entities gave indemnities or otherwise acknowledged claimants'ntitlement to indemnities —For
purpose of CCAA proceedings, lender's claim and indemnity claims constituted equity claims—
Companies'CreditorsArrangement Act, s. 2(l).

Motion by the Monitor for the Gandi Group for advice and directions regarding indemnity claims made
against the Group. The Gandi Group was under creditor protection. The Monitor was appointed in May
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2009. The business and assets of the Group were sold with court approval. The Monitor held the
proceeds for eventual distribution to unsecured creditors pui.suant to a plan of compromise and
arrangement. The indemnity claims arose from the 2007 reorganization of the Group's business
structure. The claimants were officers and board members of Gandi Holdings. A lender advanced $75
million by way of debt and equity to the Group. The indemnity claimants were party to the advance in
their personal capacities. In 2009, the lender con~enced arbitration proceedings against the claimants
for the total of the advance. The claimants asserted an entitlement to indemnification by the Group in
respect of any award of damages which may be made against them in the arbitration together with all
legal f'ees incurred in defending the arbitration. The claimants'roofs of claim relied on indemnity
provisions set out in the limited liability company agreement and a separate indemnification made by
Gandi Holdings at the time of the lender's advance. In 2011, the Monitor disallowed the claims on the
basis that any claim would be made solely against Gandi Holdings rather than against other entitics in
the Group.

I-IELD: Motion allowed. There was no evidence that any indemnities from any other Gandi Group
entities were made at the time of the advance. There were no corporate records supporting the
contention that two of the claimants were an officer or director of Gandi Innovations. Thus, the third
claimant was the only claimant entitled to identification from Gandi Innovations pursuant to the
indemnity in the company's articles. Such claim was subject to a subordination agreement in respect of
the debt portion of the advance, and thus the third claimant had no right to receive payment from Gandi
Innovations in respect of his claim. There was no basis for inferring that thc articles of the other Group
ent.ities contained the same indemnity as contained in the articles of Gandi Innovations. There was no
prior acknowledgment of liability for indemnity by the Group. The claims of both the lender and the
claimants were to be treated as equity claims for the purpose of the CCAA proceeding.

Statutes, Regulations and Rules Cited:

Companies'reditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-36, s, 2(1), s. 6(8)

Counsel:

Harvey Chaiton and Maya Poliak, for the Monitor, BDO Canada Limited.

Mathew Halpin and Evan Cobb, for TA Associates Inc.

Christopher J. Cosgriffe, for Harry Gandy, James Gandy and Trent Garmoe.

ENBORSEMENT

E.J.C.XEWBOULD J.:—This is a motion brought by BDO Canada Limited in its capacity as the
Court-appointed Monitor of Gandi Innovations Limited, Gandi Innovations Holdings LLC, Gandi
Innovations LLC, Gandi Innovations I-Iold Co, and Gandi Special Holdings LLC (the "Gandi Group" )
for advice and directions, and particularly to determine preliminary issues in connection with the
indemnity claims made by Hary Gandy, James Gandy and Trent Garmoe (the "Claimants" ) against all of
the Gandi Group,

2 The Gandi Group is under CCAA protection, The Monitor was appointed in the Initial Order on
May 8, 2009.
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3 The business and assets of the Gandi Group have been sold with court approval. The proceeds from
the sale are being held by the Monitor for eventual distribution to unsecured creditors pursuant to a plan
of compromise and arrangement.

Arbitration proceedings and indemnity claims

4 Gandi Innovations Holdings LLC ("Gandi Holdings" ) was incorporated pursuant to the laws of the
State of Delaware on August 24, 2007. On September 12, 2007, the Gandi Group re-organized their
business structure so that Gandi Holdings became the direct or indirect parent of thc other various
entities comprising the Gandi Group.

5 TA Associates Inc. is a general partner for a number of TA partners. In conjunction with the
reorganization of Gandi Holdings, it advanced approximately US $75 million on September 12, 2007 by
way of debt and equity to the Gandi Group. 'I'he advance consisted of:

an equity investment in the amount of US $50 million made pursuant to thc terms of a
Membership Interest Purchase Agreement in respect of Gandi Holdings dated as of
September 12, 2007 made between, among others, Gandi Holdings, TA Associates
and the Claimants in their personal capacities; and
an unsecured loan in the amount of US $25 million which amount was guaranteed by
other members of the Gandi Group.

6 In January 2009, TA Associates commenced an arbitration proceeding against the Claimants. In the
arbitration TA Associates claim damages against the Claimants in an amount of US $75 million with
interest, being the total amount of TA Associates'nvestment in the Gandi Group. The arbitration has not
yet been heard on its merits.

7 On December 20, 2010, the Monitor received proofs of claim of Hary Gandy and James Gandy
against the Gandi Group in the approximate amount of $76 million and a proof of claim of Trent
Garmoe against the Gandi Group in an approximate amount of $88 million. The Claimants assert an
entitlement to indemnification by the Gandi Group in respect of any award of damages which may be
made against them in the arbitration together with all legal fees incurred by the Claimants in defending
the arbitration,

8 The proofs of claim filed by the Claimants rely on indemnity provisions set out in the Amended and
Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement of Gandi Holdings and a separate Indemnification
Agreement made by Gandi Holdings entered into in connection with the Membership Agreement made
at the time of the TA Associates investment with Gandi Holdings. Gandi Holdings is the only Gandi
entity that is a party to these indemnity agreements.

9 On March 11, 2011 the Monitor disallowed the indemnity claims and advised the Claimants that
based on the evidence filed in support of the indemnity claims, any indemnity claim would be solely
against Gandi Holdings.

l0 The Claimants have served notices of dispute and have provided to the Monitor a memorandum of
articles of Association of Gandi Canada which provides an indemnity in favour of directors and officers
of Gandi Canada in certain circumstances,

11 There is also an indemnity of Gandi Innovations Hold Co ("Gandi Hold Co"). At the relevant times
James Gandy was the sole director of the company.
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12 There has been an extensive search for corporate documents. The Monitor made inquiries of Jaffe
Raitt Heuer A, Weiss Inc., former corporate counsel of the Gandi Group, and learned that all of corporate
governance documents of the Gandi Group, at Hary Gandy's request, had been sent to Stikeman Elliot
I.LP, insolvency counsel for the Gandi Group, following the CCAA filing date. Counsel for the Monitor
attended at the offices of Stikeman Elliott and reviewed the corporate governance documents in its
possession,

13 In addition the Monitor contacted counsel for Agfa, the purchaser of the assets of the Gandi Group,
to inquire if it has in its possession copies of the Gandi Group's corporate governance records. The
Monitor was advised by counsel for Agfa that Agfa was not able to find any corporate governance
documents of thc Gandi Group entitics.

The Monitor also reviewed the books and records of the Gandi Group in storage. In addition, the
Monitor advised the Claimants that should they wish to undertake a review of the Gandi Group's records
in storage, the Claimants were invited to contact the Monitor and arrange for such review. The review
was arranged and conducted by the Claimants on Junc 3, 2011.

I5 It is a fact that there are not in existence documents that support the Claimants all being entitled to
indemnities from each corporate entity in the Gaudi Group.

16 Whether the Claimants will ever be with held liable in the arbitration is not yet known. However,
whether the Claimants have rights to indemnification against all of the Gandi Group or against only
Gandi Holdings and Gandi I-Iold Co will assist the Monitor in determining whether to proceed with a
consolidated plan of arrangement or file an alternative plan excluding Gandi Holdings and/or Gandi
Hold Co which would enable the Monitor to make a meaningful distribution to unsecured creditors prior
to the completion of the arbitration.

l7 There is another preliminary issue. In the arbitration, TA Associates seeks to recover against the
Claimants their equity investment of US $50 million, for which the Claimants in turn have sought
indemnification from the Gandi Group. The Monitor seeks a preliminary determination as to whether
these claims for indemnification relating to the claim by TA Associates for its equity investment
constitute "equity claims" under the CCAA. A determination of this issue will assist the Monitor in
determining the maximum amount which can be claimed by the Claimants and may facilitate an earlier
distribution of funds available to unsecured creditors.

I8 An Amended and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement of Gandi Holdings dated
September 12, 2007 provides for an indemnity by Gandi Holdings in section 6.8(a) for board members
and officers. Thcrc is no dispute that the Claimants were officers and board members of Gandi Holdings.
It also contains in section 7.6 an indemnity for Members as follows:

(a) Without limitation of any other provision of this Agreement executed in connection
herewith, the Company agrees to defend, indemnify and hold each Member, its
affiliates and their respective direct and indirect partners (including partners of
partners and stockholders and members of partners), members, stockholders,
directors, officers, employees and agents and each person who controls any of them...
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19 Superwide Limited Partnership is a Member and the Claimants are partners of Superwide. Thus the
Claimants are indemnified by Gandi Holdings by that provision as well.

20 There is a form on indemnity agreement made between Gandi Holdings and indemnitees. The form
in the record is an unsigned copy dated September 11, 2007. Neither the monitor nor any of the parties
have been able to locate any of these agreements signed in favour of the Claimants. Hary Gandi, who
swore an affidavit for the Claimants, said that a copy of this agreement was signed between Gandi
Holdings and each of the Claimants on September 12, 2007. It contains the following:

WI-IEREAS, the Company desires to provide Indemnitee with specific contractual
assurance of Indemnitee's rights to full indemnification against litigation risks and
related expenses (regardless, among other things, of any amendment to or revocation
of the Company's LLC Agreement or any change in the ownership of the Company or
the composition of its Board of Managers) ...

3. Apreement to indemnifv... if lnden~iitee was or is a party or is threatened to be made
a party to any Proceeding by reason of Indemnitee's Corporate Status, Indemnitee
shall be indemnified by the Company against all Expenses and Liabilities incurred...

21 Assuming that this form of indemnity agreement was signed by Gandi Holdings and the Claimants,
they would be covered by it.

22 The Claimants contend that each of the corporate entities in the Gandi Group signed an indemnity
in favour of each of them. This is based on a statement in the affidavit of Hary Gandy that Gandi
Holdings and the other CCAA Respondents provided additional indemnities to him, James Gandy and
Trent Garmoe dated September 12, 2007. He attached to his affidavit a form of the indemnification
agreement to be signed by Gandi Holdings. No affidavit was filed from James Gandy or Trent Garmoe.

23 There is no form of indemnity agreement in existence which names an indemnifier other than
Gandi Holdings.

24 The date of September 12, 2007, said to be the date that all of the entities in the Gandi Group
signed indemnities in favour of each of the claimants, was the date of the investment by TA Associates
in which it purchased a membership interest in Gandi Holdings only. Representatives of TA Associates
received identical indemnities from Gandi Holdings. There is no evidence that any indemnities from any
of the other Gandi Group entities were made at that time. To the contrary, the Membership Interest
Purchase Agreement under which TA Associates purchased its membership interest in Gandi Holdings
contained as a condition to closing a requirement that Gandi Holdings sign an indemnification
agreement. The indemnification was only to be given by Gandi Holdings. There was no requirement for
an indemnity to be given by any other entity in the Gandi Group,.

25 I do not accept the bald statement of Hary Gandy that all of the entities in the Gandi Group gave
indemnities at the time. The only indemnities that werc given were by Gaudi Holdings.

(4) Memorandum and articles of saudi Hold Co

26 In the course of its investigation, the Monitor did locate an indemnity granted by Gandi Hold Co in

its Memorandum and Articles in favour of its directors and officers. Those articles contain an indemnity
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in the same terms as the indemnity in the Gandi Innovations I.imited articles, as discussed below. As the
Monitor does not seek a determination regarding indemnities given by Gandi I-Iold Co, I need not
discuss whether one or more of the Claimants is entitled to be indemnified by these articles.

(c) Articles of Association oF Candi Innovations I.imited (Candi Can;ida)

27 The articles of this company contain an indemnity as follows:

Every director or ofhcer, former director or officer, or person who acts or acted at the
Companv's request, as a director or officer of the Company, a body corporate,
partnership or other association of which the Company is or was a shareholder,
partner, member or creditor and the heirs and legal representatives of such person, in

absence of any dishonesty on the part of such persons shall be indemnified by the
Company...in respect of any claim made against such person ...bv reason of being or
having been a director or officer of the Company. [emphasis added]

28 The corporate records sent to the Monitor by the corporate solicitors who incorporated the

company name James Gandy as the president, treasurer and secretary and as the sole director. Hary
Gandy stated at the outset of his affidavit filed on behalf of the claimants that he was the president and
chief executive officer and chairman of the board of the companies that made up the Gandi Group.
There are no corporate records that support that assertion and on his cross-examination he acknowledged
he had no documents, including board resolutions, contracts or appointment letters to show that he was
ever a director or officer of Gandi Innovations Limited. He said that he was directing the business of all

of the entities. On his cross-examination, he said that as far as he was concerned, James Handy and
Trent Garmoe were directors and officers of the company.

29 James Gandy did not file any affidavit to say that he was not the president, treasurer and secretary
of the company, as shown in the corporate records. Trent Garmoe did not file any affidavit. I think it fair
to draw an adverse inference that their evidence would not have been helpful to their case.

30 The affidavit of Bruce Johnston filed on behalf of TA Associates states that Hary Gandy and Trent
Garmoe were not directors or officers of Gandi Innovations Limited and that a document printed from
the Nova Scotia Registry of Joint Stock Companies which was included in the closing documents for TA
Associates'nvestment showed that James Gandy was the only director and officer of Gandi Innovations
Limited.

3l There has been an extensive search for corporate documents but none have been found that would

support Hary Gundy or Trent Garmoe as being an officer or director of Gandi Innovations Limited.

32 It is argued that the indemnity in the articles of Gandi Innovations Limited is in favour not only of
officers and directors, but also "persons who acted at the Company's request as a director or officer of
the Company", and that Hary Gandy and Trent Garmoe acted as directors and officers at the Company's

request. There is certainly no documentary evidence of that. Presumably the request would have had to

come from James Gandy, who is the sole officer and director according to the corporate records. There
is no evidence from any of the Claimants that any request was made to Hary Gandy or Trent Garmoe to

act as an officer or director of Gandi Innovations Limited, which one would have expected if the

asseition was to be made.

33 It is also argued that the board of managers (the Delaware concept of a board of directors) of
Gandi Holdings operated the subsidiaries as if they were officers and directors of the subsidiaries.

Again, there is no documentary evidence of that and no evidence from any of the Claimants to support

the assertion. While Hary Gandy may have operated the business in a functional sense, that does not
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mean that he was acting as an oflicer or director of any subsidiary in the corporate sense. This is not
mere semantics. TA Associates made a large investment, and one of the corporate documents provided
on closing was the Nova Scotia Registry of Joint Stock Companies that showed only James Gandy as an
officer and director, If all of the Claimants are entitled to be indemnified by Gandi Innovations Limited,
it will impact the claim of TA Associates in the CCAA proceedings.

34 In the circumstances, I find that the only person entitled to indemnification from Gandi
Innovations Limited is James Gandy.

35 I-lowevcr, in connection with the financing provided by TA Associates, James Gandy executed a
Subordination Agreement dated as of September, 12, 2007 under which he agreed that any liability or
obligations of Gandi Canada to him, present or in the 1'uture, would be deferred, postponed and
subordinated in all respects to the repayment in full by Gandi Innovations of all indebtedness, liabilities
and obligations owing to TA Associates in connection with the purchase by TA Associates of'S $25
million in notes. Until that obligation to pay the notes in full with interest has been fulfilled, any claim
by James Gandy under the indemnity from Gandi Innovations Limited is subordinated to the claim of
TA Associates.

36 The debt claim of TA Associates of $46,733,145 has been accepted by the Monitor. Assuming that
the purchase price on the sale of the assets to Agfa is received in full, the monitor expects a distribution
to unsecured creditors of approximately 27'lo of the value of their claims. In such circumstances, James
Gundy will have no right to receive any payment from Gandi Innovations Limited in respect of his
indemnity claim.

37 It was asserted by the Claimants that because the Gandi companies operated essentially as one
integrated company, it should be inferred that the constating documents of the other entities in the Gandi
Group contained the same indemnity as contained in the bylaws of Gandi Innovations Limited and
Gandi I-Iold Co. I do not agree.

38 Gandi Innovations LLC is a Texas company. Its Amended and Restated Operating Agreement
contains the types of things normally contained in a general bylaw of an Ontario corporation. It contains
no provision for indemnities. It was argued that as no articles were obtained from Texas, it could be
assumed that the articles contained an indemnity provision similar to that contained in the bylaws of
Gandi Innovations I.imited and Gandi Hold Co. I asked counsel to obtain whatever documentation was
available in Texas, and subsequently the Monitor received from its US counsel, Vinson k Elkins LLP, a
copy of articles of organization for Gandi Innovations LLC dated August 2, 2004. There is nothing in
these aiticles dealing with indemnities. Vinson 2 Elkins LLP advised that these articles, together with
amending articles already in the possession of the Monitor, are the only corporate governance
documents on file with the State of Texas.

39 Gandi Special I-Ioldings LLC is a Delaware corporation. The Limited Liability Company
Agreement of Gandi Special Holdings I.LC, like the Texas company, contains the types of things
normally contained in a general bylaw of an Ontario corporation. It contains no provision for
indemnities. Following the hearing, the Monitor obtained through Vinson k Elkins LLP a Delaware
Certificate of Formation of Gandi Special Holdings LLC. This document contains no provision for
indemnities. A certificate of the Secretary of State of Delaware confirms that there were no other
relevant documents on file and this was confirmed by Vinson & Elkins LLP.

40 I find that there is no indemnity in favour of the Claimants in the corporate documentation of
Gandi Innovations LLC and Gandi Special Holdings LLC.
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41 It is also argued on behalf of the Claimants that the Gandi Group have acknowledged an obligation
to indemnify the Claimants and it is said that this arises from a meeting of the board of Gandi Holdings.
It is argued that the Gandi Group through the Monitor is thus estopped from denying an indemnity for
all of the Gandi Group companies. A document said to be minutes of a meeting of the board of managers
of Gandi Holdings held on March 4, 2009 is relied on, That document con1ains the following paragraph:

The next item on the agenda was the indemnification of the officers. It was generally
agreed that all parties would follow the Purchase Agreement between Gandi
Innovations and TA Resources dated September 12, 2007: Counsel for TA had
previously expressed the opinion that indemnification was not allowed under the
purchase agreement. Counsel for James Gandy, Hary Gandy and Trent Garmoe
together with the Corporate Counsel, Matthew Murphy had previously expressed
verbal opinions that the indemnification of the officers was permitted under the
Purchase Agreement. Lydia Garay, as the only member not involved in the dispute
between TA and the key holders, voted to follow the advice of Corporate Counsel,
Matthew Murphy. To avoid any misunderstanding, Corporate Counsel would be
requested to express that opinion in writing.

42 I do not see this paragraph in the informal minutes as assisting the Claimants. It is a meeting of the
board of Gandi Holdings. It says that it was generally agreed that all parties would follow the purchase
agreement between Gandi Holdings and TA resources dated September 12, 2007. That purchase
agreement provides for an indemnity by only Gandi Holdings. Assuming that the minutes reflect a desire
of some board members to indemnify officers of subsidiary corporations, and assuming that the
Claimants thought they were officers of all of the subsidiary corporations, it is quite clear from the
paragraph that there was a difference of view. The minute states that counsel for TA Associates had
previously expressed the opinion that indemnification was not allowed under the purchase agreement
and that counsel for the Claimants together with corporate counsel, Matthew Murphy, expressed the
opposite opinion, The minute states that Lydia Garay, the only member not involved in the dispute
between TA Associates and the key holders, voted to follow the advice of Corporate Counsel Terry
Murphy and to avoid any misunderstanding, corporate counsel would be requested to express that
opinion in writing.

43 The affidavit of Bruce Johnston on behalf of TA Associates, who attended that meeting of thc
board of managers of Gandi Holdings swears that the Claimants voted to place Lydia Garay, a longtime
employee and officer of Gandi Holdings, on the board despite a verbal agreement that he had with the
Claimants to leave that board seat vacant and to work with him to appoint an outside independent board
member. He stated Ms. Garay was completely reliant on the Gandy family for her job security and
compensation.

44 Mr. Johnston also states in his aflidavit that the indemnification of the Claimants was discussed
and that he and Mr. Taylor took the position that indemnification was not permitted. He said the
Claimants took the position that indemnification was permitted, despite thc language of the purchase
agreement, and took the position that corporate counsel for Gandi Holdings had previously given a
verbal opinion that indemnification was permitted under the purchase agreement. After hearing that, and
during the meeting, Mr. Johnston sent an e-mail to Mr. Murphy who two minutes later responded that he
had not advised on the question of an indemnity under the purchase agreement. Mr. Johnson states that
he then read that e-mail at the meeting. I accept his evidence on this.

45 Whether or not Ms. Garay was a disinterested or proper member of the board of management of
Gandi Holdings, the minute states that she voted to follow the advice of corporate counsel. At the next
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board meeting on May 4, 2009, Ms. Garay said that she had sought the written opinion of corporate

counsel but had not received it. To date no opinion from Mr, Murphy has surfaced. On the face of those

minutes from March 4, 2009, there has been no approval of any indemnities in favour of the Claimants

for other corporations. I cannot find on the evidence that there was any agreement that the Claimants

would be indemnified by subsidiary corporations, nor is there any evidence that any subsidiary

corporation ever enacted any documentation of any kind to provide such indemnities. The opposite is the

case, as has been discussed.

46 Finally, the Claimants allege that the Gandi Group has previously acknowledged their liability to

indemnify the Claimants for any damage, award or legal costs incurred by the following actions:

(i) certain Gandi entities made payments of defence costs in connection with the

arbitration both pre-and post the CCAA filing; and

(ii) the Monitor allegedly approved payment of post-filing defence costs.

47 Until the sale of the Gandi Group to Agfa was completed, this CCAA proceeding was a debtor in

possession restructuring with the business and affairs of the Gandi Group being managed by their

officers and directors, specifically I Iary Gundy and Trent Garmoc. Payments of legal fees to Langley

and Banack Inc., U.S. lawyers for the Gandi Group and the Claimants, were made by or on authorization

of Trent Garmoe.

48 Pursuant to the terms of the Initial Order, the Monitor was required to approve all expenditures

over $ 10,000 before payment was made. The Monitor approved payment of legal fees to counsel for the

Gandi Group on the general understanding that such fees were incurred by the Gandi Group in

connection with the Gandi Group's insolvency proceeding and for general corporate work for the Gandi

Group.

49 I accept the statement of the Momtor that it did not knowingly approve the payment of the

Claimants'efence costs in connection with the arbitration.

50 Subsequent to the completion of the sale to Agfa, the Monitor learned that a nominal amount of the

legal fees approved by the Monitor was subsequently allocated to cover the costs of the arbitration. I

accept the statement of the Monitor that it had no input, knowledge or control over such allocation, and

had it been consulted, would have been opposed to such allocation as it did not involve any inember of

the Gandi Group,

51 In the circumstances there is no basis for the assertion that the Monitor is somehow estopped by

reason of the payment of legal fees from denying that there are other indemnities in favour of the

Claimants.

52 This involves the application of provisions of the CCAA to the claims asserted by TA Associates

in the arbitration.

53 Section 6(8) of the CCAA provides:

No compromise or arrangement that provides for the payment of an equity claim is to

be sanctioned by the court unless it provides that all claims that are not equity claims

are to be paid in full before the equity claim is to be paid.

54 In s. 2(1) of the CCAA, equity claims are defined as follows:
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"equity claim" means a claim that is in respect of an equity interest, including a claim
for, among others,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

a dividend or similar payment,
a return of capital,
a redemption or retraction obligation,
a monetary loss resulting from the ownership, purchase or sale of an equity interest or
from the rescission, or, in Quebec, the annulment, of a purchase or sale of an equity
interest, or
contribution or indemnity in respect of a claim referred to in any of paragraphs (a) to
(d);

55 This definition of equity claim came into force on September 18, 2009. Although this provision
does not apply to the Gandi Group's CCAA proceedings which commenced shortly prior to the
legislative amendments, courts have noted that the amendments codified existing case law relating to the
treatment of equity claims in insolvency proceedings. In Re Nelson Financial Group Ltd., (2010) 75
B,L.R. (4th) 302, Pepall J. stated:

The amendments to the CCAA came into force on September 18, 2009. It is clear that
the amendments incorporated the historical treatment of equity claims. The language
of section 2 is clear and broad. Equity claim means a claim in respect of an equity
interest and includes, amongst other things, a claim for rescission of a purchase or
sale of an equity interest. Pursuant to sections 6(8) and 22.1, equity claims are
rendered subordinate to those of creditors.

56 If the claims in the arbitration commenced by TA Associates against the Claimants are equity
claims, the claims by the Claimants in the CCAA process for contribution or indemnity in respect of
those claims would be equity claims. The Claimants contend that the claims in the arbitration are not
equity claims.

57 The claims in the arbitration by TA Associates against the creditors include claims for various
breaches of contract, fraud, rescission, or in the alternative, rescissory damages, negligent
misrepresentation, breach of fiduciary duty and tortious interference with advantageous business
relationships and prospective economic advantage.

58 In the arbitration TA Associates seeks to recover the investment that it made in Gandi Holdings,
including the US $25 million debt secured by promissory notes and the US $50 million equity
investment made by way of a membership subscription in Gandi Holdings.

59 The Claimants assert that the claim for US $50 million by TA Associates cannot be an equity
claim because it is based on breaches of contract, torts and equity. I do not see that as being the deciding
factor, TA Associates seeks the return of its US $50 million equity investment because of various
wrongdoings alleged against the Claimants and the fact that the claim is based on these causes of action
does not make it any less a claim in equity. The legal tools that are used is not the impoitant thing. It is
the fact that they are being used to recover an equity investment that is important.

60 In Re Nelson Financial Group Lrd., supra, at Peppall J. stated that historically, the claims and
rights of shareholders were not treated as provable claims and ranked after creditors of an insolvent
corporation in a liquidation, She also stated:
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I'his treatment also has been held to encompass fraudulent misrepresentation claims

advanced by a shareholder seeking to recover his investment; Ae Bh~e Range

A~source Corp., [2000] A.J. No. 14. In that case, Romaine J. held that the alleged loss

derived from and was inextricably intertwined with the shareholder interest.

Similarly, in the United States, the Second Circuit Court of Appeal in Ae Stirling

FIomex Corp. concluded that shareholders, including those who had allegedly been

defrauded, were subordinate to the general creditors when the company was

insolvent.

61 As the amendments to the CCAA incorporated the historical treatment of equity claims, in my

view the claims of TA Associates in the arbitration to be compensated for the loss of its equity interest

of US $50 million is to be treated as an equity claim and that the claims of the Claimants for indemnity

against that claim is also to be treated as an equity claim in this CCAA proceeding.

62 An order in the form of a declaration shall go in accordance with these reasons.

F.J.C.NEWBOULD J.

cp/e/qlcct/qlvxw/qlced/qlhcs
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Case Name:
ROI Fund Ine. v. Gandhi Innovations I.td.

Between
Return on Innovation Capital Ltd. as agent for ROI Fund Inc.,

ROI Sceptre Canadian Retirement Fund, ROI Clobal Retirement
Fund and ROI high Yield Private Placement Fund and Any Other

Fund Managed by ROI from time to time,
Applicants/Respondents, and

Candi Innovations I.imited, Candi Innovations Holdings LLC and
C andi Innovations LLC, Respondents/Appellants

[2012] O.J. No. 31

2012 ONCA 10

90 C.B.R.(5th) 141

2012 Carswe110nt 103

211 A.C.W.S, (3d) 264

Docket: M40553

Ontario Court of Appeal
Toronto, Ontario

Heard: January 3, 2012 by written submissions.
Judgment: January 9, 2012.

(13 paras.)

Banlrruptcy and insolvency law —Companies'reditors Arrangement Act (CCAA) matters—
Compromises and arrangements —Claims —Claims against directors —Motion by officers, directors
and shareholders in Gandi Group for leave to appeal from order determining their entitlement to
indemnity from Gandi Group companies arising out ofarbitration proceedings brought against them by
TA Associates dismissed —TA Associates was major unsecured creditor in CCAA proceedings —Issues
raised by appeal were ofno significance to practice —Further, appeal with respect to these issues had
little merit.

Motion by the officers, directors and shareholders in the Gandi Group for leave to appeal from an order
determining their entitlement to indemnity from the Gandi Group companies arising out of arbitration
proceedings brought against them by TA Associates, the major unsecured creditor in the CCAA
proceedings. The Gandi Group companies were under CCAA protection. The order provided that the
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claimants were only entitled to indemnity from thc direct and indirect parent company, that any claim of
James Gandy was subordinated to the claim of TA Associates because of an earlier existing
Subordination Agreement, and that the claims for indemnification in respect of the TA Associates claim
in the arbitration were equity claims for purposes of the CCAA and therefore subsequent in priority to
the claims of unsecured creditors.

I-IELD: Motion dismissed. The indemnification issue and subordination issues raised by the appeal were
of no significance to the practice and the appeal with respect to these issues had little merit. The
application judge's determination of the claimants'ndemnity claims as equity claims was also not of
significance to the practice since all insolvency proceedings commenced after the new provisions of the
CCAA came into effect in September 2009 would be governed by those provisions, not by the prior

jurisprudence,

Statutes, Regulations and Rules Cited:

Companies'reditors Arrangement Act, R,S.C. 1985, c. C-36, s. 2(1), s. 6(8)

Counsel:

Christopher J. Cosgriffe and Natasha S. Danson, for James Gandy, I-Iary Gandy and Trent Garmoe.

Matthew J. Halpin and Evan Cobb, for TA Associates Inc.

Harvey Chaiton and Maya Poliak, for the Monitor.

ENDORSEMENT

The following judgment was delivered by

THE COURT:—

I The moving parties (James Gandy, Hary Gandy and Trent Garmoe) are officers, directors and

shareholders in the Gandi Group, a series of related companies currently under CCAA protection, In

those proceedings they assert indemnity claims in the range of $75 - 80 million against each of the

companies in the Gandi Group. The indemnity claims arise out of arbitration proceedings brought
against them individually, as officers and directors, by TA Associates, a disgruntled investor in the

Gandi Group. TA Associates is the major unsecured creditor in the CCAA proceedings.

2 The assets of the Gandi Group have been sold and what remains to be done in the CCAA process is
the finalization of a plan of compromise and arrangement for the distribution of the proceeds among the
various creditors, Before settling on the most effective type of plan for such a distribution - a
consolidated plan, a partial consolidation plan, or individual corporate plans - the Monitor and the
creditors sought to have two preliminary issues determined by the Court:

a) whether the moving parties (the Claimants) are entitled to indemnity from all of
the entities which comprise the Gandi Group, and, if so,

b) whether those indemnification claims are "equity" or "non-equity" claims for
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purposes of thc CCAA (non-equity claims have priority).

3 On August 25, 2011, Justice Newbould, sitting on the Commercial List, ruled:

that the Claimants were only entitled to indemnity from the direct and indirect
parent company, Gandi Holdings (except that the Claimant, James Gandy only
was also entitled to indemnification from a second entity in the Group, Gandi

Canada);
that any claim of James Gandy was subordinated to the claim of TA Associates
because of an earlier existing Subordination Agreement; and

that the claims for indemnification in respect of the TA Associates claim in the

arbitration werc equity claims for purposes of the CCAA and therefore
subsequent in priority to the claims of unsecured creditors,

4 The Claimants seek leave to appeal from that order.

5 We deny the request,

Analysis

The Test

6 Leave to appeal is granted sparingly in CCAA proceedings and only when there are serious and

arguable grounds that are of real and significant interest to the parties. The Court. considers four factors;

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Whether the point on the proposed appeal is of significance to the practice;
Whether the point is of signifacance to the action;
Whether the appeal is prima facie meritorious or frivolous; and

Whether the appeal will unduly hinder the progress of the action.

See Ae Stelco (Re), (2005), 75 O.R. (3d) 5, at para. 24 (C.A.).

7 The Claimants do not meet this stringent test here.

'I he Indemnification Issue

8 Whether the Claimants are entitled to indemnification from all or just one or some of the entities in

the Gandi Group was essentially a factual determination by the motion judge, is of no significance to the

practice as a whole, and the proposed appeal on that issue is of doubtful merit in our view. We would

not grant leave to appeal on that issue.

The Subordination Issue

9 The same may be said for the Subordination Agreement issue. The Claimants argue that by
declaring that the indemnity claim of James Gandy is subordinate to the CCAA claim of TA Associates,
the motion judge usurped the role of the pending arbitration. We do not agree. The subordination issue

needed to be clarified for purposes of the CCAA proceedings. None of the criteria respecting the

granting of leave is met in relation to this proposed ground.

The "Equitv Claim" Issue

10 Nor do we see any basis for granting leave to appeal on the equity/non-equity claim issue.
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11 "Equity" claims are subsequent in priority to non-equity claims by virtue of s. 6(8) of the CCAA,
What constitutes an "equity claim" is defined in s. 2(1) and would appear to encompass the indemnity
claims asserted by the Claimants here. Those provisions of the Act did not come into force until shortly
after the Gandi Group CCAA proceedings commenced, however, and therefore do not apply in this

situation. Newbould J. relied upon previous case law suggesting that the new provisions simply
incorporated the historical treatment of equity claims in such proceedings; see, for example, Ae Nelson
Financial Group Ltd,, 2010 ONSC 6229 (CanLII), (2010), 75 B.L.R.(4th) 302, at para. 27 (Pepall J.).
He therefore concluded that TA Associates was in substance attempting to reclaim its equity investment

in the Gandi Group through the arbitration proceedings and that the Claimants'ndemnity claims arising

from that claim must be equity claims for CCAA purposes as well.

12 This issue in the proposed appeal is not of significance to the practice since all insolvency

proceedings commenced after the new provisions of the CCAA came into effect in September 2009 will

be governed by those provisions, not by the prior jurisprudence. The interpretation of sections 6(8) and 2

(1) does not come into play on this appeal, To the extent that existing case law continues to govern
whatever pre-September 2009 insolvency proceedings are still in the system, those cases will fall to be

decided on their own facts. We see no error in the motion judge's analysis of the jurisprudence or in his

application of it to the facts of this case, and therefore see no basis for granting leave to appeal from his

disposition of the equity issue in these circumstances.

Bisposition

13 The motion for leave to appeal is therefore dismissed. Costs to the Monitor and to TA Associates

fixed in the amount of $5,000 each, inclusive of disbursements and all applicable taxes.

R.J. SI-IARPE J.A.
R.A. BLAIR J.A.
P.S. ROULEAU J.A.

cp/e/qllxr/qlj xr/qlmll/qiana/qlcas
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Present: McLachlin C.J. and Conthicr, lacohucci, Major,
Basta@ache, Binnic, Arbour, I.e8cl and Deschamps N.

(109 paras.)

Appeal F&rom:

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ON'1'ARIO

Catchwords:

Labour relations —Arbitration -- Jurisdiction -- FIuman rights —Collective agreement providing that

probationary employee may be discharged at sole discretion of'and for any ~eason satisfcictory to

employer and such discharge not subj ect to grievance and arbitration procedures —Probationary

employee dischcirged shortly after return fPom maternity leave —Employee filing grievance —Whether

grievance arbitrable —Whether substantive rights and obligations ofHuman Rights Code implicitly

incorporated within all collective agreements over which arbitrator hasj urisdiction —Laboui Relations

Act, 1995, S.O. 1995, c. 1, Sch. A, s. 48(1), (12)j() —Human Rights Code, R.S.O. 1990, c. II.19, s. 5(l).

Labour relations —Collective agreement —Grievance —I'rocedural requirements —Arbitration—

Employment standards —Probationary employee discharged shortly after retu& n from maternity leave--

Employee filing grievance —Collective agreement providing that grievance must set out section of
agreement that is alleged to have been violated —Employment Standards Act barring discrimination on

basis of'pregnancy leave" explicitly incorporated within all collective agreements —Employment

Standards Act claim not raised by Union at any stage ofproceedings —Whether Union's failure to raise

Employment Standards Act curable —Whether s. 64.5(4) ofEmployment Standards Act binding Union

to prior decision not to seek enforcement of the Act -- Whether Court ofAppeal erred in raising and

resolving appeal on basis ofEmployment Standards Act —Employment Standards Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.

E.14, ss. 44, 64.5(1).

0 was a probationary employee of the appellant employer and a member of the respondent Union, Her

terms of employment were governed by a collective agreement which states that "a probationary

employee may be discharged at the sole discretion of and for any reason satisfactory to the Employer

and such action by the Employer is not subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures and does not

constitute a difference between the parties". Prior to the expiry of her probationary term, 0 went on

maternity leave. Within a few days of returning to work, the employer discharged her. 0 filed a

grievance.

The majority of the Board of Arbitration found that s. 48(12)(j) of the Ontario Iabour Relations Act,

1995 ("LRA"), empowers a board of arbitration to interpret a collective agreement in a manner consistent

with the Human Rights Code and imports the substantive rights of the Human Rights Code into a

collective agreement over which an arbitrator has jurisdiction. The Board ruled that it was entitled to

consider whether 0 had been a victim of discrimination under the Inhuman Rights Code. The Divisional

Cour& granted the employer's application for judicial review, holding that s. 48(12)(j) confers power on a

board of arbitration to interpret and apply the Human Rights Code when and if it already has jurisdiction

to hear a grievance, but not otherwise. Because the grievance was not a difference arising out of the

collective agreement, the Board did not have the jurisdiction to resolve the dispute. The Court of Appeal
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set aside the decision. Although the court was inclined to the view that the Divisional Court erred in its
application of s. 48(12)(j) of'the LRA, it preferred not to express a concluded opinion on this question.
The court decided the matter with reference to the Employment StandardsAcl ("ESA"), noting, first, that
s. 44 of the ESA provides that an employer shall not dismiss an employee because the employee takes
"pregnancy leave" and, second, that under s. 64.5(1) of the ESA, the terms and conditions of the ESA are
enforceable against the employer as if they were a part of the collective agreement. The Court of Appeal
concluded, therefore, that the Hoard had jurisdiction to consider whether 0's dismissal was inconsistent
wltli s. 44,

Held (Major and LeBel JJ. dissenting): The appeal should be dismissed.

Per McLachlin C.J. and Gonthier, Iacobucci, Bastarache, Hinnie, Arbour and Deschamps JJ.:The Board
was correct to conclude that the substantive rights and obligations of the /Luman Rights Code arc
incorporated into each collective agreement over which an arbitrator has jurisdiction. Under a collective
agreement, the broad rights of an employer to manage the enterprise and direct the work force are
subject not only to the express provisions of the collective agreement, but also to statutory provisions of
the Human Rights Code and other employment-related statutes. The absence of an express provision that
prohibits the violation of a particular statutory right is insufficient to conclude that a violation of that
right does not constitute a violation of the collective agreement. Rather, human rights and other
employment-related statutes establish a floor beneath which an employer and union cannot contract. The
plain and ordinary meaning of s. 48(12)(j) of the LRA, which provides that an arbitrator has the power
"to interpret and apply human rights and other employment-related statutes, despite any conflict between
those statutes and thc terms of the collective agreement", afflrms that grievance arbitrators have not only
the power but also the responsibility to implement and enforce the substantive rights and obligations of
human rights and other employment-related statutes as if they were part of the collective agreement,
Granting arbitrators the authority to enforce the substantive rights and obligations of human rights and
other employment-related statutes also advances the stated purposes of the LRA, which include
promoting the expeditious resolution of workplace disputes, and has the additional advantage of
bolstering human rights protection. The fact that the Human Rights Commission currently has greater
expertise than the Board in respect of human rights violations is an insufficient basis on which to
conclude that a grievance arbitrator ought not to have the power to enforce the rights and obligations of
the Human Rights Code, An alleged violation of the Human Rights Code therefore constitutes an alleged
violation of the collective agreement and falls squarely within the Board's jurisdiction. Accordingly, the
Board's finding that the discriminatory discharge of a probationary employee is arbitrable is not patently
unreasonable and should be upheld.

Even if there was no basis on which to conclude that the alleged violation of the Human Righ/s Code is
arbitrable, the application of ss. 44 and 64.5(1)of the ESA leads to the conclusion that the subject matter
of 0's grievance is arbitrable, The joint effect of ss. 44 and 64.5(1) is that each collective agreement is
deemed to contain a provision that prohibits the discharge of a probationary employee because she took
or intends to take pregnancy leave. Thus, the subject matter of 0's grievance clearly constitutes a dispute
that arises under a collective agreement over which the Board has jurisdiction.

It was not improper for the Court of Appeal to take into account the fact that the substantive rights and
obligations of the ESA are incorporated directly into each collective agreement, The finding under
review is not the Board's finding that s, S(1) of the Human Rights Code is enforceable against the
employer, but its finding that 0's grievance is arbitrable. If the Court of Appeal had upheld the
Divisional Court's decision to reverse the arbitration award without taking into account the potential
impact of ss. 44 and 64.5(1)of the ESA, it would arguably have committed an error of law.

The Union was not bound by its prior decision not to seek enforcemcnt of s. 44 of the ESA at the initial
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hearing. The purpose of s. 64.5(4) of the ESA is not to bind a union to such a prior decision, but, rather,
to afI&rm the principle that an employee to whom a collective agreement applies is not entitled to file or
maintain a complaint under the Act.

Lastly, the Union's failure to comply with the procedural requirements of the collective agreement,
which demand that a discharge grievance must set out thc section of the collective agreement that is
alleged to have been violated, does not preclude the Union from subsequently raising s. 44 of the ESA as
a potential basis of liability. Procedural requirements should not be stringently enforced in those
instances where, as here, the employer suffered no prejudice.

Per Major and LeHel JJ. (dissenting): 0's Human Rights Code claim is not the subject of the agreement
between her employer and her Union, and is therefore not arbitrable. Unless the legislature passes
legislation incorporating the substance of its statutes into collective agreements, it is to be assumed that
unions and employers may define which employees and disputes are covered by a collective agreement
and therefore have access to binding arbitration, as long as the agreemcnt does not conflict with statute
or public policy, Absent legislative action, courts should not on their own initiative interfere with the
terms of a collective agreement. I-lere, the Human Rights Code is not implicitly incorporated into all
collective agreements. To read into s. 48(12)(j) of the IRA the extraordinary power to take jurisdiction
of any claim based on statute, despite the plain wishes of the parties to the contract, is a subversion of
the legislative intent. If the legislature wished to thus expand the power of arbitrators, it would have
signalled its intent more clearly. 0's dismissal is not arbitrable because her Union and her employer
agreed not to cover the dismissal of probationary employees in their collective agreement, and the
legislature did not intend to require that they do so.

It was improper for the Court of Appeal, sua sponte, to ignore the procedural requirements negotiated by
the parties and raise the ESA argument. Article 8.06(a) of the collective agreement clearly required the
Union to state "the section or sections of the Agreement which are alleged to have been violated". The
Union should therefore have raised s. 44 of the ESA, barring employment discrimination on the basis of
"pregnancy leave", which the legislature has explicitly incorporated into all collective agreements via s.
64.5(1)of the ESA. This the Union chose not to do. Even if the failure to raise the FSA might have been
curable or seen as a simple procedural defect, the Union would at the very least have had the obligation
to raise the matter at the arbitration stage. The Union and 0 should be bound by the specific claims they
made and the manner in which they presented them. The Court of Appeal erred in raising this issue, not
chosen by the paities.

0 is not without a remedy. She may use the mechanisms carefully set out by the legislature to vindicate
her human rights, and may bring her claim before the I-Iuman Rights Commission, as the employer
urged and as the legislature intended.
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The judgment of McLachlin C.J. and Gonthier, Iacobucci, Bastarache, Binnie, Arbour and
Deschamps JJ. was delivered by

1 IACOBUCCI 3.:—This appeal raises questions about. the application of human rights and other
employment-related statutes in the context of a collective agreement. More specifically, does a
grievance arbitrator have the power to enforce the substantive rights and obligations of human rights and
other employment-related statutes and, if so, under what circumstances? As I discuss in these reasons, I
conclude that a grievance arbitrator has the power and responsibility to enforce the substantive rights
and obligations of human rights and other employment-related statutes as if they were part of the
collective agreement. Consequently, I would dismiss the appeal.

I, Backpround

2 Joanne O'rien was a probationary employee of the appellant District of Parry Sound Social
Services Administration Board and a member of the respondent Ontario Public Service Employees
Union (the "Union" ). Her terms of employment were governed by a collective agreement negotiated
between the parties. For the purposes of this appeal, the most important provision of the collective
agreelnent is AI'tlcle 5.01:

ARTICLE& 5 —MAÃAGKMEXT RICH'FS

The Union recognizes that the management of the operations and

the direction of the employees are fixed exclusively in the
Employer and shall remain solely with the Employer except as
expressly limited by the clear and explicit language of some other
provision of this Agreement and, without restricting the generality
of the foregoing, the Union acknowledges that it is the exclusive
funct.ion of the Employer to:

(b) hire, assign, retire, promote, demote, classify, transfer, direct, lay off, recall and
to suspend, discipline or discharge employees who have successfully completed
their probationary period for just cause provided that a claim by an employee
who has successfully completed his/her probationary period that she/he has
been disciplined, suspended or discharged without just cause may be the

subject of a grievance and dealt with as hereinafter provided;

3 Under Article S.01,the Union recognizes that management has the right to manage the enterprise

and direct the work force, subject only to express provisions of the collective agreement that provide
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otherwise, On its face, Article 5.01 is suffxciently broad to include the right of thc employer to discharge
an employee. Under paragraph (b), a claim by an employee who has successfully completed his or her
probationary period that she or he has been disciplined without just cause may be the subject of a
grievance. The right of the appellant to manage the enterprise is thus subject to the right of an employee
who has completed the probationary period not to be discharged without just cause. There is no
provision that limits the right of the employer to discharge a probationary employee. fo the contrary,
Article 8.06(a), under the heading "Grievance Procedure", states that "a probationary employee may be
discharged at the sole discretion of and for any reason satisfactory to the Employer and such action by
the Employer is not subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures and does not constitute a
difference between the parties".

4 Prior to the expiry of'her probationary term, Ms. O'rien went on maternity leave. Within a few
days of returning to work, the appellant discharged her. On June 26, 1998, Ms. O'rien filed a grievance
with the Union. The grievance alleged as follows:

I grieve that I have been discharged from my position without justifxcation and that
this decision was arbitrary, discriminatory, in bad faith and unf'air.

At the arbitration hearing, thc appellant objected on the basis that the Board of Arbitration (the "Board")
did not have jurisdiction over the subject rnatter. of the grievance. It was the appellant.'s submission that
the collective agreement clearly expressed that it was the paxties'ntention that the discharge of a
probationary employee was not arbitrable, The appellant submitted that the parties have the right to
make such a bargain and that it would be a jurisdictional error for the Board to resolve the dispute.

II. Relevant Le islative Provisions

5 Employment Standards Act, R.S.O. 1990, c, E.14

44. An employer shall not. intimidate, discipline, suspend, lay off, dismiss or
impose a penalty on an employee because the employee is or will become eligible to
take, intends to take or takes pregnancy leave or parental leave.

64.5 (1) If an employer enters into a collective agreement, the Act is
enforceable against the employer with respect to the following matters as if it were

part of the collective agreemcnt:

1. A contravention of or failure to comply with the Act that. occurs when the
collective agreement is in force.

(2) An employee to whom a collective agreement applies (including an

employee who is not a member of the trade union) is not entitled to file or maintain a
complaint under the Act.

(3) Despite subsection (2), the Director may permit an employee to file or
maintain a complaint under the Act. if the Director considers it appropriate in the
circumstances.

(4) An employee to whom a collective agreement applies (including an

employee who is not a member of the trade union) is bound by a decision of the trade
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union with respect to the enforcement of the Act under the collective
agreement, including a decision not to seek the enforcement of the Act.

Labour Relations Act, /9Ã, S.O. 1995, c. 1, Sch. A

48. (1) Every collective agreement shall provide for the final and binding

settlement by arbitration, without stoppage of work, of all differences between the

parties arising from the interpretation, application, administration or alleged violation

of the agreement, including any question as to whether a matter is arbitrable.

(12) An arbitrator or the chair of an arbitration board, as the case may be, has

power,

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

to require any party to furnish particulars before or during a hearing;

to require any party to produce documents or things that may be relevant

to the matter and to do so before or during the hearing;

to fix dates for the commencement and continuation of hearings;

to summon and enforce the attendance of witnesses and to compel them

to give oral or written evidence on oath in the same manner as a court of
record in civil cases; and

to administer oaths and affirmations,

and an arbitrator or an arbitration board, as the case may be, has power,

(f) to accept the oral or written evidence as the arbitrator or the arbitration

board, as the case may be, in its discretion considers proper, whether

admissible in a couN of law or not;

(g) to enter any premises where work is being done or has been done by the

employees or in which the employer carries on business or where

anything is taking place or has taken place concerning any of the

differences submitted to the arbitrator or the arbitration board, and

inspect and view any work, material, machinety, appliance or article

therein, and interrogate any person respecting any such thing or any of
such differences;

(h) to authorize any person to do anything that the arbitrator or arbitration

board may do under clause (g) and to repo&t to the arbitrator or the

arbitration board thereon;
to make interim orders concerning procedural matters;

to interpret and apply human rights and other employment-related

statutes, despite any conflict between those statutes and the terms of the

collective agreement.

Human Rights Code, R.S.O. 1990, c. H.19

5.--(1)Every person has a right to equal treatment with respect to employment

without discrimination because of race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic

origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, record of offences, marital
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status, same-scx partnership status, family status or handicap.

III. Judicial I-Iistorv

A. Arbitration Award (I'ebruary I, l999)

6 The majority of the Board found that the collective agreement, considered alone, imposed no
restriction on the right of the employer to discharge probationary employees. The language of the
collective agreement clearly indicated that it was not the parties'ntention that the discharge of a
probationary employee would be arbitrable.

7 The majority of the Board then considered the impact of s. 48(12)(j) of the Iabour Aelations Acl,
1995 ("LRA"). The Hoard found that s. 48(12)(j) obligates and empowers a board of arbitration to
interpret a collective agreement in a manner consistent with the IIuman Rights Code. Section 48(12)(j),
in other words, imports the substantive rights of the Human Rights Code into a collective agreement
over which an arbitrator has jurisdiction. The majority of the Board thus determined that it had the
power and responsibility to hear and determine the narrow question of whether discrimination was a
factor in the discharge of Ms. O'rien,

8 Board member O'Byrne dissented on the basis that s. 48(12)(j) of the LRA can only be utilized if an
arbitrator has jurisdiction in the first instance. In his view, the fact that the difference did not arise out of
the express terms and conditions of the collective agreement should have been sufficient to dispose of
the matter. He concluded that the Board did not have jurisdiction to resolve this dispute.

B. Ontario Sup~rior Court ofJustice (Divisional Court) (2000), 131 O.A.C. 122

9 On an application for judicial review, O'eary J. held that s. 48(12){j)of the IRA confers power on
a board of arbitration to interpret and apply the Human Rights Code when and if it already has
jurisdiction to hear a grievance, but not otherwise. On this view, the Hoard has jurisdiction only over
differences between the parties arising from the interpretation, application, administration or alleged
violation of the express terms and conditions of the collective agreement. Because the grievance was not
a difference arising out of the collective agreement, O'eary J. was of the view that the Board did not
have the jurisdiction to resolve the dispute. If there is no difference arising out of the four corners of the
collective agreement, s. 48(12){j)is of no application.

C. Ontario Court ofAppeal (2001), 54 O.R. (3d) 321

10 According to Morden J.A., the approach adopted by the Divisional Court gives too nanow a
meaning to s. 48(12)(j) of the LRA. In his view, s. 48(12){j)requires arbitrators to interpret the collective
agreement in the context of the relevant statutory provisions. The collective agreement must be read in

light of human rights and other employment-related statutes. If the terms of the collective agreement are
in conflict with the Human Rights Code, the IIuman Rights Code will prevail. Applying this reasoning to
the facts of this case, Morden J.A. found that the right of the employer under the collective agreement to
discharge a probationary employee "for any reason satisfactory to the employer" is in direct conflict with
s, 5(1) of the FIuman Rights Code. He concluded that Article 8.06 should be read down not to include
the power to discharge for discriminatory reasons.

11 In the end, however, Morden J,A. chose not to rely on the preceding analysis for the purpose of
disposing of the appeal, His reasoning was that he felt that the requirement of an express conflict
between the statute and the collective agreement could involve some incongruity. In his view, the

requirement of a direct conflict between the statute and the agreement would have the incongruous result
that an arbitrator will find the dispute arbitrable and resolve it on the basis of the external statute where
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the parties have said something inconsistent with the statute, but not where they have said nothing at all
on the matter. Noting that this feature of s. 48(12)(j) results in some uncertainty regarding the scope of
its application, Morden J.A. chose not to resolve the matter on this basis.

12 Instead, Morden J.A. decided the matter with reference to the Employment Standards Act ("ESA"),
which he considered to be a much firmer ground. Morden J,A. first noted that s. 44 of the ESA provides
that an employer shall not dismiss an employee because the employee takes pregnancy leave or parental
leave. He then noted that under s. 64.5(1)of the ESA the terms and conditions of the Act are enforceable
against the employer as if they were a part of the collective agreement. In view of the direct
incorporation of the ESA into the collective agreement, Morden J.A. found that the Hoard had
jurisdiction to consider whether the dismissal of Ms. 0'13rien was inconsistent with s. 44 of the ESA.

13 Morden J.A. rejected the appellant's submission that the court should not resolve the matter with
reference to the ESA because the statute was not raised before the Board; he did so on the basis that the
appellant would suffer no prejudice if the matter was resolved in this manner. Having concluded that the
Board had jurisdiction to resolve the grievance, Morden J.A. allowed the appeal and made an order
dismissing the application for judicial review.

IV. issues

14 The principal question in this appeal concerns the Board's finding that Ms. O'Brien's grievance is
arbitrable. In reviewing this finding, the primary substantive question to be answered is whether the
substantive rights and obligations of the Human Rights Coa'e are incorporated into a collective
agreement over which the Board has jurisdiction. A second question that arises is whether it was
appropriate for the Court of Appeal to determine that the subject matter of the grievance is arbitrable on
the basis that the substantive rights and obligations of the ESA are incorporated into the collective
agreement,

15 I also note that the Ontario Human Rights Commission has intervened in this appeal for the

purpose of ensuring that its jurisdiction is not ousted because the aggrieved employee is a party to a
collective agreement over which the Board has jurisdiction. The Commission submits that if the Court
finds that the grievance is arbitrable, the Board and the Commission have concurrent jurisdiction . In my
view, it is unnecessary to determine this matter at the present time, Consequently, in concluding that a
grievance arbitrator has the power and responsibility to enforce the substantive rights and obligations of
the Human Rights Code in this case, I malce no holding on whether the jurisdiction of the Human Rights
Commission is ousted by that of the Board.

V. ~Anal sls

A. What is the Appropriate Standard ofReview.~

16 Where an arbitration board is called upon to determine whether a matter is arbitrable, it is welI-
established that a reviewing court can only intervene in the case of a patently unreasonable error. See for
example Volvo Canada Ltd. v. UA. W, Local 720, [1980] 1 S.C.R. 178; Douglas Aircraft Co. ofCanada
v. McConnell, [1980] 1 S.C.R.245; Dayco (Canada) Ltd. v. CAW-Canada, [1993]2 S.C.R.230; and
Toronto (City) Board ofEducation v. O.S.S.T F., District 15, [1997[ 1 S.C.R.487.

17 This high degree of curial deference to the decisions of arbitration boards is necessary to maintain
the integrity of the grievance arbitration process. As Cory J. wrote in Toronto Board ofEducation,
supra, at para, 36, "the whole purpose of a system of grievance arbitration is to secure prompt, final and

binding settlement of disputes arising out of the interpretation or application of collective agreements
and the disciplinary actions taken by an employer". This is a basic requirement for peace and harmony in
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industrial relations, which is important both to the parties and to society as a whole. The protective
clause found in s. 48(I) of the I.RA is the legislative recognition that the basic nature of labour disputes
requires their prompt and final resolution by expert tribunals.

18 The patent unreasonableness standard is a very high standard that will not easily be met. In
Canada (Director of Investigation and Research) v. Southam Inc., [1997] 1 S.C.R.748, at para. 57, the
Court described the difference between an unreasonable and patently unreasonable decision in the
following terms:

The difference ...lies in the immediacy or obviousness of the defect. If the
defect is apparent on the face of the tribunal's reasons, then the tribunal's decision is
patently unreasonable. But if it takes some significant searching or testing to find thc
defect, then the decision is unreasonable but not patently unreasonable. As Cory J.
observed in Canada (Attorney General) v. Public Service Alliance of Canada, [1993]
1 S.C.R.941, at p. 963, "[i]n the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary 'patently', an
adverb, is defined as 'openly, evidently, clearly'". This is not to say, of course, that

judges reviewing a decision on the standard of patent unreasonableness may not
examine the record. If the decision under review is sufficiently difficult, then perhaps
a great deal of reading and thinking will be required before the judge will be able to
grasp the dimensions of the problem.... But once the lines of the problem have come
into focus, if the decision is patentlv unreasonable, then the unreasonableness will be
evident, [Emphasis added.]

See also C. U.P.E. v. Ontario (Minister oflabour), [2003] I S.C.R. 539, 2003 SCC 29.

B. II as the Arbitration Award Patently Unreasonable?

19 As La Forest J. noted in Dayco, supra, at p. 251, the collective agreement is the "foundation" of'a

grievance arbitrator's jurisdiction. Absent a violation of the collective agreement, a grievance arbitrator

has no jurisdiction over a dispute; if the alleged misconduct does not constitute a violation of the

collective agreement, there is no basis on which to conclude that a dispute is arbitrable.

20 In the present case, the patties are in agreement that the express provisions of the collective
agreement in question impose no fetters on the employer's right to discharge a probationary employee.
The Union, however, submits that s. 5(I) of the Human Rights Code is implicit in the collective
agreement between the parties. If this is the case, there is no doubt that the discriminatory discharge of a

probationary employee is arbitrable. Under s. 5(I), every person has a right to equal treatment with

respect to employment without discrimination. Ms. O'Brien's grievance —that she was discharged for

discriminatory reasons -- falls squarely within s. 5(I) of the Human Rights Code. If's. 5(1) is implicit in

the collective agreement between the parties, the grievance falls squarely within the ambit of the

collective agreement as well. But if s. 5(I) of the Human Rights Code is not incorporated into the
collective agreement between the parties, it is equally obvious that the discriminatory discharge of a

probationary employee is not arbitrable.

21 Consequently, the critical issue to be determined at the arbitration hearing was whether or not the

substantive rights and obligations of the Human Rights Code are incorporated into each collective

agreemcnt over which the Board has jurisdiction. Put a different way, it is only once this issue has been

resolved that the lines of the problem come into focus. This, in my opinion, is an issue that the Board
must resolve correctly. As the Court concluded in Canadian Broadcasting Corp. v. Canada (Iabour
Relations Board), [1995] 1 S.C.R. 157, at para. 49, there may be instances in which the reasonableness

of a tribunal's decision is dependent on it having correctly answered a question of law in the course of
reaching that decision. If the critical question that the tribunal must answer is a question of law that is
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outside its area of cxpcrtise and that the legislature did not intend to leave to the tribunal, the tribunal

must answer that question correctly.

22 The question of whether the substantive rights and obligations of the Human Rights Code arc

incorporated into each collective agreement over which the Board has jurisdiction is not, in my view, a

question that the legislature intended to leave to the Board. The Board's expertise does not lie in

answering legal questions of general applicability, but, rather, in the interpretation of collective
agreements and the resolution of factual disputes related to those agreements. See for example Dayco,

supra, at p. 266, and United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners ofAmerica, l.ocal 579 v. Bradco
Construction Lid,, I 1993) 2 S.C.R.316, at p. 336. Determining whether. thc substantive rights and

obligations of an external statute are incorporated into a collective agreement is a legal question of broad

applicability that does not fall within an arbitrator's core area of expertise. Although the Board has the

power to determine whether the substantive rights and obligations of the Human Rights Code are

incorporated into the collective agreement, the Court has the power to interfere if thc Board resolved the

issue incorrectly,

23 For the reasons that follow, it is my conclusion that the Board was correct to conclude that the

substantive rights and obligations of the Human Rights Code are incorporated into each collective

agreement over which the Board has jurisdiction. Under a collective agreement, the broad rights of an

employer to manage the enterprise and direct the work force are subject not only to the express

provisions of the collective agreement, but also to statutory provisions of the Human Rights Code and

other employment-related statutes.

(1) The Case Law

24 The leading case regarding the effect of employment-related statutes on the content of collective

agreements is McLeod v. Egan, [1975] 1 S,C.R. 517. Prior to McLeod, the prevailing view was that an

arbitrator was not authorized to apply statutes in the course of grievance arbitration other than as an aid

to interpreting a collective agreement: D. J. M. Brown and D. M. Beatty, Canadian Labour Arbitration

(loose-leaf ed.), at p. 2-60. On this view, an arbitrator had no alternative but to construe and apply a

collective agreement in accordance with its express terms and conditions. If the alleged misconduct did

not. constitute a violation of an express provision of the collective agreement, the subject matter of the

dispute was not arbitrable. In McLeod, however, the Court established that it is necessary to look outside

the collective agreement in order to ascertain the substantive rights and obligations of the patties to that

agreement.

25 In McLeod, the appellant employee alleged that he had been disciplined for refusing to work

beyond 48 hours in a week. The collective agreement between the parties contained a broad

management rights clause that expressly stated that the control of all operations and working forces,

including the right to discipline employees and to schedule operations, is vested solely in the employer,

subject only to the express provisions of the collective agreement. There were no provisions of the

collective agreement that limited the right of an employer to require an employee to work overtime

beyond 48 hours a week. In the absence of language limiting the broad power vested in the employer,

the arbitrator concluded that insofar as the collective agreement was concerned the employer was

entitled to discipline an employee who refused to work in excess of 48 hours a week.

26 The Court, however, concluded that an arbitrator must look beyond the four corners of the

collective agreement in order to determine the limits on an employer's right to manage operations, Under

a collective agreement, this right is subject not only to the express provisions of the agreement, but also

to statutory provisions such as s. 11(2) of the Employment Standards Act, 1968, S.O. 1968, c, 35 (the

"ESA, 1968").Martland J. held as follows, at p. 523:
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The basic provision of the Act is that which places a maximum limit upon the
working hours of an employee of eight in the day and forty-eight in the week. Any
provision of an agreement which purported to give to an employer an unqualified
right to require working hours in excess of those limits would be illegal, and the
provisions of art. 2.01 of the collective agreement, which provided that certain
management right.s should remain vested in the Company, could not, in so far as they
preserved the Company's right to require overtime work by its employees, enable the
Company to require overtime work in excess of those limits,

Put another way, the absence of a provision that expi'essly prohibits an employer from requiring an

employee to work in excess of 48 hours a wcelc does not mean that the right to manage operations
includes the right to violate s. 11(2)of the ESA, /968. Management rights must be exercised not only in
accordance with the express provisions of the collective agreement, but also in accordance with the
employee's statutory rights. As Martland J. concluded, at p. 524, "[b]y the operation of the statute, the
right to require overtime beyond 48 hours per week from any individual employee had been taken away
from the employer and became subject to the rights of the employee under s. 11(2)".

27 Major J. states that this case stands for the proposition that a union and employer are restricted
from making an agreement contrary to law. This rule, he states, is no more than a modern application of
a long-standing rule that courts will not enforce contracts that are illegal or against public policy. This
may be true, but I believe it important to consider carefully what it was that made the collective
agreement in McLeod objectionable. In McLeod, the collective agreement did not expressly state that the
employer was authorized to require overtime beyond 48 hours a week, It did, however, contain a broad
management rights clause that recognized the employer's right to control all operations and working
forces, including the right to discipline employees and to schedule operations. The collective agreement
was objectionable because the powers it extended to the employer were sufficiently broad to include the

power to violate its employees'ights under s. 11(2)of the LSA, /968.

28 As a practical matter, this means that thc substantive rights and obligations of employment-related
statutes are implicit in each collective agreement over which an arbitrator has jurisdiction, A collective
agreement might extend to an employer a broad right to manage the enterprise as it sees fit, but this right
is circumscribed by the employee's statutory rights. The absence of an express provision that prohibits
the violation of a particular statutory right is insufficient to conclude that a violation of that right does
not constitute a violation of the collective agreement. Rather, human rights and other employment-
related statutes establish a floor beneath which an employer and union cannot contract.

29 As a result, the substantive rights and obligations of the parties to a collective agreement cannot be
determined solely by reference to the mutual intentions of'the contracting parties as expressed in that
agreement. Under McLeod, there are certain terms and conditions that are implicit in the agreement,
irrespective of the mutual intentions of the contracting parties. More specifically, a collective agreement
cannot be used to reserve the right of an employer to manage operations and direct the work force
otherwise than in accordance with its employees'tatutory rights, either expressly or by failing to
stipulate constraints on what some arbitrators regard as management's inherent right to manage the

enterprise as it sees fit. The statutory rights of employees constitute a bundle of rights to which the

parties can add but from which they cannot derogate.

30 In some sense, McLeod is inconsistent with the traditional view that a collective agreement is a

private contract between equal parties, and that the parties to the agreement are free to determine what

does or does not constitute an arbitrable difference. But this willingness to consider factors other than

the parties'xpressed intention is consistent with the fact that collective bargaining and grievance
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arbitration has both a private and public function. I'he collective agreement is a private contract, but a
contract that serves a public function: the peaceful resolution of labour disputes, See for example
Prof'essor P. Weiler, "The Remedial Authority of the Labour Arbitrator: Revised Judicial
Version" (1974), 52 Can. Bar Rev. 29, at p. 31. This dual purpose is reflected in the fact that the content
ol a collective agreement is, in part, I&xed by external statutes. Section 48(1) of the LRA, for example,
dictates that every collective agreement must provide for final and binding settlement by arbitration of
all differences arising under a collective agreement. Section 64.5(I) of the ESA provides that the Act is
enforceable against an employer as if it was part of the collective agreement. In each collective
agreement, certain procedural requirements and substantive rights and obligations arc mandatory, In
McLeod, the Court determined that these include the obligation of an employer to exercise its
management rights in accordance with the statutory rights of its employees.

(2) plication of the Case Law

31 As in McLeod, the collective agreement at issue in this appeal expressly recognizes the employer's
broad right to manage the enterprise and direct the work force as it sees fit, subject only to express terms
providing otherwise. Article 5.01, under the heading "Management Rights", provides as follows:

The Union recognizes that the management of the operations and
the direction of the employees are fixed exclusively in the
Employer and shall remain solely with the Employer except as
expressly limited by the clear and explicit language of some other
provision of this Agreement ...

Under the traditional view, the management rights recognized therein are unlimited, except to the extent
that the express provisions of the collective agreement provide otherwise. In the absence of a provision
in the collective agreement that limits the right of the employer to discharge a probationary employee for
discriminatory reasons, Ms. O'Brien's grievance is non-arbitrable.

32 Under MeLeod, a collective agreement cannot extend to an employer the right to violate the
statutory rights of its employees, On the contrary, the broad power of the appellant to manage operations
and direct employees is subject not only to the express provisions of the agreement, but also to the
statutory rights of its employees. Just as the collective agreement in McLeod could not extend to the

employer the right to require overtime in excess of 48 hours, the collective agreement in the current

appeal cannot extend to the appellant the right to discharge an employee for discriminatory reasons.
Under a collective agreement, as under laws of general application, the right to direct the work force
does not include the right to discharge a probationary employee for discriminatory reasons. The
obligation of an employer to manage the enterprise and direct the work force is subject not only to
express provisions of the collective agreement, but also to the statutory rights of its employees,
including the right to equal treatment in employment without discrimination.

33 The one factor that distinguishes this case from McLeod is the fact that there is more evidence that
the parties to the agreement specifically turned their minds to the subject matter of the grievance and

agreed that it was not arbitrable. In McLeod, the collective agreement contained a broad management
rights clause, but did not directly address the right of the employer to require overtime beyond 48 hours
a week. Thus, it is difficult to prove with any degree of certainty that it was the mutual intention of the

parties that the collective agreement extend to the employer the right to require overtime in violation of
s, 11(2)of the ESA, /968, In this case, the collective agreement contains both a broad management
rights clause and an express statement that "[n]otwithstanding anything in this Agreement, a
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probationary employee may bc discharged at the sole discretion of and for any reason satisfactory to the
Employer and such action by the Employer is not subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures and
does not constitute a difference between the parties", Article 8,06(a) might be understood as an explicit
expression of the parties'utual intention that the discriminatory discharge of a probationary employee
is not arbitrable.

34 In response to this line of argument, I should state that I am not entirely comfortable attributing
this intention to the parties. Although the language of Article 8.06(a) is broad, it cannot be established,
as a matter of fact, that the parties reached a common understanding that the discriminatory discharge of
a probationary employee is non-arbitrable. It is more likely, in my view, that the mutual intention was to
affirm the right of the employer to discharge a probationary employee who did not perform his or her
tasks to the employer's satisfaction. As O'eary J. rightly observed, it is sometimes difticult for an

employer to assess a candidate without hiring that employee for a probationary period; it is not
unreasonable that the employer would have the right to assess whether the probationary employee has
adequately satisfied the requirements of the post. I find it unlikely, however, that it was the

parties'utual

intention to affirm the right of the employer to discharge a probationary employee on the basis of
human rights grounds, namely, race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed,
sex, sexual orientation, age, record of offences, marital status, same-sex partnership status, family status
or handicap.

35 But even if Article 8.06(a) does, in fact, reflect a common intention that the discriminatory
discharge of a probationary employee is not an arbitrable dispute, I remain of the view that Ms.
O'Brien's grievance is arbitrable, One reason I say this is that s. 48(1) of the LRA states that every
collective agreement shall provide for the final and binding settlement by arbitration of all differences
between the parties arising under the collective agreement. Section 48(1) prohibits the parties from
enacting provisions stating that a violation of the collective agreement is non-arbitrable. By the

operation of s, 5(I) of the Human Rights Code, the right of probationary employees to equal treatment
without discrimination is implicit in the collective agreement, and thus the discriminatory discharge of a
probationary employee constitutes a violation of that agreement. To the extent that Article 8.06(a)
establishes that an allegation that the discriminatory discharge of a probationary employer is non-

arbitrable, it is void as contrary to s. 48(1) of the LRA.

36 More fundamentally, the interpretation of Article 8.06(a) that it reflects a common intention is
inconsistent with the principle that under a collective agreement an employer's right to manage
operations and direct the work force is subject not only to the express provisions of the collective
agreement but also to the employees'tatutory rights, irrespective of the parties'ubjective intentions. In
McJ.cod, the Court stated that any provision that purports to give to an employer the right to require
working hours in excess of 48 hours a week is void. The same logic applies to a provision that purports
to give to an employer the right to discharge a probationary employee for discriminatory reasons. Even
if the parties to the agreement had enacted a substantive provision that clearly expressed that, insofar as
the collective agreement is concerned, the employer possessed the right to discharge a probationary
employee for discriminatory reasons, that provision would be void. Put simply, there are certain rights
and obligations that arise irrespective of the parties'ubjective intentions. These include the right of an

employee to equal treatment without discrimination and the corresponding obligation of an employer not
to discharge an employee for discriminatory reasons. To hold otherwise would lessen human rights
protection in the unionized workplace by allowing employers and unions to treat such protections as
optional, thereby leaving recourse only to the human rights procedure.

37 The effect of my analysis is to modify Article 8,06(a). Under this analysis, it. is only a probationary
employee being discharged "at the sole lawful discretion of and for any lawful reason satisfactory to the
Employer" that does not constitute a difference between the parties. Any exercise of this discretion
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otherwise than in accordance with a probationary employee's rights under the Human Rights Code and
other employment-related statutes is an arbitrable difference under the collective agreement.

(3) Section 48(12')(i) of the LRA

38 Having determined that Mcl eod established that an employer's right to manage the operations and
direct the work force is subject not only to the express provisions of the collective agreement but also to
the right of each employee to equal treatment without discrimination, the question that arises is whether
this principle applies under s. 48(12)(j) of the LRd. Put directly, did the enactment of s. 48(12)(j)
displace or otherwise restrict the principles established in McLeod? If it did not, the Board was correct to
conclude that the substantive rights and obligations of the Human Rights Code are implicit in a
collective agreemcnt over which an arbitrator has jurisdiction.

39 To begin with, I think it useful to stress the presumption that the legislature does not intend to
change existing law or to depart from established principles, policies or practices. In Goodyear Tire ck

Rubber Co. of Canada v. T. Eaton Co., [1956[ S.C.R.610, at p, 614, for example, Fauteux J. (as he then
was) wrote that "a Legislature is not presumed to depart from the general system of the law without
expressing its intentions to do so with irresistible clearness, failing which the law remains undisturbed".
In Slaight Communications Inc. v. Davidson, [1989] 1 S.C.R. 1038, at p. 1077, Lamer J. (as he then was)
wrote that "in the absence of a clear provision to the contrary, the legislator should not be assumed to
have intended to alter the pre-existing ordinary rules of common law".

40 In my view, s. 48(12)(j) does not clearly indicate that it was the legislature's intention to alter the

principles described above. Quite the opposite. I believe that the amendments to the legislation affirm
that grievance arbitrators have not only thc power but also the responsibility to implement and enforce
the substantive rights and obligations of human rights and other employment-related statutes as if they
were part of the collective agreement. If the right of an employer to manage operations and direct the
work force is subject to both the express provisions of the collective agreement and the employee's

statutory rights, then it follows that a grievance arbitrator must have the power to implement and enforce
those rights.

4X This conclusion is consistent with the modern approach to statutory interpretation. As this Court
has repeatedly stated, the proper approach to statutory interpretation is that endorsed by the noted author
E. A, Driedger, in Construction ofStatutes (2nd ed. 1983), at p. 87: "the words of an Act are to be read
in their entire context and in their grammatical and ordinary sense harmoniously with the scheme of the
Act, the object of the Act, and the intention of Parliament". See for example Rizzo Ck Rizzo Shoes Ltd.

(Re), [1998] 1 S.C.R.27, at para. 21. A consideration of these factors supports the proposition that under
s. 48(12)(j) of the LRA an arbitrator has the power to enforce the substantive rights and obligations of
human rights and other employment-related statutes that are, under the legal principles established in

McLeod, part of the collective agreement.

(i) The Plain and Ordinary Meaning ofSection 48(l2)(/)
of the LRA

42 The primary factor that suppotts this conclusion is the very language of s. 48(12)(j), which

provides that an arbitrator has the power "to interpret and apply human rights and other employment-

related statutes, despite any conflict between those statutes and the terms of the collective agreement".

43 The power to interpret and apply a particular statute would, in my view, ordinarily be understood

to include the power to implement and enforce the substantive rights and obligations contained therein.

The Oxford English Dictionary (2nd ed. 1989), vol. I, at p. 577, states that to "apply" means to "bring (a
law, rule, test, principle, etc.) into contact with facts, to bring to bear practically, to put into practical
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operation". Major J. suggests that my reasons do not respect the intention of the legislature. In my view,
the use of the phrase "to interpret and apply human rights and other employment-related statutes"
indicates that it was the legislature's intention that an arbitrator would have the power not only to
enforce those rights and obligations that are expressly provided for in the collective agreement, but those
that are provided for in human rights and employment-related statutes as well. My colleague's reasons
leave unanswered the question of what result the legislature intended when it specifically incorporated
the power of'an arbitrator to interpret and apply human rights and other employment-related statutes into
the MA.

44 The appellant submits that the power to interpret and apply human rights and other employment-
related statutes arises only when there is a direct conf'lict between the collective agreement and the
statute, Read grammatically, s. 48(12)(j) supports precisely the opposite conclusion. Section 48(12)(j)
does not state that the power arises if, and only if, there is a conflict between the collective agreement
and the employment,-related statute, but that it arises even if there is a conflict between the agreement
and the statute. The obvious implication is that a conflict between the collective agreement and an

employment-related statute is not a condition precedent of the power to bring that statute into practical
operation.

45 Considered alone, the language of s. 48(12)(j) reinforces the principles discussed above, namely,
that the right of an employer to manage operations and direct the work force is subject not only to the
express provisions of the collective agreement, but also to its employees'tatutory rights. For this to be
the case, an arbitrator must have the power to implement and enforce the substantive rights and
obligations of human rights and other employment-related statutes. Section 48(12)(j) does not displace
or otherwise restrict the principles discussed above, but, rather, affirms that an arbitrator does, in fact,
have the power to bring human rights and other employment-related statutes into practical operation. In

any event, I am of the view that the inclusion of a management rights clause that is sufficiently broad to
include the right of management to discharge a probationary employee for discriminatory reasons gives
rise to a conflict between the statute and the collective agreement.

(ii) 7'he scheme of the Act

46 The appellant's primary submission is that an arbitrator has the power to interpret and apply human

rights and other employment-related statutes if, and only if, it already has been determined that the

arbitrator has jurisdiction over the subject matter of the grievance. According to the appellant, an
arbitrator's primary source of jurisdiction is s. 48(1), which states that each collective agreement shall

provide for final and binding settlement by arbitration of a difference arising out of that agreement.
Section 48(12)(j), on the other hand, sets out the powers that an arbitrator possesses once it already has
been determined that a grievance is arbitrable. On this view, the power to interpret and apply other
statutes is merely one among nine other incidental powers that an arbitrator may exercise for the purpose
of resolving a difference over which she or he already has jurisdiction.

47 To a certain extent, I would agree. Indeed, the structure of s. 48 does seem to suggest that an

arbitrator is intended to interpret and apply human rights and other employment-related statutes for the

purpose of resolving a dispute that is arbitrable. This understanding of s. 48(12)(j) is consistent with the

language of its predecessor, s, 45(8)3 of the Labour Relations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.2, which provided
as follows:

(8) An arbitrator or arbitration board shall make a fmal and conclusive
settlement of the differences between the parties and, for that purpose, has the
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following powers:

3. To interpret and apply the requirements of human rights and other
employment-related statutes, despite any conflict between those
requirements and the terms of the collective agreement, [Emphasis
added.]

The inclusion of the phrase "for that purpose" provides support for the proposition that the legislature
envisioned that a dispute must be arbitrablc before an arbitrator obtains the power to interpret and apply
human rights and other employment-related statutes.

48 But even if it is true that a dispute must be arbitrablc before an arbitrator obtains the power to
interpret and apply the Human Rights Code, it does not thereby follow that an alleged contravention of
an express provision of a collective agreement is a condition precedent of an arbitrator's authority to
enforce the substantive rights and obligations of employment-related statutes. Under McLeod, the broad

right of an employer to manage operations and direct the work force is subject not only to the express
provisions of the collective agreement but also to the statutory rights of its employees. This means that

the right of a probationary employee to equal treatment without discrimination is implicit in each
collective agreement. This, in turn, means that the dismissal of an employee for discriminatory reasons

is, in fact, an arbitrable difference, and that the arbitrator has the power to interpret and apply the

substantive rights and obligations of the Human Rights Code for the purpose of resolving that difference.

49 Consequently, it cannot be inferred from the scheme of the LRA that it was the legislature's

intention to displace or otherwise restrict the legal principles enunciated in McLeod. The appellant's

submissions in respect of the structure of s. 48 are consistent with the conclusion that the substantive

rights and obligations of the Human Rights Code are implicit in each collective agreement over which an

arbitrator has jurisdiction. If an arbitrator is to enforce an employer's obligation to exercise its

management rights in accordance with the statutory provisions that are implicit in each collective

agreement, the arbitrator must have the power to interpret and apply human rights and other

employment-related statutes. Section 48(12)(j) confrrms that an arbitrator does, in fact, have this right.

(iii) Policy Considerations

50 In respect of policy considerations, I first note that granting arbitrators the authority to enforce the

substantive rights and obligations of human rights and other employment-related statutes advances the

stated purposes of the LE4, which include promoting the expeditious resolution of workplace disputes.
As this Court has repeatedly recognized, the prompt, fanal and binding resolution of workplace disputes

is of fundamental importance, both to the parties and to society as a whole. See for example Heustis v.

New Brunswick Electric Power Commission, I1979] 2 S.C.R.768, at p. 781; Blanchard v. Control Data
Canada Ltd., I1984] 2 S.C.R.476, at p. 489; and Toronto Board ofEducation, supra, at para. 36. It is

essential that there exist a means of providing speedy decisions by experts in the field who are sensitive

to the workplace environment, and which can be considered by both sides to be final and binding.

51 The grievance arbitration process is the means by which provincial governments have chosen to
achieve this objective. As Professor P, Weiler puts it, grievance arbitration is both "an antidote to
industrial unrest and ...an instrument of employment justice": Reconcilable Differences: New Directions
in Canadian Labour Law (1980), at pp. 91-92.The primary advantage of the grievance arbitration

process is that it provides for the prompt, informal and inexpensive resolution of workplace disputes by

a tribunal that has substantial expertise in the resolution of such disputes. It has the advantage of both

accessibility and expertise, each of which increases the likelihood that a just result will be obtained with
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minimal disruption to the employer.-employee relationship. Recognizing the authority of arbitrators to
enforce an employee's statutory rights substantially advances the dual objectives of: (i) ensuring peace in
industrial relations; and (ii) protecting employees from the misuse of managerial power.

52 Granting arbitrators the authority to enforce the substantive rights and obligations of human rights
and other employment-related statutes has the additional advantage of bolstering human rights
protection. Major .1. correctly observes that if the dispute is non-arbitrable, aggrieved employees have
available the same mechanism for enforcing fundamental human rights as any other member of society:
they may file a complaint before the Human Rights Commission. But the fact that there already exists a
forum for the resolution of human rights disputes does not mean that granting arbitrators the authority to
enforce the substantive rights and obligations of the Human Rights Code does not further bolster human
rights protection. As discussed above, grievance arbitration has the advantage of boIh accessibility and
expertise. It is a reasonable assumption that the availability of an accessible and inexpensive forum for
the resolution of human rights disputes will increase the ability of aggrieved employees to assert their
right to equal treatment without discrimination, and that this, in turn, will encourage compliance with the
Human Rights Code.

53 A countervailing consideration is the fact that the Human Rights Commission has greater expertise
than grievance arbitrators in the resolution of human rights violations. In my view, any concerns in
respect of this matter are outweighed by the significant benefits associated with the availability of an
accessible and informal forum for the prompt resolution of allegations of human rights violations in the
workplace. It is of great importance that such disputes are resolved quickly and in a manner that allows
for a continuing relationship between the parties. Moreover, expertise is not static, but, rather, is
something that develops as a tribunal grapples with issues on a repeated basis. The fact that the Human
Rights Commission currently has greater expertise than the Board in respect of human rights violations
is an insufficient basis on which to conclude that a grievance arbitrator ought not to have the power to
enforce the rights and obligations of the Human Rights Code,

54 Suppoit for this conclusion can be found in the Ministry of Labour's 1991 discussion paper,
Proposed Reform of the Ontario Labour Relations Act, in which the Minister proposed that all collective
agreements should be deemed to include the employment-related prohibitions of the Human Rights
Code (p. 42). This indicates that it is the government's view that grievance arbitrators already possess
sufficient expertise to address allegations that an employer contravened the right of each employee to
equal treatment without discrimination. Similarly, in its submissions before this Court, the intervener,
Human Rights Commission, stated that it believes that the grievance arbitration process has an important
role to play in the resolution of human rights issues. It did not intervene on the basis that arbitrators
should not have the power to resolve human rights issues, but on the basis that arbitrators and the Board
should have concurrent jurisdiction. This suggests that the Commission also is of the view that grievance
arbitrators have sufficient expertise to hear alleged violations of the Human Rights Code.

(4) Conclusion

55 For the foregoing reasons, the Board was correct to conclude that the substantive rights and
obligations of the Human Rights Code are incorporated into each collective agreement over which an
arbitrator has jurisdiction, Because of this interpretation, an alleged violation of the Human Rights Code
constitutes an alleged violation of the collective agreement, and falls squarely within the Board's
jurisdiction. Accordingly, there is no reason to interfere with the Board's finding that the subject matter
of Ms. O'Brien's grievance is arbitrable. The Board's finding that the discriminatory discharge of a
probationary employee is arbitrable is not patently unreasonable.

C. The Court ofAppeal's'pplication of the ESA
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56 The foregoing analysis is sufficient to dispose of the appeal. The Board's fmding that the subject
matter of Ms. O'Brien's grievance is arbitrable was not patently unreasonable and should be upheld.
However, even if there was no basis on which to conclude that the alleged violation of the Human
Rights Code is arbitrable, I would still be of the opinion that the analysis furnished by the Court of
Appeal would provide sufficient grounds to conclude that Ms. O'Brien's grievance is a proper subject of
the arbitration process.

57 In substantive terms, there is no doubt but that the application of ss. 44 and 64.5(1)of the ESA
leads to the conclusion that the subject matter of Ms. O'Brien's grievance is arbitrable. Under s. 64.5(1),
the terms and conditions of the ESA are enforceable against an employer as if they were part of the
collective agreement. Under s. 44, an employer is prohibited from dismissing an employee because the

employee intends to take or takes pregnancy leave. The joint effect of'ss. 44 and 64.5(1) is that each
collective agreement is deemed to contain a provision that prohibits the discharge of a probationary
employee because she took or intends to take pregnancy leave, Thus, the subject matter of Ms. O'Brien's

grievance clearly constitutes a dispute that arises under a collective agreement over which the Board has
jurisdiction.

58 IIowevcr, the appellant raised a number of objections to the Court of Appeal's decision to resolve
the matter with reference to ss. 44 and 64.5(1)of the ESA. For the reasons that follow, it is my view that

these objections are insufficient to preclude the resolution of the dispute on this basis.

(1) Limitations on the Scope of Judicial Review

59 The appellant's first objection is that the Court of Appeal exceeded its jurisdiction by considering
an issue that was not raised at the initial hearing. According to the appellant, the finding that currently is

under review is the Board's finding that s, 5(1) of the Human Rights Code is enforceable against the

employer as if it was part of the collective agreement. On this view, the Court of Appeal had the
authority to review the Board's finding that s. 5(1) of the Human Rights Code is enforceable against the

employer, but did not have the authority to consider whether s. 44 of the ESA is enforceable against the

employer. Although I do not disagree with the general principle that on judicial review a court is limited
to reviewing the tribunal's decision, I do not agree with the appellant's characterization of the finding
that currently is under review. As above, the finding under review is not the Board's finding that s, 5(1)
of the Human Rights Code is enforceable against the employer, but its finding that Ms. O'Brien's

grievance is arbitrable.

60 In reviewing a decision on a standard of patent unreasonableness, the reviewing court must
consider the decision-making process in its entirety, including the failure of the tribunal to consider all

of the relevant factors and legal principles. This reflects the fact that a decision will be patently
unreasonable if the tribunal reaches a particular conclusion on account of its failure to take into account
legal principles or statutory provisions that clearly are relevant to the issue that must be resolved: Suresh
v. Canada (Minister ofCitizenship and Immigration), [2002] 1 S.C.R.3, 2002 SCC 1, at para. 29.
Consequently, the mere fact that a board of arbitration has determined that a grievance is arbitrable on

grounds that have no basis in law will not lead inexorably to the conclusion that the arbitration award

must be quashed. If there are alternative and legally correct grounds that lead to the conclusion that the

grievance is arbitrable, quashing the award without considering those grounds would be perverse.

61 In this instance, once the Board concluded that the subject matter of the grievance was arbitrable
on the basis that s. 5(1) of the Human Rights Code is incorporated into the collective agreement, it was,

in effect, unnecessary for the Board to consider the possible impact of ss. 44 and 64.5(1) of the ESA. But
if there had been no basis on which to conclude that s. 5(1) of the Human Rights Code is enforceable
against the employer, the Board could not properly have concluded that the subject matter of Ms.
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O'13rien's grievance was non-arbitrablc without first considering the possible impact of ss. 44 and 64.5

(1) of the ESA. Thus, it was not improper for the Court of Appeal to take into account the fact that the

substantive rights and obligations of the EM are incorporated directly into each collective agreement. If
the Couit of Appeal had upheld the Divisional Couit's decision to reverse the arbitration award without

taking into account the potential impact of ss. 44 and 64.5(1) of the ES~, it would arguably have

committed an error of law.

62 However, even if the Court of Appeal could, in theory, resolve the matter on this basis, the

appellant nonetheless submits that the ESA and the collective agreement contain procedural provisions

that prevent the Union from litigating the matter on the basis that the alleged misconduct. constitutes a

violation of s. 44 of the ESA.

(2) Procedural Considerations

63 The appellant's primary submission in respect of this argument is that the Union is statute-barred

from relying on the FSA. Section 64.5(4) of the ESA states that:

An employee to whom a collective agreement applies (including an employee
who is not a member of the trade union) is bound by a decision of the trade union

with respect to the enforcement of the Act under the collective agreement, including a

decision not to seek the enforcement of the Act.

According to the appellant, s. 64.5(4) binds a union to a prior decision not to seek enforcement of the

ESA. Under this view, the respondent Union is bound by its prior decision not to seek enforcement of s.
44 of the ESA at the initial hearing. However, this interpretation of s, 64.5(4) is inconsistent with both its

words and its fundamental purpose.

64 First, s. 64.5(4) clearly states that an employee is bound by a decision of the trade union with

respect to the enforcement of the Act under the collective agreement. It does not, however, provide that

the union is bound by a decision not to seek enforcement of the ESA. If the purpose of s. 64.5(4) was to

bind a trade union to its prior decision not to seek enforcement of the LM, one would have expected the

legislature to have used language indicating as much. On its face, s. 64.5(4) is directed not at the Union,

but rather at the individual employee; it has no bearing on the circumstances in which a union is

permitted to seek enforcement of the Act,

65 This interpretation of s. 64.5(4) is consistent not only with its words but also with its basic

purpose, namely, to ensure that the union has sole carriage over employment standards issues that arise

during the currency of a collective agreement. This accords with established principles governing

labour-management relations. Section 64.5(2), for example, provides that an employee to whom a

collective agreement applies is not entitled to file or maintain a complaint under the ESA. Section 64.5

(3), in turn, provides that notwithstanding subs, (2) the Director of Employment Standards may permit
an employee to file or maintain a complaint under the Act if the Director considers it appropriate in the

circumstances. Each subsection suggests that the default presumption is that the union must decide

whether or not to pursue a particular grievance. Section 64.5(4) reinforces this principle by binding an

employee to the decision of a union not to seek enforcement of the ESA. The purpose of the provision is

not to bind a union to a prior decision not to pursue an ESA complaint, but, rather, to affirm the principle

that an employee to whom a collective agreement applies is not entitled to file or maintain a complaint

under the Act.

66 Consequently, s. 64.5(4) has no effect in this appeal. This case does not involve an individual

employee who seeks to file or to maintain a complaint under the ESA despite the fact that the Union has

decided not to seek enforcement of her rights under the Act. As a result, it is not necessary to consider
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the possibility that the Union has made a "decision", as the word is used in s. 64.5(4), not to seek
enforcement of the ESA.

67 In the alternative, the appellant submits that the Union's failure to comply with the procedural
requirements of the collective agreement precludes it from seeking enforcement of s. 44 of the FSA.
Under Article 8.06(a) of the agreement, a discharge grievance must set out the section of the collective
agreement that is alleged to have been violated. Ms. O'Brien's initial grievance, however, alleged only
that she had been discharged from her position "without justification" and that the decision was
"arbitrary, discriminatory, in bad faith and unfair". The grievance did not allege that the employer had
violated s. 44 of the FSA, or even that she had been discharged because she took pregnancy leave, In the
appellant's submission, the Union's failure to allege that s. 44 of the FSA had been violated precludes it
from subsequently raising s. 44 as a potential basis of liability.

68 As a general rule, of course, it is important that the parties to a collective agreement comply with
the procedural requirements set out therein. If a union intends to plead that the employer has breached
the employee's statutory rights, it should, as a matter of general practice, specify the statutory provision
that the employer is alleged to have breached. That said, it is important to acknowledge the general
consensus among arbitrators that, to the greatest extent possible, a grievance should not be won or lost
on the technicality of form, but on its merits. In Re Blouin Drywall Contractors Ltd. and United
Brotherhood of Carpenten and Joiners ofAmerica, Local 2486 (1975), 8 O.R. (2d) 103 (C,A.), at p.
108, for example, Brooke J.A. wrote as follows:

Certainly, the board is bound by the grievance before it but the grievance should be
liberally construed so that the real complaint is dealt with and the appropriate remedy
provided to give effect to the agreement provisions and this whether by way of
declaration of rights or duties, in order to provide benefits or performance of
obligations or a monetary award required to restore one to the proper position he
would have been in had the agreement been performed.

69 This approach has been adopted by numerous arbitrators. In Spruce Falls Inc. and 1.WA.-Canada,
I.ocal 2995 (Trudel) (Re) (2002), 106 L.A.C. (4th) 41, at p, 61, the arbitrator observed that a "grievance
must be construed so that the 'real complaint's dealt with and an appropriate remedy is provided to
bring resolution to the matters which have given rise to the grievance". In Peel District School Board
and O.P.S.T.F., District 19 (Havery) (Re) (2000), 84 L.A.C. (4th) 289, the arbitrator rejected the
employer's motion to dismiss on the basis that the employer suffered no prejudice as a consequence of
the union's failure to specify the section of the collective agreement that was alleged to have been
breached. See also Re Harry re'oods Transport I id, and Teamsters Union, Local 141 (1977), 15 L.A.C.
(2d) 140; Aro Canada Inc, and IA.M., Re (1988), 34 L.A.C. (3d) 255; and Liquid Carbonic Inc. and
U.S. KA., Re (1992), 25 L.A.C, (4th) 144. These cases reflect the view that procedural requirements
should not be stringently enforced in those instances in which the employer suffers no prejudice. It is
more important to resolve the factual dispute that gives rise to the grievance.

70 In this case, the employer was aware from the outset that the essence of the grievance was that Ms.
O'rien was discharged as a consequence of taking maternity leave. Although the written grievance did
not specify that Ms. O'rien believed that she had been discharged because she took maternity leave, or
that the alleged misconduct constituted a violation of s. 44 of the ESA, the employer was fully apprised
that this was the factual basis of the grievance. Further, the appellant was provided with a fair
opportunity to prepare and make submissions in respect of this matter prior to the Court of Appeal's
determination that the Board was authorized to resolve the dispute with reference to s. 44 of the ESA.
Considered against this backdrop, I agree with Morden J.A. that the employer suffered no prejudice as a
consequence of the Court of Appeal's decision to resolve the matter with reference to s. 44 of the ESA.
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71 Thus, if it had been patently unreasonable for the Board of Arbitration to conclude that the
grievance was arbitrable because it had the authority to enforce s. 5(1) of the Human Right~ Code as if it

werc part of thc collective agreement, I do not believe that. it would have been improper for the Court of
Appeal to conclude that the grievance was arbitrable on the basis that the alleged misconduct constituted
a violation of s, 44 of the ES'A. Construing Ms. O'Brien's allegation that thc decision to discharge her
was "arbitrary, discriminatory, in bad faith and unfair" as sufficiently broad to encompass the allegation
that she was discharged because she took maternity leave ensures that the "real complaint" is dealt with
and that the matter that gave rise to the grievance is adequately addressed.

VI. Disposition

72 For the foregoing reasons, Ms. O'Brien's grievance is arbitrable. I would therefore dismiss the

appeal with costs,

The reasons of Major and LeBel JJ. werc delivered by

73 MAJOR J. (dissenting): —I respectfully disagree with the reasons of lacobucci J.

74 Are all employment and human rights statutes incorporated into every collective bargaining
agreement? Collective agreements occupy an important role in Canadian management-union relations.
As both parties are experienced in various components of labour law including grievance procedures,
the courts should reluctantly interfere and only when necessary. In this case, there were alternatives

available to the parties. They, having chosen one, should not have had it usurped by the Court of Appeal
on its own initiative. Because I believe that courts should assume that parties may set out the limits of
their agreements absent express or implied legislative override, and because the parties should be bound

by the form and substance of the grievance they chose, I would allow the appeal.

75 I agree with Iacobucci J.'s characterization of the factual background of this appeal. However, a
brief review of some of the procedural history may help put these reasons in context.

I, Procedural Background

76 In June 1998, Joanne O'Brien, a "counsellor/casual field worker" who had probationary

employment status, was dismissed by the Parry Sound Social Services Administration Hoard. She

grieved, making a generalized claim of discrimination under a collective bargaining agreement between

Parry Sound and her Union, the Ontario Public Service Employees Union, Local 324 ("OPSEU"). Parry

Sound argued that O'rien was not entitled to arbitration because the collective agreement explicitly did

not cover the dismissal of probationary employees. It also claimed that O'rien, who had never

mentioned the Eng&loyment Stand@i"ds Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.14, in her grievance, had not met the

procedural requirements set out by Article 8.06(a) of the collective agreement, which required her to

state "the section or sections of the Agreement which are alleged to have been violated". Since s. 64.5(1)
of that Act specifies that it is to be treated as part of the collective agreement, Parry Sound argued that

the Act should have been raised. The Union replied that the grievance's broad reference to
discrimination sufficed, since O'rien was not relying upon any explicit section of the collective

agreement, but was rather relying upon an implicit incorporation of the Human Rights Code, R.S.O.
1990, c, I-I.19.

77 In I'ebruary 1999, a board of arbitrators ruled that it was entitled to consider whether O'rien had

been a victim of discrimination under the Human Rights Code. In January 2000, the Ontario Superior

Court of Justice (Divisional Court) granted Parry Sound's application for judicial review, ruling that

since the agreement did not cover the dismissal of probationary employees, the board of arbitrators had
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no jurisdiction to arbitrate the dispute. The Union appealed to the Ontario Court of Appeal.

78 Several months after the hearing, and years after the Union had first brought the grievance on its

chosen grounds, the Cou&t of Appeal, sua sponte, sought submissions from the parties on a new issue:

the applicability of the Employment Standards Act. In Junc 2001, the Court of Appeal held, on the basis

of this novel argument, that the board of arbitration had jurisdiction over the grievance. In obiter dicta, it

also hinted that it believed that the arbitrator may have also had jurisdiction through an implied

incorporation of the Human Rights Code.

II. Issues

79 Two issues arise in this dispute. Is the Human Rights Code incorporated by implication into all

collective agreements entered into under the Ontario Labour Relations Act, 1995, S.O. 1995, c. 1, Sch.
A? Was it proper for the Court of Appeal, sua sPonte, to ignore the procedural requirements negotiated

by the parties and raise the Em~loytnent Standards Act argument? I disagree with Iacobucci J.'s reasons,

and would answer both questions in the negative,

80 His reasons conclude that the Human Rights Code is implicitly incorporated into all collective

agreements. I respectfully disagree. Unless the legislature passes legislation incorporating the substance

of its statutes into collective agreements, it is to be assumed that unions and employers may define

which employees and disputes are covered by a collective agreement and therefore have access to

binding arbitration, as long as the agreement does not conflict with statute or public policy. Absent

legislative action, courts should not on their own initiative interfere with the terms of a collective

agreement.

81 Iacobucci J.'s reasons also conclude that the Employment Standards Act may be applied against

Parry Sound years after the initial grievance, the process of which had been negotiated and agreed to by

the parties, because Parry Sound would suffer no prejudice. I respectfully disagree. Where the parties

have negotiated procedural guarantees relating to the timeliness, form and specificity of grievances,

courts should not interfere, OPSEU is a sophisticated party, and should be bound by its decision not to

pursue an Employment Standards Act claim.

82 O'rien is not without a remedy. She may use the mechanisms carefully set out by the legislature

to vindicate her human rights, and may bring her claim before the Human Rights Commission. This

appeal is not one about public policy and human rights. It is about discerning the intent of the parties and

the legislature on the appropriate forum for vindicating those rights.

III, Standard of Review

83 I agree with Iacobucci J.'s treatment of the standard of review: on the question of whether the

Human Rights Code is incorporated into each labour agreement, the arbitrator must be correct. But if the

arbitrator is correct on this issue, then his overall decision is subject to reversal only if it is patently

unreasonable.

IV. Is the Human Rights Code Incorporated Into All

Collective
Agreements'

A, Intention of the Parties

84 Some disputes between an employer and an employee are not subject to arbitration; the Labour

Relations Act, 1995, s. 48(I), states that all differences between the parties in the interpretation of a
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collective agrccment are to be arbitrated, "including any question as to whether a matter is arbitrable". It
is permissible for a bargaining agreement simply to not cover certain decisions on matters such as
worker training or pensions, or to restrict the scope of the working conditions applicable to some

employees, such as temporary workers. An arbitrator would be obligated to conclude that such a dispute
is not arbitrable.

85 In the present appeal, the collective agreement does not extend to the grievances of probationary

employees over discharge. As with all employees, the rights of probationary employees are determined

by the collective agreement. Onc of the provisions of that agreement states that the right to grieve does
not extend to probationary employees grieving discharge during the probationary period. Article 8.06(a)
of the collective agreement states:

Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement, a probationary employee may be

discharged at the sole discretion of'and for any reason satisfactory to the Employer
and such action by the Employer is not subject to the grievance and arbitration

procedures and does not constitute a difference between the parties.

This language, "difference between the parties", is a reference to the language in s. 48(1) of the Labour
Relations Act, 1995, specifying that differences between the parties are to be arbitrated. The intention of
the parties is clear: Parry Sound and OPSEU explicitly chose not to bring the discharge of probationary

employees under the grievance procedures in their collective agreement. The contract is silent as to other

rights the employee or the Union might invoke in order to challenge or remedy a discharge.

B. Intention of the Legislature

86 Does the Human Rights Code give probationary employees grievance rights under the collective

agreement despite the intention of the parties not to cover them? The heart of the answer to this issue

lies in the correct interpretation of the short judgment in McI.eod v. Egan, [1975] 1 S.C.R.517.

87 Iacobucci J, states that McLeod, supra, stands for the proposition that all employment-related

statutes, including the Human Rights Code, are implicitly incorporated into every collective bargaining

agreement, and that s. 48(12)(j) of the Labour Relations Act, 1995 codified this common law

understanding. Although I agree that the structure and language of s. 48(12)(j) suggest no legislative

intent to alter the common law rule from McI.eod, I take a different view as to what that rule is.

88 Mcl,eod involved a conflict between an earlier version of the Employment Standards Act and a

collective agreement (Employment Standards Act, 1968, S.O. 1968, c. 35). The earlier Act required that

an employee consent to overtime hours, but the collective agreement in McI.eod gave the company the

sole authority over operations generally, including the right to "schedule its operations or to extend,

limit, curtail or reschedule its operations when in its sole discretion it may deem it advisable to do
so" (p. 521). This Court held, at p. 523:

Any provision of an agreement which purported to give to an employer an

unqualified right to require working hours in excess of those [overtime] limits would

be illegal, and the provisions ...of the collective agreement, which provided that

certain management rights should remain vested in the Company, could not ...enable

the Company to require overtime work in excess of those limits.

89 Iacobucci J. derives from this case the proposition that "[a]s a practical matter, this means that the

substantive rights and obligations of employment-related statutes are implicit in each collective

agreement over which an arbitrator has jurisdiction" (para. 28). He later states that "a conf'lict between

the collective agreement and an employment-related statute is not a condition precedent of the power to
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bring that statute into practical operation" (para. 44), and concludes, therefore, that all statutory
protections are arbitrable under any collective agreement, even if the agreement purports not to cover the
dispute in question.

90 I come to a different conclusion. In McLeod, the employer was relying upon the explicit language
of the collective agreement, which gave it the sole discretion to set overtime hours. This discretion was
in clear and direct opposition to the Employment Stan~ards Act of the time. The McLeod proposition is
more limited than suggested: rVcLeod concludes only that a union and an employer are restricted from
making an agreement contrary to law. This rule is no more than a modern application of a long-standing
rule of the common law of contracts: courts will not enforce contracts that are illegal or against public
policy. See Bank of Toroz&/o v, Pez./rins (1883), 8 S.C.R.603, in which the Court refused to enforce a
secured loan made in contravention of the Banking Act. Labour contracts are not exempt from this rule,

91 Iacobucci J.'s reasons too broadly apply McLeod to the facts of this case. In McLeod, there was a
broad management rights clause that was held to be in violation of employee statutory rights granted by
the Employment Standards Act. Iacobucci J.'s reasons conclude that "fj]ust as the collective agreement in
McLeod could not extend to the employer the right to require overtime in excess of 48 hours, the
collective agreement in the current appeal cannot extend to the appellant the right to discharge an
employee for discriminatory reasons" (para. 32).

92 But here, the appellant does not point to Article 5.01,which purports to give management the
power to discharge probationary employees for any reason. It points to Article 8.06(a), stating that such
discharges are not covered by the agreement at all, that they are not "differences" as defined by the
Labour Relations Act, 1995, and implying that they are therefore inarbitrable.

93 This distinction is crucial. Under McLeod, the parties attempted to explicitly "contract around" the
protections conferred by statute, which is clearly impermissible. I-Iere, the parties simply chose not to
come to agreement on certain kinds of disagreements, explicitly choosing to remove the arbitrator's
jurisdiction. The common law rule that parties may not. contract in contravention of public policy does
not require parties to agree to arbitrate violations of statutory rights.

94 Under this more restrained reading of McLeod, supra, explicit statutory directions override
conflicting provisions of collective agreements, but they do not affect the parties'bility to define the
limits of their agreement. Parties remain free to exclude ceNain classes of employees, such as
probationary, part-time, or temporary employees, from some of the provisions of the agreement, just as
they remain free to exclude certain kinds of disputes from the jurisdiction of the arbitrator. They do this

by limiting the scope of the grievance procedure on some matters or acknowledging that a party retains
the right to make a unilateral final decision on certain questions.

95 Although these labour agreements are entered into under the collective bargaining framework
established by the Labour Relations Ac/, /995, they are essentially private contracts of significant public
importance. The decision to inject legislative protections into these private contracts is a serious one,
though clearly one within the powers of a legislature. A court should not lightly infer such intent. When
the Ontario legislature wishes to insert such protections directly into collective bargaining agreements, it

knows how to do so explicitly and clearly. For example, s. 64,5(1) of the Employment Standards Act
reads:

If an employer enters into a collective agreement., the Act is enforceable against
the employer with respect to the following matters as if it were part of the collective
agreement:

1. A contravention of or failure to comply with the Act that occurs when the
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collective agreement is in force.

There is no equivalent provision in the Human Rights Code.

96 Iacobucci J.'s reasons state that the legislature must have intended that s, 48(12)(j) grant arbitrators
jurisdiction over claims based on statutory protections. But I believe that this provision, coming as it
does at the end of a long list of uncontroversial arbitrator's powers (thc power to compel document
production, the power to fix dates for hearings, the power to summon witnesses, the power to administer
oaths, the power to accept oral or written evidence, etc.), does no more than confirm the rule from
McLeod. Arbitrators may not enforce any contract that violates public policy by "contracting around" the
protections of statute. To read into this innocuous provision the extraordinary power to take jurisdiction
of any claim based on statute, ~des ite the plain wishes of the parties to the contract, is a subversion of
the legislative intent. If the legislature wished to thus expand the power of aibitrators, it surely would
have signalled its intent more clearly.

97 It is not for the court but rather the legislature to decide that particular statutory protections are so
important that they must be injected into every collective agreement. Iacobucci J,'s rather expansive
holding stands upon an extension of a 30-year-old case and an inexplicable notion of public policy. It
does not respect the intention of the parties and the legislature, and is inconsistent with the court leaving
to the legislature the duty of implementing what I take to be new policy.

98 A more focussed reading of McLeod, supra, serves the public interest. It allows employers and
unions to craft the mutually beneficial agreements most appropriate to their circumstances, subject to

explicit legislative direction. In this appeal, it gives Parry Sound the flexibility to hire probationary
employees, allowing it to reserve the full panoply of employment benefits and guarantees for employees
who have demonstrated their value.

99 Human rights abuses will not go unchecked. Aggrieved employees will have available the same
mechanisms for enforcing their human rights as any other member of society: they may file a complaint
before the I-Iuman Rights Commission, as the employer urged and as the legislature intended.

100 Collective agreements reflect the outcome of a sometimes difficult process of negotiation. The
content of the agreement may reflect the aclmowledgment of the union that it should not be called upon
to deal with matters it is not equipped to deal with or that might cause conflicts within its membership.
Where remedies are available elsewhere, the silence of the agreement may reflect the wishes of the
union that those remedies be used in preference to the remedies available under the agreement. Silence
in the agreement does not indicate a denial of a right or its remedies. On the other hand, overloading the
grievance and arbitration procedure with issues the parties neither intended nor contemplated
channelling there, may make labour arbitration anything but expeditious and cost-effective. The present
case speaks for itself in this respect.

IOI O'Brien's dismissal is not arbitrable because her Union and her employer agreed not to cover the
dismissal of probationary employees in their collective agreement, and the legislature did not intend to
require that they do so. She must seek the vindication of her. rights before the Human Rights
Commission, as would any employee not covered by a collective agreement.

V. The Tardv Employment StandardsAct Argument

102 As Iacobucci J, notes, there is little question that had OPSEU, Local 324, brought a claim in the

original instance under ss. 44 and 64.5(1)of the Employment Standards Act, the claim would have been
arbitrable. I-Iowever, Article 8.06(a) of the collective agreement clearly required the Union to state "the

section or sections of the Agreement which are alleged to have been violated". OPSEU should therefore
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have raised s. 44 of the Fmpl'oyment Standards Act, barring employment discrimination on the basis of
"pregnancy leave", which the legislature has explicitly incorporated into all collective agreements via s.
64.5(1).This OPSEU chose not to do. Even if the failure to raise the Employment Standards Act might
have been curable or seen as a simple procedural defect, the Union would at the very least have had the
obligation to raise the matter at the arbitration stage.

103 The Union chose not to raise the Employment Standards Act claim at four different stages:

(i) when it. grieved in June 1998,
(ii) at arbitration in February 1999,
(iii) at its first appeal before the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Divisional Court) in

January 2000, and

(iv) at its second appeal before the Ontario Court of Appeal.

This clearly was a decision by the Union not to raise the Employment Standards Act. This decision rests
with the Union and the employee, In the Court of Appeal, the employer should have been entitled to rely
on this decision of the Union. In spite of the Union decision, the Court of Appeal raised the issue sua
sponte months after the hearing, sought brief&ng, and decided the case based upon grounds never
advanced in the grievance.

104 OPSEU and Parry Sound, both sophisticated entities, negotiated an agreement calling for certain
procedural formalities -- among them, that any grievance identify with specificity the section of the
collective agreement alleged to have been violated. Furthermore, the Employment Standards Act makes
clear that it is the union and not the individual who is to control the course of a grievance under the Act.

105 Section 64.5(2) reacls:

An employee to whom a collective agreement applies ...is not entitled to file or
maintain a complaint under the Act..

106 Section 64.5(4) reads:

An employee to whom a collective agreement applies ...is bound by a decision
of the trade union with respect to the enforcement of the Act under the collective
agreement, including a decision not to seek the enforcement of the Act.

107 The Union and O'rien should be bound by the specific claims they made and the manner in
which they presented them. The Court of Appeal erred in raising this issue, not chosen by the patties.

VI. Conclusion

108 O'Brien's JIttman Ri~hts Code claim is not the subject of the agreement between her employer
and her Union, and is therefore not arbitrable. To vindicate these rights, she must proceed before the
Human Rights Commission.

109 I would allow the appeal with costs.

Solicitors:

Solicitors for the appellant: Blake, Cassels & Graydon, Toronto.

Solicitor for the respondent: Ontario Public Service Employees Union, North York..
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Solicitor for the intcrvencr: Ontario IIuman Rights Commission, Toronto.
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Cr'&. 22. Extrirrsic Aids 579

merely formal, lo improve the formulation of thc law without changing its sub-

stance, or it may be substantial, designed to change the content of the law.
Once the significance of each successive change has been established, the in-

terpreter can trace the intention of the legislature over time, up to the relevant

moment. In so far as a change is merely stylistic, the meaning and purpose of the

previous version remain constant. If substantive change has occurred, the inter-

preter must determine the purpose and scope of the change. In the latter case,
there is a range of possibility, from a sudden reversal of policy to a slowly
evolving trend.

Presumption that change is purgoseju/. It is presumed that amendmenls to the

wording of a legislative provision are made for some intelligible purpose: to

clarify the meaning, to correct a mistake, to change the law." A legislature
would not go to the trouble and expense of amending a provision without any
reason. As L,ord MacMillan wrote in D.R. Frctser and Co. v. Canada (Minister

of National Revenue —M.N.R.):

When an amending Act alters the language of the principal statute, the alteration

must be taken to have been made
deliberately.'lthough

the presumption of purposeful change is strong, it is not irrebuttable.
Qn occasion a court is forced to conclude that a particular amendment had no
intelligible purpose and in fact was a drafting error."

It is presumed far less strongly that the purpose of amending legislation is to
bring about a substantive change in the law." This presumption is grounded in

historical British practice. Until recently, the resources of the British Parliament
were not expended on improving the clarity or consistency of the statute book; if
amendments were introduced, their purpose was to change the substance of the

Iaw. In Canada, where making formal improvements to the statute book is a mi-

nor industry," the presumption of substantive change is weak and easy to rebut.

17

19

This follows from the presumption against tautology, discussed in Chapter 7, at pp. 210ff.
[1948]J.C.J.No. 3, [1949]A.C. 24, at 33 (P.C.). See also Alippert v. R., [1967] S.C.J.No. 71,
[1967]S.C.R.822, at 834-35.(S.C.C.).
For discussion of drafting errors, see Chapter 6, at pp. 172ff.
See Quebec (Commission des droits de la personne et des droits de laj eunesse) v. Montreal

(City), [2000] S.C.J. No. 24, [2000] 1 S.C.R. 665, at. para. 60 (S.C.C.); Peralta v. Ontario,

[1985]O.J. No. 2304, 49 O.R. (2d) 705, at 716 (Ont. C.A.), affd [1988]S.C.J.No. 92, [1988]2
S.C.R. 1045 (S.C.C.); Mahone Bay (Town) School Conzrnrs., [1979] N.S.J. No. 609, 101
D.L.R. (3d) 87, at 90-91 (N.S.C.A.); Ottawa (City) v. Flaunter, [1900]S.C.J.No. 54, 31 S.C.R.
7, at 10 (S.C.C.).
Canadian practice differs from British practice in three related respects: first, unlike the British

Parliament, Canadian legislatures have engaged in periodic statute revisions for more than a

century; second, much Canadian legislation is bilingual and this has created a need fox frequent

correct.ion of minor discrepancies; third, Canadian drafters (most notably Elmer Driedger) took

the lead in developing a new style of drafting and introducing new drafting conventions. Each

of these practices entails making purely formal changes to the statute book.
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The presumption of substantive change may also be influenced by s. 45 of the

federal Interpretation Actz" and comparable provisions in provincial Interpreta-

tion Acts." The relevant parts of s. 45 provide:

(2) The amendment. of an enactment shall not be deemed to be or to involve a

declaration that the law under that enactment was or was considered by Parlia-

ment... to have been different. from the law as it is under the enactment as

amended.

(3) The repeal or amendment of an enactment in whole or in part shall not be
deemed to be or to involve any declaration as to the previous state of the law.

These provisions do not affect the presumption that changes to the wording of
legislation are purposeful. Nor do they preclude the court from acknowledging
that, in principle at least, the foremost purpose of amendment is to bring about a

substantive change in law. They do, however, remind the courts that amend-

rnents do not necessarily have this purpose.

Substantive change is intended. Mhen two successive versions of a provision
are compared to one another, it is often apparent that a substantive change was

intended. The judgment of the I ederal Court of Appeal in Crupi v. Canada
t'Employment and Immigration Commission)" offers an example. In that case the

court was concerned with s. 45 of the Unemployment Insurance Act which de-

nied insurance benefits to inmates of "any prison or similar institution". The
issue was whether this language applied to a person remanded to a maximum
security psychiatric institution for observation pending trial. In determining that

it did not, the majority of the court drew attention to the wording of s. 45 prior to
amendment. In its previous version this section denied insurance benefits to in-

mates of "any prison or penitentiary or an institution supported... out of public
funds". Heald J.A. wrote:

Clearly thc former section 45 had much wider parameters than the present sec-
tion 45....[B]y this amendment, hospitals and other publicly funded institutions
have been removed from the reach of section 45 which is now restricted to pris-
ons and institutions similar to prisons. The change in the language used in section
45 is clearly purposive and must be presumed to have some significance."

'1
O R.S.C. 1985, c. 1-21.

R.S.A. 2000, c. 1-8, s. 37(1)(b), (2); R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 238, s. 37(1), (2): C.C.S.M. c. I80,
s. 48(1), (2), (3); R.S.N.B. 1973, c. I-13, s. 11(2), (3); R.S.N.L. 1990, c. I-19, s. 31(2), (3); S.O.
2006, c. 21, s. 56(1)(2); R.S.P.E.I. 1988, c. 1-8, s. 34(1)(b), (2); S.S. 1995, c. 1-11.2, s. 36(1);
R.S.N.W.T. 1988, c. I-8, s. 37(1), (2); R.S.Y. 2002, c. 125, s. 25(2), (3). The Acts of Nova

Scotia and Quebec contain no comparable provisions.
[1986]F.C.J.No. 204, [1986] 3 F.C. 3 (F.C.A.).For other examples, see also McCuigan v. R.,
[1982] S.C.J.No. 9, [1982] 1 S.C.R.284, at 651-54 (S.C.C.);N.B. v. Fstabrooks Pontiac Buick
Ltd., [1982] N,B,J. No. 397, 44 N.B.R. (2d) 201, at 216-20 (N.B.C.A.).
Ibid., at 10.
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Chapter 11, Case No. 97-104 (PJW) (Substantively Consolidated)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF
DEI.AWARE

228 B.R. 816; 1999Bankr. IFXIS27,'3 8ankr. Cr, Dec. 958

January 13, 1999, Decided

DISPOSITION: ["' j O&D Claimants
administrative expense priority claims disallowed and the
Claimants'laims subordinated pursuant to g 5)0(b) and
treated as Class 7 claims in MAWS's Plan,

Corporation.

Anne Bookout, Smith Katzenstein & Furlow LLP,
Wilmington, DE, for Certain Officers [~*2] & Directors.

COUNSEL: Laurie Selber Silverstein, William A.
I-Iazeltine, Potter Anderson & Corroon LLP and Neil B.
Glassman, Scott D. Cousins, The Bayard Firm,
Wilmington, DE, for Mid-American Waste Systems, Inc.

Alan W. Kornberg, Andrew N. Rosenberg, Paul, Weiss,
Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, New York, NY, for
Mid-American Waste Systems, Inc.

Ian Connor Bifferato, Bifferato, Bifferato & Gentilotti,
Wilmington, DE, for NatWest Capital Markets Limited.

Anthony DiSarro, Christoph Heisenberg, Winston &
Strawn, New York, NY, for NatWest Capital Markets
Limited,

Daniel J, McGuire, Winston & Strawn, Chicago, IL, for
NatWest Capital Markets Limited.

Jeffrey C, Wisler, Williams, Hershman & Wisler, P.A.,
Wilmington, DE, for Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette
Securities Corporation.

Evan R. Chesler, Robert H. Baron, Daniel Slifkin,
Marcus A, Asner, Cravath, Swaine & Moore, New York,
NY, for Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Securities

Alan J. Lipkin, Ji 1 Mazer-Marino, Willkie Farr &
Gallagher, New York, NY, for Certain Officers &
Directors.

JUDGES: Peter J. Walsh, J.

OPINION BY:Peter J. Walsh

OPINION

["818] MEMORANDUM OPINION

Peter J. Walsh

Before the Court are the objections (Doc. 0 760, 761,
795) of reorganized debtor Mid-American Waste

Systems, Inc. ("MAWS") to (i) the proofs of claim filed

by MAWS's former officers and directors John D,
Peckskemp, R. Jay Roberts, Christopher L. White,
Richard A. Nidders, Jr., and Dennis P. Wilburn

(collectively the "O&D Claimants" ), (ii) the proof of
claim of NatWest Capital Markets Limited ("NatWest"),
and (iii) the proof of claim of Donaldson, Lufkin, &
Jenerette ("DLJ", and together with the O&D Claimants

and Natwest, the "Claimants" ). MAWS objects to the
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claims on the grounds that they should be subordinated
pursuant to g 510(b) of the 13anlrtuptcy Code, 'r,
alternatively, they should be disallowed and expunged
puisuant to g 502(e)(1)(8). In addition, MAWS objects to
the O&D Claimants'laims on the ground that their
claims are not allowable as administrative expense claims
under g 503(b)(1)(A). For the reasons given below, I find
that the Claimants'laims [~*3] should be treated as
unsecured subordinated claims pursuant to g 510(b).
Because subordinated claims under MAWS'iquidating
plan are not entitled to any distribution, I need not reach
the alternative issue of whether the claims should be
disallowed pursuant to g 502(e)(1)(8).

1 All references to "II " refer to a section of the
Bankruptcy Code, 11 U,S, C g 101 et scil.

MAWS was formed in December 1985 to acquire
and operate solid waste collection operations and
landfills. MAWS commenced operations in January 1986
and rapidly expanded through the acquisition of more
than 127 collection operations, transfer stations, and
preexisting collection services,

In May 1994, MAWS obtained a $ 75 million
unsecured credit facility provided by three lenders. As
contemplated by the facility, MAWS effected a public
issuance of $ 175 million of 12.25% Senior Subordinated
Notes due 2003 (the "Notes" ). Pursuant to an
underwriting agreement dated May 17, 1994, NatWest
and DLJ served as underwriters [*~4] for MAWS in

connection with the offering of the Notes. Section 6 of
the underwriting agreement contains an indemnification
clause which provides that

(a) The Issuers [i.e., MAWS], jointly
and severally, agree to indemnify and hold
harmless [DLJ and NatWest] to the fullest
extent lawful, from and against any and all

losses, claims, damages, !iabilities,

judgments, actions and expenses
(including without limitation and as
incurred, reimbursement of all reasonable
costs of investigating, preparing, pursuing
or defending any claim or action
commenced or threatened, including the
reasonable fees and expenses ofcounsel to
[DLJ and NatWest]) directly or indirectly
caused by, related to, based upon, arising

out of or in connection with any untrue
statement or alleged unnue statement of a

material fact contained in the Registration
Statement ., or the Prospectus....

(b) [DLJ and NatWest] shall have the

right to employ its own counsel in any
such action and the fees and expenses of
such counsel shall be paid, as incurred, by
the Issuers (regardless of whether it is

ultimately determined that [either DLJ or
NatWest] is not entitled to Indemnification
["819] hereunder). [~"5] The Issuers
shall not, in connection with any one such

action or proceeding or separate but
substantially similar or related actions or
proceedings in the same jurisdiction
arising out of the same general allegation
or circumstances, be liable for the
reasonable fees and expenses of more than

one separate firm of attorneys... at any
time for [DLJ or NatWest].

In carly 1996, following allegations of wrongful
conduct by existing management, MAWS conducted a
review of its operations and financial condition and
discovered that its assets were impaired by approximately
$ 186 million and that closure and postclosure costs had
been underaccrucd by $ 19 million. Such impairment and
undcraccmals were in addition to $ 196 million of
impairments and losses and $ 70 million in underaccrued
closure and postclosure expenses recorded during the
1995 fiscal year. Prior to its Chapter 11 filing, MAWS
took write downs on their financial statements of over $
470 million to account for overstatements of asset values
and understatements of amortization costs and accrued
closure and postclosure obligations,

During the period January 17, 1997 through April
16, 1997, certain holders of the Notes [~"6] commenced
the following actions against cetfain of the Claimants and
others:

(i) Federated Management et ah v.

Coopers d'c Lybt"and, LLP, Court of
Common Pleas, Franklin County, Ohio,
Case No. 97CVH-01-2196, filed January
24, 1997 (the "Ohio Lawsuit" );

(ii) Canyon Capital Management,
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L.P et al. v. Coopers dc Lybrand, LLP et

al., United States District Court for the

Southern District of Ohio, Eastern

Division, Case No. C2 97-419, filed April

14, 1997 ("Canyon I");

(iii) Canyon Capital Management,
L,P. et al. v. Coopers dc Lybrand, LLP e(

al., Court of Common Pleas, Franklin

County, Ohio, Case No. 97CVEI04-4481,
filed April 16, 1997 ("Canyon II").

Each lawsuit named former officers and directors
Christopher White, Dennis P. Wilburn, and Richard A,
Widders as defendants. The Ohio Lawsuit was later

amended to add former director Richard Jay Roberts as a

defendant. Thc Ohio Lawsuit also named DLJ and

NatWest as defendants,

2 Several of the proofs of claim refer to
Corporate High I'ield Fund, /nc, et al. v, Coopers
d'c Lybrand, LLP et al., United States District
Court for the District of New Jersey, Civil Action
No. 97-325 (AJL), filed January 17, 1997 (the
"New Jersey Lawsuit" ), which had named DLJ
and NatWest as de fendants. Pursuant to a

stipulation of settlement, the New Jersey Lawsuit

was dismissed with prejudice and without any

payment by the OLD Claimants to the plaintiffs

in the action.

["~7] The plaintiffs allege causes of action for false

representations and omissions in thc registration

statement, prospectus and financial statements filed with

the SEC in connection with the sale of the Notes, The
plaintiffs generally assert claims under Ohio securities

laws, common law fraud, aiding and abetting common

law fiaud, negligent misrepresentation, breach of
contract, breach of fiduciary duty/acting in concert,
negligence and violations of sections 11, 12, 15 and 17 of
the Securities Act of 1933. The Canyon I complaint also

alleges causes of action pursuant to sections 10(b), 18 and

20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and SEC
Rule l0b-5. The plaintiffs seek rescission of the

plaintiffs'urchases

of the Notes, unliquidated actual damages and

punitive damages. The Canyon I complaint also seeks

disgorgement of profits. No judgment has been rendered

in any of these lawsuits and they are still pending.

On April 22, 1997, certain equityholders commenced

the following action against, inter alia, former officers

and directors White, Wilburn and Widders:

Bovee et al. v. Coopers dc Lybrand, LLP
et al., United States District Court for the

Southern District [~*8] of Ohio, Eastern

Division, Case No. C2 97-449, filed April

22, 1997 (the "Equityholders Lawsuit",

and together with the Ohio Lawsuit, the

Canyon I Lawsuit, and the Canyon ll

Lawsuit, the "Securities Litigation" )

The Equityholders Lawsuit is a class action complaint

brought by purchasers of MAWS common stock during

the period April 4, 1995 [*820] through January 21,
1997. The complaint alleges that the defendants either

knowingly or recklessly published or disseminated false

financial statements and data causing the plaintiffs to buy

MAWS stock at artificially high prices and suffer losses.
The complaint asserts causes of action for violations of
sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act

of 1934 and SEC Rule l0b-5, as well as for negligence
and negligent misrepresentation,

On January 21, 1997, MAWS and its thirty-one

subsidiaries filed voluntaiy petitions for relief under

Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code, On that date,

MAWS filed a motion for approval of the sale of
substantially all of their assets to USA Waste Services,
Inc. That sale was subsequently approved, and thereafter

the Court approved MAWS's Amended Joint Liquidating
Plan of Reorganization (the "Plan" ). ["9] The Plan

provides for payment in full of class I administrative

claims, partial payment for class 4 unsecured claims, and

no payout to holders of class 7 subordinated claims,

(Doc, ¹ 541 at 18-25)

The OkD Claimants assert indemnification claims

based on both MAWS's Certificate of Incorporation and

on Delaware corporation law, 8 Oel, C. g /45(c). The
Certificate of Incorporation indemnification provision

reads:

The corporation will indemnify or agree

to indemnify any person who was or is a

party, or is threatened to be made a party

to any threatened, pending, or completed

action or suit by or in the right of the

corporation to procure a judgment in its

favor by reason of the fact that he is or

was a director, officer, employee, or agent
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of the corporation, or is or was seiving at

the request of the corporation as director,

trustee, officer, employee, or agent of
another corporation (including a

subsidiary of this corporation), domestic

or foreign, nonprofit or for profit,

partnership, joint venture, trust, or other

enterprise against expenses, including

attorneys'ees, actually and reasonably

incurred by him in connection with the

defense or settlement of such action
[""10]or suit if he acted in good faith and

in a manner he reasonably believed to be
in or not opposed to the best interest of the

corporation, except that no

indemnification shall be made in respect to

any claim, issue, or matter as to which

such person shall have been adjudged to

be liable to the corporation unless, and

only to the extent that, the Court of
Chancery, or the court in which such

action or suit was brought shall determine

upon application that, despite the

adjudication of liability, but in view of all

the circumstances of the case, such person

is fairly and reasonably entitled to

indemnity for such expenses as the Court

of Chancery or other such court shall

deem proper,

(Doc. It 76 I at 7)

The 0&D Claimants werc senior members of the

MAWS management team. Several of the O&D
Claimants were never employed postpetition, having

resigned prior to MAWS's bankruptcy filing. All of the

facts and circumstances which foiTn the basis of the

claims against the O&D Claimants in the Securities

Litigation occurred prior to MAWS's bankruptcy filing.

Each O&D Claimant lists his claim as an administrative

expense claim.

NatWest and DLJ filed proofs of claim which seek,
as general unsecured ["'~II] claims, (i) unliquidated

damages pursuant to paragraph 6 of the undervniting

agreement and section 11(f) of the Securities Act of
1933; and (ii) damages on account of fees, including

attorneys'ees, and costs and expenses of defending the

Securities Litigation that have already accrued (for
NatWest, a liquidated amount of $ 455,283.22, for DLJ, a

liquidated amount of $ 207,829.83) and that have not yet
accrued.

MAWS objects to the Claimants'laims on the

grounds that the claims should be subordinated pursuant

to g 5IO(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, or, alternatively, that

they should be disallowed and expunged pursuant to g
502(e)(I)(B), (Doc, tt 760, 761, 795) In addition, MAWS

objects to the O&D Claimants'laims on the ground that

their claims arc not allowable as administrative expense

claims under g 503(b)(l)(A). The Claimants filed

responses (Doc. tt 802, 805, 837), MAWS filed replies
thereto (Doc. tt 860, 867, 868), and the Court heard oral

argument on the matter.

['821] DISCUSSION

The Od'cD Claimants'laims as Administrative Expense
Claims

The O&D Claimants seek administrative expense

priority for their indemnification claims agamst MAWS.
They claim that, citing [*~12] Aveliino d'r. Bienes v. M
Frenville Co. (In re M Frenville Co), 744 F.2d 332 (3d
Cir, I984), "a claim against a debtor for indemnification

or contribution arising from litigation commenced against

the creditor postpetition constitutes an administrative

claim." (Doc. tf 802 at 6) Although the O&D Claimants

seek an administrative expense priority payment, their

brief does not discuss, or even identify g 503(b)--the
governing statutory provision.

Section 503(b)(I)(A) defines administrative expenses
as mcluding "the actual, necessary costs and expenses of
preserving the estate, including wages, salaries, or

commissions for services rendered after the

commencement of the case." It is well established that a

company's duty to indemnif'y officers is a form of
compensation. Christian Life Center Litig. Defense
Comm, v. Silva (In re Christian Life Center), 82I F,2d
I370, I373 (9th Cir. I987)("A corporation's duty to

indemnify its officer, whether conferred by statute or by
contract, is a form of compensation for the officer'

services,") (citing In re Baldwin-United Corp., 43 B.R.
443, 454-56 (S,D. Ohio I984)); see also In re

Philadelphia Mortgage Trust, I I 7 B.R. 820, 827 (Bankr,
["~13] ED Pa. I990); In re Consolidated Oil d'c Gas,
Inc., IIO B R. 535, 537 (Bankr, D. Colo I990); In re
Amfesco Indus., Inc., 8I B,R, 777, 784 (Bankr. E.D.N 7
I988).
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To establish admmistrative priority under

503(b)(l)(A), the 08cD Claimants must demonstrate that

the claimed expenses (i) arose out of a postpetition
transaction with the debtor-in-possession and (ii) directly

and substantially benefitted the estate, Microsoft Corp. v,

DAE Indus., Inc. (In re DAIr Indus., Inc.), 66 F,3d 1091,
1094 (9th Cir. 1995); In re Molnar Bros, 200 B.R 555,

559 d'c n,3 (Banlcr. D N.J, 1996). As the Second Circuit

has stated:

An expense is administrative only if it

arises out of a transaction between the

creditor and the bankrupt's trustee or
debtor in possession and "only to the

extent that the consideration supporting
the claimant's right to payment was both

supplied to and beneficial to the

debtor-in-possession in the operation of
the business." A debt is not entitled to

priority simply because the right to

payment arises after the debtor m

possession has begun managing the estate.

Trustees of Amalgamated Ins. Fund v, McFarlin's, lnc.,
789 F.2d 98, 101 (2d Cir, ["~14] 1986) (quoting In re
Manttnoth Mart, Inc., 536 F,2d 950, 954 (1st Cir, 1976))
(citations omitted),

I do not perceive a postpetition transaction between

MAWS and the O&D Claimants as having occuned here,

The 08cD Claimants were each employed prepetition by
MAWS. The O&D Claimants'onduct which forms the

basis for the Shareholder Litigation all arose out of their

prepetition activities as officers and/or directors of
MAWS, The indemnification provisions upon which the

O&D Claimants base their claims were in place during

the entire prepetition relevant period and covered the

O&D Claimants throughout the prepetition period in

which fhe conduct at issue occurred,

An indemnification claim by an officer or director

based on that officer's or director's prepetition services is

not a claim on account of "services rendered after the

commencement of a case" that is entitled to

administrative expense priority, Instead, the O&D
Claimants'ndemnification claims are merely claims for

prepetition compensation for services rendered, not

unlike salary or other benefits. See, e,g,, Christian Life,

821 F.2d at 1373 (holding that
officers'ndemnity/contributionclaims for litigation costs were

[**15] not an administrative expense because litigation

was based on prepetition services and conduct);
Baldwin-United, 43 B.R. at 454-56 (holding that directors

and officers'laims based on debtor's bylaws for

indemnity of costs of defending against allegations of
misconduct during their tenure on prepetition debtor'

board of directors were not compensable as

administrative claims); Philadelphia Mortgage, 117 B,R.
at 828 ("Claims of corpoiatc officers for indemnification

and compensation ['822] for pre-petition actions based

upon corporate by-laws or resolutions... have

consistently been denied administrative status due to

findings by courts that such claims are pre-petition claims

because the acts or services which gave rise to them were

performed pre-petition."); Arnfesco, 81 B.R. at 781 ("All

of the operative facts, legal relationships, and conduct of
the Applicants upon which is based the threatened

litigation occurred prepetition..., Any duty of the

Debtors to indemnify the Applicants arises from services

provided to the pre-petition Corporation not for services

rendered post-petition to the Debtors-in-Possession.");
Consolidated Oil, 110B,R. at 537 (holding that corporate
[~"16] officers and directors were not entitled to

administrative expense priority on their right to

indemnification for legal fees founded on state law, the

debtor's articles of incoiporation and bylaws, and

employment contracts where the officers and directors

performed no postpetition services for the debtor and the

litigation, commenced postpetition, was based on

prepetition conduct); cf. In re Heclds Properties, Inc„
151 B.R. 739, 767 (S.D. K Va, 1992) (holding that

debtor's officers and directors were entitled to

administrative claim for indemnity or contribution for

litigation costs pursuant to debtoi's articles of
incorporation because claim against officers and directois

"related solely to postpetition conduct and services").

In their brief, the O&D Claimants state that each

O&D Claimant timely filed a proof of claim stating that

"the Claim is entitled to administrative priority status in

accordance with In re M Frenville Co." (Doc. /t 802 at

3-4) The O&D Claimants reliance on Frenville is

misplaced. In Frenville, the Third Circuit held that an

accounting firm's indemnification suit against the debtor,

which arose as a result of a postpetition suit filed by

defrauded ["*17] security holders against the

accountants but which implicated the
accountants'repetition

conduct, constituted a postpetition claim

because the accountants'right to payment" arose only at

the time the security holders'uit was filed. Frenville,
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744 F.2d ar 337. Thus, the court simply held that the

automatic stay provisions of II 362(a), which require that

a stayed proceeding "was or could have been
commenced" before filing, did not apply to the

accountants'uit for indemnification. 1d. Frenvilfe did not

involve an administrative expense claim.

More importantly, the Frenville court distinguished
the third-party action at issue in that case from the

example of a prepetition contingent claim in surety

relationships. 1d. oi 336-37. The court reasoned that
"when parties agree in advance that one party will

indemnify the other party in the event of a certain

occurrence, there exists a right to payment, albeit

contingent, upon the signing of the agreement." ld. at
336-37 (footnote omitted), In the case at bar, the 08cD
Claimants'ndemnification rights are akin to a surety

relationship created by MAWS's piepetition certificate of
incorporation, under which the 0&D [**18] Claimants

are indemnified for certain prepetition conduct in the

performance of their employment services, The only

difference between the example given in Frenville and

the certificate of incorporation at issue in the case at bar

is the signing of an agreement. However, the

corporation's commitment to indemnify, as provided in

the certificate of incorporation, existed at the time each of
the 0&D Claimants'ommenced employment, a fact of
which the 0&D Claimants were hkely aware. The 0&D
Claimants now rely on its prepetition existence for their

indemnification claims. In my view, the absence of a

signed agreement is a technical nicety that makes no

substantive difference between the prepetition surety

agreement addressed in Frenville and the prepetition
indemnity commitment in MAWS's certificate of
incoiporation.

The 0&D Claimants argue that the certificate of
mcorporation is not a contract, To reach the conclusion

that the certificate of incorporation created a contract on

its effective date, the 0&D Claimants argue, would

produce the illogical result of granting the 0&D
Claimants a right to payment prior to their employment

by MAWS.

In Delaware, a corporation's certificate [~~19] of
incorporation creates a contract between the state and the

corporation. See, e.g,, Staar Surgical Co, v, I4'aggoner,

588 A,2d 1130, 1136 (Del, 1991).At a minimum, [*823]
the 0&D Claimants are third-party beneficiaries of that

contract and those benefits come into existence as to each

officer and director when each of them become an officer
or director of MAWS. The 0&D Claimants could hardly

deny their status as third party beneficiaries given that

their claim of indemnification rights is founded in that

contract. Their relationship to MAWS is akin to the

surety relationship which the Frenville court stated

created a surety right prepetition.

In addition to the indemnification clause of thc

certificate of incorporation, the 0&D Claimants assert
that they are entitled to indemnification based on g 145(c)
of the Delaware Geneial Corporations Law ("DGCL"), 8

Del, C, )'45(c), which states that

to the extent that a director, officer,
employee, or agent of a corporation has

been successful on the merits or otherwise
in defense of any action, suit or
proceeding referted to in subsections (a)
and (b) of this section [which include the

claims asserted in the Shareholder

Litigation], [**20] or in defense of any

claim, issue or matter therein, such person
shall be indemnified against expenses
(including attorneys'ees) actually and

reasonably incuired by such person in

connection therewith.

Thc mandatory indemnification requirement of $ 145(c)
of the DGCL only springs into existence when the officer
or director has been "successful on the merits or

otherwise in defense" of the action. The "or otherwise in

defense" language contemplates a negotiated settlement

in which the suit is dismissed with prejudice and without

any payment or assumption of liability by the officer or

director, See Wisener v, Air Fxpress 1ni'1 Corp., 583 F.2d
579 (2d Cir, 1978); B d'c B 1nv. Club v. Kleineri's, 1nc.,

472 F, Supp. 787 (F.D. Pa, 1979),

The 0&D Claimants identify only one such case
involving them that has been dismissed with prejudice
pursuant to a stipulation of settlement under which the

0&D Claimants made nn payment to the plaintiffs. (Doc.
il 802 at 4) However, MAWS asserts that all costs and

fees incurred in connection with the Securities Litigation

have been covered by MAWS's directors and officers

insurance policy. (Doc. il 761 at 7-8) Because the 0&D
Claimants do [~*21] not challenge this assertion, I
conclude that the 0&D Claimants have not yet incurred

any actual or necessary expenses that would entitle them
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to indemnification under g 145(c) of the DGCL.

The Claimant's'laims as Class 7 Subordinated Claims
Pursuant to g 510(b) 's Subordination Provision

MAWS seeks to classify the Claimants'laims as

Class 7 subordinated claims pursuant to g 510(b), which

provides that

for the purpose of distribution under this

title, a claim arising from rescission of a

purchase or sale of a security of the debtor
or of an affiliate of the debtor, for

damages arising from the purchase or sale
of such a security, or for reimbursement or
contribution allowed under section 502 on

account of such a claim, shall be
subordinated to all claims or interests that

are senior to or equa! the claim or interest
represented by such security, except that if
such security is common stock, such claim

has the same priority as common stock,

securities litigation." (Doc. ¹ 80S at 6) Although

DLJ fully adopts NatWest's position and asserts

that "no patt of DLJ's claim should be

subordinated under g 5 JO(b)," (Doc. ¹ 837 at 4)
DLJ appears to argue only for excluding its

attorneys'ees from g 510(b)'s scope, conceding

that, under ( 510(b), "only claims for
indemnification of liability are claims that are

'allowed... on account of a 'damages'laim in

the securities fraud action." (Doc. ¹ 837 at S)

['*23] To determine thc meaning of g 510(b), I

must first look to its language and determine if the

language of the statute is ambiguous. United States v,

Ron Pair Enters,, Inc„489 U.S. 235, 242, J03 L. Ed. 2d
290, 109 S. Ct. 1026 (1989). If the language is

unambiguous, the inquiry ends. Id. However, i f the

language is ambiguous, or if the literal application of the

plain meaning "will produce a result demonstrably at

odds with the intention of its drafters," then the intent of
Congress needs to be examined in construing the statute's

meaning. Id.

MAWS argues that Claimants'laims are for
"reimbursement" within the contemplation of g 510(b)
and are therefore subordinated. NatWest and DLJ make

two primary arguments against the application of P
510(b) to [~~22] their claims: (i) the language of g
510(b) is ambiguous, and it does not encompass
indemnification claims for liability and/or litigation

expenses incurred by undenvriters; and (ii) subordinating
indemnification claims for litigation expenses of
underwriters under g 510(b) is in conflict with the

legislative purpose of g 510(b). The 0/r'cD Claimants

['824] do not address the )'JO(b) issue beyond stating

that its administrative expense claims can not be
subordinated under )'10(b). However, as stated above, I

find that the 08cD Claimants'laims are not allowable as

administrative expense claims,

As discussed below, I find that the plain language of

g 5JO(b), its legislative history, and applicable case law

clearly show that g 5JO(b) intends to subordinate the

indemnification claims of officers, directors, and

underwriters for both liability and expenses incurTed in

connection with the pursuit of claims for rescission or

damages by purchasers or sellers of the debtor'

securities. The meaning of amended g 510(b),
specifically the language "for reimbursement or

contribution... on account of [a claim arising fiom

rescission or damages arising from the purchase or sale of
a security]," can be discerned by a plain reading ['~24]
of its language.

Prior to its amendment in 1984, g 510(b) provided

that

3 NatWest and DLJ appear to take differing

stances on what parts of their claim to which g
510(b) does not apply. NatWest argues that both

its potential liability in the Securities Litigation,
as well as its expenses incurred in that litigation,

are not included within g 510(b)'s scope, asserting

that "section 510(b) was designed to subordinate

the claims of owners of securities, not claims

relating to liabilities and expenses incurred by an

underwriter such as NatWest in connection with

any claim for recission [sic] of a

purchase or sale of a security of the debtor

or of an affiliate or for damages arising

from the purchase or sale of such a

security shall be subordinated for purposes

of distribution to all claims and interests

that are senior or equal to the claim or

interest represented by such security.

In 1984, Congress amended P 510(b), which now reads as
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follows:
For the purpose of distribution under this

title, a claim arising fiom rescission of a

purchase or sale of a security of the debtor
or of an affiliate of the debtor, for
damages arising from the purchase or sale
of such a security, or for reimbursement or
contribution allowed under sectiim 502 on
account of such a claim, shall be
subordinated to all claims or interests that
arc senior to or equal the claim or interest

represented by such security, except that if
such security is common stock, such claim
has the same priority as common stock. 4

4 Comparison of the old and the new g 510(b) is
shown by the following--the added language
underlined and deleted language in brackets,

For the purpose af distribution

under this title, [any] a claim [for]
arising fram rescission of a
purchase or sale of a security of the

debtor or of an affiliate of the

debtor [or], for damages arising
from the purchase or sale of such a

security, or for reimbursement or
contribution allowed under section
502 on account of such a claim,
shall be subordinated [for purposes
of distribution] to all claims or
interests that are senior to or equal

[to] the claim or interest

represented by such security,

except that if such security is
common stock, such claim has the

same priority as common stock,

[""'25] NatWest correctly points out that Congress's
1984 amendment to g 510(b) was not accompanied by
any legislative history. NatWest argues that amended g
510(b) is ambiguous and posits its view of the legislative
history of the original version of the section to conclude
that Congress could not have intended the result argued
for by MAWS. In support of its position, NatWest
repeatedly stresses its view of why the original g 510(b)
was enacted:

The purpose of section 510(b) is to
prevent shareholders from bootstrapping
low priority equity interests into higher
priority unsecured claims merely by
claiming some sort of fiaud in connection
with the issuance of the securities.

(Doc, tt 805 at 6)
Congress enacted section 510(b) to

prevent equity holders from subveiting the
["825] absolute priority rule and being
treated as general unsecured creditors...,

(Doc. tt 805 at 7)
The primary rationale for section 510(b)

subordination is that shareholders buy into
a particular, subordinate position and
should not be able to elevate their claims

by suing for recision [sic].

(Doc, tt 805 at 10)
It is abundantly clear that the purpose of

section 510(b) is to [**26] prevent
shareholders from being treated like

creditors,

(Doc. tt 805 at 12)

From this premise, Natwest argues that this purpose

is in no way furthered by the
subordination of liability and litigation

expense claims of an underwriter such as
NatWest. NatWest did not bargain for the
shareholder suits nor for the expense it is
required to incur to defend itself; it is not
in the same position as the shareholders
whose claims Congress intended to
subordinate by virtue of section 510(b),
Accordingly, NatWest's claim should be
treated just as all other general unsecured

claims, and not subordinated as if it was a
shareholder's claim,

(Doc. tt 80S at 10-11)

NatWest's conclusion is premised on too narrow a

focus of the purpose of g 510(b). Although it is conect
that the principal focus of Congress in 1978 was to
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subordinate shareholder securities law claims, Congress's
intent was not so limited. 5 In its original adoption,
Congress did not limit the application of g 510(b) to
equity securities. Section 510(b) applies to claims arising
from rescission or damages from the purchase or sale of a

"security." The Bankruptcy Code defines the term
"security" to include ["'"27] a "note," "bond," or
"debenture," g IOI(49)(A)(i), (iv), (v). Thus, by its plain
terms )'10(b) is intended to apply to both debtholders
and equityholders. See Levine v. Resolution Trust Corp.
(In re Coronet Capital Co.), 1995 U.S, Dish LEXIS
10175, 1995 WL 429494, *8 (S.D.N Y. July 20, 1995)
(citing Kira v. Holiday Mart, Inc. (In re Holiday Mari,
Inc.), 715 F 2d 430, 434 (9th Cir. 1983), for the

proposition that g 510(b) is "written in terms of 'any

claim for rescission of a purchase or sale of a
security'ithout

distinction between equity securities and debt
securities" and "commentators have construed the statute
to apply to both."), 6 In the case before me, we have both

Noteholder claims and shareholder claims.

5 Although the reported decisions and most of
the literature on $ 510(b) speak in terms of
securities law claims by purchasers and sellers,
the claims contemplated by g 510(b) can also be
based on other case law and statutory law dealing
with fraudulent conduct generally, breach of
fiduciary duty and similar types of misconduct.
For purpose of convenience, I will simply refer to
all these claims as securities law claims —the type
of claim we see riost often in the g 510(b)
context,

[~"28]
6 The legislative history makes clear that

Congress made no mistake in using the

Bankmptcy Code defined term "security;"

The... subordination varies

with the claim or interest involved.

If the security is a debt instillment,

the damages or rescission claim
will be granted the status of a

general unsecured claim. If the

security is an equity security, the

damages or rescission claim is

subordinated to al! creditors and

treated the same as the equity

security itself.

H.R. Rep No. 595, at 359 (1977); S. Rep. No.

989, at 74 (1978)

The legislative histoiy of the original P'10(b)
reflects Congress's intent to include security

holders'laims

generally —both debtholder claims as well as
shareholder claims. Discussing a 1973 law review article
authored by Professors John J. Slain and Homer Kripke,
Congress stated that

[Professors Slain and Kripke] conclude
that allocation of assets in a bankruptcy
case is a zero-sum situation, and that rules

of allocation in bankruptcy should be

predictated on allocation of risk. The two

risks to be considered are the risk of
insolvency [*~29] of the debtor and thc

risk of an unlawful issuance of securities.
While both security holders and general
creditors assume the risk of insolvency,
Slain and Kripke conclude that the risk of
illegality in securities issuance should be

borne by those investing in securities and

not by general creditors.

H,R. Rep, No. 595, at 195 (1977).

Thus, it is readily apparent that the rationale for g
510(b) is not limited to preventing ["826] shareholder
claimants from improving their position vis-a-vis general

creditors; Congress also made the decision to subordinate

based on risk allocation. Consequently, when Congress
amended,( 510(b) to add reimbursement and contribution
claims, it was not radically departing from an

equityholder claimant treatment provision, as NatWest

suggests; it simply added to the subordination treatment

new classes of persons and entities involved with the
securities transactions giving rise to the rescission and

damage claims, The 1984 amendment to P 510(b) is a

logical extension of one of the rationales for the original

section —because Congress intended the holders of
securities law claims to be subordinated, why not also
subordinate claims of other parties [~*30] (e.g., officers
and directors and underwriters) who play a role in the

purchase and sale transactions which give rise to the

securities law claims? As I view it, in 1984 Congress
made a legislative judgment that claims emanating from

tainted securities law transactions should not have the

same priority as the claims of general creditors of the
estate.
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Adhering to its narrow understanding of the original

purpose of g 510(b), NatWest argues that "broadening the

scope of 510(b) to include claims of parties other than

shareholders would signal a major expansion of the scope
and purpose of section 510(b)." (Doc. It 805 at 11) It
offers a "more likely" explanation:

A more likely explanation is that

Congress modified section 510(b) in

furtherance of its original purpose: to

prevent shareholders from bootstrapping a

securities claim into a general unsecured

claim, For example, if a shareholder had

some sort of reimbursement or

contribution claim as a result of the

decrease in value of the
shareholders'ecurities

that did not arise from the

purchase or sale of a security, such as a

contractual right to indemnification

independent of the purchase of the

security, such shareholder [*~31] could

convert its securities claim into a general

unsecured claim by pursuing its rights

under the indemnification contract. In

order to further the purpose of section

510(b), the amendment could have been

designed to guard against such

bootstrapping by subordinating all

securities-related claims of shareholders,

regardless of the source of such claims.

(Doc. tt 805 at 11) (emphasis added)

I find this argument to be a speculative exercise and in

conflict with the plain language of g 510(b). It is pure

speculation to suggest that Congress had in mind "some

sort of reimbursement or contribution claim as a result of
the decrease in the value of the shareholders'ecurities." I
have great difficulty in applying this concept to any type
of shareholder/corporation transaction of which I am

familiar, Indeed, I find a right of contribution to be an

alien element in such a shareholder/corporation

transaction. And because there is no 1984 amendment

legislative history to aid in a search for meaning beyond

the plain words of g 510(b), NatWest's argument cannot

be seriously considered.

Furthermore, as I read it, the "some sort" of claim

suggested by NatWest is not a securities ["'32] law

claim; it is a contract claim not within the scope of g
510(b), Section 510(b) covers claims that arise in

connection with a purchase or sale of a security.

NatWest's theoretical claim, as it states it in the above

quote, "did not arise from the purchase or sale of a

security,"

The few reported decisions that address the issue

before me support the conclusion that the
Claimants'laims

are subject to p 510(b)'s subordination. NatWest

and DLJ cite the Ninth Circuit's decision in Christian Life
Center Litig. Defense Comm. v Silva (ln re Christian

Life Center), 821 F,2d 1370 (9th Cir. 1987), for the

proposition that g 510(b) does not require subordination

of indemnity claims for the costs of defending security

holder litigation, while MAWS counters that a later

decision out of the Ninth Circuit, Official Comm. Of
Unsecured Creditors v, PaineWebber Inc, (In re De
Laurentiis Lntertainment Group), 124 B.R. 305, 308
(C,O, Cal, 1991), holds that g 510(b) requires

subordination of such litigation cost claims.

In Christian Life, a church raised funds for church

construction by selling shares in a trust fund, Christian

Life, 821 F.2d at 1372. A group of trust fund purchasers

["*33] sued thc [*827] church and its pastor for fraud

and securities law violations after failing to recover their

investment, and the church subsequently filed a

bankruptcy petition, Id, The fraud claim against the

pastor was tried and a jury found him not liable. Id. After

trial, LDC, the group of attorneys representing the pastor

and the other officers, submitted a claim against the estate

for indemmty of the pastor's defense costs as a first

priority administrative expense. Id. The bankruptcy court

allowed the claim. Id. The creditors'ommittee and other

creditors appealed. Id. The district court disallowed

LDC's claim as an administrative expense and

subordinated the indemnity claim to general
creditors'laims.

Id. LDC appealed. Id.

After deciding that LDC's claim was not allowable as

an administrative expense, the Christian Life couri took

up the issue of whether the district court properly

subordinated the claim pursuant to preamended g 510(b),
7 In so doing, the court looked to the purpose of g 510(b),
which the court described as

preventing equity stockholders or

holders of other subordinated securities

from converting their interests into [*'34]
higher priority general creditors'laims by

asserting damages or rescission claims.
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Congress requires subordination of such
claims because failure to subordinate the
interests of shareholders to those of
unsecured creditors would defeat the
reasonable expectations of both. General
creditors rely on the equity cushion

created by the investmcnt of shareholders
and expect priority in bankruptcy.
Shareholders in turn bargain for potential
profit in exchange for expected
subordination of their interests in

bankruptcy. S

Id, at 1375 (citations omitted).

7 The court recognized Congress's 1984
amendment to g 510(b), which added, inter alia,
the "reimbursement or contribution" language, see
supra. The court stated that "we need not and do
not determme whether amended section 510(b)
requires subordination of indemnity claims." Id.
at 1375 n.6,
8 I note that the Christian Life court, like
NatWest, focuses on g 510(b)'s purpose to prevent
elevating shareholders into creditor positions, As
discussed below, to some extent the DeLaurentiis
court follows Christian Life in that regard.
Although g 510(b) obviously covers defrauded
shareholders'laims, as noted above, its purpose
is not so limited. Congress clearly intended that
debenture purchasers (i.e., creditors, not
shareholders) having securities law claims also
are to be subordinated to general unsecured
creditors. Understanding this (as discussed in

more detail above at pages 22-26), it seems to me,
makes it easier to understand the 1984
amendment to g 510(b) and why that amendment
does not reflect a serious departure from its

predecessor. Indeed, this may explain why
Congress saw no need to make a legislative record
in enacting the amendment.

[~'35] The court then explored the committee's
argument that those stated principles require the claim to
be subordinated under g 510(b). The committee argued
that if shareholders recovered damages from an officer of
the debtor, and the officer in turn recovered by way of
indemnity from the estate as an unsecured claimant, the
shareholders would achieve indirectly what g 510(b)
prevents them from achieving directly, thus avoiding the

subordination of their equity interests and defeating the
expectations of unsecured creditors ld. ai 1375-76. The
court rejected the committee's argument because the
claims at issue in the case were for litigation costs, not for
reimbursement for an officer's liability to security
holders. Id. ai 1376. The court stated that "security
holders recover[] nothing from the officers when the
latter are merely indemnified for defense costs." Id. The
court then ended its discussion by concluding that g
510(b) did not require subordination of indemnity claims
for defense costs, ld,

In De Laurentiis, PaineWebber had entered into a

series of underwriting agreements with the debtor, which
included promises by the debtor that it would reimburse
[**36] PaineWebber for litigation expenses incuned
should it be sued in connection with the offerings, De
Laurcnnis, 124 B,R, at 306. PaineWebber was
subsequently sued by securities holders on the theory that
the prospectuses and SEC registration statements
contained misstatements of fact. Id, ai 306-07.
PaineWebber claimed to have incurred over $ 800,000 in

attorney'ees in connection with defending itself in the
suits, and asserted [*828] a contract-based claim for the
litigation expenses against the debtor. Id. at 307. Thc
debtor subsequently filed its plan of reorganization,
which subordinated the PaineWebber litigation expense
claims pursuant to P'10(b). Id. PaineWebbei filed a

motion to have its litigation expense claim classified as
general unsecured claim, which the debtor and the
creditors'ommittee opposed. Id. The bankruptcy court
granted PaineWebber's motion and classified the claim as
a general unsecured claim. Id. The committee and the
debtor appealed. Id.

The De Laurentiis court first examined the language
of g 510(b). The court, citing Unired States v. Ron Pair
Enters., Inc., 489 U,S. 235, 103 L. Ed. 2d 290, 109 S. Ct.
1026 (1989), stated ["*37] that in interpreting P 510(b),
it must first look at the language to determine if, on its
face, it has plain meaning. De Laurentiis, 124 B,R. ai
307-08. If so, then the court's inquiry should end unless
"'the literal application of a statute will produce a result
demonstrably at odds with the intention of its drafters.'"
Id. at 308 (quoting Ron Pair, 489 U.S. ai 242). The court
agreed with the committee's argument that PaineWebber's
claim for litigation costs pursuant to its indemnification
agreement was a claim for reimbursement under g 510(b)
because "reimbursement by definition includes
indemnification." Id. The court rejected PaineWebbei's
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argument that g 510(b)'s language does not mandate
subordination of litigation expense claims. PaincWebber
stated that g SJO(b) did not mention litigation expense
claim's and, thus, the language must by interpreted by
ascertaining congressional intent. Id. It asserted that the
1984 amendment language supported the litigation
expense/liability claim distinction drawn in Christian
Life. Id. PaineWebber focused on the words "on account
of'n g SI0(b) as revealing Congress's intent to
subordinate only those reimbursement [**38] or
contribution claims which would be passed on to the
equity holders asserting damage or rescission claims; if
Congress had meant to niclude litigation expense claims,
it would have used the words "associated with," "related
to," or "arising out of" in the reimbursement clause. Id.
Noting that Black's Law Dictionary defines "on account"
to mean only "in part payment" or "in partial
satisfaction," which did not have the limiting effect on
which PaineWebber insisted, the court "declined to adopt
the novel interpretation proposed by PaineWebber and
interprets 'on account of consistent with its meaning in
normal usage." 124 B.R. at 308. The court then found that
the plain language of g 510(b) included claims for
indemnification of litigation expenses and, thus, the
inquiry would continue only if PaineWebber could show
"that subordination of an underwriter's claim for
indemnification of attorney'ees in this case is
'demonstrably at odds with the intention of its

drafters'nd

not within the intended scope of Section 510(b)." Id.
(quoting Ron Pair, 489 U.S. at 242).

The court found that PaineWebber, despite
presenting "strong policy reasons to support [its]
position," ["~39] failed to meet its burden of showing
that subordination of its claim would subvert
congressional intent. 124 B.R. at 309-JO. The court then
set forth three policy reasons supporting its plain reading
conclusion.

The court noted that the fair allocation of risk
between creditors and shareholders was an important
policy consideration that the Christian Life court did not
discuss. By allowing PaineWebber to recover as a general
unsecured creditor, the court believed that it would be
shitting the risks associated with the issuance of stock
from the underwriter, who is in a better position to
evaluate such risks, to the general unsecured creditors.
Id. al 310, The legislative history discussed above clearly
supports this position. See supra pp, 22-26.

The court listed two additional policy considerations
supporting its conclusion. First, an attorneys'ees
exception to g 510(b) could potentially apply to all

attorneys'ees claims in securities litigation, and not just
those of the defendants, Id, Second, the court stated that
failure to subordinate attorneys'ees claims may
eliminate incentives to settle securities cases because
indemnity claims against the debtor will ['*40] be
subordinated while litigation costs incurred in continuing
to defend the lawsuit will be subsidized by the unsecured
creditors. In articulating this last policy consideration, it
is clear that the court [*829] saw no basis to debate the
issue of the underwriter's liability claim being subject to g
510(b):

Additionally, the failure to subordinate

attorneys'ees may eliminate an incentive
to settle securities cases. The Committee
highlights the fact that underwriters are
not permitted to pass on their damage
claims that result from litigation
surrounding the issued securities. If
PaineI4'ebber seltles the case by agreeing
to pay some damages, ils indemnity claim
against the debtor is subordinated,
However, under PaineWebber's theoiy, if
PaineWebber continues to litigate, its
litigation costs are subsidized by the
unsecured creditors. Thus, PaineWebbei's
interpretation of the statute could act as a
disincentive to settlement,

Id. al 310. (emphasis added)

Following DeLaurentiis, the court in In re Public
Serv. Co., 129 B.R. 3, 5 (Bankr. D.MH. 199J) likewise
found g 510(b) unambiguous and thc

claimants'rguments

for a differing interpretation wanting. The
court [~*41] found that officers'nd

directors'eimbursement

claims, both as to damages and
attorneys'ees,

are tobe subordinated undergSJO(b), Id, at 5.

In summaiy, I conclude that g 510(b) is
unambiguous in requiring the subordination of

Claimants'eimbursement

claims, both for liability and expenses,
resulting from securities law claims by purchasers or
sellers of a debtor's securities, This conclusion is
consistent with the legislative history and is supported by
the reported decisions addressing the issue. NatWest's
argument to the contrary about what Congress might have
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intended in 1984 is misconceived,

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the 08cD Claimants
administrative expense priority claims are disallowed and
the Claimants'laims are subordinated pursuant to g

5JO(b) and therefore will be treated as Class 7 claims in
MAWS's Plan.

Counsel for MAWS should submit an order on
notice,
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In re JACOM COMPUTER SERVICES, INC, and UNICAPITAL
CORPORATION, et al,, Debtors.

Chapter 11,Case Nos. 00 B 42719 (CB) through 00 B 42837 (CB), (Jointly
Administered)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT FOR THE SOUTIIERN DISTRICT
OF NEW YORK
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SUBSEQUENT FIISTORY: Subsequent appeal at Cauff
v, Jacom Computer Servs. (In re Jacom Computer

Servs.), 2006 U,S, Dist LEXIS 53868 (S.D.N, K, July 31,
2006)

DISPOSITION; [~~1] Disbursing Agents'pplication
to estimate claims number 295, 488 and 1132 at zero was
granted.

COUNSEL: Cravath, Swaine &, Moore, New York, New
York, Evan R. Chesler, Esq,, Daniel Slifkin, Esq., Of
Counsel, for Morgan Stanley & Co,, Inc., Salomon Smith

Barney, and Friedman, Billings, Ramsey & Co.

Greenberg Traurig, New York, New York, Richard S.
Miller, Esq,, Robert T. Honeywell, Esq., Of Counsel, for
Jacom Computer Services, Inc., UniCapital Corp., et al.

JUDGES: CORNELIUS BLACKSHEAR, UNITED
STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE.

OPINION BY: CORNELIUS BLACKSHEAR

OPINION

[~571j DECISION REGARDING CLAIMS
OF'NDERWRITERS

CORNELIUS BLACKSHEAR

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE

In this confirmed chapter 11 case, the Disbursing

Agent under the Plan, UniCapital Corporation, has

moved to estimate certain disputed claims so that the

Disbursing Agent may identify the universe of Class 5

General Unsecured Claims and establish an appropriate
reserve. Claimants Morgan Stanley & Co., Inc,, Cravath

Swaine & Moore, and Friedman Billings Ramsey & Co.,
lnc,, hereafter known as the Underwriters, have objected
to the Debtor's application. Specifically, the Underwriters

object to the Debtor's characterization of their claims
j**2] as subordinated pursuant to 11 U.S,C. $ 510(b),
The Underwriters contend that their claim against the

debtors is for indemnification of costs incurred by the

Underwriters in connection with a class action lawsuit

filed against the Underwriters and the debtors in

connection with the initial public offering of the debtor'

stock.

Section 510(b) deals with the subordination of claims

arising from the purchase or sale of securities, rescission
of such a purchase or sale, or "for reimbursement or

contribution allowed under section 502 on account of
such a claim", The Debtors appear to argue that the

Underwriters'laim is one "for reimbursement or
contribution [*572] ...on account of' claim arising
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horn the purchase or sale of securities, and therefore must

be subordinated pursuant to the plain language of the
statute,

general creditors; Congress also made
the decision to subordinate based on

risk allocation.

The Underwriters contend that claim arises from its

contract with the debtor - the Undenvriting Agreement
dated May 14, 1998, annexed to the Proof of Claim of
Salomon Smith Barney, Inc. This Court refers thc parties
to Section 7 "Indemnity and Contribution", where the
debtors agreed to indemnify and ho]d harmless the
Underwriters.

The issue presented by [~*3] the
Underwriters'otion

appears to one of first impression in this Circuit.
The parties have directed this Court to the few reported
cases that discuss section 510(b). One case, In re
Christian Life Center, 821 F,2d 1370, written by the
Ninth Circuit, unfortunately deals with section 510(b)
BEFORE it was amended in 1984 to include, inter alia,
the language "for reimbursement or contribution allowed

under section 502 on account of such a claim". The
Christian Life case can therefore offer little if any
guidance in interpreting the current statute.

Instead, this Court agrees with the analysis of In re
Md-American Waste Systems, Inc,, 228 B.R. 816,
written in 1999 by Chief Bankruptcy Judge Waish in
Delaware, In that case, Judge Waish found that the
indemnification claims of a debtor's underwriters for
legal expenses incurred in defense of an action
commenced by the debtor's shareholders, which
action named the underwriters as defendants, for,
among other tliings, securities fraud, should be
subordinated pursuant to the plain language of section
510(b).

/Section) 510(b) mteuds to subordinate
the indemmfication claims of officers,
['*4] directors, and underwriters for
both habllity and expenses incurred in
connection with the pursuit of claims
for rescission or damages by purchasers
or sellers of tlie debtor's securities ...It
is readily apparent that the rationale
for section 510(b) is not limited to
preventing shareholder claimants from
improving their positions vis-a-vis

In re Mid-American Waste Systems, Inc,, 228 B.R 816,
824-6 (Bankr. DeL 1999). The inclusion of
reimbursement and contribution claims to those

subordinated under section 510(b) is simply the
addition of "new classes of persons and entities
involved with the securities transactions giving rise to
the rescission and damage claims," Id. at 826. This

Court agrees with Judge Walsh that the underwiiters are

in a better position to allocate risks associated with the

issuance of securities and that it is inconsistent with the

policies articulated in the legislative history of section

510(b) to force unsecured creditors to subsidize the

underwriters'itigation costs, See also In re Walnut

Equipment Leasing Co., Inc., 1999 Bankr. LEXIS 1626,
1999 WL 127176'2, [*"5] at "1!(Bankr. E.D, Pa. 1999);
In re De Laurentiis L'ntertainment Group, Inc., 124 B.R,
305, 310 (C,D. CaL 1991).

Finally, taking the Underwriters argument that their claim

arises from their indemnity contract with the Debtors, this

Court notes that the indemnity provision is a provision of
the Underwriting Contract. Further, this Court agrees

with the analysis outlined in the De Laurentiis case:
"reimbursement by definition includes indemnification,

and indemnification naturally includes recovery of
attorneys'ees." 124 B,R. at 308. This Court is not

persuaded by Underwriters'haracterization of their

claim as one for "indemnification" as opposed to

"reimbursement" (the term used in the statute).

["573] The Disbursing Agents'pplication to

estimate claims number 295, 488 and 1132 at zero is

granted. The attorneys for the Disbursing Agents are

directed to settle an order on five business days'otice
consistent with this decision.

Dated: New York, New York

July 23, 2002

/sl Cornelius Blackshear

United States Bankruptcy Judge
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S. Subotdii~tion of Equity Claims

Canaa'z'an z'nsoloeng

lazzz does not subordz'nate

shareholder or equip
damage claims.

Insolvency legislation in the United States has created
the concept of "subordination of equity claims." Equity claims
axe those claims that axe not based on the supply of goods,
services or cxedit to a corpoxation, but rather are based on
some wrongful or allegedly wrongful act committed by the
issuer of an instrument reflecting equity in the capital of a
corporation. Conceptually, this type of claim relates more to
the loss of a claimant who holds shares or. other equity
instruments issued by a corporation, rather than the claims

of'raditionalsuppliers, In American legislation, such claims are
subordinated to the claims of traditional suppliers.

Canadian insolvency law does not subordinate
shareholder ox equity damage claims. It is thought that this
treatment has led some Canadian companies to reorganize in
the United States rather. than in Canada.

Mr. Ident, for. example, told the Committee that "[i]f[a
shareholdexs'ights claims by people who say that they have
been lied to through the public markets] is filed in Canada,
there is no facility in place to deal with it. They have no choice
but to Ale in the U,S, where there is a vehicle to deal with
these claims in a sensible, fair and reasonable way. In Canada,
we have no mechanism, Thus, you end up with situations
where it. becomes difficult to reorganize a Canadian enterprise
under Canadian law because oux laws do not generally deal
with shareholder claims,"

He also indicated, however, that shareholder. claims
may be addressed within specific corporate statutes. Mx. Ident
mentioned, in paxticular, the Canada Business Corporations Act
and some provincial/territonal statutes, and shared his view
that "[i]t becomes a lottery, depending on where the
corporation is organized, whether thexe is a vehicle fox dealing
with some of these claims ox there may not be. It is a

hodgepodge system."
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The Joint Task Porce on Business Insolvency I.,aw
Reform shared with the Committee a proposal that all claims

arising under or relating to an instrument that is in the form of
equity are to be treated as equity claims, .Consequently, "all

Iequity] claims against a debtor in an insolvency proceedxng ...
including claims for payment of dividends, redemption or
xetraction or repurchase or shares, and damages (incluchng

securities fraud claims) are to be treated as equity claims

subordinate to all other secured and unsecured claims against:

the debtor ...."It: also pxoposed that these claims could be
extinguished, at the discretion of the Court, in connection with

the approval of a reorganization plan.

In view of recent corporate scandals in North America,
the Committee believes that the issue of equity claims must be
addressed in insolvency legislation, In our view, the law must

recognize the facts in insolvency proceedings: since holders of
equity have necessarily accepted —through their acceptance of
equity rather than debt —that their claims will have a lower

priority than claims for debt, they must step aside in a

bankruptcy proceeding. Consequently, their claims should be
afforded lower ranldng than secured and unsecuxed creditors,
and the law —in the interests of'airness and p~edictability-
should reflect both this lower priority for holders of equity and

the notion that they will not participate in a restructuring or
recover anything until all other creditors have been paid in full.

Prom this perspective, the Comnuttee recommends that:

In uiezzj of recent

corporate scandais z'n

North America, the

Commztt'ee beli eoes that

the issue of ecIuz'g ciaims

mzzst be addressedin

in& olveng Iegislatz'on.

The BanIcruptcy ~ed JtzsoIIverzcp Act be amended to provide that
the claim of a seller or purchaser of equity securities, seeking
d.amages or rescission in connection with the transaction, be
subordinated to the claims of ordinary creditors. Moreover, these
claims should not participate in the proceeds of a restructuring ot
bankruptcy until other creditors of the debtor have been paid in
full.
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An International Comparison of Equity

Securities Law Claims in Insolvency

Proceedings
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Securities law claims in insolvency proceedings raise important questions ol'allo-

cation of risk and remedies. In the ordinary course of business, equity claims come

last, in the hierarchy ol'claims during insolvency. EVhat is less clear is whel.her l.his

should encompass claims arising from the violation ofpublic statutes designed to pro-

1 eel. cquil y investors, Discerning the optimal allocation ol risk is a complex challenge

if one is trying to maximize the simultaneous advancement of securities law and

insolvency law public policy goals, Fi.om a. securities law perspective, there must. be

confidence in meaningful remedies for capital markets violations il'irlvestors are to

continue to invest. From a.n insolvency perspective, creditors make their pricing

ancl credit availability choices based nn certainty regarding their claims and shifting

those priorities may affect the availability ofcredil.. The critical question is the nature

of the claim advanced by thc s& curilics holder and whether subordination of securi-

ties law claims gives rise to inappropriate incentives for corporate oHicers within

the insolvency law regime. A comparative analysis reveals that the U.S. has provided

a limited statutory exception to complete subordination through the fair funds pro-

vision of the Sttrbctnes-Oxtep Act by allowing SFC claims for penalties a.nd disgorge-

ment to rank equally with unsecured claims even though the funds are distributed

lo shareholders. The I,'.14. and Australian schemes permit shareholders l.o claim

directly as unsecured creditors for fraudulent acts and misrepresentation by the

issuer. In contrast., Canadian law is underdeveloped in ils treatment of such claims.
'I'he paper canvasses the policy options available to reconcile securities law and insol-

vency law claims, including a discussion oi l.he appropriate gatekecping role lor
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regulatory authorities and the courts, and the need for a framework that offers fair
and expeditious resolution of such claims. If the public policy goal of both securities
law and insolvency law is to foster efficient and cos(-e(Tective capital markets, it

seems tha.t the systems need to be better reconciled than currently. I he paper
also examines the codified response to the time and resources consumed in various
common law tracing claims by customers in a securities firm insolvency. Copyright

2007 JohnWiley Bc Sons, Lld.

I. Ilntroduction

In an era, of global capital markets, investors are seeking to maximize return and
minimize risk in their investment choices. Part of that decision-making involves a
choice of debt., equity andjor hybrid investments that. have bol.h debt and equity
features. When companies are financially healthy, creditors can expect: to receive
the face value of their debt: instrument plus interest and charges, while equity inves-

tors seek return through dividends from profits and appreciation in l.he share price.
Moreover, where corporal.ions and their officers have cngagcd in fraudulent. disclos-

ure (or non-disclosure), equi(.y investors can seek to recover da
m ages based on the loss

in value of l.heir shares resulting from the fraudulent. conduct.
On insolvency, creditors rank ahead of equity investors, whose equity interests

rank after creditor claims as pail. of the ordinary business risk l.hat they chose. How-

ever, the question arises as to whether an equity investor's claim for fraud damages
should rank after creditor claims because I hc damages relate to an equity interest., or
whether the damages claim instead should rank pari passu with creditor claims

because lhc damages relate to fraudulent conduct rather than to the fundamental

nature of the equity investment.'j'his question engages our notions of the nature
of'quity

and debt investment., and l.he broader public policy quest.ion of what legal

framework should govern claims arising out of violation of securities law and other
fraudulent conduct when thc firm is in financial

distress.'ecurities

law and insolvency law both perform import.ant public policy functions

in rnoder n capital markets. Securil ies law is aimed generally at I he protection of inves-

tors and l.he creation ofefficient capital markets. Insolvency law is aimed a t. providing

a fair and efJicient mechanism for creditors to realize on I heir claims and at providing a.

framework for the rehabilitation ofa ct&nipany where there is a viable going forward

business plan that. is acceptable to creditor s, In most. jurisdictions, both legal regimes

are enabling, in that they generally regulate oiily to the extent necessary to advance

the public policy goals, but leave consider able room for equity investors, creditors, and

corporate officers to make their own business decisions about debt or equity invest-

ments in thc firm. Both regulate diferent aspects of the provision ofcapital to business

enterprises and their proper functioning is important to the economy.

I. The Sons of Grvalta case in Australia., which is con-
sidered at length in part Lr ol this paper, involved claims
that arose onto('an unf'air trade practices statute rather

than Austraha's actual securities lasvs, as ducussed
below; Sonr ofGtvaha I trl vs AIarvarvttc (2007) HCA I

Copyrtght C 2007 John Wiley R Sons, Ltd. Inl. Insolv. Aev., Vol. 16: I BI—246 (2007)
DOI; l0.1002/iir
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Securities law and insolvency law regimes intersect at lhe poirtt that a firm is in

financial distress and unable to pay its creditors in full. Public policy in many jurisdic-

tions has chosen to subordinate (or "postpone" in the lingo of some countries) l.he

damages claims of'equity investors to those of regular creditors on t.he basis that equity

investors, in seeking the unlimited upside potential of an equity investment, should bc

subject to the downside risks of equity, even if those risks arise as a result of the com-

pany's fraud rather than its normal market performance. Increasingly, however, the

intersection of l.hese regimes and the interests that. they protect has created new ten-

sions, in part because manyjurisdictions have shifted from liquidation lo restructuring

regimes, in part because investors have been harmed by the misconduct. of corporate

officers to an extent and manner not historically considered part. of ordinary business

risk, and in part because many jurisclictions have made it easier for shareholders to

pursue f'raud claims through contingency fee or third party funding arrangemenl s.This

last. point is critically important.. In a "loser pays" litigation environment, shareholclers

simply are not. going to risk their own f'unds seeking recovery from an insolvent com-

pany; that. is why such cases are rare. However, if the lawyer takes thc risk through a

contingency fee, or a. litigation funder takes the risk by indemnifying against costs

awards, then the claims will be asserted, as is occurring in Australia. This paper begins

to explore the contours of this intersect.ion between insolvency law and securities law.

There have been an increasing number of cases in which insolvencies are either

precipit ated by securities law claims, or the securities claims ofequity investors arise

during lhc course of'insolvency proceedings. In large measure, these claims are a

function ofrelatively new statutory remedies granted to securities holders in the post-

Sarbanes Oxlep era of enhanced disclosure and governance rcquircmcnls and
of'ncreasedenforcement by securities authorities basecl on f'raud and other miscon-

2duct.. In a number of'jurisdiclions, investors have been granted additional rights

to bring civil actions against directors and officers for alleged failure to meet. statutor y
disclosure requirement.s and/or fraudulent conduct, Given the nature ol securities,

which can be debt or equity or some combination, the treatment of't.hese claims in

insolvency proceedings has been somewhat. uncertain, particularly when securities

holders are aggressively pursuing remedies in l.he ordinary courts. Increasingly, 1 here

have been complex class action suits filed concurrently with insolvency proceedings.

Just as healthy insolvency laws help to foster r obust capital markets through certainty
in credit. decisions, eAective securities legislation is a key to enhancing global capital

markets by fostering fair and efficient capital raising processes and confidence in public

capital markets through the protection ofinvestors. Yel. the regimes may be in conflict. in

cer tain circumstances, For example, litigation alleging securities law violations can

be complex, time-consuming, and expensive for security holders and debtors alike,

and can work to defeat the goal of an expeditious resolution of a debtor's insolvency.

The claims of equity securities holders create a risk to timely realization of
creditors'laims

at the point. of'irm financial distress. For jurisdictions wil.h federal legislative

2 Sarbanos-Oxtcydcl of 2002, Pub. L. iso, 107 204, 116

Sian 745, codihed inl'ales 11, b, 10, 20, and 23 U.S O.

P002&
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strucl.ures, there also may be paramountcy questions in respect. of insolvency and secu-

rities laws. At the heart of these issues is how lo distribute losses dur ing firm insolvericy.

Ther e continues to be a gap in information about. the inl ersection ofinsolvency law

and securities law. Both areas are highly specialized areas ofpractice and scholarship,

each with limited understanding or sympat.hy for the particular policy choices of the

other statutory scheme and the priority, protection, and remedies that have been

lashioned to advance the particular public policy underlying the regime. Yet a better

understanding of their intersection is necessary ifwe are to advance the goals ofboth
regimes to stimulate robust capital markets. The tension between securities law and

insolvency law has generated a number of questions. How does domestic law treat
securities law claims in the context. of restructuring or liquidation proceedings)
Should sccuril.ies law claims be dealt with in the context of insolvency proceedings

or in concurrent securilies regulatory proceedings& How can one protect, ifpossible,

the reasonable expectations of both debt. and equity investors in reconciling these

legal regimes) Should there be difl'erent treatment ofsecurilies claims depending on

whether they arise out ofprimaryor secondary markets) The paper begins to explore

these questions by examining the policy choices made by several jurisdictions.
'I he remainder ofPart I briefly defines securities for purposes of this paper. Part II

examines the treatment of securities claims in insolvency, in particular, examining

when claims are subordinated or postponed and when they are not, including ten-

sions in the allocation of risk. It considers the different judicial approaches to inter-

preting statutory language and the common law in the US,, Canada, the U I4., and

Australia, Part III offers several policy options for treatment of claims arising out of
securities law violal.ions.

There have also been failures ofsecurities firms, such as broker age companies, and

the insolvency of such firms pose their own challenges, given l.he myriad ways 1 hat

such firms hold assets for investors, The insolvency ofa securities firm can raise ques-

lions regarding the nature of l.hc assets and what, may be distributable lo creditors,

Several jurisdictions have enacted specia I statutory regimes to address the insolvency

of sccurilics firms, some within existing insolvency legislation and some creating a.

separate, complemenl.ary, legislative scheme. Part IVexamines Canada and the Uni-

ted States as examples of'statulory regimes that have crea ted special mechanisms 1'or

addressing securities firm insolvency, While l.he treatment of claims in these situ-

ations arises directly out of property and tracing claims, it is another example of
where securil.ies law and insolven( y law intersect.

It is important to have a working definition ofsecurities f'or purposes ofthe discussion

here, as t.he nature and type of securities products is rapidly evolving and legal regimes

are trying to keep pace with the developments. For purposes of this paper, the defi-3

nition is that used by Canadian bankruptcy and insolvency legislation, specifically,

.K ivor a discussion oP ihe range ol'sccui ines beyond
shares or bonds, see M. Condon, r& Anand, a.nd J.

Copyrigh( ((~~ 2007 Join& Wiley 5 Sons, L(d.

Sari a, Sevuri&rrs Lars&iu (;auada 1"lorn&in&'r&nor&d M&&n-

(gomery, 2005) a(183—191.
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"security" means any document, instrument or written or electronic record that is

commonly known as a security, and includes, without. limiting the generality of the
foregoing, (a) a document., instrument. or writ.ten or electronic record evidencing a.

share, participation right or other right or interest in property or in an enterprise,
including an equity share or stock, or a mutual fund share or unit, (b) a document,
instrunient or written or electronic record evidencing indebtedness, including a note,
bond, debenture, mortgage, hypothec, certificate of deposit, commercial paper, or
mortgage-backed instrument, (c) a document, instrument or a written or electronic
record evidencing a right or interest in respect of an option, warrant. or subscripl.ion,
or under a commodity future, financial future, or exchange or other forward con-
tract, or other derivative instrument, including ari eligible financial contract, and (d)
such other document, instrument or written or electronic record as is prescribed.

This definition captures all the instruments recognized in Canada as securities for
the purpose of insolvency law. It mirrors the definition oi security under securities law,

including both debt and equity instruments sold or traded in the market. The defini-

tion blurs 1 he distinction between security instruments or certificates, both the paper
element and the electronic record keeping, and the actual security in the sense of a
party's right, title, or interest in something. While securities law in manyjurisdictions
regulates debt and equity instruments together, in insolvency, debt is treated differ-

ently than equity investmenls, boih in terms ofpriorily ofclaims for payment., but also in

the specia.l treatment accorded to some forms of securities, such as eligible financial
contract.s. Hence, for purposes of this paper, a distinction must bc made bcl,ween the

types of securities claims, specifically: equity claims, debt. claims, and those invest-

ments 1 hat. are a hybrid ofdebt and equity where thc categorization of 1 hal invest men(.

may be a. function of the status of the instrument at the time of the insolvency.

Insolvency law l.reatmenl. of securities claiarts must also deal wil.h thc issue of
beneficial securities holders, Today, public securities are almost always held electro-
nically by central dcpositorics or by brokerage firms, registered in the name ol such

firms as a mechanism to facilitate timely and efficient trading ofsecurities. Investors
are thus often only beneficial owners of the securities, not thc registered owners. Bol.h

corporate laws and securities laws have undergone substantial revisions to refiect the

changing nature of securities ownership, to protect such investors and to ensure that

they maintain access to residual monitoring and control rights that. were classically
available only to registered security holders. Beneficial holders may not be readily
identifictble and yet they may have a claim on the debtor's assets for the value, ifany, of
the security, but also in respect of the conduct of the debtor or its officers in the period
leading up to openi.ng ofan insolvency or ba.nkruptcy proceeding. Hence, when con-

sidering the intersection ofsecurities law and insolvency law, it. is important to bear in
mind the many types of securities.

Where equity claims are specifically addressed in this paper, they are referred to as

equity claims, whereas references lo securities are a reference to the broader

4, Adopted from section 253 of the Canadian 13ank-

ru/ilc&iandIasolvcacg~ckct, 1&.S.C.198S, e. 8-3, as amcntled
(IIIIt )
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definitio of security under the statul.es. The hard definitional question is whether
claims of equity security holders arising out. of'iolations of securities law statutes

should be cal.egorized as debt. or equity claims for purposes of treatment under insol-

vency law. It is those claims that are a primary focus of this paper,

There is a tension between remedies under securities law and insolvency law in

respect of the treat. ment of claims for alleged misrepresentation, failure lo disclose,

fraud and other violations under securities law or similar investor and consumer

protection sl.atutes. In some jurisdictions, this tension has been resolved by clear

statutory language. In olherjur isdiclions, the statutory language and recent judicial5

pronouncements have raised new policy issues in respect nf trying to reconcile bol.h

thc objectives and substantive provisions of the two regimes. 6

Most jurisdictions follow the so-called "absolute priority rule" by providing that

creditors must be paid in full in insolvency proceedings before equity holders are
entitled to a distribution on their shares during insolvency. Greece, France, Germany,

Brazil, Australia, the V.lk., and the U.S. arejust a few examples, The policy rationale

is that equity investors reap the benefits of any upside value created by l.he wcalt.h

generating activities ofa company and also take the risks a ssociated with failure ofthe

company. In contrast, creditors agree only to repayment. ofthc amount owing to I hem

plus interest, While not entitled to any profits generated, creditors do not assume the

risk of loss of their investment. in the same way, although arguably, al. least. f'r senior

creditor s, insolvency risk is factored into the pricing and availability of credit,

Insolvency law is aimed generally al. maximizing the value ol'thc cstatc in order to

meet creditors'claims and equity holders generally rank behind creditors,'Iypically,

thea c is express statutory language that specifies that shareholders'or

members'nteres-

tsts rank after unsecured creditors. There is often also statutory language specifying
that shareholders are liable to pay into the insolvency estate money that they com-

mitted lo subscribe for shares, which had not yet been paid at the time of lhc insol-

vency. An unpaid subscription is an asset ol Ihc esl,al,c lo bc realized on, and is nol.

dependent. on the status of'.he party who subscribed, While at common law, there

were cases in which shareholders alleged they did not have lo pay f'r subscribed

shares owing, the courts generally have held that shareholders are bound to meet such

obligations, as it increases the pool of capital available to creditors on liquidation.

The extensive amendments to securities laws in many jurisdictions over the last

fcw decades have raised new issues, however, in respect of the treatment. of share-

holder interests. Many jurisdictions have adopted extensive continuous disclosure

regimes for publicly traded companies, and provided investors with access to reme-

dies based either on a reasonable investor test or a market impact test. Although these

5. For example, the United States.
o. I'or example, the U.l&. and Australia, which are dvs-

cussed below in Part I'.,

CopyriSht (C) 2007 John Wiley R Sons, Ltd.

7. See for example, Germany's Insvlvenzordnung, InsO,
as amended; 'I'hailand's Publtv Comfrarues Art, II.E.
2535, s. 172.
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tests vary slight.ly in their approach, generally, jurisdictions require a company to

disclose material facts, material changes or material information that might. impact
the value of 1 he investment, or that might. influence the decisions of'investors lo buy,

sell or hold their securities. A failure to comply with these provisions gives rise to new

remedies for fraud and misrepresenta.tion, in particular, civil remedies for a com-

pany's failure to meet statutory disclosure requirements. Given that these remedies

are not the usual claims by shareholders to a residual share oft.he value of'l.he assets,

but rather, claims by investors for compensation for the injury to the value of'their

investments, the issue is whether they are "interests" lo be subordinated or postponed

in the same manner as equity claims when the company becomes insolvent or
"claims" to be treated pari passu wil.h other unsecured claims against the company."

In some jurisdictions, such as the U.S., damages claims arising oul. of breach of

statutory disclosure obligations are clearly subordinated to creditors under bank-

ruptcy legislation. In other jurisdictions, such as the U I&. and Australia, the sl at utory

language subordinating claims difTers, and recent judgment s indicate that the courts

have adopted a purposive and integrative approach in trying to reconcile the secu-

rities law and insolvency law regimes. Both of these approaches are discussed below.

The public policy concern is that. on l.he one hand, creditors are entitled l.o some

certainty in respect of where their claims are placed in the hierarchy ofcredit. Hence,

subordinating shareholders'claims creates greater cerl a inly and increases the pool ol

capital available to creditors at the point of insolvency because they do not share on a

paripassu basis with equity investors. Creditors should reasonably cxpecl. lo be paid in

the normal course, but on insolvency, expect that they have access to the va,lue of the

debt. or corporal.ion l.o realize their claims,

On the other hand, subordinating all claims of'equity investors fails to recognize

that. equity investor s, while investing in ordinary business risk and risk of insolvency,

do not assume risk ofcorporate fraud or violations of securities legislation, fair trade

pra.cticcs legislation, or criminal codes. Such subordination arguably punishes lhe

innocent shareholder for the misconduct ofcorporate management, which was never

par 1. of 1hc sha reholders'argain. Morcovcr, it. 1 rcats shareholders'ighl s 1 o sl at u(ory

1 emedies differently in and outside of insolvency, whereas creditors do not face this

differerrtial treatment.

At. first. impression, the U.S. has a, strict subordination regime, where shareholder

claims ofall types are subordinatecl to those ofcreditors. However, in the past. 5 years

the "shareholder claims last" policy has been tempered by the fair funds provisions
of'he

Sarbaner-Oxley Act. The result overall is that. while equity claims continue to be

subordinated in bankruptcy proceedings, shareholders as investors can receive

8. For ease of't cference, I shall refer to both insolvency
and bankruptcy as insolvency, appreciating that some

jurisdictions treat t hcsc as distinct phases in the debtor's

financial life cycle or as applying to different types of

Copyrigln 2007 JohnVY'iley A Sons, Ltd,

debtors, given that in some countries, only individuals

are subject to "bankruptcy" laws while corporations
are separately dealt with under corporate law.
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remedies for securities law harms in some circumstances on a basis equal lo unse-

cured creditors, as discussed below.

The absolute priority rule under the U.S. Ban/cruptcp Code clearly specifies (.hat all

creditors must be pa.id in full before shareholders are entitled to receive any distri-

bution, a rule that is largely uncont.est.ed in respect of the ordina.ry business risk that

shareholders assume in their investment decisions. However, the Bankruptcy Code also9

expressly subordinates claims arising from rights to rescission and claims for damages
a.rising from the purchase or sale of a security. Section 510(b) specifies:

For the purpose of distribution under this title, a claim arising from t escission of a pur-

chase or sale ofa security ol 1 he debtor or ol'an aHiliate of the debtor, for damages arising
from the purchase or sale of such a security, or for reimbursement or contribution

allowed under section 502 on account. ofsuch a claim, shall bc subordinated to all claims

or interests that are senior to or equal to the claim ot interest represented bysuch security, except

that if such security is common stock, such claim has the same priority as common stock. to

The underlying policy rationale for enacting the provision was that unsecured

creditors rely generally on the equity provided by shareholder investment lo assist

in ensuring trade credit. is repaid; shareholders invest. understanding that. they arc
undertaking a higher degree of risk and they should justifiably bear the risk of mis-

leading or fraudulent. conduct; and it. is unfair to allow shareholders to make rescis-

sion claims in respect of securities fraud by the debtor such that they are competing
with creditors for a limited pool of capital, Equity investors enjoy the potential of'1

substantial returns on their investment whereas creditors can realize only on the

amount of (.heir claim and (he interest agreed to under the debt. instrument; and

the cIuidpro qua of shareholders'upside potential is that they do not ra.nk on par with

creditors in the event of'insolvency and (he lack ofsufficient value in the assets to cover

all claims. Hence, U.S. bankruptcy law allocates securities law risks in insolvency

proceedings to thc equity investors.

Thc U.S. courts have interpreted the statutory language broadly to subordinate

(hc claims of'shareholders to those of unsecured creditors, finding that claims (hat

have a nexus or causal relationship to (.he pur&:hase or sale of securities, including

damages arising from alleged illegality in sale or purchase or from corporate mis-
12

conduct, are to be subordinated. There are judicial pronouncements t&i the eRect

9. 11U.S.C.fj726 (applicable to Chapter 71iquidations)
and ti 1129(b) (applicable to Chapter 11 reorgantza-
ti 011s),

IO. This provision was introduced in 1978. The court
does, under li 510(c) of the V.S, bankruptcy Code retain
a posver under the principles of equitablr. subortlina-

tion, to exercise its authority to subordinate, for pur-

poses of dist.ribut,ion, as discussed below.
II. For a comprehensive discussion of t.he policy con-
siderations underlying enactment of the provisions,
see John J'. Slain and Homer Kripke, "I'he Int.erl'ace

between Securities Regulation and Bankruptcy"
(1973) 48 iNYU Law Review 261—300.

Copyright. 2007 John Wiley Bz Sons, Ltd,

I2. See for example, 6'eTelegtou/t Inc (2002) 281 I'd 133

(3rd Cir, U.S. Court of Appeals); Ite 1yorldCotn (2005)
'329 BR 10 (13anki. S.D.XY); Ite Cranite Par(neet LP
(1997) 208 BR 332 (Bankr, S D YY); Allen vs. C eneva Steel

Co. (2002) 281 I'd 1173 (10th Cir. U,S. Court
of'ppeals);and Re I'te-Prest f'ra/rhics Inc. (2004) 307 BR

65 (N. D Ill), which held that there must be some causal
link between the purchase or sale and thr claim at issue,

but t.liat ihe causal link need not, arise contempora.—

neously with the sale or purchase of a security, at 78.
Early cases had given a narrow interpretation to the

scope of ti 510(b) to claims ai ising I'rom a purchase or
sale of a security; sre 1'or example, Re Atnnrex Inc.

(1987) 78 BR 605 (Bankr, WD Okla).
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that shareholders should bear the risk of illegality in the issuance ofsf.ock in the event.

that the issuer becomes insolvent. In AeTelegroup Inc., the U.S, Court of Appeals for13

the Third Circuit held that the sl.atutory provisions werc enacted "to prevent. disap-

pointed shareholders from recovering their investment losses by using fraud and

ol.her securities claims to bootstrap their way to parit.y with general unsecured

creditors in a bankruptcy proceeding".'t held that the absolute priority rule reHects

the different degree to which each party, securities holders and creditors, assumes 1 hc

risk ofenterprise insolvency and hence the subordinating provision is a risk allocation

device, r ecognizing that shareholders assumed the risk ofbusiness failur e by investing

in equity rather than debt instruments,'"

In American Broadcasting Systems Inc,, the US. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-

cuit held f.hat the two main rationales for the subordination ofshareholder claims are

the dissimilar risk and return expectations of shareholders and creditors, and the

reliance of creditors on the equity cushion provided by shareholder investment.'

The courts have held that. riothing in the statutory language requires that a. subordi-

nated claimant be a. shareholder, rather, the focus is on the type of'claim possessed,

hence parties that were induced to invest through misconduct still fall within the

ambit of subordinated claims, as a.re those that hold on to securities based nn mis-

representations, The Tenth Circuit Court ofAppeals in Re Geneva Steel Co. held that

there is no good reason fo distinguish betwccn allocating thc risks of fraud in thc

purchase of a security and post-investment fraud that adversely afTects the ability

to hold or sell; boih arc invcsf.ment risks fhaf. the investors have assumed. These18

judgments give a broad reading to the scope of'( 510(b), specifically that claims aris-

ing from thc purchase or sale of a. sccuril,y includes l.hose involving post,-issua,ncc

13. Re P7-I Communira!ions, Inc. (2004) 304 BR 601

(Bankr. L'.D.NY); including, where lhc loss in value of
shares was caused by a pre-purchase fraud that induced

Lhe purchase and/or a, devaluing of'Lhe share clue tn cnr-

porale misconduct. Section 544 of the U.S. 13an/'zzz/zzcj

Code provicles a safe harbor for specified Lransactions

in order tn prot ect 1'inancial markets from Lhe inst ability
caused by the reversal ofsettled securities transactions,
the proper functioning of the system, including "sLrcet-

side settlcmenL" bel.ween the brokers and the clearing
agencies and "customer side settlement" between the
bz oker and ils customer, depends on 8uaranLees of'per-

formance by all parties in the chain, In ze Enron Corp.

et atvs. Inferno!iona/FinanceCoz/b interlocutoryjudgment

by Judge Gonzalez, Case No. 01B16034 (Bankr.
S.D,NY.,2005) at 9, citing fac/;sozzvs. !k«Izs/z/in (InreAdle!,

Coleman Clearing Corp), 263 B.R 406, 476 (S.D,NY,
2001). The Court in Enron held that in enacting the

IJ 546(e) evceplinn to avoidance powers, thc goal v as

Lo preserve i.he st.abiliLy ol'sell led pay ments and trans-
actions (any transfer of cash or securities tn complete
a securiLics transaction) Ln the extenL Lhat they arc
not fraudulenL, and where payments made 1'or the pur-

chase of securii.ies were above market value, the facts

as alleged m Lhe circumsLances were not stzfTicient Lo

CopyrighL Qc 2007 JohnWiley gc Sons, Ltd.

take the payments oui of'the realm ol" seLtlement pay-
ments commonly used in Lhe securities industry and

thus to warrant rej eel ion of Lhe s«if'e kiai boi, ibid. at 10,1F&.

M Ae Zeteg rou/! Inc. (2002) 281 1'cl 133 (3rd Cir. U.S.
Court of Appeals) at 11'2, holding lhat "a claim f'&ir

breach of a provision in a stock purchase agreement.

requiring Lhe issuer tn use its best efforts tn register its

stock and ensure that the stock is freely tradeable'arises
from'he purchase nf stock for purposes of ) 510(b)
and Lherefoi e musL be subordinaLed", and thaL "arising
from" requires a nexus or causal relationship between
the claim and thc sale of'Lhe security, at 136,138.Hence,
the Court held Lhat nothing in the underlying policy
rationale nf'ubordination ivould distinguish those
shareholder claims predicated on post-issuance con-

cluct from those sharehnlcler claims based on conduct.

LhaL occurred during the issuance iLself; ibid. al 1'1 2.
l5. Ibid. at 139.
I(&. efmerzcan Broadcasting,Sjztzcms Inc. ns sViugeng U.S.
Court of Appeals for lhe Ninth Circ uiL, Case Number
98-17133 (24 January 2001) at 1097 ancl the cases cited
Lherein,

17. Ibid.
II/..«fftenvs. CcnevaS!eefco. (2002) 281 k'Scl 1173 (10th Cir.
U.S. CourL of!appeals) «il 1180.
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conduct, where there is a, nexus or a casual relationship between the claim and l.he

claimant's purchase of the debtor's
securities.'n

re I'VorldGom Inc., an equity securities holder alleged that, his claim f'r damages

arising from ownership of'WorldCom stock should not be subordinated under

c) 510(b) because of the scope of fraudulent and tortious conduct by which he was

harmed, arguing that II 510(b) was enacted to subordinate the normal investor riskof

loss, not the claims ofshareholders harmed by fraud on a massive scale. "The Court

rejected this argument, finding that the statute does nol. distinguish between massive

frauds and petty swindles, rather, it. applies even-handedly to both; and that.

the degree of risk accepted by investors is irrelevant because when investors purchase

stock, they agree lo accept a total loss, even if they do nol. consciously expect il., and

hence the claim was subordinated. 21

A narrow construction ot' 510(b) would limit ils application lo claims that

arise at l.he time of purchase or sale of shares where l.here was illegal conduct. in

thc issuance of thc stock. The US. courts are not entirely settled on the scope of'2

( 510(b), some courts declining to subordinate claimsbased on wrongful misconduct
23

that arose after the issuance of shares. However, as the above cases illustrate, U.S,

appellate courts f'r the most part. have subordinated such claims.

In other instances, the courts are not settled on what. is to be considered an "equity

claim". For example, in Raven Media Investments LLC vs. DirecTVLatin America LLC, (he

District Court. on appeal found that the bankruptcy court had erred in subordinating

Raven Media investments'Raven') contract. claim pursuant. to ( 510(b), The

debtor, DirecfV Latin America., provided direct-lo-home satellite television in

Argentina, distributed through a local operating company, Galaxy, of which lhe

debtor owned a. 49% interest. The remaining 51 % of Gialaxy was owned by Plata-

forma Digital, a wholly owned subsidiary of Grupo Clarin, Inc. Raven was also a

wholly owned subsidiary of Grupo Cla,rin, and under a restructuring among its sub-

sidiaries, Plataforma's interest rclal.cd to DirecTV Lal.in America was transferred l.o

Raven. As the result ofconHicts between Raven and DirecTV Latin America regarrl-

ing operation of Galaxy, (.hc parties ncgolialed a slratcgy to terminate their joint
venture whereby a purchase price was negnl.ialed for Raven's interest, involving a

stock purchase agreement with Raven acquiring a. 4% interest in DirecTV Latin

America in exchange for its interest. in Galaxy, a put agreement and a limited liability

agreement."'s part of'these agreements, Raven was required to sign an irrevocable

proxy in favor ol. other DirecTV Latin America members with respect to any matter

requiri ng a super-majority vote; Raven was not restricted from pledging its interest in

B. Ae7elegrou/b Inc., 281113d at 138.
20. In ie VVorldCom, Inc., 329 H R. 10 (Hankr. S.D.ill.Y.

2005).
21. Ibid. at. 13-14.
22 Rack Christensen, "'Phe 1'air t'ands for Investors

Provisions ol'urbunes-Oxleyi ls it Unfair to the

Creditors of a Hankrnpt Dehtor7" (2005) University ol

Illinois L Rev 339 at. 361, citing Ae 7etegron/b Inc., 281 1'.

Hcl at. 135; and In re Itrioncgomery VVurd Hotdnig Oor/i, 272

H.R, 836 (Hankr. D. Del. 2001).
23 See for example, I&eMon(gomery VVurd Holding Our/ioi-

ulion 272 BR 836 (Hankr, D. el. 2001), Ae Amurex Inc. 78

BR 605 (W.D. Oak. 1987).
24. Aaoen Idedia Investments LLC vs. I)itec? V Latin

Amertcu, LLC (2004) iso, Civ. 03-981-SLR, 2004 WL
302303 (D. DeL).
25 Ibid. at 2—3.
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DirecTV Latin America; il vvas nol to receive notice ofmeelings; was not consulted in

any manner relating to the company's affairs and held no obligation to make capital
contributions. Raven held a contract claim under the put agreement in the amount of
U.S. $ 169 million exclusive of interest.

The Court held that ( 510(b) did nol. apply to subordinate Raven's contractual
claims on the basis that Raven did not seek to hold an equity interest in DirecTV
Latin America; thc transaction was structured to exclude Raven's participation in

management; the interest apportioned wa.s on an arbil.rary value not a. valua.l.ion of
the debtor; Raven was excluded from any required capilal contributions; and it was

not informed of the business affairs of the debtor or the exercise of its pt oxy. The Court
held that these were nol. conditions consistent with the purchase of equity and the
transaction was structured so that Raven would not bear l.he rislc of illiquidily or
insolvency; hence while Raven held equity in name, it possessed fcw characteristics
associated with that status. The Court distinguished Z~legroup in that the stock pur-

chase agreement was structured such that Raven did not bear any risk and was allo-

cated a specified contra.ct price in the event, of a breach, the Court finding that l.his
27

price was important in light of the bootstrapping intent. of the statutory provision,

The Court concluded that the purpose of II 510(b) was nol. served by imposing the

risk ofbusiness failure on a party that unequivocally did not contract f'r it. Hence, the

Court distinguished the nal.urc of(he inl.crest. in declining to subordinate l.hc claim.

A number of U.S. scholars have been critical of the public policy reasons under-

lying mandatory subordination, distinguishing between risk assumed by investors

for business investment and the non-assumption of risk in respect of frauclulent con-

duct. on the part of the debtor corporation. For example, Ikcvin Davis obscrvcs that

since the subordination theory of crechtor reliance was developed in the U.S., the

nature ofboth debt. and equity investment has changed; thc majoril.y ofshareholders

are no longer a small group ol entrepreneurs; rather, they are a. broadly dispersed

group that. cannot easily monitor ofhcer conduct.. Creditors frcqucn(ly include large

sophisticated financial institutions that are able to monitor the activities ofcorporate
officer l,hrough disclosure and other covenants, and for t.he most part. no longer
include only small vulnerable trade suppliers. Hence, the comparative ability ofdebl.

and equity classes to protect themselves from fraud has shifted. "He suggests that the

approprial.e response is to compensate shareholders tor fraud loss but not business

loss, thus preventing after-the-fact renuncial.ion of'risk. A counter-point to Davis30 z

argument is that it is l.he equity investors, not the creditors that vote for the directors,

who in turn select the corporate officers; and arguably, shareholder s need to at least

attempt to organize themselves to be effective monitors ofcorporate officer conduct..

However, this suggestion may not be realistic, given the small proportion of

2G. Ibzd. at 5.
27. Ibid.; Ogiciat Coznzni ace of Unsecured Creditors vs, Amer-

ican Ca/zital I'inanciat Serviceg Inc. (In re Mobile Tool Inzer-

nazzonat, Inr) 306 B.R.778 (Bankr. D. Del. 2004).
28. Scc for example, Kevin B. Davis,"The St.atus

ol'efraudedSec.urityholders in Corporate Bankruptcy"

Copyright (Q 2007 John Wiley cSt Sons, Ltd,

(1983) Duke LJ. 1; Robert Stark, "Reexamining the
Suborclination of Investor Fraud Claims in Bank-

ruptcy: A Crit. ical Study of In re f7zanile Partners" (1998)
72 Am. Bankr, L.J.497.
29, Ibzd. at 29,
30. Ibid. at ~l.h
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sharcholdings that most, investors have at. risk. Moreover, there is a furl.her shift in the

nature of corporate debt., with financial institutions such as banks generally holding

less corporate debt and hedge funds that have varying monitoring capacities holding

more corporate debt.
The U.S. Bankruptcy Code also authorizes the court., under the principles ofequil able

subordination, to subordinate for the purposes ol distribution of all or part, of'n
allowed claim or interest. The courts have held that. they will look to the nature31

and substance of'he claim and nol. the form, and that there are three prerequisites:

the claimant. must have engaged in some type of'incquil.able conduct; the misconduct

must have resulted in injury to the creditors of the bankrupt or conferred an unfair

adva.ntage on the claimant; and equitable subordination of the claim must not be
inconsisl.cnt with thc provisions ofthe Bankruptcy Cuode.s As a genera.l rule, courts prefer

the claims ofinnocent unsecured creditors over the claims ofshareholders deceived by

oFicers of'I.he corporation; however, in the case of stock redemption, the courts look at

the substance of the transaction, in deciding to subordinate equitably the claims of'a

former sha.reholder turned creditor to the claims of general unsecured creditors.'

Hence, while there is clearly statutory language subordinating equity claims in the

U.S., the debate regarding the scope of that. subordination is not entirely settled.

Moreover, new remedies available to investors t.hrough the enforcement activities

of securities regulators have all.crcd l,hc absolul.c subordinal.ion regirnc, as discussed

in the next part.

U.S. securities law has provided for civil remedies for claims ofmisrepresentation, frau-

dulent conduct, and other violations of securities laws for a number of years. As a con-

sequence, there have been a number ofclass actions against corporations, which either

precipitate farms filing U.S. Bankruptcy Code Chapter ll proceedings or liquidal.ion pro-

ceedings, or that. arise once the conduct. of'officers becomes known in a bankruptcy

proceeding, The vast majority of these cases settle before judgment, While the claims

under the settlement are subordinated under U.S, bankruptcy law, remedies under lhe

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002 have given rise to new indirect, remedies to equity investors for

3I Section 510(c), U.S. Idankruplc» Code. Vncler ) 510(c)
of Lhe V.S. I3ankruplg~ Code, Lhe court, reLains a power
uncler the principles ofequitable sul&ordination, to exer-
cise ils authority to subordinate, I'r purposes of disl.ri-

b«lion, all or part of an allowed claim or interest ro

all or part nl another allowecl interest.
32 In re Irdorrr le Sleel Co, &68 R 2d 692 (5 th Cir. 1977); In re

Slr uclurlile Plaslrcs CorPoralron, 224 B.R.27; 1998 Bankr.
LEXIS1088,1998 IeLrD App. 0015P (6Lh (lir). However,
ChrisLensen has observed thai some courts have held

that inequilsble conduct on the part of rhe claimant is

nor, always a necessary element. for a remedy of
equitable subordination; Christensen, supra, note 22

aL 374.

Copyright (c) 2007 John Wiley & Sons, LLd.

33. In re Snuclurlile Ptaslrcs Cor/roralion, ilrrd. al 12; irr

which a creditor and an unsecur ed creditors'commit Lee

oi'he debtor filed an action against. the former share-
holders of the debrnr in a I'oiled LBO. 'I'he debtor had
borrowed money and then loaned it to Lhe purchaser
so that the purchaser could pay the former share-
holders. On appeal of Lhc summary judgment, granled
in favor of the creditor ancl r.he unsecured

creditors'nmmiLtcc,

Lhe Court. lreld Lhal. thc credilor and Lhe

unsec«red creditors*committee had slanding lo assert
the I'raudulent conveyance claims under ll U.S.C.S. II

544(b) and Ohin Rev. Code Ann. II 1886.04 (repealed
1990).The Court held r.hat the bankruptcy court's sub-

ordination nl'he former shareholders'laims ln lhc
claims ofgeneral unsecured creditors was nol an error.
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har ms caused by securil.ies law violations. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act was enacted in rcsponsc
to corporate scandals and considerable public pressure lo respond to the harms caused

by massive frauds perpetrated by U.S. companies. It. represents the particular nature
of'.S.

democracy in that it was a rapid response to severely shaken markets and the result of
intense lobbying to addr ess the weaknesses in U.S. securities law and the consequent harms.

In the U.S., the subordination of'equity claims has been tempered in the case of
securities fraud by the ability of'investors to receive compensation under powers
granted to the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) under the Sarbanee-Oxley

Act. The SEC is given express power lo distribute payments to investors as part
of'he

"fair f'unds for investors" civil penalty and disgorgement powers.'" 'he fair funds

provisions have been successfully used to return at least some ofthe losses 1 o investor s.

In 2005, $ 1.9 billion in disgorgement and penalties was ordered, 96% ol which was

collected; in 200(&, 51.2 billion was ordcrcd, 82% of which was collected. While
many cases do not involve bankruptcy proceedings, a number do.

Section 308(a) of'the Sarbanes-Oxley Act allows civil penalties to be added to dis-

gorgement funds f'nr the relief of victims nf securities fraud, allowing the SEC to
distribute both the civil pcnaltics and disgorgement funds created under the Sarba-

nes-Oxley Aot f'rom lhe assets of the banlcruptcy estate to investors.' SEC claims rank

equally with those of unsecured creditors in a bankruptcy or reorganization proceed-
ing. Previously, civil penalties could only bc paid lo thc U.S.Treasury. The fair funds

provision allows investors wronged by securities law violations to recover at least a.

portion of their losses from the fraudulent conduct of the debtor by route of the SEC's

lawsuit against the debtor corporation. Hence, while a shareholder's claim is sub-

ordinated pursuant lo () 510(b) of'thc U S.8ankruptey Code, the investor may be eligible
for a distribution pursuant to the fair funds f'r investors provision under the Sarba-

nes-Oxley Act f'rom lhc bankrupt's assets indirectly through {he SEC. Arguably, this

eligibility creates a tension in reconciling the public policy objectives of these two

sl.atutcs. 38

3d. Sarbanee-Oxtey Aa oJ'2002, Pub. I.. No. 107-204, 116
5(at. 745, codifsed in Titles ll, 15, 18, 28, and 29 U.S.G
{2002) at section 308. I'or a discussion, scc Christcnsen,
supra, note 23; Marvin Sprouse and Jackson Walker,"A
Collision of Fairness: Sarbanes-Oxtey and Ij 510(b) of
ihe I3nnkrup(cy Code" (2005) 24 American Bankruptcy
Institute Journal 8.
3). Christensen, ibid. a( 56. Compensa(ion tn invcstnrs
is a secondary I'unction and the primary objec(ive ol
the provisions is cleterrence 'I'he SL'C also has authority
i.o impose (.ivil penalties in (lie same action, based on
the degree of inappropi laic conduc(, hnivevei; these
penalties arc nnt avai lablc (o investors as c ompcnsai inn

for harms caused by the bankrupt's conclui.i..
3(7. Sec(ion 308(a) specifics: "Il'n any )udic(al or
administrative action brought by die Commission
under the securities laws (as such term is defined in Ij

3(a)(47) of the Securi(iesExchangeelc! of!9B(15 US.C(,
78 {c)(a) (47) ) the Commission obtains an order requir-
ing disgnrgcment against. any person lor a violation

ol'udi

laws or the rules or regu1 a(ions thereunder, or such

Copyright ((Q 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

person agrees in se(tlernent ol'any such action (o siich
disgorgemen(, and the Commission also obtains pur-
suant. to such laws a civil penal(y against such person,
the amount of civil penalty shall, on the motion or at
the direction of the Commission, be adcled io and
become part ol'he disgorgement fund for the benelit
ol'he victims of such violation".
37. See 1'nr example, I E.C vc Iyb(and, 281 I'. Supp. 2cl

726 {S.D.NY.2003) at 727; 3.E,C. vs. Oiesecke, Account.-
ing ancl Audi(.ing Enforcement. Release isbn. 1636
(25 Sep(ember 2002).
38. '1'heSL'Calreadyhashad thcability under the U S.
(3ankrui((cj~ Coa'e (o enf'nrce secur(ties law even if the
debtor ivas in banki uptcy p(.oceec{ings, ali.hough the
siatule prohibi(s i!. from enlnrcing a money judgment
outside of the bankruptcy proceedings and recovery
ol'he penalty amounts may only nccur through the fi-

nal bankrup(cy distribu(ion. '1"itis exemption from (he
usual stay provisions recognizes the public policy
underpinning securities law enf'orcemcnt activities;
sec(ion 362(b), Iiankru/ilcy Coc!e
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The fair funds provision was enacted as fur ther recognition of the SEC's authority
to create equitable remedies, including disgorgement orders that obligat,e the surren-
der of pxofil.s and interest acquired in violation of securities law. The provision
allows the SEC to enhance its enforcement ofsecurities law and to seek remedies that
will serve as a deterrent to fraudulent conduct by issuing corporations. The amount. of
civil liability t.hat the SEC will seek to impose depends on I.he egregiousness of'the
issuer's conduct., thc degree of its scicnlcx, whether the conduct crcatcd substantial
losses or risk of losses to others, whether the conduct was of a recurring nature, and
the debtor's current. and anticipated Financial condition. "The SEC may seek orders

requiring parties to disgorge any money obtained through wrongdoing and is

empowered to seek civil penalties for violations of securities laws. Disgorgement41

is an equitable remedy that. requires the corporation or party that engaged in f'rau-

dulenl. a.ctivities to give up the amounts by which they were unjustly enriched by I.he

wrongful conduct. While the SEC bears the burclen of proving that the amount

sought is appropriate, the courts have held that the amount, of disgorgement. need

only be "a. reasonable approximation ofprofits causally connected to the violation".

In a bankrupl cy proceeding, the SEC's civil action is frequently settled and in such

cases, the court must approve the settlement. The court determines whether thc

proposed settlement is fair and equitable and in the best interests of'he estate, and
1 he court, must bc assured 1 hat it docs not fall below a range of rcasonablcness. Where
the SEC has received a judgment for civil penalties and disgox.gement, either on a
se(tlerncnl. ba sis or after litigation, the amount ordcrcd by the court is thc SEC's claim
against the estate of t:he debtor corporation and it. ranks with ordinary creditors,
above equity claimants. Under Chapter 11 h'ankrtlptep Code proceedings, the debtor
is discharged from the SEC's monetary penalty on confir mation of a plan of reorga-
nizal.ion; however, t.hc debtor must pay (.hc SEC a percentage of I.hc penalt.y equal to

the percentage received by unsecured creditors under the reorganization plan.
The fair funds provisioxx allows (hc SEC lo provide restitution lo dcfrauclcd shaxc-

holclexs. Where Bppxopriate, the SEC has returned disgorged f'unds to harmecl inves-

tors and, as a result. of (.hc fair funds provision of the S«rbanes-Oxlep Act, has used

amounts paid as penalties to reduce losses to injured parties. 'ence, f'unds that
previously were realized and went to the U.S, treasury are now available through
the disgorgement fund to bc distributed tn investors who were harmed by the frau-

dulent conduct of the debtor corporation.
In SECv WorldCom, the Southern DistrictofNcw York Court approved a settlement

where WorldCom had engaged in a massive accounting fraud of more than U.S. $3

39. SEC, 200ti Performance and Accovnlab&t&ly RePort

hup.//wwwsec goo/about/secpar/secpar2006.pdl't.
56.
stv. SE.C. vs. 1canc, 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5043
(S.D.NY. 2002) at. 11; S.EC vs. Credht Banco&p, Ltd.,
2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20597 (S.D.NY.2002) at 9.
dL SEC,2006'PerformnnceandAccountability/tc/&crt,sup&a,
no&e 39 at 56.

/2 S.E C vs. Palcl, 61 I'. 3d 137, 139 (2d Ci r. 1995).
d3. SEC,2006'Pc&fo&n&anccandArco»ntability/Ie/tort,srcpra,

note 39 at 56. Funds not. returned to investors are sent
to the treasury,
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billion. " The SEC action had been fllcd almost 1 mont.h before WorldCom Filed for.

Chapter 11 protection and the SEC action and the Chapter ll proceeding were being
conducted concurrently,'ettlement of the case involved I.wo rulings. The first r ul-45

ing was injunctive r elief, including review ofWorldCom's corporate governance sys-

terns and accounting policies and controls, with education to reduce risk of'further
violations.'n the second ruling, the SEC secured an injunction againstWorldCom
and proposed a scl tlemenl agrcemenl. whereby lhc SEC would impose a. U,S. $ 2.25
billion monetary penalty (40% of'he estimated liquidation value of WorldCom),
which would be satisfied by a US. $750 million payment from the bankruptcy esl.atc,

comprised of U,S. $500 million cash payment and U.S. $250 million in the reorgan-
ized company's common stock. The Court held that the amount was aimed at ensur-

ing that there. was sufficient penalty to dctcr the officers from future fraudulent con-
duct while also ensuring that the corporation was able to reorganize. 'he settlement47

expressly provided that the settlement assets would bc directed to defrauded
shareholders pursuant to the fair funds for investors provision of Sarbanes-Oxte)/

In approving I.he settlement, judge RakoK observed I.hat I.he SEC had aul.hority lo

seek a civil penalty for the fullvalue derived fromWorld Com's fraud, an estimated U, S.
$ 10—17 billion and lhat a penalty of that magnitude would necessarily destroy thc

company to the detriment of'some 50 000 innocent employees.
sH

The Court in Nrort'dCom recognized the potential conflict bctwecn I he fair funds for

investors provision of the Sarbanes-Oxtey Act and the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, observing
that. a civil penally imposed by thc SEC premised primarily on compensating
defrauded sha.reholders might arguably run afoul of the provisions of the Bankruptcy

Code thai. subordinate sharcholdcr claims below all ol.hers, The Cour(. held that com-
pensation is a secondary goal to deterrence, but that the SEC could rationally take
account of'shareholder loss as a relevant. factor in formulating the size and nature

of'he

penalty and it could distribute the settlement amount from civil penalties to

investors. In the bankruptcy proceedings ofWorldCom, judge Gonzalez approved
ir9

the settlement with the SEC pursuant to Eeder al Rule ofBankruptcy Pr ocedure 9019,
based on the creditors'ommittee support for the settlement, the risk of'an even

greater penalty if the amount were litigated to judgment,, and the uncertainty in

the priority issue as between the two stal.utory regimes. While noting the apparent.
conflict between the two statutes, the Court held that "in considering approval of a
sel.tlement, the court is not required to resolve I.he underlying legal issues related to

44. SLrC vs. I"rvr/dCvm 273 I'. Supp. 2cl 431 (S.D iNY.

2003).
43. The SEC commenced the civil action on 26 June
2002 in the U.S. District Court for the Sout.hem Dis-
trict of New York against V/orldCom alleging massive
accounting fraud and WorldCom liled I'or Chapter ll
protection on 21July 2002, given the size of the SEC's
claims.
46, David Henry, "Sulxrdinating Subordination:
WorldCom and the E/feet ofSarbanss-Ox/cps Fair Funds
Provision on Distributions in Bankruptcy" (2004) 21

Etnory Bankruptcy DevelopmentsJournal 259 at. 294.

Copyright. 2007 JohnV/iley%. Sons, Ltd.

47. SECvs. I'gvr/dCvm 273 I.'. Supp. 2d 43l (S.D.N.Y.20031
at. 135, I'h&. settl«m«nt amount was 75 times greater
than any prior penalty for accounting I'raud.

4//. l/)id

49. Ihtd.
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the settlement." and it did not "fall below the lowest. point. in the range of reasonable-

ness". The Court held that the SEC had taken adequate account ofthe magnitude of

the fraud and the need for deterrence, while fairly and reasonably reflecting thc
51

realities of a complex situation.

Thus in 14'orldCom, while the court was not required to determine l.he conflict

between the two stal.ul.es, it. did recognize the l.ension and balanced the interests at.

stake in finding thc sett lemcn( appropriate. The oui come is that shareholders realized

some value on their losses indirectly through the SEC's action.

In Adelp/ria, the SEC asserted claims for disgorgement ofprofils and for civil penal-

ties based on fraud and accounting irregularities. The bankruptcy court was asked

to endorse a comprehensive settlement proposal that would r equire Adelphia to con-

tribute U.S. $ 715 million to a restitution fund in exchange f'r the Department of

Justice not instituting criminal action and the SEC dropping its claims against the

corporation and its subsicliaries, Although creditors objected to the proposed settle-

ment based on an alleged violation of the absolute priority rule, the Court held that

( 510 (b) dicl not prohibit the settlement since shareholders would not be sharing in the

assets of the estate under a plan, but rather sharing in a fund created and owned by the

government., and that l.he subordination provision does not apply to assets belonging

to the government." While defrauded equity holders would have to conf'ront the

absolute priority rule and ( 510(b) when trying to share in lhe assets, l,hal. issue

was far removed from the request to approve the settlement.'he Court approved

1 he sel,1lement on thc basis 1 ha(. it was reasonable.

The outcome of'hese judgments has been contested. Sprouse and Walker have

observed l.hal. in rnosl. cases the claims of shareholders are at l.hc lowcsl. cnd of'.he

distributive priority spectrum established by the Code, arguing thai. if the Sl'.C is able

to fund the fair f'und f'r invcslors program with civil pcnaltics imposed on a bank-

ruptcy estate for the benefit of interest.-holders, such action 1 uns afoul of') 726(a) (ef),

depending on whcthcr an SEC penalty is characlcrized as "compensal.ion for ccl,ual

pecuniar y loss". They observe that II 796(a) (4) is operative in the Chapter 11 context in

1.hat. a plan may nol. be approved over the objection of an impaired class of claims or

interesls if(.he creditors in that class are to receive less than a, liquidation distr
ibution,s'owever,

David Henry ha.s suggested that the court.'s application of thc f'air f'unds

provision is correct, and while it may be contrary to the theory underlying the absolute

50. S,IlC r,s. N'o&td(o&nine.,273 1'. Supp2d '131 (S.D.NY.
2003) at 435; In re Wo&tdCorn lnc,, Ch. 11 Case No.

02-13;&33, Docket Q 8125 (Bankr, S.D.NY. 6 August

2003). S.IcC vr. 114ortdCom Inc., Litigation Release No.

17588 (Civil Action 02 GV 4963 (S.D,NY) (27 June
2002)), available at wwwsec.gnv/litigation/litreleases/

1r17588.htm.
51. SE.C.vc l&ortd('am Inc.,273 1'. Supp.2d 431 (S.D.NY,
2003) at.436.
52. In re Adelphia Commvni canons Cor p., 327 B.R.143, 149

(Bankr. S D.NY. 2005)
53 The Court. held that the settlement was proposed

pursuant. to 1'cdcral Rule of Bankruptcy 1'roct:elute,

r.bid.

lbtd. at 169.
55. Sprouse and Walker, supra, note 34 at 1'2, citing ln re

WorldCom Inc,, Gh. 11 Case No. 02-13533 (Bankr.
S D NY 21July 2002 (petition dale) ); In reAdelphia Com-

munications Corp., Chapter 11 Case No. 02-41729 (Bankr.
S.D.NY. 25 June 2002 (petition date)). They also note

that "in a chapter 7 case, f1726(a) (4) of the Codeprovides

that distributions ol'estate property for allowed claims

based on lines or penalties that are'not compensation

for actual pecuniary loss" hold a lower distributtve

priot ity vts-a-vis allowed general unsccurccJ claims'.
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prioriiy rule and subordination of'shareholder claims, ii. is a proper application of
securities law and treatment of funds arising from securities law fraud claims; and that

this recognition ofi he import ance ofsecurities law enforcemeni. allows shareholder s to

recover losses from fraud on a pari passu basis with the claims of unsecured creditors.'e

also observes thai. the absolute priority rule is often ignored in bankruptcy proceed-

ings in order to allow parties the flexibility ofshifting assets to those most deserving and

hence it is noi. really a justification for ref'using io recognize shareholder claims in

specified circumstances. Henry suggests that the fair funds provisions is an expression

of Congress'objective of ensuring that at least some portion of penalties realized on

securities fr aud is available for distribution to wronged investors.'or cover, he argues

i.hat while shareholders may agree to ordinary risk of business loss from their invest-

ment, they are not agreeing to assume the extraordinary risk of'business fraud loss; and

that both creditors and investors are limited in their ability io monitor against fraudu-

lent activities and both should share in the risk.""

In sum, subordination ofequity claims and ( 510(b) of the U.S, Bankruptcgi Code has

been tempered by the Sarbanes-07cley fair funds provision.' While equity investors

continue to have their right, to distributions of i.heir shares subordinated under ordin-

ary business risk principles, the fair f'unds process crea(.es a public policy mechanism

aimed ai. deterring corporal.e misconduct and al. allocating proceeds recover ed from

such harms to 1 hose harmed through disi ribution ofdisgor gcrncnt and civil penaltics

funds. This mechanism ofindirect redress for harms is distinguishable from granting

equiiy investors direct remedies for harms arising out of st.atutory violations during

insolvency proceedings, which is not a public policy choice i,hat the U.S. has made,

The fact thai. investors realize only i.hrough the enf'orcement ac( iviiies of i.he SEC
means that the SEC acts in a. gatekeeping role in respect. of i.hese claims, addressing

the arguments i.hat equity investors would somehow use securiiics claims to boo(.-

strap their. position on liquidation. The SEC's primary function in seeking disgorge-

ment. and civil penalties is the deterrence objective. While secondary, compensation

io investors does appear to have assisted in meeting the public policy goals of secu-

rities laws, while continuing to observe the public policy goals ofinsolvency law. One

issue that deser ves further examination is precisely how disgorgement from the com-

pany creates a deterrent effect on corporate officers, unless their own personal wealth

is also disgorged where they have engaged in fraud. While arguably there ar e repui.a-

tional losses and sometimes criminal sanctions, it would seem that financial f'r f'eiture

of personal gains from misconduct would be an effeciive way in which fuiure mis-

conduct by these or other officers is discouraged.

In Canada, there is not yet express statutory language regarding equity claims

in either the Bankruptcy ancl insolvency Act or the Companies'reditors Arrangement Act

.56. Henry, supra, note 46 at 297.
57. Ibid.
58. Ibid. at 299,

59. 'I'he absolute prioiity rulc docs not subordinate
sha.reholder claim), but rather, applies only to distri-

butions io sharcholdcrs on their shares, not to any

damages claims, which is why 510(b) was enacted.
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(( C212J); and equity claims have been subordinated to creditor claims under general

corporate law and common law principles. Equity investors are not entitled to share60

in thc assets of'an insolvent corpor ation unlil af'1er all the ordinary creditors have been

paid in full. 'he courts will consider the true nature of a transaction and the

surrounding circumstances to determine whether a claim is a claim provable in bank-

ruptcy or restructuring proceedings, specifically, whether the true nature of the

relationship is that of an equil.y investor or a creditor owed a debt.. In l.he context

of restr ucturing proceedings, Canadian courts have held that where there is no equity
value lef't in the debtor corporation, sha.reholders will nol. be allowed to hinder l.he

wishes ofcreditors as to the outcome of the proceeding.'n Re Canadian IJirlines Corp.,

the Cour t held that where a. corporation is insolvent, on liquidal.ion (.he shareholders

would get nothing, and that in such circumstances, there is nothing unfair or unrea-

sonable in the court approving a restructuring plan without, shareholder approval, as

it would be unfai~ to the creditors and other stakeholders to permit the shareholders,

whose interest has the lowest priority, to have any ability to block a reorganization,
'he

underlying policy rationale is that shareholders are at the bottom of the hier-

archy of claims during an insolvency or bankruptcy proceeding and where {.here is

not suKcient value to meet. (.he claims of unsecured creditors, there is clea.rly nn

residual value f'r equity claims and hence they should not be given a vote in the

proceedings."'hile courts will consider l,he interests ofequity investors along wi(h

ol.her stakeholder s such as employees, trade suppliers, and local communities that are

dependent on I hc economic ac{ivily of the debtor corporation, this is a public in(crest

60. Com/!anies'reditors Airangemenl Acl, R.S C. 1985, c.
C-36, as amended (CCAA). Re Central Crr/!!lat Corporalirin

(1996), 132 D.L,R. (4th) 223 (Onl. C.A ) aL 245; Canada

De/!osil Insurance Cor!&. vs, Canadian Commrrcial Bang

(1992),97 DI,.R. (4lli) 385 (S.C C) at.402-408
6!, Ri Royal Oa/c Mr'mes Inc. (1999), 14 C B R. (4 Lh) 279

(Ont.. S C,J. (Commercial List)); Re Central Capnrtat Cor-

poration,ibid, al 245. I'or example, s. 211(7) ol'Lhc Canada

Business CorPoialioris Act (CBCA) R.S.C. 1985, c, C-44,
as amended, specifies Lhal when a, corporation intends

Lo liquidate, lhe corporation is to send nolice to
crediLors; proceed Lo collect ils properly and discharge
all its obligations and lo do all other acts required io
liquiclate ils business; and after adequately providing
for the paymenLor discharge of'all its obligations, distri-

bute ils remaining property, either in money or in I ind,
among its sharcholdcrs accnrding to their icspcctive
righLs, codifying lhehierarchyofclaims on liquidation.
62 CanadaDeposit/nsuranceCorp.vs. CanadianCommercial

Bank (1992),97 D.I..R. ('1Lh') 385 (S.C.C) al 402,406,
408, In Canada De/&os!i Insurance, the Supreme Cour t

of'anada

held t.hal emergency financial assisLance

prov-

idedd lo the Canadian Commercial Bank by a group
of lending insutulinns and governmenL was properly
categorized a loan for the purpose of determining
whether the group v, as entitled to rank pari passu with
unsecured creditors in an insolvency.'I'he Court found

that the arrangement was hybrid in nai.ure, combining
elements ofboth debt and equity, il. was in substance a

loan and noL a capita! inveslment. Lts the equity corn-

ponent of'Lhe arrangremenl was incidental and had nev-

er come inln efl'ecl, ancl Lhe parLics'greemenLs
supporled ihe characLerization of Lhe arrangement as

a loan. See afsn,'Vatronat Ban/;oJ'Canada vs.!\'!crit Ear rgy

I,trl., 2001 CarswellA 1 La 913 (AILa. Q B.),
63 Re Canadian Aii!ines!nc (2000) A.J, Yo. 771 (2000),
9 H.L.B.. ('3d) 41 (Alla Q.B) at 76; R» Loewen Ciou/! Inc

(2001), 22 B.I,.R. (3d) 1'3'I (Onl.. S.CJ. (Commercial
List); I'iber Connecaons Inc (2005!), 5 B.L.R. (4th) 271;

Janis P. Sarra, Rescue! 7!re C omPanies'reditors Arrange-

menl Acl. (Tooront; Carswell, 2007).
lid. Re Canad'ran Airlines lac., ibid, at. para, 76.
6'5. Courts have relied on corporate lriw provisions. I'or

example, section 191(1) nf thc Canada Businesr Cor/ior-

ations Acl R.S,C, 1985, c. C-44, as amended, (CBCA)
defines reorganization Lo inclu«le a court, order under
Lhe BIA approving a proposal nr any other statute t haL

affects the rights among the corporation, its share-
holders and cre«litors, It grants lhe court auihoriLy Lo

make orders approving reorganizat,ions, including
authorize the issue of debL obligations of the corpor-
ation, whelherornoiconverlibleintosharesofanyclass
or having attached any rights or options to acquire
shares of any class, and fix Lhe terms thereof; s. 191(3),
CBCel. Re Canarlian Airlines Inc., ibid,; Re 7. Eaton Co.

(1999) O,J. No. 5322 (Ont. S.C,J. (Commercial List)).
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consideration as opposed to recognizing equity claims as having a determinative
status. Where, however, there is still equity value remaining, either in the form of
going forward equity or in the tax losses associated wil h thc insolvency, shareholder s

may be given a vote in a restructuring proceeding. 67

In Re Central Capital Corporation, the Ontario Court ofAppeal observed that holding
that the appellants do not have provable claims accords with sound corporate policy
and that on insolvency, 1 he claims ofcreditors rank ahead of the claims ofshareholders
for the rel urn oftheir capital. Case law and statute law protect creditors by pr eventing

companies from using their funds to prejudice creditors'chances of r epayment., given
that creditors rely on these protections in making loans to companies." In Central

Capital Corporation, the Court of Appeal held that a relationship between preferred
shareholders and the corporation had the characteristics of both debt and equity;
however, in substance, the preferred shareholders were shareholders and the existencc
of retraction rights did not change them into creclitors. The Court. held that the pre-
ferred shareholders had agreed to take preferred shares instead of another type of
instrument, such as a bond nr a debenlur», and there was no evidence lo support their

contention that by taking the preferred shares they werc extending credit lo the debtor

corporation; moreover, their interest was listed as capital on t.he company's Financial

sl.atements.'" Thus, the Court determined the case on the nature of t.he relationship,

Currently, Canadian legislation is not completely silent on the treatment. of equity
claims. Under most Canadian corporations statutes, a plan of reorganization or70

6&0 I'or a discussion, sce Janis Sarra, Crcdilor Iiightr and

lhe Public bile&esl, Aesl&ucluring Insolvency Cori&oral&ons

('Inrnn(o: University of"loronto, 2002).
07. IteTEalonCo. (1999) OJ.ibo.5322(Ont. S.CJ.(Com-
mercial List)) where the Court noted at para. 10 treat-
ment, of sll&ireholder claims in several cases: "I Lhink it

appropriate to note that in Sammi A(las, the shareholder

got. $ 1.25 million V.S.;in Cadillac I'airview Inc. nothing;
and in Royal Oak it is proposed (he shareholders be
dilutecl down to 1% equit,y interest underneath a heavy
blanket ol o(her obligations. When viewed in ron(rast.,
the L&aion's deal would appear (o be on the rich side".
'I'he Court. Look into cnnsidera(ion Lhe facL thaL boLh

classes ofcreditors as well as the shareholders voted over-

whelmingly in 1'avor ol'he Eaton's Plan, t.he unsecurecl

creditors were 99% in supporL and the shareholdr"rs

99.5% in suppnr(, at. para. 7, In approving a plan under
Lhe CCAA and in cxcrcising iLs discre(ion to approve an
arrangement under the On(aiio Business Co&i&oral&onr

Acl, Lhe Court in Eaton held thaL it must besatisfied that
the arrangemenL meets the same criteria as set. out above
for approving a plan under the CCAA, specifically, t.he

fairness and reasonableness ofa plan The Court held thaL

it does not require perfection; nor will the court second
guess Lhe business decisions reached by Lhe st.akeholders
as a body. The Cour( observed Lhat many ol'he share-
holders have suA'ered significant losses as a resuli of the
demise of Eaton's, however, i( held (hat. it was important.
for at least fuLure situ a(ions that in devising and consider-

ing plans persons recognize Lhat. there is a natural and
legal "hierarchy ol'iruerest. to receive value in a liquida-

t.inn or liquidation-rela(ed Lransact.inn" and thai in LhaL

hierarchy Lhe shareholders are a( Lhe bottom. However,
in t.he circumstances herc prevailing, t.hc Court held that
the plan was fair and reasonable.
6'8. Ae Cenl&al Cat&ital Co&t&oralion (appeal judgment},
su/nni, note 60, concurring opinion of'Laskin, JA, a( 274.

69. Under the Ca.nada Business CorPo&nlions Acl, an
insolvent corpora&.ion is prnhibitcd 1'rom redeeming
shares and hcncc Lhe shareholders had no right to
cnl'orce payment.
70. The BIA & urren(ly dist ingr&ishcs claims made under
transactions that seek repayment in Lhe form of prolits,
Section 139 of ihc BIA specifies thaL where a lender
advances money to a borrower engaged or about Lo

engage in trade or business under a contract (hat the
lender is Lo rect ive a raLe of inLeresL varying wi(h profi&.

or a sharc ofprolits, Ihe lender is nnt entitled Lo any pay-
ment in rcspcct nl'he 1&&an un(il the claims of'all oLher

creditors have been satisliecl. Esseni.i«lly, t.he lender is

considered a silent partner for purpnses of the pro-
visions. Ilosvever, if Lhe lender holds ser'uri(y for i&.s

claim, it is enti(led to enforce it L. Hnulden, G Mora-
we(z, and J, Sarra, The 2007 A&n&olnled Banh&ut&icy nnd

Insolvency Acl (Toronto. Carswell, 2006) aL 668; Suhtoj's

A II. Rusij&'orlh O'o. (1964), 6 C.BR. (&s&.S) 175

(S.C.C.).Where shareholders lent money Lo a debtor
but did nnr. receive a raLe of interest varying wi(h prnfi(
or sharing profi(s, subordinaLion has been found no(
to apply: Ae Provosl Shoe Shops Lid (1993), 21 C.B.R.
(3d) 108,340 A.P.R. 302 (S.C.).
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plan of arrangement can restructure equity without a shareholder vote if the equity
71investment has no value. These provisions come into play where there is a condition

of rnsolvenc y.

In the context of'restructuring proceedings, Canadian cour ts have held that where
shar eholder interests are "under water" or "below (.he Plimsoll line", that is, 1 ha(. there
is no equity value left in the debtor corporation, shareholders will not be allowed to
vol.e on a restructuring plan or a proposal and will not be allowed lo hinder the wishes
of credilors as lo (.he outcome of the proceeding or the specific proposal or plan of
arrangemcnt and compromise. In a corporate plan of'arrangement. or reorganiza-

72

tion, the court has authority to do by order something that usually requires a share-
holder vote, and the court can decide whether or nol, to exercise its aul,hority to make
such an order. 'nlike a Chapter 11 debtor in the U.S., a Canadian debtor corpor-

73

ation must meet. an insolvency test before it can have access to insolvency legislation;
hence the interests ofequity investors are most. of(en already under wal er at. the poinl.
that the debtor filings insolvency proceedings.

Re Blue Acrnge Resource Corp. was the first Canadian case that dealt directly with the
issue of whether an equity investor in a takeover bid, allegedly induced by fraud to
purchase shares ofa debtor corporation, was able to assert its claim in such away as tn
achieve parity with other unsecured creditors in a CCA7I proceeding. "The Alberta
Court: ofQueen's Bench considered the treatment. ofshareholder claims for negligent
misrepresentation, addressing the question of'whether the treatment of such claims
difrcred from the risks of ordinary business invest. ments. 'lue Range involved an
application for determination of whether Big Bear Exploration I,td.'s claim should
rank equally with claims ofunsecured creditors. Big Bear had succeeded in a 1 akcovcr
bid for Blue Range Resource Corp. by way ofexchange ofshares and claimed that its
decision to undertake the (akcover was made in reliance on information publicly
disclosed by Blue Range regarding its financial situation. After the takeover, it dis-
covered that l.hc informal.ion disclosed by Blue Range was misleading and (.hat l.he

71. Where a corporation is insolvent., defined in a192(2)
ol'he CBCA as ivherc it is unable to pay its liabilities
as they become due; or where the realizable value of
the assecs of the corporat.ion arc less than the aggregate
of its liabilities and stated capital ol'all classes, where
it is not practicable for a corporation that is not insol-
vtuit to e(lect a fundament.al change in the nature of
an arrangement under any other provision of this
Act, the corporauon may apply to a court for an order
approving an arrangement proposed by the corpor-
ation; s. 192 (3), CBCAII'he court has the authority under
s. 192 to may make any int.crim or final order it &.hinks

fit including, dispensing with notice requirements,
appointing representative counsel, an order requiring
a corporation to call, hold, and conduct a meeting of
holders ol'securities or options or rights to acquire secu-
i ilies in such manneras the court directs; an orclcr pcr-
miLLing a shareholder to dissent under section 190;
and an order approving an arrangeinem. as propos&tel

by the corporation or as amended in any manner the
court may direct..
72 Sce for example, Ae Canadian Airliner Inr. (2000),
9 B.L.R.(3d) 41 (Al&.a Q.B) at. 76; Ae Loeioen Group Inc.

(2001), 22 B.L.R (3d) 131 (Ont.. S.OJ. (Gominercial
I.ist); hiber Connections Inc, (2005i), 5 B L.R. (4&h) 271;
Janis I'. Sarra, Aecc«e.'he Con&ponies'Credi(or& Arrange-

&non( Ac( (Toronto: Oarswell, 2007).
73, In BeT.Ea(on Co. (1999) O&1.:slo.5322 (Ont, S.G.J.
(Commercial I.ist)), the Court held at. para. 2 that:
"In exercising its discretion to approve an arrangement
under the Ontario Btcstness Corpoiauons Ar( (OBGA),
the court must be satisfied that the arrangement meets
the same criteria as set out above for approving a plan
under t.he i'CAA". See also Olympia 8r. York Develop-
ments Ltd. (1993) 18 C.B,R. (3d) 176 (Ont. Gen. Div)
at 186.
7s&, Ile Blue Range Rescue ce Corp,, 2000 CarswellA1ta 12, 1 i
O B R. (4( h) 169 (Alta O 8).
75. Re Blue Range Resvurce Coip., il&id.
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Blue Range shares were essentially worthless. As sole shareholder, Big Bear caused
the company to apply for protection under the CCA2f,

The first issue was whether Big Bear's claim was as an unsecured creditor of'Blue

Range that ranked equally with the unsecured creditors or whether its claim was as a
shareholder of Blue Range that. ranked after the unsecured creditors. 'he Court
held that the nature of Hig Bear's claim against Blue Range for an alleged share

exchange loss, transaction costs, and cash share purchase damages was in substance
a claim by a. shareholder for a return of what it invested czua shareholder, and hence
the claim ranked after l.he claims of unsecured creditors.

The Court held that the very core of'the claim was the acquisition of Blue Range
shares by Big Bear and whether thc consideration paid f'r such shares was based on
misrepresentation. It. held that Big Hear had no cause ofaction until it. acquired shares

of Blue Range, which it did through sha.rc purchases for cash prior to becoming a

majority shareholden The Court concludecl that, thc tort claim derived from Big
Bear's status as a shareholder, and not f'rom a tort unrelated to that status. The claim
for misrepresentation was hybrid in nature and combined elements ofboth a, claim in

tort. and a claim as shareholder, and hence the Court observed that. il. must determine
what character it had in substance. The Court. found that it was not a claim for return
of'capital in the direct sense; ral her, it was a claim for an awar d ofdamages measured
as the difTerencc bctwcen the "true" value ofBlue Range shares and 1 heir "misrepre-
sented" value,"in other words, money back from what Big Hear 'paid'y way ofcon-
sideration"." The Court held that a torl. award to Hig Bear could only represent a

return of what. Big Bear invested in equity of Blue Range and that: it is that kind of
return that is limil.ed by thc basic corporate law principle l.hat shareholders rank a Cter

cr editors in respect ofany r eturn on their equity investment, It observed that Big Bear
acquired nol. only rights but also restrictions under corporate law when it. acquired
the Blue Range shares. The Court found that the alleged share exchange loss derived

Crom and was incxl.ricably inlerl wined with Hig Bear's shareholder interest in Blue

Range, and thus that the nature of the claim was in substance a claim by a. shareholder

tor a return of what it. invcsl.cd as shareholder, ra,l.her than an ordinary tort. claim. Bl

The Court held (hat it was clear that in common law shareholders are not entil led

to share in the assets ofan insolvent. corporation until af'ler all the ordinary creditors

76. Big Hear, as the sole shareholder of Blue Range,
enterecl into a Unanimous Shareholders'grcemcnt
(USA) pursuant tn which Big Hear replaced and took
on all t.he rights, duties and obligations ol'he Blue
Range directors and using its authority under the
USA, Hig Bear caused Blue Range to apply for protec-
tion under the CCAA; Ae Blue Itatrve Resource Carp. ibid,

Hig Bear made an unsecured claim for the value of
shares exchanged in the takeover bid, pursuing the
claims through iwo dillerent route~: by filing notice

nl'laim

lor damages for share exchange loss, and filing&

a statemem of claim allegmg other causes of action.
The Alberta court made orders thai precluded Big Bear
from advancing claims beyond those set out in notice
ol'laim and Big Hear sought an expedii.ed trial for
hearing the claim.

77. IbidThe applicants were the Creditors'Committee
of Blue Range ancl L'nron Canada Corp., a major
creditor,
78. 14.

79, Ibid. at para. 22.
80. Ibid TheCourt�heldthat�whilethematterwasc-
nmplica� by rcasnn that the consideration paicl for Hlue

Range shares by Hig Bear was Big Bear treasury shares,
the notice ol'claim quantified the loss by assigning a
value to the treasury shares.
87, Ibid. at para. 25.
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have been paid in I'ull, In that sense, Big Bea.r acquired not only rights but also82

restrictions under corporate law when it acquired the Blue Range shares. The Cour t
relied on the fundamental corporate principle thai. claims of shareholders should

rank below those of creditors on insolvency, Finding that even though this claim is

a tort claim on its face, it. is in substance a claim by a shareholder for a return of what. it

paid for shares by way of
damages."'he

Court in Blue Range observed that a r estruci uring plan under the CCAA docs

noi provide a statutory scheme for distribution, as it is based on the premise that a plan

of'arrangement will provide a classification of claims that will be presented to

creditors f'r approval. Creditors conduct business with corporations on the assump-

tion that they will be given priority over shareholders in the event of an insolvency.

The Cour t held that the identification of risk-taking assumed by shareholders and

creditors was illustrated by the behavior ofBig Bear in that in the course ofBig Bear's

hostile takeover ofBlue Range, it sought access to Blue Range's books and records for

information, bui. had its requests denied. Nevertheless, Big Bear pursued the takeover

in the absence of information it knew would have been prudent to obtain. It also

actively embraced its shareholder status despite (he allegations ofmisrepresentaiion,

putting Blue Range under the CCAA in an attempt to preserve its equity value and, in

the result., holding Blue Range's creditors at bay and yet it was also attempting to

recover ii.s alleged share exchange loss through thc claims approval process and rank

with unsecured creditors on its claim.
Thc Court concluded that fairness dict.ai.ed that Big Hear's claims should bc sub-

ordinated; and held that if Big Hear's claim was allowed to rank equally with unse-

cured cr editor s, itwould open 1 he door in many insolvency proc ccchngs for aggrieved

shareholders to claim misrepresentation or fraud."" It observed that there may be

many situations where there should have been better disclosure of thc corpora(ion's

declimng fortunes, as no one would deliberately invest in a. corporation that has

become insolvcni.. Thc Court, in Blue Panisc also observed that. despite thc differ-

ences that may exist between Canadian and U.S. insolvency law in this area, assess-

mcnt of the fairness ofa proposed plan by U. S, courts was persuasive for its 1 casoning

based on equii able principles. 'The Court acknowledged that caution was io be used

in following the approach ofU,S. courts to ensure that the principles underlying such

approach do not arise from differences between U.S. and Canadian Iaw; however, it

found U,S. judges persuasive in their policy reasons f'o r subordinating defrauded

sharekiolder claims to those of ordinary creditors as they are rooted in principles of
equity similar to the equitable principles used by Canadian courts. The Court.07

quoi ed from the U.S. newton iVationrtl Bnnl'judgment, which held that: "when a, cor-

porationn

becomes bankrupt, 1 hc temptation to lay aside the garb ofa stockholder, on

82 lbrd. at para. 17, citing Ite Cerrtrel Capiiat Cvr/). (1996),
132 D L.R. (4th) 2?3 (Ont. C.A) at page 245; Canada

Deposit Insuranre Corp. vs. Canadian Commercial 8ank

11992), 97 D L.R. (4th) '385 (S.G.C) at. pages 402 and

408
83 lbrd. atpara. 29
8d. Ibid at para.45.

Copyright (() 2007 Iohrt Wiley Bc Sons, Ltd

85. Ibid,'1'he Court held that although the recognition
that this may greatly complicate Ihe process of adgudi-

caung claims under the CCA.4 is not of itself sulbctent

to subordinate Big Hear's claim, it is a factor that may
be r.aken into account..
8'. Ibid. at para. 44.
87. Ibrd. at para. 5'1.
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one pretense or another, and to assume l.hc role of'creditor, is very sl.rang, and all

attempts of that kind should be viewed with suspicion".

The Court concluded, based on its characterization of l.he claim, t.he equitable

principles and considerations set out in the U.S. cases, the general expectations of
credit.ors and shareholders with respect to priority and assumption of risk, and the

basic equitable principle that claims ofdefrauded shareholders should rank after the

claims ofordinary creditors in a situation where there are inadequate assets to satisfy

all claims that Big Bear must rank after the unsecured creditors of Blue Range in

respect to the alleged share exchange loss, the claim for transaction costs and the

claim for cash share purchase damages."

In sum, the Court held that it was clear under corporate law and common law

principles that shareholders are ntst entitled tn share in the assets of lhe debtor cor-

poration until ordinary creditors have been paid in f'ull, as creditors assess risk and

price their loans on the basis of that priority and shareholders invest. wil,h the knovil-

edge that they are taking (.he risk ofbusiness failure, It was also concerned about the

administrative difliculties that would be imposed on insolvency professional in try-

ing to process claims. The Court left. open the question of whether l.here were

instances in which the fact. that a, party with a claim in tort nr debt is a shareholder

is coincidental and incidental, but 1:his appears to be a. narrow exception, the Court

giving the example ofa shareholder who slips and falls outside of'thc corporate office

who may have potential claims in negligence.

The reasoning in Blue Pange was subsequently endorsed by another judge of'the

Alberta Court ofQueen's Bench in National Bank ofCanada v. Merit Energy I.td., where

the Court. held that. lhc claims ofshareholders arising from alleged misrepresent. ation

in a prospectus were subordinate to the claims of'the debtor company's unsecured

creditors as l.hey were in substance shareholder claims for return of equity invest-

ment," The Court held that while the shareholders paid a premium for the shares,

l.hc debt features associal cd wil.h an indemnity from the debtor did not 1 ransfor m (.hal.

part of 1.he relationship f'rom a shareholder to a creditor relationship. However, l.he

Court, also held that. the indemnity claims of the underwriters, directors, and ofliccrs

werc not subordinate to the claims of unsecured creditors because they were claims

that. were provable in bankruptcy, as they were based on contractual, legal, and

equitable duties owed by the debtor to the underwriters. Unlike shareholders who

assume the risk of'insolvency, the underwriters bargained as a creditor, and to sub-

ordinate their claims would fundamentally change the underlying business relation-

ship between underwriters and issuer s. The Court further held l.hat equit.able sub-

ordination did not apply, as there was no evidence of inequitable conduct on the part

ofthe underwriters, no corresponding injury to other creditors, or an enhancement
of'8.

Ibid. at 47, citing JVetvton Ãntionot Bank vs. Eeuibegtn

74 1', 135 (8th Cir., 1896) at 140,

89. Ibid. at pe.ra. 57.

90. Re Blue Range Resource Corp. (2000) 15 C.B.R. (4th)
169 (Aha Q.B.), at 17.

91. JVuttonat Dank of Canada vs. Mertt Lrnetgy Ltd, 2001

GarotoellAtta 9D (Alt.a. Q,B)
92 Ibid. at para. 6"1.
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the underwriters'osition. " Hence, these claims ranked with other unsecured
cr editors. 04

Hence, while there appear tobe only two report cdcases in Canada, 1 hejudgmenls
that have been rendered have used equitable principles and corporate law principles
to subordinate shareholder claims in insolvency proceedings without really dcl.ailed
consideration of securities law violations or the intersection of securities laws and
insolvency law and l.heir respective public policy goals. For example, there are a.

number ofdifferences in Canadian and U S. secur ities law that may govern the extent
to which investors will have remedies, such as fraud on the market provisions in the
U.S. that allow investors lo more easily establish claims 1.han a scheme that requires
strict causal.ion to be established. 'oreover, securities litigation has generally been
less frequent in Canada than (he U.S. as Canada has a"cost follows result." rule that is

generally applied, which acts as a restraint. on bringing frivolous or unmeritorious
actions. To rlate there has not been an appellatej udgment in Canada on the treal ment

of claims arising out of securities law violations.
In fairness to the Canadian courts, itis not evident on 1 he face of the firstjudgments

rega.rding subordination ofclaims arising from the alleged misconduct of the debtor
or its ofFicers that the courts were provided with comprehensive public policy argu-
ments as to why treatment of claims for statutory violations may be deserving of
diJTcrcnt considerations, as was provided lo the High Court ol Australia in Sons of
Gwalia, discussed in Part F. below, Moreover, Blue Range appears to be highly fact.

driven, with the court. addressing particular conduct. of'a sharcholdcr in ils l.akcovcr
bid and hence may. nol offer real guidance to parties, Arguably, the corporate law

provisions for plans of reorganization provide a, means ol'dealing with the equity
itself however, they do not provide a means of dealing with damage claims arising
from equit.y rights and l.his is an area in which l.he cour (s need lo exercise l.heir gap-
filling authority to make determinations as to priority of claims,

't'Vhilc these lwo judgments suggcsl. fairly rigid subordination of claims for

damages arising out of alleged violations of securities law, there are two Canadian
judgments thai. hint. at. a. diffcrcnl approach, bul. do not determine l.hc question.
Although of'mited assistance because il. was an uncontested endorsement order,

justice Parley of the Ontario Superior Court dealt with the subordination question
on an unopposed motion."'he Court, in approving a motion for Hell Canada. Inter-
national as a continuing corpora tion to r edeem and pay out on matur ity ofhigh yield

notes, addressed a. pending shareholder action. It. held that even if leave was granted
to the shareholders by the Supreme Cour t of'Canada and there was subsequent suc-

cess at trial, the Court did "not see any reasonable justification for any award that
might then be granted not being trcatcd as subordinate to the obligations under the

9Z "I'he Court. lel't open the question of whether the
doctrine applies in Canada, linding that. even if it does
exist, it was not applicable in the circumstances, ibid
94. Ibtd. at para.66
95 Arguably, however, recent changes to securities law
in Canada have moved Canadian sccuritics law closer
to the U.S. model.

917. Sons of (irvatta Ltd rer. Margareur (2007) HCA l.
97. In tite Maaet af IIett Canada Intetnauvnat Ina, Court
I'ile Yo. 02CL-4553 (14 September 2004) (Ont. S C.J.
(Commercial List.) ), Lendorsement of iearlcy, J.
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HighYiekd Notes". "The Court held that."any exercise in logic or practicality would
lead to the reasonable conclusion that such an award relating to secondary market
activity (i.e., it not being a section 130Securities Actclaim as to a primary issue) should

be treated as continuing in priority terms to be the equivalent. of'equity (and not as

debt, whether or nol. i.l. be subordinated or pari passu) ". Section 130 refers (.o liabilil.y

for misrepresentation in an offering memorandum. Hence, the Court left open the100

question of whether a claim arising from primary market securities law violations
would bc treated differently (.han secondary market purchases,

A second Canadianjudgmenl. implies, without deciding the issue, that claims for

damages arising out of securities law violalions may be creditor claims. Menegon v,

Philip Serui ces Corp. involved a motion by Philip Services f'r authorization to enter into

a proposed sel.l.lerrlenl. under the Onta.rio Clafe Ptoceeding Ilct. "
Philip Ser vices Corp.

was the parent company of a network of 200 directly and indirectly owned subsidi-

aries in Canada, the United States and elsewhere.'" Various class actions alleged that
Philip's financial disclosure conf.ained material misslalements in violation ofUnited
States securities laws. 'enegon commenced a class proceeding in Onl.ario f'r103

misrepresentation and rescission relating to his purchase of Philip shares, alleging
violations of Canadian securities law. Philip filed for bankruptcy protection in (.he

United States and f'r protection in Canada under the CCATS,

The shareholder class actions in bol h the U S. and Canada werc based on the same

non-disclosure. In the U.S,, the class action claims were clearly subordinated and had

no voting rights because of s. 510 (b) of the Bank uptg Code, bul. in Canada, 1 herc was

no equivalent provision. In addition, the auditors and underwriters had claims for

indemnification against. 1.hc company as they were co-defendants in the class actions

and claimed that they also had been misled. The auditors ha,d prepa,red consolidated

audited financial statemenls ofthe Canadian parent and its many US. and Canadian
subsidiaries. Under the U.S.Bankruptoy Code, these claims would be subordinated and

would have no voting righ( s. In Canada, there was no equivalent. rulc. The problem

was that there were identical claims against one company that were entitled to differ-

cn( (rcatmenl. on diffcrcnl. sides of (.hc border.
Given the nature and quantum of the claims, a r esolulion of'the class action pro-

ceedings was an essential element of any successful restructuring and the parties
entered into a, memorandum of understanding that outlined a proposed settlement

98. Ibid. at para.3.
99. Ibid.
I00, Section 130 of the Ontario Securi(ivs Act, R S.O
1990, c. S. 5, as amended specifies; "130,1 (1) Where an
oflering memora.nclum contains a. misreprescntatton,
a purchaser who purchases a securit.y offered by the
offering memorandum during the period of distri-
bution has, without, regard to whether thc purchaser
relied on the misrepresentation, the following rights:

(I) 'I'he purchaser has a right of action for damages

against t he issuer and a selling secu rit y holder on whose

behalf the distribution is made. (2) If the purchaser pur-
chased the security from a person or company referred
to in paragraph I, the purchaser may elect to exercise

Copyright. 2007 John Wiley &. Sons, Ltd,

a right of rescission against thc person or companv.
II'he

purchaser exercises this right, the purchaser ceases
to have a right ofaction for damages against t.he person
or company".
IOI. Afenetvnvs. Phtt~j)SetvicerCvt/s (1999) O.l. iso.+0(30
(One S.CJ (Commercial List))
102 Ibid. at. para. 2.
103. 'I'he class action proceedings were an action for
mtsrepresentation, negligent misrepresentation and
rescission relating to the purchase ofshares.'I'he actions
were consolidated ancl ultimately dismissed, though
an appeal was pending at the time of this judgment,
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between Philip and the U.S. and Canadian class action proceedings,'" Under the

plan each class ofstakeholders in the group ofcompanies with similar characteristics

were tobe l.reated similarly whether they are located in the U.S. or Canada.' Hence,
the plan proposed l.hat the claims of Philip's creditors, whether Canadian or U,S.,
were to be dealt with under the U.S. Plan and governed by Chapter 11 of the U.S.
P&art/cruptcg Code, including the claims ofthe auditor, the unclerwriters, and officers and

directors for contribution and indemnity in relation to the U.S. and Canadian class

proceedings. The Court held that class proceedings were certified as against Philip

for settlement purposes only.

The Court held that it was premature to approve a. sett.lernent of the U.S. and

Cana,dian class act.ion proceedings at. l.hat stage of the rest,ruct.uring process,
106

The Court held l,hal, the class action plaintiffs ancl l.he co-defendants are all unse-

cured claimants of'Philip:

The class action plaint.iffs and the co-defendants a.re all unsecurecl claimants of Philip in

the restructuring process —the claim ofthe co-delendants for contribution and indemnity

against Philip and its f'ormer offers and directors arise oul. of the same "nucleus ol'oper-

ative facts"as the claims ofthe class action plaintiffs against Philip; and one follows from the

other. It. has freciuently been noted that l.he full name of the CCIIul is "An Act to facilitate

compromises and arrangements between companies and l.heir creditors". In the bare-

lcnuckled ring of'commercial rest.ructuring negotiations, this cannot. be accomplished if
&07

one group of unsecured claimants is given an unwarranted advantage over another.

The Court was not persuaded by submissions that if the proposed settlement. was

not approved, t.he U.S, and Canadian class action plaintiffs would get nothing

because Philip would be liquidated, Thc Court. held that. where the proposed

str ucture of the reorganization affects the substantive rights ofclaimants in a fashion

that treats them chfferenlly than they would other wise bc treated under Canadian

law, and where the effect ofthat 1 reatment is to place the claimants in a position where

their ability to cngagc in full and complctc negotiations with thc debtor company are

impaired, there is cause f'r concern on the part ofthe court; hence the loss of the right

to vote in the Canadian plan was
problematic.'he

Court, held that while the fact: that treatment ofclaims under U.S. bankruptcy

law would be considerably less favorable than l.heir treatment. under Canadian law

was not determinative, it was a. factor for consideration when taken in conjunction

with the loss ofvoting rights in the Canadian plan.u It held that. for purposes of thc

CCRC, the claim ol an unsecured creditor includes a. claim in respect. of any indebt-

edness, obligation of liabilil,y l.hal. would bc a. claim provable in bankruptcy, and

therefore inclucled a contingent, claim for unliquidated damages. Thus, the clai-lll

manls were all entitled to assert claims in the CC7IIf proceedings, Thc Court. held

that the extension ofcomity as between courts in cross-border insolvency situations

104. Menego» vs. Pltilip Services Corp,, supra, note 101 at
para. 13.

IOS Ib&d. at para. 17.

106. Ib&d at para 29.
107. Ibid. at para.'29.

108. Ibid. a.t para. 32.
109, lbtd. at. paragraphs 35—36.
110. Ibid. at para. 39.
111. Ibid. a&. para. 40.
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are matters of great importance in order to facilitate (he orderly implementation of
insolvency arrangements. However, it held that. comity and international coopera-
tion do nol. mean that. one court must cede its authority andjurisdiction over its own
process or over the application of the substantive laws of its own jurisdiction.n The
Court concluded that the Canadian plan was flawe because it sought to exclude
Canadian claimants from participation in its process by providing that their claims
against Philip werc to be governed by the U.S. proceedings while a.t the same time
seeking lo bind them to the provisions of the Canadian plan, all without affording
those claimants any right to vote. iis

The Philips judgment indicates that. the court viewed the claims for damages
arising out of securities law violations as unsecured claims and it expressed concern
about a proposed settlement that compromised the right of those cia imants lo vote on
a Canadian C("slA plan, a.lthough the court did not have to make a. definitive deter-
rnination on l.he ranking of the claims.n The case also illustrates that it would be
helpful to have coordination of Canadian and US. law on the issue of treatment

of'quityclaims as a means of facilitating the reorganization of corporal.c groups,
Almost all Canadian public companies have a cross-border aspect to their business,
and when a large company and its subsidiaries a.re in concurrent. CCATS and Chapter
ll proceedings, of'ten the restructuring plan involves restructuring the company and
ils subsidiaries as a whole. However, if the same type ofclaim has a different priority
and rights in one country than the other, this can be very difficult, and hence requires
f'urthcr public policy consideration.

Subsequent lo all of these Canadian judgments, Ontario and Alberta, the pro-
vinces in which the above ca.scs were decided, have enacted civil liability regimes for

secondary market. disclosure. To date, there have been no cases that deal with l.he

intersection of'l.hese securities law remedies and remedies under i.nsolvency legis-
lation. It does raise the public policy question ofwhether there should be a difference
in treatment ofclaims arising from the primary or secondary market, In lhe former

case, the company treasury benefits oi the ofFicers personally benefit through resul-

tant bonus compensation, so (herc may bc validil y in considering a claim f'o r damages
arising out of'a prospectus misrepresentation as a creditor claim. 'I'he purchaser of
the equity would nol. become a shareholder in respect of'that investment but for the

company misrepresenting its financia,l status or prospects in the prospectus. The
claimant may or may not be an existing investor in the firm, With respect to second-

ary market purchases, (.here is no direct cash to the company treasury from the mis-

representation or other misconduct, and other market players may beneht to the
extent of the detriment. While the company benefits indirectly from l.he misconduct,

II2. Ibid. at para, 48. Section 18.6(5) of the CCRC pro-
vides that nothing requires the Court to make any order
that. is not, in compliance with the laws ol'Canada or
to enlorce any order made by a foreign court.
II3 Ibid. atparagraphs49,55.56hequestionofapproval
of the Settlement, in its present form or some ot hcr form
was adjourned to a date to be lixed which is more con-
temporaneous with the sanctioning hearing. Ulii-

Copyright. C 2007 JohnWiley k Sons, Ltd.

mately, the i:ase was resolved by having a

reorganiaation plan under Chapter ll and a receiver-

ship in Canada.
IId. In Latdlavt the same problem arose. Thejurisclic-
tional issue was solved by having t.he Canadian pro-
ceedings dealt with as ancillary proceedings lo the
Chapter 11 filing.
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vinlating securities law in the form ofa better credit rating 1 ha(. arises from (he market

price, this may nnt be a suSeient reason to treat such claims as debt claims in that
company's insolvency proceeding. These differences merit fur ther study.

In Canada, there is now proposed statutory language that will codify subordina-

l.ion of equity claims, as discussed in t.he following part.

0. Proposed statutory language io Canada to subordioato oquity claims

While common law and corporate law principles continue to govern the treatment. of
equit.y claims in insolvency, in Canada there is proposed statutory language that will

cndify subordination of equity claims pursuant. to two sets nf prnposcd statutory

amendments lo the BI2I and the CCATS in 2005 and 2007.n

In Canada, the Senate Commit.lee on Banking trade and Commerce in 2003
identified the uncertainly as to the treatment of shareholders'laims in insolvency,

given the lack ofexpress statutory language; its view was that "Canadian insolvency

law does not subordinate sha.reholder or equity damage claims", although the basis of
that view is unclear in the report."'he Senate Committee observed that.:

In view ofrcccnt corporate scandals in North America, the Committee believes that thc

issue of equil.y claims must. be addressed in insolvency legislation. In our view, the law

must recognize the facts in insolvency proceedings'. since holders of equity have necess-

arily accepted —1hrough their accept ance of equity rather than debt that. their claims

will have a lower priority than claims for debt, they must step aside in a, bankruptcy

proceeding. Consequently, their claims should be afforde lower ranking than secured

and unsecured creditors, and the law —in the interests of fairness and prediclability-
should r ef(ect both this lower priority for holders of equity and the notion 1 hal. they wi11

not participate in a restructuring or recover anything until all other creditors have been

paid in full. From this perspective, the Committcc recommends that: the Bccrrfcr~ptc~ rsnd

Irtsotvencp Act be amended to provide that the claim of a seller or purchaser of equity

securities, seeking damages or r escission in connection with the transaction, be subor-

dinated lo l.he claims ol ordinary creditors, IVioreover, l.hese claims should nol.

II5. An Act to Eslabhsh lhe Wage Earner Protect)on Progranr

Acl, to amend the IIankr of)tcy and Insolvency Acl and the Corn-

f)anies')erhlors Ar rangernenl Act and to nraf;e consectuenlial

ar)rendu)eats to el/re) Acts, S.C. 2005, Chapter 47, Royal
Assent 25 )srovemher 2005, nor ycr proclaimed irr force
as of 14 June 2007 (Chapter 47). At the time of enact-
ment, all parties agreed that r.he statute woulcl not he
proclaimed in 1'orce until ore Senate had the oppornr-
nity ro hole) further hearings and make amendmerns.
Irurrher amendmenrs were rnrroduccd under Bill
C-52!la Act to )rnplernent cerl am prov rsronsoflhe budget tabled

in I'arlrarnent on I9 ilIarch 2007, Royal Asscnr 22 June
2007, Chapter 29 Star.utes of Canada (amending rhe

provisions for eligil&le hnancial contracts); and Bill
C-62, An Acl lo a)nend the IIankruPtcy and Insolvency Act

and lhe Companies'redhtors Arrangemenl Act, the Wage

Earner Prolection Program Acl and chaPler f7 oflhe Statutes

of Cancrda, 2005, third reading 14 June 2007, pending

before the Canadian Senate as ol 14June 2007 as this

paper goes to press,
IIr). Standing Senate Commiuee on Banking Ti'ade

ancl Commerce, Debtolr and Credrlors Sharrng lhc Burden,

2003 at 159.
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participate in the pr oceeds of'a restructuring or bankruptcy until other creditors of the

debtor have been paid in fu11.""

Severa.l yea,rs later, such amendments are still pending. Aside from the Senate116

Committee report, however, there has been r emarkably little public policy debate in

respect of whether there is a need to codify the sl.atus of securities claims under
Canada's insolvency legislation, notwithstanding that. amendments pending will

subordinate all equity claims. The/oint Task Force on Business Law Insolvency

Reform, a task force of two prof'essional organizations, The Insolvency Institute of
Canada and the Canadian Association of Insolvency and Restructuring Pro-

I 1&3

fessionals, made strong policy submissions in support of subordination language.
Other than this submission, there is little evidence of public policy debate, particu-

larly in respect of claims arising from securities law violations.

Onc factor l,hat may be driving the proposed amendments is pressure to align l.hc

Canadian provisions with those in the U.S.The above discussion of the Philip case

highlights the issue. Some insolvency cases in which debtor corporal.ions werc regis-

tered in Canada had their claims processed in US, proceedings, arguably because

creditors wanted lhe higher degree of certainly lhal, lhc U.S. strict. subordination

regime offered. There had been some concern expressed by creditors about the120 ~

different. statutory treatment in the twojurisdictions, onc codified and the other not.,

although as noted above, the only reported cases in Canada. gave the identical treat-

ment to equity claims as under the highly codified U.S. Bankruptcy Code. Once t,hc

Canadian amendments are enacted, such cross-border cases will have to comply with

cent.er of main interest. tests under Chapter 15 of the U,S. 13ankruptcy Code and the

proposed new cross-border provisions nf the Canadian 813 and CCATS, making

venue choice more transparent and predictable and arguably less amenable lo forum

shopping. However, if'there is a major substanlive difference between Canaclian and

U. S, treatment of'claims for damages, there will be a continuing incentive f'o r debtors

lo forum shop and argue that. the center of'main interests nf a Canadian parent

company or a Canadian subsidiary is in thc U.S, when il. has cross-border issues
of'his

type.
If the proposed amendmcnts are enacted, the 813will specify that a party is nol

entitled to a dividend in respect ofan equity claim until all claims that. are nol. equity

claims have been sa tis fied.' The st atul e will define equity interest and equity claims

for l.he first
time.'17.

Ibtd. at 159.
IIII. Although thc Chapter 47 amcndmcnts werc
enacted, they were not proclaimed in force on the basis
&hu allpar&iesagreedthestatutewouldgoto the Senate
1'or public hearings and possible amendmenc There
was a hiatus ofa year and a half because of the minority
federal govcrnsnent, and the need for all parties agree-
ment on the legislative agenda, Instead, the Govern-
ment introduced a further amending Hill C-62, supra,

note 115, and that Hill received third reading in the

Copyright Qs, 2007 John Wiley &lt Sons, Ltd.

House of Commons in early June 2007 and is likely to

be schedul&'.d I'o r Senat&. hearings in the 1'all ol'2007

IB. Joint Task Force on Business Insolvency Law
Reform, Fina/Report, 2002 at 32.
120. The Laidta&v and I ve&vet& proceedings are arguably
examples of this, although each had extensive oper-
ations in the U.S. and hence numerous claims we& e

located there.
121. Bill C-62, supra, note 115, proposed s. 140.1, ILIA.

122. Bi1! C-62, &bid., proposed s. '2, DIA.
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"equity interest" means (a) in the case of a. corporation other than an income trust, a

share in the corporation —or a, warrant or option or another right to acquire a share in

the corporation —other than one that is derived from a convertible debt, and (b) in the

case of an income trust, a unit in the income trust —or a warrant or option or

another right to acquirc a unit in the income thrust —ox her than one that is dcrivcd from

a convertible debt..

"equity claim" means a claim that is in respect ofan equity interest, including a claim for,

among others, (a) a dividend or similar payment, (b) a return ofcapital, (c) a redemp-

l.ion or retraction obligation, (d) a monetary loss resulting from the owner ship, purchase

or sale of an equity interest or from the rescission, or, in Quebec, the annulment, of a

purchase or sale of an equity interest, or (e) contribution or indemnity in respect of a

claim referred to in any of paragraphs (a) to (d).'

Hence, the proposed definition clearly includes claims f'r losses arising out of
purchase or sale of equity investments, which will be considered equity claims and

not a. debt or liability for purposes of insolvency proceedings; and the proposed stat-

utory language makes no distinction for claims arising out of securities law violations.

In addition, provisions of the BIA that currently specily that debts not discharged

in bankruptcy for public policy reasons include fraudulent misrcprcscntalion, will

now be amended to specify that "any debt or liability resulting from obtaining prop-

erty or services by false pre(.cnccs or fraudulent misrepresent.ation, other than a debt

or liability that arises from an equity claim" is not discharged.'he policy rationale
f'r the proposed change is (.hal. investors willingly engage in taking risk of loss or profit.

in making equity investments, and that although investors have a right of'action

against the company where they are fraudulently misled into investing in a business,

when a firm is fxnaxxcially distressed, shareholders should be placed at the bottom of
thc priority of claims.'

Under the proposed Canadian stat.utory reform, no proposal uncler the IdA ox

plan ofcompromise or ax rangement under the CCATS that provides 1'or the payment
of'n

equity claim is to be approved by the court unless the proposal or plan provides

that all claims that are nol. equity cia.ims are to be paid ixi full befbre the equity claim

is to be paid.' This language may be too rigid in that in some cases there may be

claims for damages from securities law viola tions and other cx editors may decide that

it is helpful to place some value on the table in order to reach agreement nn a. rest.ruc-

turing plan or because there is goodwill or other reput.ational reasons to recognize

and va.lue such claims. The language as currcnl.ly proposed would prevent. giving

such claimants any remedy where other ci editors are not paid in f'ull and thus may

prevent a positive outcome in some circumstances.

A statutory amendment that specifies "unless the court determines that it is'fair and

equitable'or 'fair and reasonable'.o order otherwise", would grant the court aul.hority

I2X Hill C-6'2, ibid., proposed s. 2, BIA and proposed s.

2, CCA!h
I24. 13ill C-62, ibid., proposed s. 178(1)(e) Bl!l.
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I25 Governntent Hncling Hook, Chapt.ei'17 amend-

ments at bill clause no. 87.

I26. Hill C-62, rupia, note 115, proposed s 60(17), BI!1
and proposed s. 6(8), CCATS,
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to exercise its discretion in particular circumstancesbased on the equities in the case. It.

would allow the court to approve a remedy in cases where damages are sought for
egregious conduct. on the par( of the debtor corporation and il.s officers. 'The other
option would be to remove damage claims arising out of'securities law violations from
the above proposed definition of equity claim because, arguably, such claims are not
equity claims, The proposed Canadian legislation as currently framed fails to recog-
nize that. claims for damages arising oul. ofdeception or sl.atutory viola).ions are more
simil at to c1aims by creditors for breach of«on(r acl s or commercial arrangements than

they are (o ordinary claims by shareholders to the residual equity in the hrm.
In restruct.uring proceedings, the proposed statutory language spccihes that

creditors having equity claims are to be in the same class of'creditors in relation to l.hose

claims, unless l.he cour( orders otherwise, but may not vote at any meeting, unless the
court orders otherwise. This authority codifies current practice where courts have127

allowed equity claimants to vote where there is sl.ill equity remaining in the debtor

corporation. The public policy objective of the proposed amendments is to reduce
the power ofequity claimants, who might ol herwise cont rol the voting where they have

substantial claims, and thus avoid any ability to ddea( a restructuring plan that has the

requisite support ofcreditors. The language proposed in the 2007 amendments l.em-128

pered an earlier proposed complete prohibition on vo(ing to add the phrase "unless the
court orders otherwise". However, this authority will be of limited assistance to clai-

man(s arising out of securities law violations unless the subordination provision in a
res(.rue(.uring is also amended as discussed in the previous pa,ragraph.

The proposed amendments also specify that a plan of'compromise or arrange-
ment may not deal with a claim that. rclalcs to any debt or liability resulting from

obtaining property or services by false pretenses or fraudulent misrepresentation
unless l.hc creditor in rela(ion to l.ha( dcbl. has voted for thc compromise, other than
a debt or liability that arises from an equity claim, 'I'hus, a debtor corpora(ion will129 ~

need thc consent, of'creditors lo compromise such claims bul. will not rcquirc the
consent of equity claimants for the same liability.

The amendments also specify that thc stay order in a rcs(rucl,uring proceeding
will not aBec( (he rights of'a. regulatory body wi(.h respect to any investigation in

respect of the company or any action, suit. or proceeding lo be l.akcn by it against the

company, except when it is seeking to enforce any of'its rights as a s«cured creditor or
an unsecured creditor. There is an exception where the court. determines thai. a130

viable compromise or arrangement could not be made in respect of'the company
if'hat

subsecl ion were to apply and where it is not contrary to the pubhc interest that thc
regulatory body be affected by thc stay order.'

The proposed changes were passed by the House of Commons and sent, to the
Canadian Senate int'une 2007 and may come into force later this year, depending

IZ7. Bill C-62, ibid., proposed s. M.l, BIA and s. 22.1,
CCAA.

IZ8. Government Briefing Book, Chapter 47 amend-
ments at bill clause no. 37.
I29. Hill C-62, snpra, note 1 15, proposed s. 1912).CCAA.

Gopyiight 1«J 2007 JohnWiley Bt Sons, Ltd.

l30. Bill C-62, ibid., proposed s. 69,6, ILIA and proposed
s. 11.1(1),CCAA.

131. Bill C-62, ibid., proposed s. 11.1, CCAA and s. 69,6,
8IA.
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upon whether or nol. Canada. faces a federal election. During I.hc legislative process,
there was very little policy debate as to whether adopting the U.S. approach to equity
claims was preferable to one that. has distinguished between ordinary equity claims
and those claims arising out. ofcorporate officers'iolations ofcorporate or securit.ies

statutes. In part this may be a. function of the highly integrated nature of Canadian
and U.S. capital markets and the pressure to align both securities and insolvency

systems to a certain extent. IIowevcr, there has not been public debate in respect of
whether 1 here are difierent policy implications given that. debtors can enter Chapter
11 proceedings in the U.S. where they are not insolvent, whereas in Canada, insol-

vency is a pre-requisite to access to proceedings.
Arguably, the lack of policy debate is also a function of there not being an active

plaintiff's bar in Canacla yel., given the very recent, nat,ure of civil remedies, which

might have at least raised the public policy issue of whether claims arising out of
egregious corporate conduct ought to be treated differently than ordina.ry business

risk. There may also be a cultural differenc, in that Canadians generally do nol.

believe that they are as vulnerable lo massive corporate fraud as the US, is, although

cases such as Bre-X are evidence that securities law fraud can occur in Canada, A

positive aspect of the proposed statutory language is that it focuses on the nature of

the claim and not the claimant, in keeping withjurisprudential treatment ofclaims

generally and the rationale for distinguishing equity claims from debt claims.

Hence the proposed statutory language more closely resembles that in the U.S.
1han in thc U,lk. or Australia, which are discussed below. Thc policy rationale is that.

investors willingly engage in taking risk ofloss or profit in making equity investments,

and I hat all hough investors have a right of action against the company where they are
fraudulently misled into invesl.ing in a, business, when a firm is financially distressed,

equity claimanl s should bc placed at. l.hc bol tom ol I.hc prioa it y of cia i1ns, '32

At the same time as Canada is considering insolvency law reform, new stat.utory

civil remedies for sccurilies lav«violations have bccn introduced. Two jurisdictions
with more than 85% of the capital market activity in Canada, Ontario and Alberta.,

recently grant cd securities holders the right lo bring civil suits for misrepresent ation;
Saskatchewan has followed suit effective 2008, with British Columbia likely to fol-

low, The provisions are aimed at giving meaningful remedies to investors where133

corporate officers act in violation ofcontinuous disclosure requirements. Since Cana-
dian sccuritics law is premised on disclosure and transparency, the new provisions

are an important new tool to ensure the integrity of lhc system. Thcsc provisions

are aimed al. overcoming common law ba,rriers to remedies by adding a. deemed

reliance provision such lhat causation need not bc proven. While it is too early lo tell

what the effect of such provisions will be, where the impugned companies are

02. Chapter 47 Government Briefing Book, Chapter
47 amendments at. bill clause no. 37.
l33. See lor example, the Ontario Securities Act, sttjsra,

note100, at part XXIII.1,which provides Ior civil liabil-

ity for secondary market. disclosure, and creates a right

of action for damages where an issuer fails to make a
t.imely disclosure ol'a material change or where there
is an uncorrected misrepresentation relating to the
alfait s of the issuer.
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insolvent, (.he new remedies will bc la.rgely ineffective, given the current. proposed

amendments to the BlA and CGA'.
There is a further issue of the timeliness of the insolvency process, which in

Canada. is conducted on a "real-time basis" and the implications for resolving secu-

rities law claims or allowing contingenl claimants lo control l.he process. Equally,

however, the subordination of equity claims, as currently defined in the proposed

legislation, may encourage debtor corporations to enter restrucl.uring proceedings

in orcler to subordinate claims, on the basis that if the claims were realized, the com-

pany would be insolvent wil.hin the meaning of Canadian insolvency legislation,

Recent caselaw in Canada. has held that "insolvent" should be given an expanded

meaning under the CGA'n order to give effect to the rehabilitative goal of the

sl.atute; and that a court should determine whether there is a reasonably foreseeaktle

expectation at the t.ime of filing that there is a looming liquidity condition or crisis

that will result in the applicant running out ofmoney lo pay its debts as 1 hey generally

become due in the future without the benefit. of the slay and ancillary
protection,'his

broader definition has facilitated going concern reslructurings but may also

create inappropr ia(.e incentives when coupled with the proposed provisions that sub-

ordinate a ll equity claims in a CCAA restructuring proceeding. Ifthe securities claims

or other equity-related claims against a debtor are so large they render the debtor

insolvent, there is nothing inappropriate about, entering rcstrucl.uring proceedings to

deal with the claims and to devise a going forward business strategy. However, if the

subordinal.ion of'claims might. encourage l.ac(ics where a filing is done as a means to

wipe out equity claims without a vote and without compensation, the proposed legis-

lative amendments may or may nol. provide a means lo deal with l.hc issue. If'i,herc is a

reasonable argument that there is net value in the business after nt.her claims but

before thc equity claim, thc court could decide l.o exercise il.s power lo allow (.kie

holders of'the equity claim to vote, providing claimants with leverage in the Cana-

di.an system, where (.here is no cram-down,

In sum, Canada's proposed statutory r egime f'o r the subordination of'equity claims

willmakcitoneofthcstrictestintheworld, no(.tcmperedbyolhcr legislation thai.will

allow investors to realize at least some of their claims arising from harms due to the

misconduct. of corporate oflicers. Such changes have not received full public policy

discussion in Canada, and appear aimed at aligning Canada's insolvency regime

with the U.S. However, Canada does not have the mechanisms and resources

afforded to U.S. securities regulators to provide remedies to harmed equity investors

and that allow regulators lo serve a gatekeeping function such that insolvency pro-

ceedings can continue to provide an expeditious resolution to the firm's financial

distress. Some provinces have enacted provisions allowing for a forfeiture of funds

and some restitut.ion (o investors, but given that Canada is a federal regime, provin-

cial securities law remedies come up against federal para.mountcy concerns even if

LB. Ae Slelro tnc ('2004), '2004 Catswel)Ont 1'211, 40 leave to appeal to C rs, rcl'oserl ('2004), 2004 Carswcl-

C.H R. (4th) '299 (Ont S C.J. (Cornmerctal I.iatl) 10nt 2936 (C A)
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they were sl.renglhened to include fair funds l.ype of provisions with enforcement
teeth behind

them.'n

contrast to the Canadian approach, the courts in the UK. and Australian have
tried to reconcile l.he claims made under securities law and insolvency law schemes.

E. l9istinguishing the type of shareholder claims and consequences for subordination—
U.K. and Australia

In the U.K,, member (sha reholder) claims are generally subordinated in insolvency
proceedings, based on the same principles as articulated above. In l.he case of mis-

conduct under securities laws, the House of Lords has adopted a more purposive
approach to reconciling securities claims and insolvency priorities.

Section 74(2) (f) of the U.K. InsolvencgActl986 specifies that a "sum due to any member
of l.hc company, in his Iherj character of'a member, by way of dividends, profits or
otherwise is not deemed to be a debt of the company, payable to that member in a case
of competition between himself (hcrselfj and any ol.her creditor not a member of f.he

company, bul. any such sum may be taken into account for the purpose of the final

adjuslmcnl. of the rights of the contributories among themselves".'he U.K, Act also

specifies that a person is not. disbarred from obtaining damages or other compensation
from a company by reason only ofholding shares in the company and any right. to sub-

scribe for shares or to be included in the company's register in respect. of'shares, " 'I"he

specific language has given rise to lhc quesl.ion ofwhcthcr a claim by a member. a.rising

out ofmisconduct by the debtor corporation or its officers should be treated as a. claim "in

his chara cter ofa member" and, therefore, subordinated, or should bc 1 real ed as a claim in

his or her character as a. tort. victim, not as "a member", and therefore not subordinated.
In Soden v British O'ommonvoealth Holdt'ngs Ple,, a successful takeover bidder, Brit ish

%. Commonwealth Holdings ("B8zC") had purchased the whole of the share capital
of'the target company for +4M. million and sought damages for negligent misrepre-
sentation against the target rompany when the latter's finnan&.iai distress became
known after the completion of'thc takeover,'hc target company went into admin-
isl.ration and the court approved a scheme ofarrangement. to which the bidder, BkC
was not a party. The action for damages had not come to trial and the Administr a tor

sought direction on whether B&C's action and another action for l.hird party contri-
bulion, if successf'ul, would be subordinated to the claims of'other creditors. The
critical question for the House of Lords was whether damages orclered for negligent.

misrepresentation would constitute "a sum due to a member in its character of a.

member".'he House of Lords held that s. 74(2)(f) requires a distinction to bc

135. See for example, the B C. Civil I'vrjiiturcAct, which
came into 1'orce on April 20, 2006. Pursuant to the
Act, the Province can apply to the Supreme Court of
British Columbia to seize and sell assets acquired
through unlawf'ul act ivit y. 'I'he Act also allows disposal
of forfeited proceeds to eligible victims.
136 Section 74(2)(f), U,K. Insvtvenry Act I98C&. While
member refers to equity investors under U,I~, legis-

Copyright. (r) 2007 John Wiley & Sons, L(cl.

lation, this paper will refer to members and share-
holders interchangeably for the remainder ol'the paper,
137. Section 111A, U.K. 1nsvtvency.4ct 1986.
138, Svdcn vs. 13rrtisir Ce Corrrvivnrvcatth Holdingstrtc (1998)
AC 29f) (1.L). It is unclear from thejudgment why
the acquiring B&Cwas not alerted to i he corporation's
true financial condition.
89. Itrid.
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drawn between sums due to a member in his or her character as a member and sums

due to a member otherwise than in his or her character as a. member, and that sums

due in the character ofa member musi. be sums falling duc under and by viriuc of the

statutory contract between the members and the company pursuant to provisions of
the U.K. Corporations s'Ict, i.hat is, arise out of a cause of action on i.he stai.utory con-
t.ract.'he House of Lords held that the relevant principle is noi. that "members

come las(", bui. rather i.hat the "righi.s of members as members come last.", thai. is,

rights founded on the statutory contract are, as the price of limited liability, subordi-

nated to the rights ofcreditors. The rationale of the section is to ensure that the rights

of members as such do not compete with the rights of the general body of creditors;

however, a member having a. cause ofaction independent of the statutory coni.ract is

claiming as a creditor and is in no worse position i.han any other creditor. tnt

The House ofLords further held that the subordination provision, s. 74(2) (f), of thc

U,K. InfotoencyAct, did not apply io the takeover bidder because it had purchased

shares in the market and not directly from an offering of the debtor company.'he
House of Lords held that the misrepresentation claims of transferee shareholders

should not be subordinated and should rank pari passu with unsecured creditors.

Hence, the subordination provisions have been interpreted io apply to subscribing

shareholders and not transferees.

Essentially, the U.K. court has distinguished i he nature of the claim based on the

statutory contract of shareholding. It is not a distinction based on fraud versus ordin-

ary business risk associated with equity investmenis, However, since rcmcdics that.

arise out of secondary market purchases are remedies for fraud and misrepr esenta-

tion, the courts are cffeciivcly disiinguishing on that basis, all.hough only for second-

ary market purchasers. "1"he reasoning of the House of Lords is the opposite of the

reasoning in thc Canadian case discussed above.
In Australia, the statutory language is similar to the U.K. Previously, it was gener-

ally thought, i.hai, i.he subordination provision cont.aincd the Ausi.ralian Corporations

Act,200/, which specihes that:"payment ofa debt owed by a company tn a person in the

person's capacity as a member of company, whether by way of dividencls, proftts or

otherwise, is to be postponed until all debts owed to, or claims made by, persons

otherwise than as members oi'he company have been satisfied" meant that share-

holders'claims against the debtor company are to be subordinated to the claims of
creditors, the Australian courts drawing on early English caselaw. More recently,1+3

the Australian courts had adopted a. dilTerent approach, similar to the reasoning of

ldO. Ibid. Section 14(I) of the Ac.t specifies thai the

memorandum and papers bind the company and its

members.
A'I. Ibid.
Id2 Ibid.
M In 1 YebbDtstributors (Aust) Ptyt td. vs.TheStateoJIric-

toria (1993) 179 CLR15, (1993) HCA 61, the Australian

High Couri. held that the Corporation r Act suhorclination

provisions extended to subordinate the claims ofshare-
holders 1'or misleading and deceptive conduct. under

the Australian Trade Practices Act, I97d. Th&: Court relied

on the U.I&. House oi'Lords judgment, in IIouldstvorth

vs. City ofGlasgow 13ank (1880) 5 App Cas 317, v,hich held

i.hat members cannoi claim damages 1'or misrepresen-
tation inducing the purchase of share s whi lethe mern-

bcr continues to be on the share regisiry; and that

members cannot rescind their membership when a

company is insolvenu See also Ae Add/estone 4tnoleurn

Co. (1887) 37 Ch D 191.1rhe U. I&. corporations statute

was amended in 1985 to specify that. shareholders were

n&&t prohibitecl 1'rom c laiming damages only by reason
of the (act. tliey coni.inued to bc shareholders.
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the U.K. House of Lords, in Saden v. British P Commonweatth Ilotdings Plc, supra for
treatment of'claims arising from statutory violations. However, the High Cour t

144

of'Australia took a. different. analytical approach in Sons of'watia I td. v, Margaretic,

decided injanuary 2007.'

Sons ofGwalia I td. v. Margaretic marks a departure from the U.K. reasoning and

reflects further development of the Australian court's balancing of different public

policy objectives. An investor that purchased shares in Sons of'Gwalia Ltd. in the

secondary market. shortly before the company entered insolvency administration
claimed damages pursuant to trade practice and securities legislation on the basis

that the company had engaged in misleading and deceptive disclosure in that it failed

lo disclose material adverse information." Specifically, Margaretic alleged that the

company had failed to notify the Aust.ra.lian Stock Exchange that its gold reserves

were insufficient to meet its gold delivery contracts and that. it. could not continue as a

going concern, and had misled or deceived Marga retie into buying sha.res. The share-

holder sought to be treated as an unsecured unsubordinated creditor. The court a(
first instance, the Full Court of the Federal Court and the High Court ofAustralia all

found that the shareholder could be treated as an unsecured creditor because {.he

claim was not "in the person's capacity as a member of the company", although thc

reasoning of'he High Court diflers from the lower courts. Given that the shares

were purchased in the secondary market, the Fedcra.l Court held {.hathis claim under

the misleading and deceptive statutory provisions did not arise in his capacity as

member, adopting the approach of the U.K, House of'Lords. 147

The High Court of Australia. upheld the results, but declined to accept the U.K.
reasoning, Hy a majority of 6-1, thc High Court. held that. a shareholder with a claim

under a statute against a company for misleading or deceptive conduct, or for failure

lo comply with its continuous disclosure obligations could prove in the adminis-

tration or liquidation of that company in respect of the damages f'r which the com-

pany was liable, and t.hat this applied whel her thc shareholder acquired thc shares by

subscription or purchase.' This ability to claim applied even though the investor's

loss did not crystallize before the administration. Thc Court held that. il. would not

have applied to equity investors that had sold their shares before the company went

into insolvency adminis{.ration, or who were never on the register, because they

invested through nominees, custodians or trusts, as those investors would not have

been postponed on any view,'he majority of the High Court held that s. 563A
of'44

Cadence Assel Managerncnl vs. Conrepl Sporls Lld.

(2005) 147 t'CR 484.
14 Sons ofGvvalia Lid vs. sVIargatelic (2007) HCA I.
14G. Ibid. at para. 8. Specifically, he claimed breach of
disclosure requirements under securities law eonLinu-

ous disclosure obligations; and misleading or deceptive
conduct puisuant. to s. 10'11H of the Cor/ioralions Act,

2001 (Australia) and s. 12DA of Lhe Sccunlies and Invesl-

ments Commission elct, 2001 (Aust.ralia); ancl s. 52 of the
Ttade Praclices 4ct, (Australia)
147, See also Rc Media Wortd Conimuniralions (2005) FCA
51, 52 ACSR 846 (Australia), where Lhe 1'cdcral Court
ol'ustralia Victoria District adopted Lhe reasoning

in Sons of Gtvaha, but on the facts of that case, it was

not a situation where shares v ere acquired by the share-
holder from a third parLy and Lite Court. held that.

if'he

company is in liquidat.ion, the subscribing share-
holders'ight io be paid a loss 1'rom a prospect.us pur-
chase (i.e., in their capacity as investors) is postponed
under s. 563A, Cor/roralfons Ace, 2001 until Lhe claims

oi'ersonsother i.han members have been sat.isfied.

148. Hence, while the 1'ull Ieederal Court had adopted
i.hc reasoning in Soden in distinguishing Lransfcrees
from subscribers, the majority of the High Court did

noL adopt t,his analysis.
149 Sons ofGvvu/iri I ld vs. ~PIargarelic, supra, note lh 6,
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the Corporations Iict, 200l did not operal c to postpone the debts owed to shareholders
with claims against a company for misIeading or decepl.ive conduct, Shareholders
with such claims were not owed debts in their capacity as mcmbcrs of'the company.
Rather, they were seeking to enforce against t.he company remedies to which they
were entitled under various statutes providing prol.ection l.o investors.

The Chief Justice of the High Court held that the determining f'actor was that the
shareholder's claim was not founded upon any righl.s he obl.ained or a,ny obligations
he incurred by vir tue of his membership of the company.'"" He noted that modern
legislation has greatly increased the scope for shareholder claims with more inl.cnsive

regulation ofcorporations, breach of'which may sound in damages for the protecl ion
of members of'the investing public. 'c wrote:151

On the one hand, extending l.he range of claims by shareholders is likely tn be at t.he

expense of ordinary creditors. The specter of'insolvency stands behind corporate regu-
lation. Legislation that confers rights of damages upon shareholders necessarily
increases the number ofpotential creditors in a winding-up, Such an increase normally
will be at. the expense of those who previously would have shared in the available assets.

On the other hand, since the need for protection of investors often arises only in the event

of insolvency, such protection may be illusory if the claims of those who are given the

apparent benefit of the protection are subordinated to 1 he claims oforclinar y creditors. I52

The Court. proceeded lo distinguish t.hc language under Aust.ralian lcgislal.ion

from the subordination language in the U.S. Ban7fruptgt Coa'e, The High Courtjudg-
ment. is significant in that. it distinguishes claims arising from dcccptivc pracl,iccs
f'iom those that arise normally in a shareholder's capacity as shareholder. In this

respect., the High Court noted that. claims arising under securities, corporate, and

trade practices legislation are not restricted to only shareholders and hence do not

arise out. of the shareholder contract.. The judgment is aimed at a. balance between

securities, corporate, and insolvency law regimes, allowing shareholder claims aris-

ing out of'securities laws violations essentially to rank with ordinary creditors ba,sed

on the terms of the applicable Australian statute, which did not contain the U.S.
statute's express subordination mandate. 15S

The recent cases in the U.IZ. and Australia. raise some int«resting issues in r especl.

of'securities claims in insolvency."" First, those with claims against the debtor cor-

poration for its misconduct. are found to resemble unsecured creditors morc closely

than equity claims. Arguably, the recognition of'these types of claims as creditor
claims by the U.I&. and Australian courts is based in part. on the express statutory

language, and in part on the recognition by the courts that it is important: to give

public policy recognil.ion to the objectives of both securities law and insolvency law in

150. Ibid, All of theJustices wrote a decision.
151, Gleeson, CJ., ibid. at para. 17.

I52 Ibid. at pi,ra. 17.

153 The judgmcntdeals wit.h the stat.us of the claim ifit
is establishecl; it does not determine the case on its meri h.
L54. Craig Ldwards has suggested that court.s in Ncw
Zealand are likely to 1'ollow the reasoning ol'the Aust ra-

lian court, ahhough to recover clamagcs from Ncv:
Zealand's Fair Trading Act, t.he complamant must show
rchance on the misleacling conduct and causation,
&vhich may be cliITicult to establish. Craig 1'dwards,
"Headaches for Insolvency Practitioners as a Result
of the Sons of iIwatia Decision, tNZ Insolvency Bullet in,
ivlarch 2007 at '2.
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order to suppori. fair and effIcient capital markets, Another issue is whether recog-
nition of such claims will create particular incentive effects, such as creating incen-

tives to make such claims as a. means of being recognized as a creditor in the nego-

tiations f'r a workout or other outcome of a firm's insolvency,

In the Sons ofGIJ7alire case, there are 5304 shareholder claims rriade in the admin-

istration, asserting aggregate damages ofAus $242 million arising from allegations of
violations of securities, corporate, and i.rade practices legisla.lion. The ca.se illus-155

trates that if such claims are to be treated on parity basis wii.h unsecured creclitors,

there may be huge implicaiions f'r the pool of asseis available to satisfy
creditors'laims.

Moreover, it. raises the question of the timeliness and efficiency of how such

claims are to be determined. However, the Australia High Court's reasoning may not

create extensive remedies for shareholders and substantial losses f'r creditors in the

amount of assets available to satisfy their claims in many insolvency proceedings.

There are hurdles to sha,reholders proving that i.he company engaged in prohibited

conduct and that the conduct. led to his or her loss or damage, The Sons ofGtseali a case

only establishes that a shareholder can bring an action.
There are also hurdles to pursuing shareholder litigation under the English rule of

legal costs. In Australia, however, the courts have approved the ability of litigation

funding firms to provide funding noi. only for the prosecution of shareholder claims

but also io indemnify (he shareholders against an adverse cosis order. In a somewhat

imperfect fashion, this funding mechanism helps to minimize the pursuit ofspurious
shareholder claims, on thc basis i hat for-profit liiigaiion funding firms arc noi. likely

to pursue shareholder claims unless the funders have concluded that there is a high

probability of'success on the merits. In i he U.lk., on the other hand, litigation funding

firms have not found favor, which is likely the principal reason why shareholder

damages claims are rarely asserted in U.I&. insolvencies as a praci ical mat(cr.

From an administrative perspective, the ability of'sha.reholders to bring claims

under insolvency proceedings raises the quesiion ol whether there will be higher

adminisi.ration costs as administrators assess whether io admit shareholder claims,

and in dealing with challenges to their decisions. Absent. a si,atu(ory framework t.hai.

cr eates a"deemed reliance"on the conduc t such I hat causa tion need not be proven, the

processing of these claims could prove extremely costly and time consuming, both for

insolvency administrators and for the claimants, whether they are proceeding by

class action or individually, Another issue is how insolvency professionals are going

to assess the quantum of the loss and damage, particula.rly wheie there are many
investors seeking a remedy for the misconduct of'he debtor company. Given that
these claims are contingent in the sense that while the claim has crystallized at insol-

vency, the scope of liability and damages has not yet been determined; and given thai.

there are i.ime pressures in insolvency proceedings, a concern is that such claims may

detract from developing a viable going fbrward business plan, particularly where

shareholders do noi, see any upside in compromising their claims in order to f'acilitate

/55. I'errier Hodgson, Aepvri iv Gredilvrs, Sons vj Grvatrn,

ACN 008994287 (24 November 2006); ht.rp://

Gopyrighi '007 JohnWiley &, Sons, Lid.

www 1'errierhodgson.corn.ao/caseprofiles/dcl ails.ci'm?

objeciID=n.
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a restructuring. Mor cover, this additional process may afTect the l.imeliness of meel.—

ing creditors'claims, Equally, however, the Australian court has sought to strike a
balance between (.wo important public policy goals.

Subsequent. (o the judgment, shareholders of Gwalia. were permitted to vote on a
proposed sale of the business by the administrators, even though the alleged fraud had
not been proven a.nd reliance not yet established, and they were permitted to vote the
full amount (Aus $250 million) of'their claims, some ofwhich were quite conlingcnt. 156

l he proposed sale would yield a dividend to creditors of only 12 cents on the dollar. A

group of U.S. creditors holding Aus $300 million in claims proposed a competing bid

because they felt the sale price was too low; and their proposal featured the upside

potential ofan equity distribution."" lvfost of'(.he shareholders were individual investors

and voted with the administrators'proposal, However, credilors with claims totaling
Aus $600 million voted against the adminisl,rators'proposed sale, while only Aus $320
million voted in favor, including the shareholders." UnderAustralian law, where avote
splits, the administrator casts the deciding ballot and not withstanding that the majority
of claimants by value vote against the sale, the administrator s vote is determinative. 159

The case, while still pending, illustrates how recognition of'such claims may aAect the

outcome of'insolvency proceedings, and raises new questions in respect offairness in thc

claims valuation and voting process. Here, the process recognizing shar eholder claims

on a paripassu basis worked (.o advance thc insolvency pa ofcssional's proposed sale, bul.

did so against the express wishes of creditors holding the vast majority of claims by
valtle.

Shortly after the High Court's judgment was rendered, the Australian govern-

ment directed the Corporations and Markets Advisory Commit,tcc to st.udy three
issue in respect of'equity claims, specifically: (1) should shareholders who acquired
shar cs as a result of'misleading conduct by a. company prior to its insolvency bc able to

participate in an insolvency proceeding as an unsecured crechtor for any debt that

may arise oui. of that misleading conduct., (2) if'so, are there any reforms to thc slat-

utory scheme that would facilitate the efficient administration ofinsolvency proceed-

ings in thc presence ofsuch claims, and (3) ifnot, are there any reforms to (he stat ul ory
scheme that would better protect shareholders from the risk that they may acquire
shares on the basis of'misleading information", o 160

From a public policy perspective, one ofthe most helpful aspects of'the Sonsof Cr'toalia

judgment is that. it has assisted in sparking a broader public policy discussion

1.&G L'van Irlaschen,'Australia:"I'he Sins of the Sotss
(of'walia)arevisil ed on Creditors Yet Again", Hraceweil

R. Giuliani istewsletter,27 July'2007, http: //www.bracc-
wellgiuliani.corn/index.cfm/fa/news. advisory prisst/
item/2108cbP2-96(S-40bb-8. Flaschen reports that
some of these claims included claims for "lost opportu-
nity damages", such as, if the investor had known of
the lraucl he or she would have invested in another com-

pany and hcncc the investor lost the amount ol'profits
made by that other company. He reports that. share-
holdets were deemed lor voting purposed to hold Aus

Copyright (() 2007 John Wiley 8'ons, Ltd.

5'250 million ol'he Aus $ 1.1 billion of claims eligible
lo vote.
I57 ll&id. at 2.
I.78 ibid.
I59, This is in contrast to U.S. or Canadian law,

whereby a vote by creditors to against the proposed sa1&

would be sulTtcicnt to defeat it.
IiiO. Chris I'earcc. lv1P, Parliamentary Secretary to the
'I'rcasus er, ht tp://parlsec. tt casu rcr gov au/cjp/content/
pressreleases/2007/00'2. asp (February 7, 2007), The
committee's deliberations arestill pending as this paper
goes to press.
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regarding subordination ofclaims that arise from sl atutory viola( ions. Such claims are

clearly distinguishable from equity claims arising in the course of fir m insolvency, for
which there is broad global consensus rega.rding l.heir placement of'the hierarchy of
satisfaction of claims. Given that securities law and insolvency law regulate different.

aspects of 1 he provision of'capital 1 o business, it is impor ta nl. 1 hal. 1 herc be a balance in

how (.heir policy goals and substantive remedies are realized when the two schemes
intersect. How they are lo be reconciled requires f'url.her public policy discussion.

One final aspect of this subordination debate is the treatment ofclaims where they
have elements ofequity or options for invest men(. of'equity, bul. are not held by share-
holders perse, as discussed in the next part,

A sub-issue issue that has arisen in the U,S. is the status ofslock-based compensation
claims where a debtor corporation becomes insolvent. Two recent. U.S. appellate
cases have addressed the treatment of claims where company executives had stock-

price-based unpaid compensation claims, arriving at different results.
In re MetIDivenifiedIntc., (he trustee sought a courl order subordinating the claim of

an executive whose severance package included the corporation agreeing to

exchange ils stock for stock owned by the departing executive in another company,
an exchange that did nol, occur before the corporation filed f'r bankruptcy.' The
Seconcl Circuit Court of'Appeals held (.hat l.he claim was subordinal.cd, and that.

) 510(b) of the U.S. Bankrrtptcy Code intended to subordinate (hose claims where the

claimant took on the risk and return expect.ations of an equity investor or seeks to
recover a contribution to the equity pool that is presumably relied on by creditors in

1 heir lending decisions. The Court held that by trading the relative safety ofcash for.

the upside potential ofshareholder status, the executive's polential benefit nfbeing a
stockholder was sufficient to subordinate the claim under ( 510(b). He ha.d bargained
for status as a shareholder rather than a creditor, The Court observecl t.hat this162

reasoning is similar to Betacom, in which the court held that. (.here are two main

reasons f'o r subordination of a claim pursuant. tn ) ."710(b), the dissimilar risk and

return expectations of creditors and shareholders; and the reliance ot creditors on

the equity cushion provided by shareholder investment. 'n Med Diversified, the first163

policy rationale was f'ound, and the Court held thatit was not troubled by the f'act that
the equity-cushion rationale was not directly applicable.

164

In contr ast, in reAmerican Mtrerintr Inc., the Court of'Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
held that a financial advisor whose promised compensation for assisting with the

IGI. In re hded Dtversified, Inc (2006) 461 B 3d 251 (2nd
Cir.)
IG2. Ibid, at 256. See also In rc Lnron CorP., 341 B R. 141,

162-63 (Bankr. S.D.iX.Y. 2006), which subordinated
the claims arising lrom ownership ol'employcc stock
options, on the basis that the cash value ol't.he options
varied with t.he value of thc debtor's st.ock and to that
extent resembled a t.ypica! equity interest.

IG9. American Broadcasang Sj~s., Inc vs. JVugenc (In t e II cca-

com o/'I Itoenix, Inc), 240 F sd 823 (9th Cir. 2001); see also
In re American kk'agcrircg Inr. (2006) 4 65 E 3d 1048 (9th
Cir.).
IG4. In re skted Divervfccd, Inc. (2006) 461 11 dd 251 (2nd
Cir.) at 259.
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debtor's initial public offering was to bc paid in l.he form of shares in thc deb(or

company, when he successfully sued for the cash equivalent value ofhis claim, should

not have his claim subordinated under II 510(b).'The Court. held that he did nol sue

the debtor as an equity investor seeking monetary darriages for fraud or breach of

contract; ral.her, he sued as an agent that did not. receive promised compcnsal.ion

under an employment agreement. The Court of Appeals held that the monetary

judgment awarded initially, before the bankruptcy, established a fixed pre-petition

debt. owing the financial advisor as a. creditor, and that. he was not in the position of

risk or return equity investor and hence he should be treated as an ordinary unse-

cured creditor. 166

It is unclear that t.he cases can be reconciled based on the nature of the clainl and

whether it resembles the risk and returns associated with sha.reholder investment.

Where the claim is clearly a debt, as in ajudgment for cash making the claimant a

judgment creditor, then the court may not subordinate the claim. That was a key part.

of the court's reasoning in re American Wagering Inc. However, the main rationale in

re Med

Diversified

In. appears to apply in re American t Veering Inc. in that the consultant

took the equity risk rather than cash. One question is why the timing of the court's

decision should dcterrnine whether the party is a creditor or an equity investor. If
the claim is subordinated in one instance and not the other, there may be a rush to

litigal ion where claimants seek lo protect their in(crest. and oulpacc thc filing ol'any

insolvency proceeding, which in turn may deter these l.ypes of'ompensation

arrangements or thc sett.lcmcnl, of'uch claims. On thc ol.hcr hand, liligation is

slower than a decline into insolvency, and hence this may not ultimately be a material

col'1ccl'n.

The debate in various jurisdictions regarding the treatment ofclaims arising out of

securities law violations continues to be unresolved. The next. part discusses several

policy options that attempt to reconcile the tensions arising out of the conflict in

priority of'claims under l.hc diHercnt public law rcgimcs.

While there is a need for greater certainty in respect of how claims for securities law

violations arc to be treated, the solulion. is nol. immediately evident.. This part. com-

mences a discussion of'some of the potential opl.ions for dealing wit.h such claims.

In developing a framework that would support the public policy goals of both

securities law and insolvency law, one needs to consider the nal.ure of l.he harms

for which damages are sought. For example, fraud is a particularly egregious harm,

Misrepresentation, however, can be intent. iona,l, with t.he intent to defraud investors,

or it can be a, violation based on timeliness of disclosing infbrmation to the market,

I6'5 In re American Ik'&(gering Inc. (2006) 4F&6 K gd 1048

(9th Cir.),
I6'1& Vora comment on these cases and on how compen-

sation should he structured, see A. Ost row and C. Pour-

Copyright Q(." 2007 JohnWtley gt Sons, Ltd.

akts,"'L'aking Stock of Unpaid Compensatton Claims,

How to Itvotd Losing Rights Based on StockValue when

the St.ock L'alls to Zero in Bankruptcy", Stevens Ee Lee

Newsletter (10January 2007).
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This latter type of misrepresentation is a harder issue in terms of thinking about
remedies arising from misconduct. There can be considerable uncertainty in respect
of t.he scope of continuous disclosure requirements, both in terms of content of the
disclosure and in the timing ofsuch disclosure such that ephemeral information is not
unnecessarily disclosed to l.he market.. While securities law mandates timely dis-167

closure, in practice, there are difficult decisions in respect of what is material or
sufficicntly cryst.allized such that it should be disclosed.'"" Thus, another question
isjust how timely a publicly traded debtor corporation must be in disclnsing its finan-
cial distress such that shareholders can decide to buy, sell, or hold based on that
expectation ofdec)ine, and such that their future claims rank equally with unsecured
creditors. Moreover, where does businessjudgment in regard to timing ofdisclosures
and deference to 1 hatj udgment fit into the overall scheme ofhow such issues are to be
tr eatedP A non-insolvency case on precisely this issue is currently pending before the
Supreme Court of Canada. 169

Whalever policy option is considered, it must be measured against its effect on
both debt and equity markets, a.s it may affect both investor cnnfidence and the price
ofcredit, as well as the transaction costs of both litigation and ofvaluing claims that
arise during insolvency proceedings, The subordination of an equity claim does nnt.

facilitate a restructuring unless lhe issue of voting righl.s is also addressed, because
sccuril ics claimant s ~ould form a class (ha( could vclo a proposed restructuring plan,
absent clear statutory language preventing such an outcome. I,itigation involving170 ~

claims of(his type is complicated and slow, If(here is a class action that hasn'(. been
certified, the case can take a very long time.

lt is also important. to note lhal. most debtor companies have not engaged in mis-

representation or deceptive conduct, such that their insolvency will give rise to secu-

rities law claims. A hallmark ofbot h sl atutory schemes is transparency, certainty, and

efFiciency, objectives that should be borne in mind in considering policy options,

Onc possible policy option is that only new purchasers of securilies under either

primary offerings nr secondary market purchases would have claims arising from

sccuril.ies law violations ranked cclually wil.h unsecured creditors, on thc basis that.

the purchaser nf an equity investment would not be a shareholder in respect of lhe
inveslment but for the company misstating its frnancia] status. In support. of this

option, one could argue that. existing shareholders arguably have access tn infor-

mation such that they can be monitoring their risk and making timely decisions to

buy more equity, hold or sell their investment.. The difFiculty with this policy nption is

that, for the most part, today's shareholders are not insiders; (.hey are a widely dis-

persed group that does not have the time, resources or rapacity to monitor corpnrate

767. Janis Sarra.,'Modernizing Disclosurein Canadian
Secunttes Law: An Assessment ol'ecent Dcvclop-
ments in Canada and Selected Jurisdictions', Study
for the Task Force to Modernize Securities Legislation
in Canada ('ioronto, 1DA, 2006).
168, An example would be early dtscussions tegarding
merger.

Copyright 2007 Iohn Wiley 8c Sons, Ltcl.

189, lien vt Danier IeaCher Inc 77 O.R (3d) 32! (Ont..
CA), leave to appeal to SCC granted and judgment
pending.
I70. 1'or example, if another court werc to follow thc
Canadian court judgment tn Blue Range and decide on
equitable principles to subordinate an equity claim
behind unsecured creditors, the result would be that
I he equit yclaim would get. a veto over the restructuring.
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offIcers. Their decision to hold or sell is based on l.he disclosures being made by the
corporation. in any new offerings or under continuous disclosure obligations. While
their claims arising from ordinary business risk are those that. they have willingly
accepted, t.his approach does not deal with l.he distinction of remedies for statutory
violations.

One ditTzculty with the company having to pay for the damages under this option
as if investors were creditors is (hal. existing equity investors that. have been similarly
harmed suffer the consequences ofboth the original harm and then further losses as
assets are directed to compensate claimants, assuming that is any equity left. at the
point of insolvency proceedings. Moreover, ifa key objective is deterrence ofmiscon-
duct, the f'act that the assets of the company are used to compensate for damages may
not be the optimal approach to deterrence ofofficer'conduct, This policy option fails

to make the distinction between new purchasers purchasing in the secondary mar-

ket, where the company only indirectly benefits from the misconduct (absent fraud)
and new purchasers in the primary market.

Thc second option is similar to the first, but would rank new purchasers equally
with unsecured creditors only where there were violations of primary off'ering

requirements of'securities law. This option is premised on the fact that violations
of'ecuritiesIaw in pr imary markets oHcrings results in a benefit accruing directly lo

the company. Secondary market violations do not result. in any money directly to the
corporate treasury. Arguably then, investors should seek remedies directly from the

corporate officers that engaged in the misconduct, and then those olrlcers could pur-
sue the corporation if indemnity was available for the particular misconduct. This
option would assist in maintaining the integrity of'primary markets by ensuring that

prospect. uses are accurate and timely in their disclosures. However, to treat primary
market. and secondar y markets differently where there is a violation ofsecurities law

may be dificult to justif'y on public policy grounds, not withstanding the tempt.ation
to try lo scope the availability of'such remedies during insolvency, given 1 hat this

distinction is not made outside of insolvency. Moreover, the introduction of'hort.
form prospect. uses and l.he seasoned issucrs requirements in the U.S., Canada, and
other jurisdictions means that the lines between primary and secondary markets is

blurring such that the same disclosure information is applied f'r securities issued and
resold, and hence there is a question as to why claims from securities law violations
should be distinguished based on primary or secondary markets. 171

Anol.her option is to grant securities regulators enhanced powers such that dis-

gorgement of'funds and penalties paid f'r misconduct can be directed towards inves-

tors harmed by the misconduct of the debtor corporation or its ofricers, as has
occurred in the U.S. While this does not allow equity investors to reahze directly
on their claims, it does nlT&.r some Financial relief from l.he harms caused, In such a.

model, the securities regulator serves a gatekeeping function that ensures that. only
meritorious claims are advanced and t.hal. securities claims are not inappropriately

I7I. See the discussion in Sarra, supra, note 167 regard-
ing EYKSls in the U.S. and thc blurring ol'rima.iy
and secondary market disclosure requirements.
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used by shareholders to leverage their position or their voice and conl.rol rights

during insolvency proceedings. The difficulty is that securities r egulalor s may deter-

mine that the harms caused in a particular case do not merit, their resources being

directed toward enforcement, leaving those equity investors without a remedy.

Moreover, few, ifany, jurisdictions have committed the resources and energy lo secu-

rities enforcement that the U,S. has, and hence such an option in otherjurisdictions

may be less meaningful or effectiv.
The fourth option would be to treat all shareholder claims arising out of securities

law violations as unsecured creditor claims on the basis that these liabilil.ies ar e reme-

dies lo which investors are entitled under various statutes providing protection to

investors. It is unclea.r that there ha.s been a cogent public policy rationale advanced

for l.he proposition that sha.reholders and creditors should be treated differently in

respect of securities laws violations where neither cont.racted for fraud rislc and fre-

quently neither have the capacity lo monitor against. such risk. It also seems unclear

why jurisdictions are movino on the one hand to enhance the remedies available to

securities holders for corporate niisconducl. and on t.he other hand proposing that
if'he

conduct is sufficiently egregious that satisfaction of'claims makes the company

insolvent, then the claims are completely subordinated lo other interests in the firm.

Parity in treatment. of claims arising from statutory violations would remedy this

problem.
While such claims under this option may initially be contingent, they arguably

crystallize on insolvency and they would have lo be provablc and quanlifiablc. There

are a number of consequences that would have to be considered in order to design a

f'ramework that was expedilious and fair for the valuation and resolution of such

claims, In some jurisdictions, f'r example, there is the issue of causation, which is

time-consuming and expensive to dctcrminc and which would slow the resolution of

securilies law claims in insolvency proceedings considerably. Hence, this option

could result in insolvency proceedings grinchng to a near halt., which in turn may

result in value lost f'r all stakeholders with an interest. in the firm. Moreover, clai-

mants seeking remedies may sufIer litigation fatigue and loss of even greater

resources as they tr y to establish their claims, Yet the cha,llenges f'r designing a system

for the expeditious determination of'claims arising out of securities law violations

should not be a bar to recognizing these claims, just as product liability or other tort

claims are treated as unsecured claims. It is unclear why damage claims arising from

securities law violations should. be subordinated when other types of tort. claims are

not; and this discrepancy in treatment is a,n issue that needs to be addressed by legis-

lators. Most critically for the resolution of securities law cia.ims within insolvency

proceedings is whether there is a mechanism l.hal. can determine the validity and

value of claims in an expeditious manner that would still allow equity claimants lo

participate in insolvency proceedings,
The fifth option is ofcourse complete subordination ofall claims, as is proposed in

Canada and as is the law under the U.S. 8anInuptcy Code, subject to the Sarbanes-Oxley

Act fair funds provision as discussed above. While this option has a cert.ain simplicity
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that creditors would find reassuiing, it fails Lo address all the difficulties highlighted
throughout this paper.

One of the unknown faclors in considering all of these options in respect of Cana-
dian lavr is that the secondary maiket civil liability regime is so new that it is difficult
to dcl.ermine how easily it will or will nol. be to establish damages for violation of
securities law requirements. Under the recent Canadian legislation, there is no
requirement to establish reliance, but there is a cap on the amount that individuals
can be found liable for any failur e to disclose or misrepresentation. There is no cap on
damages where fraud or intentional or authorizing misrepresenta.Lion or failure to
disclose is proven. Hence, the deterrence eflects of particular options may also be

172

limited. Moreover, as noted earlier, the Supreme Court of Canada has yet to rule on
the issue of the amount of deference that will be given lo business judgment in the
context. of complying with securities law disclosure requirements. In this sense, out-
right fraud is the easier issue to determine, than an issue such as misrepresentation of
the issuer's financial situation or its future oriented financial prospects.

These options also reveal that conflation of remedies for deterrence or investor
compensation for harms may not always be possible, and thus there are both tensions
within securities law and tensions that arise when it. intersects with insolvency law.

The next part examines a difl'erent aspect of the intersection of securities and
insolvency law, specifically, the treatment. ol claims arising out of l.he insolvency of
securities firms in insolvency. Unlike the subordination debate, the issues here arise in
l.he cont.exl. of 1 racing property claims. This framework involves issues quite distinct
from the issue ofsubordination ofclaims, but it is an important aspect of reconciling
the Lwo regimes, Moreover, it raises some of the same questions in rcspccl. of whether
the scheme adequately addresses l.he issue of fraud and other securities law violations
in the course of insolvency proceedings.

Given the exponential growth in capital markets in the past, 50 years and the number
of companies servicing the market, it was inevitable that, there would be a greater
number of securities firm fa.ilures. The insolvency ofsecurities firms has unique chal-
lenges. Such firms often actively trade in large volume, and at any given point, a
securities firm holds securities for customers in the form of securities in the name
of the securities firm, with the customer as beneficial owner only; holds securities
in the customer's name but endorsed such l.hal. l.he securities firm can trade at ils
discretion or at the customer 's discretion; some hold securities in the customer's name
and such securities are segregated; and/or the firm holds customers'cash arising at
a.ny given moment from the sale ofsecurities or dividends received but not yet paid to
l.he customer. Each of these types of holding raises issues in respect. of whether l,hey
a,re held in trust for the specific investor. Moreover, the conduct of the firm in the

f72. See lor example, ss. 1311.1, Onlario Securities ilct,
supra, not.e 100
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period immedia(ely prior to bankruptcy may give rise to particular actions by inves-
tors against the securities firm, particularly for misrepresentation or other conduct.

Previously, trustees in bankruptcy and other insolvency professionals were left. to
try to sort out which securities properly belonged to the bankruptcy estate and which
werc clearly those of the securities firm's customers. At common law, there werc
complex constructive trust and tracing rules, which iri turn often had serious con-
sequences f'r 1he size of (he pool ofassets available f'r satisfaction ofci edit ors'claims.
Investors would argue constructive trust or resulting trust, trying to Ftt their claims
within (.he various (.ests for establishing an equitable remedy to (.heir losses. Such
customers often sought to trace their funds once in the hands of the securities firm.
Such (,racing was diHicult, expensive and time consuming, as often the funds were
commingled or absent such that tracing ownership was futile. Prolonged cases con-
sumed judicial resources with little evidence of a just outcome for investors. In jur-
isdictions tha.t attempted to utilize these common law doctrines, receivers, or o(.her
insolvency administrators would frequently be left holding securities whose value
was uncer(,ain or highly fluctuating, preven(.ing the professional from (.imely disposi-
tion of the shares in order to maximize value to the estate, Considerable adminis-
trative time and expense was expended in trying to sort out the status of various
cus(omers'claims, the f'orm of the securities, and (he precise amount of'assets avail-
able for distribution. Hence, the special statutory provisions enacted in severaljur-
isdictions are aimed at streamlining and clarifying how to address securities firm
insolvencies,

In Canada and thc United States special statutory regimes for administering secu-
rities firin insolvency attempt to crea(e an expeditious and timely means ol dealing
wi(.h such insolvencies. In Cana,da, the amendments were aimed at creating a
completely codified regime, eliminating, f'r (hc most. part., common law trust argu-

179ments, except where a customer s fiinds are registered in the customer s name.

In Canada., Part XII of the BIyf sets nut a scheme to govern securities firm insolven-

cies. Securities firm is defined as a person who carries on the business ofbuying and
174

selling securities from or to a customer, whether or not as a member ofan exchange, as

principal, agent or mandatary, and includes any person required to be renistered to
enter. into securities transactions with the public, but does not include a corporate
entity that is not within the definition of corporation under the 8Iyi.

Part XII was'enacted to simplify and s(reamline the administration nfa bankrupt
securities firm's estate'ecause the adminis(ra(ion of'such bankruptcies had been
'time-consuming, complex, uncertain, and costly to both investors and creditors'75

a.nd often raised trust and tracing concepts that proved difficult to determine.
One court observed that often, while waiting for adjudication of these trust. claims,

/73, In Canada, the BarrkrrrPtoyanr/ trrsolvorrcyyirt (771A) /74. Section 253, ALA.

was amended in1997 lo add I'art XII—Securities I"irm /75. Aslrley as. r'utarlorv Ciroutr Private f'orrfolio AIanageurerrr

Bankruptcies. Inr. (2006) 0J. No. 1195 (Ont.. S.C.) at para. 30.
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the trustee would have to continue to hold potentially volatile securities, whose value
could plummet, while customers battled over their entitlement to them".

Under the sta(u(ory scheme, securities registered in a cust.orner's name are
returned to the customer, and all other cash and securities held by an insolvent secu-
rities firm are placed in a general customer pool, and then subsequently distributed
on a pro rata basis to the firm's customers. The customer pool fund is paid out before any
creditors are paid ou( of a general lund. The operation of Part XII is subject to the
rights of secured creditors and nothing in Part XII affects the rights of a party to a
contract, including an eligible financial contract with respect. (o termination, set-177

oA or compensation. 'trVhere a securities firm purchases blocks of securities,'s regis-
tered as the holder of thc securities in its own name; and subsequently allocates t.he
securities to its clients, such securities do not constitute 'customer na.me

securi(.ies'ithin

the meaning of s. 253 of the BIA.
In addition to ordinary creditors, a. petition for a receiving order against a secu-

rities firm can be filed by a securities regulator, a securities exchange, a. customer
cnmpensa(,ion body such as the Canadia.n Investor Protection Fund (CIPF), or a
receiver. The regulator, exchange, compensation body, or receiver can file the peti-
tion where the securities firin has committed an act of bankruptcy within the
6 months before the filing ofthe application and while t he securities firm was licensed
or regis( ered by t he sccuril ics commission to carry on business in Canada. It can also
file a petition where a. suspension ofa. securities firm's registration to trade in securities
or suspension of membership in a regis(,ered securities exchange is in cH'ec( when an
application is filed, which constitutes an act ofbankruptcy if the suspension is due to
(hc failure of (.he firm to meet capital adequacy requirements,

178

Under Canadian insolvency legislation, when a securities firm becomes bankrupt,
securities owned by (hc securities firm and securities and cash held by or fnr lhc
account of the securities firm or a customer, other than customer name securities,
vest. in (hc trustee. The trust.ce is (o determine which of the securities in customers

179 ,i

securities accounts are to be dealt with as customer name securities; and advise cus-
tomers wi.th securities determined to be customer name securities of the determi-
natinn as soon as possible. Customer name securities'eans securities that on

tg0 r

the dat.e of bankruptcy of'a securities firm are held by or on behalf of the securities

I76: Ibid.
I77. Ibid., within the meaning of subsection 65,1(8),
73',
178. Sect.ion 256, II' copy ol'he application must be
served on the securities commission, il any, having jur-
isdiction in the locality of'he securities firm where
the applicat.ion was filed.
I79. Section 261 (I), III'. Section 253 of the III'pecifies
t hat.'Customer'ncludes (a) a person with or for whom
a securities firm in Canadian insolvency legislation
deals as princip.il, or agent or mandatary, and who
has a claim against, the securities firm in respect of'a
security received, acquired or held by the securities
firm in t.hc ordinary course of business as a sccurit.ics
firm from or for a securities account. ol'tliat person for

safekeeping or deposit or in segregauon, with a view
to sale, to cover a, complctcd sale, pursuant to a pur-
chase, to secure perl'ormance of an obligation ol'hat
person, or for the purpose of effecting a transfer, (b) a
person who lias a claim against. the securities firm aris-
ingout ofa sale or vvrongful conversion by the securities
firm of a security refer red to in paragraph (a), anti (c)
a person who has cash or other assets held in a secun ties
account. ivith the securities finn; but does not. include
a person who has a claim against the securities firm
for cash or securities that, by agreement or operation
of law, is part of the capital ol'he securities firm or a
claim that is subordinated to claims of creditors of the
securit.ics firm
I80. Section 260, BIZ.
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for the account of a customer and are regis(.ered in the name of the customer or
arc in the process ofbeing so registered, but does not include securities registered in
the name of thc customer that., by endorsement or. otherwise, are in negotiable
for m, 181

Where a customer is not indebted to a securities firm, the trustee is lo deliver to the
cuslorner the customer name securities that belong to the customer. Where a cus-182

lomcr to whom customer name securities belong and who is indebted lo thc securities
firm, discharges their indebtedness in full, the trusteeis to deliver to that customer

183

the customer name securities tha.t belong to l,he customer. If such a customer does180

not discharge its indebtedness in full, l.he trustee may, on notice lo the customer, sell
sufficient customer name securities to discharge the indebtedness,' The trustee is

then to deliver any remaining customer name securities io the customer. 186

The trustee is given broad powers in respect of the securities, other than customer
name securities. The trustee can exercise a power ofal torney in respect ofand transfer
anysecurity vested in the trustee; sell securities, other than customer name securities;
purchase securities; discharge any security on securities vested in the trustee; com-
plete open contractual commitments; maintain customers'securities accounts and.187

meet margin calls,'istribute cash and securities to customers; transfer securities
accounts lo another securities firm; to the extent practicable, comply with customer
requests regarding the disposal of open contr actual commitmenl s and the 1 i ansi'er of
open contractual commitments to another securities firm; and enter into agreements
to indemnify the other securities firm against. shortages ofcash or securities in trans-
ferred accounts; liquidate any securities account without notice; and sell, without
lender, assets of the securities firm cssenlial lo the carrying on of its business. 188

Where a securities firm becomes bankrupt and property vests in a trust.ee, the
(rustcc must. csl.ablish a cuslomcr pool fund, including sccuril.ics obtained after l.hc

date of the bankruptcy, but excluding customer name securities and excluding
eligible financial contracts l.o which the firm is a par (.y.'hc cusf.orner pool lund
is to include cash, including cash obtained after the date of'he bankruptcy, and
dividends, inteiest and ol.her income in respect of securities; proceeds of disposal
of securities, proceecls of policies of insurance covering claims of customers to secu-
rities; for a securities account of a customer; for an account. of a person who has
entered into an eligible financial contract, with the firm ancl has deposited the cash
with the firm to assure the performance ofthe person's obligations under the contract,

181. Section 263, IIIA.
182 Section 263(1), DIA.
IBB. On account of customer name securities not fully
paid for, or on another account.
184. Section 263(2), IIIJf.
185 'i'he seen rit ies are Lhereupon fice ofany lien, right,
Litle or interest ol'ihe customer,
I86: Section 263(3), IIIA,
187. Section 253 spccilies thai 'open comraciual com-
mitment'means an enforceable contract of a securities
firm io purchase or scil a security thai was noL com-

pleted by payment and clelfvery on the date of'ank-
ruptcy.
188. Section 259, 8IA.'Phe trustee may aci withouL the
permission of inspectors unLil inspectors are appointed
and thereafter with Lhe permission of inspectors.
189 Section 261(2), BIA thai are held by or f'o r ihe
account ol'Lhe firm (a) for a securiLies account of a cus-
tomer, (b) for an account of'a person who has entered
into an eligible financial comraci with ihc firm and
has deposited the securities with the firm to assure ihe
pert'orrnance of'the person's obligaiions under dic con-
tract, or (c) I'or Lhe lirm's own account.
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or for the firm's own securities account; and specified investments of the securities

firm in its subsidiaries. 190

The tr ustee is also to est.ablish a general fund, which includes all remaining vesl.ed

property. Cash and securities in the customer pool fund are required to be allocated

in the following priority: for costs ofadministration to the extent that sufhcient funds

are nol, available in the general fund to pay such costs; to customers, other than

deferred customers, in proportion to their nel. equity; and lo the general fund., 1 col 192

Deferred customer in this context means a customer whose misconduct caused or

materially contributed to the insolvency of the securities firm, The trustee must seek

court approval to treat a customer as a deferred customer. 'here the securil.ies198

accounts of'customers are protected by a. customer compensal.ion body that body can

also apply to the court. for a, ruling that a customer should be trealed as a deferred

customer. 194

To the extent l,hal. securities ofa particular type are available in the customer p&&ol

fund, the trustee must. distribute l.hem to customers with claims to such securities, in

proportion to their claims to such securities, up to the appropriate portion of their nel.
195

equity. Subject, to that requirement., the trustee may satisfy all or part of a custo-

mer's claim to securities ofa par ticular type by delivering to the customer securities of

that type to which the customer was entitled at the dale of
bankruptcy.'"'hc

Canadian legislation specifies treatment where property has been deposited

with a securities firm under an eligible financial contract, Where a person has, under

lhe terms ofan eligible financial contract, with the securities firm, deposited property

with the firm to assure the performance of'the person's obligations under (he cont.ract,

and that proper ty is included in the customer pool fund that. person is to share in the

distribution of the customer pool fund as if the person were a customer of the firm

with a claim for ncl. equity equal to the net value of thc properly deposit cd that. would

have been returnable to the person af'ter deducting any amount owing by the person

under the contract. 197

190. Ibin',

191. 'tablet equity means, wiLh respecL Lo Lhe securities
account. or accounts ol a customer, main&.ainecl in one

&apaciiy, Lhe nei dollar value n'[he account or

accounLs, equal io ihe amount thai would be owed by
a sccuriiics firm to the cusLomcr as a rcsulL ofLhc liqui-

dation by sale or purchase at the close of business of
thesecuritiesfirmonthedate ofbankruptcynl'Lhesecu-

riiies firm, of all security posiLioris of Lhe customer in

each securiiies account, other than customer name
securities reclaimed by Lhe customer, including any
amount in respectofa securities transaction not senlecl

on thc date of bankrupLcy but seiLlcd Lhereafter, less

any indebtedness ol'the cusLomer Lo the securities firm

on the date of bankruptcy including any amount owing
in respect, ol'a securiLies i.ransaction noi. settled on Lhc

date of bankruptcy but settled thereal'ter, plus any pay-
ment ofindebieclness made with the consenLof i he Lrus-

Lee af'ter the date ofbankrupLcy; section 253, 13'.

192 Section 262(1), 1)lt1 SccLinn 253 spccilies thai
'cleferrecl customer'eans a customer whose miscon-

duct causecl or materia! ly cnniribuLed Lo Lhe insnlvency

of a ac& urities finn and section 258(1) specilies Lhai:

'Where the Lrusicc is nl'he opinion Lhat a customer

should be treated as a delbrred customer, ihe Lrusicc

shall apply to Lhe court for a ruling on Lhe matter and

shall sencl the customer a copy ol'he application,

together with a sLatemeni of the reasons why Lhe

custom-

err should be sn treated, and the court may, on such

notice as it considers appropriate, make siich order as

it considers appropriate in the circumstances'.

193. Section 258(1), BIrl.
194, SecLion 258(2), I)126

19a Section 262(l), AIA,

196. Section262(21),BID; LheLrusieemay,

for&ha&purpo-

sese, exercise the trusiee's power to purchase securities.

197. Section 262(1.1), BIZ.
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In dist.ributing the property in (.he general fund, priority is given to stat.utory

preferred creditors, and then rateably to: customers, other than deferred customers,
having claims for net equity remaining after distribution of property from the cus-

tomer pool fund and any property provided by a customer compensation body, in

proportion to claims for nel. equity remaining; where applicable, to a. customer com-

pensation body to the extent that it paid or compensated customers in respect of their
net equity, and to creditors in proportion lo the values of their claims; then rateably lo

creditors that engaged in reviewable transactions and hence are nol. eligible for a
dividend in respect of a claim arising out of that transaction until all claims ofother
creditors have been satisAed " and Anally, to deferred customers, in proportion to
their claims for net equity. Hence, the distribul ion of property under the special199

provisions for securities Arm bankruptcies mirror general priorities under Canadian

bankruptcy legislation, but recognizes that. the securities Arm holds securities for

customers and hence l,hat these customers should be paid fr&&m a. separate po&IJ of
capital and not fall within general unsecured creditors'laims. The addition

of'eferredcus(orners, who are entitled only after the claims of other customers are

met, cnsurcs that those who cause the insolvency do not gain an advantage f'rom their

actions. The trustee's actions are subject to notice provisions that mirror other200

sections of the legislation. The trustee ofa securities Firm is to send customers a state-

ment ofcustomer accounl.s.
"'he

Ontario Superior Court of(ustice has afArmed that. section 262 (3) (b) (i) of the Blzl

gives a customer compensation body such as the CIPI', although unsecured, payment.

priority under the general fund over all other unsecured creditors. The Court held

that (he compensation body had a right. (o be consul(eel and involved in negotiations for

settlement, particularly important where the CIPF will have to pay offcuslomcrs of the

brokcragc farm out of the fund. Where I.hc accounts ofcustomcrs ofa securities firm203

are protected by a customer compensation body, the trustee is required to consult the

customer compensation body during lhe administration of(he bankruptcy, and thc
204customer compensation body may designate an inspector to act on its behalf.

A customer may prove a claim after the disliibulion of cash and securities in thc

customer pool fund and is entitled to receive cash and securities in the hands ofthe trustee

at the I ime the claim is proven up to the appropr iate portion of the customer's net equity

before further distribution is made to other customers, but no such claim is to affect the

previous distribution of the customer pool fund or the general fund. The provision is205

198. Section 137, BIA.
I09. Section262(3),IIIA.Section254. (1)specifies Allof
the provisions ol'this Act apply, with such modifications
as the circumstances require, in respect of claims by
customers for securities a.nd customer name securities
as il'customers were creditors in rcspcct ofsuch claims.

(2) Sections 91—101 apply, with such modifications as
the circumstances require, in respect of t.ransactions
of a customer with or through a securii.ies firm relating
to securities',

Z00 On a policy level, howcvcr, both deferred custo-
mers and reviewable transactions may contribute to a

firm's insolvency, and it is unclear why one type
oi'elationshipor transaction is preferred over another

in this provisions
20I. Section 257, BIA, together with notice.
Z02 Ite7 homien Yiernaghnn V Co. (2003), 50 C.B,R. (4 th)
2()7 (Ont. S.C J. [Commercial List J).'I'he CIPI'is dis-

cussed below.
Z03. Ibid. at para. 3

Z04. Section 264, IIIA,

Z05 Section 265, BIA.
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aimed al. ensuring timely claims to l.he sccui ilies. The trustee is then lo prepare a state-

rnent indicating the distribution ofproperty in the customer pool fund among customers

who have proved their claims and the disposal ofcustomer name securities; or any ol.her

report. relating to that distribution or disposal that a court may direct. 206

Hence, the legislal ion recognizes that securities firms hold (he capital ofcustomers

and that they are entitled to return of their money to that extent on a pro rata basis

before unsecured creditors,
The cases under Canadian law highlight (he tension between creditors and secu-

rilics holders in bankruptcy, although for the most part, the statutory provisions

appear to have streamlined and clarified how assets are to be dealt with. In particu-

lar, the first cases have been primarily disputes with respect to the composition of the

customer pool, because making assets available lo securities holders means l.hey are

nol. available to meet creditors'claims.
In Ae Vantage Securities Inc., a, bankrupt securities firm held certain monies in trust.

for the plaintifr pursuant to a contract,ual arrangement unrelated to its securities

business. The plaintiff sought to exclude the property based on lrusl. provisions207

under the BIA that specify that trust property held by a bankrupt does not form part
of the bankrupt's assets, The trustee in bankruptcy denied the claim nn the basis that

cash under Part XII meant all cash, including trust cash and that pursuant to s. 255
of'he

81A, which specifics (hat. where provisions in Par( XII arc in conflict, with any

other provision of t.he Act, they take precedence. ""The British Columbia Supreme

Court., in affirming the 1rusl ee's decision, held that on the plain reading of the statute,

the section did not exclude trust property, The Court held that by enacting Part XII,
Parlia ment's objective wa s lo simplif'y the resolution of 1 rust claims froxrr customers o

f'ecuritiesfirms and to simplify securities firm bankruptcies by eliminating the myr-

iad of'competing I rust claims and the associated legal costs and time delays. It. held209

that the amendments were aimed at removing the entire concept of trust law for

securities except where those securities are customer named securilics and cash when

the bankrupt company was a. securities firm. "The Court held that pursuant to s.

261(l), all cash vested in the trustee, not just cash beneFicially owned by the firm. "
In another Canadian judgment, Ae I17Iarch&nent P Mackay I tII., a, bankrupt stock-

broker firm, after lengthy litigation with securities authorities, had its license revoked

and subsequently made an assignment in bankruptcy. 'ection 262 of the BIA

exposes the customer pool funds to the costs of administration of the estate in bank-

ruptcy, given that securities other than customer name securities vest in the (.rusl.ce,

The maximum amount that can be paid out to a customer ofa bankrupt for'direct out

200. Section 2F&6, Bld.
207, ReVantageSecuriaeslnc. (1998)64B,C,L.R. (3d) 148;

9 C.B.R.(4th) IF&9 (B.C.S,C. (in Chambcrsl).
208. Section 255, DIel specilies.'All the provisions of this

Act, in so I'ar as they are applicable, apply in respect
of bankruptcies under this Part., but il'a, conllict arises

between the application ol'he provisions of this Part
and the other provisions of this Act, the provisions

ol'.his

Part prevail'.

Copyright Q&, 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd,

200. Ibid. at para.10.
210. Ibid. at para. 12. The Court held that, for all other
real o&'ersonal property held by a bankrupt securities

lirm, trust, principles continued to apply.

211. Ibid at para. L3.

212. Re&ldarch&nen&871&&Iacka21&d. (2000),16C.B.R.(4th)
247 (Ont. S.C.J.[Commercial List]).
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ofpocket losses'nder thc requisite trust plan is Cdn $5000. '" The Court. was satis-

fied that this amount was Cdn 55000 and not Cdn $50001ess amounts lhat may be

recovered otherwise than out of(he trust plan. The Court held that the plan should

be given a purposeful, fair, and liberal interpretation, observing the unique nature of
the customers'oss in that the securities and cash were rightly assets to which they

would be unquestionably entitled to but for the assets vesting in the trustee under Part

XII.The Court held that by filing a voluntary assignment in bankruptcy, the bank-

rupt brokerage farm put securities that had been ordered and not delivered beyond

the bankrupt's ability to follow further customer directions as such securities vest.ed in

the trustee.
In ~lshley o. Alarlow Group Prioate Portfolio IManagemenl Inc., lhe Marlow group of

companies had operated as securities and investment dealers and investment advi-

sers. It. was placed into receivership when more (.han Cdn $3 million disappeared215

from clients'rust accounts and ils operations were suspended by the Onl.ario Secu-

rities Commission. The receiver was to identify and secure the assets, quantify the

losses ancl determine the disl.ribution of the remaining funds, A number of issues

arose in the case, including, whether securities were being held in t.rust and thus

should be returned to investors; whether Marlow Group's situation should be admi-

nistered (.hrough a bankruptcy proceeding; and whether Marlow Group was in fact a

securities firm within the meaning ofPart XII ofthe BD, because buying and selling

securities was allegedly not. Marlow Group's primary business activity, rather invest-

ment advice was. The receiver sought direction on placing the assets into the custo-

mer pool. 216

The Ontario Superior Cour(. ol justice considered (.he issue of'wha(. is a securities

firm. In Cana.da, French, and English versions of t.he statutor y language have equal

authority, and here, the definition of sccuritics lirm did nol. complclcly align in i(s

language. In comparing the French and English versions of the statutory provision,

the Court. found that. thc English version cont.aincd t.hc phrase 'carries on (.hc

business', suggestive of being one's primary business, whereas the French version

was silent on (.his language, 'hc Court held thai a reasonable interpret.ation ol

the definition was that it included a corporation that buys and sells securities a.s pa.rt

of its business, not that it had to be its primary business,
'" Thus, the broad definition

2I3. Thc Ontario Securities Commission requires as a

condition ol'brokerage registrationthatsccuritics firms

enter into a trust agreement for the general purpose
of protection of customers ol'securities firms, ibid. at

para. 8

2'. Ibid at para. 4.The Court. observecl that. the ihrust
of'he limitation is to avoid a douhle recovery ior a

specifi item of loss; here, recovery from Marchment's

estate in banki uptcy of other items was not. a double

recovery.
2I5. Ashley vs..hdarlotv Group Piivate Portfolio AIanagement

Inc., 2006 CarswellOnt 3449 (2006) OJ. No. 1195, 19

C.B.R.(5th) 17 (Ont. S.CJ, [Commercial List]).
276 Some ol'the securities claimant.s sought thc ret.urn

of their securities to avoid inclusion in the pool, in order

thai. they woulcl receive 95% of the value of t.heir

claims, compared with 60% of value if included in

the customer pool.
277. Section 258, DlA.

2N. Relying on section 18 of the Canadian Chnirter af
Rights and Freedomi, the Cour t held that both versions

were equally auihoritative i.hat thc 1'rcnch version

formed part ol'the context in which the English version

needed to be int.erprei.ed, and ihc court's role is to find

a common interpretation. The Court held t.hat the

reference to'inclucling any person required to be regis-

tered'meant. that the definition was not limited to such

persons.
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of 'securities firm'as delermincd to be unambiguous, and a corporation that buys

and sells securities as part of its business falls under the definition of securities firm

and is subject lo the application of'Part XII. 'he Court also held that since the

provisions applied equally to cash and securities, accordingly,'all securities held by
the securities firm a.t the date ofbankruptcy vest in the l.rustee, not just the securities

owned beneficially by the firm'. The only exclusion from the pool is the customer
name securities. Section 255 specifics that to lhe exl.cnt that Part XII conflicts wilh

other provisions of the BIA, Part XII prevails; and since cash and securities held in

trust for the benefit ofcustomers vest in the 1rustee, then Part. XII prevails over the

BID tr ust provisions and trust claims are prohibited. 'he Court also dismissed the

receiver's motion for substantive consolidation basecl on concern about. the lack of
evidence of the effect on all creditors if there was substantive consolidation; however

it held that the estates were lo be procedurally consolidated and administered

together.
Another issue in Ashley v. Marlots/Group Priva/e Portfolio Alartagemer/t was whether

units in a. limited partnership could be re-registered in the claimants'ames before

assignment into bankruptcy in order to qualify them as customer name securities

holders. 'he Court determined that the corporate defendant held the units in trust.228

for the claimants, which placed them in the same position as the other securities that

werc not cuslomcr name sccurilics, and as (hey werc not thc subscribers, thc Court.

concluded that there was no basis to require the register to be altered. Thus, all of'lhe

disputed assets were found lo bc part of lhc customer pool fund,

In Re White, the claimant sought a declaration that it was the beneficiary of'

constructive tusl.., as ils money had flowed through a third party to the bankrupt.
It sought recovery of trust momes from the estate of the bankrupt. The Registrar
observed l.hal. for purpose of the application, l.hc bankrupt was likely involved in a

ponzi scheme that collapsed shor tly after the money had been transferred. 'he
Registrar held that, while thc 1.ransaction in question involved a sccuri1.y, t.here was no

evidence that the clefendant, though registered to sell securities, was carrying on

business as a securities firm, and thus the definition of securities firm was nol. mcl.

and Part XII was not applicable. The Registrar also found that thc situation did not

warrant 1 he imposition of'a constructive trust or fiiiding of'unjust enrichment as there

was not sufFicient evidence of'wrongful conduct to engage the cour(.'s conscience and

in the circumstances, it was not appropriate to aller the8JA scheme ofdistribution. 227

ZD'. 'i'he court interpreted'recorcled'as tncluding situ-

ations where there is another specified method
ol'ecordingownership, such as limited parmerships,

220. Ac Mnrchenont eo'ackay Ltd., supra, note 212 at

para. 60; and citing section 261, BIA. The Court, held

that on a plain reading of the stat ute that'held fora cus-
torner'eant cash and securities held in trust or for
the benefit of a customer.
ZZL Par t XII prevails over s. 67 trust. provisions.
222. ilshtg~ os. Mat(ote&Grou/& Prtuate Portfolio Management

Inc ('2006), 22 C.H.R. (5th) 126 (Ont. S.CJ), at. para-
graphs 78, 79.

Copyright /O 2007 John Wiley Bc Sons, Ltd.

223. Ibtd. a.t. para. 67.
22/. Ibid at para, 67. According to the Limited Part-

nership Agreement and the L&ntf led Par/no»/t//& zlc/, it

was required that. thc names and addresses of the lim-

ited partners be registered on the records ol'the hmited

partnership, and according to the Prospectus, a partner
was entitled to request. that. the shares be registered in

his/her name.
22$. Ae /Yhfte, '2006 WL 3004129, 2006 CarswellOnt
6424 (Ont. S.CJ;) (Regtstrar).
22/& Ibtd at para. 16

227. Ihtd at paragraphs 20, 2'1.
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Portus Alternati ve Asset Management Inc. is the most complex case to date involving the

special statutory scheme for insolvency ofsecurities firms. It involved the collapse228

ofa related group of corporations, the Portus Group, whose aAairs were substantially
intertwined and extr emely complex, One aspect of the case involved a motion by a

group of investors for segregation of the assets of their fund for their benefit, rather

than have l.heir fund be a part of the bankruptcy ofPortus Alternative Asset Manage-
ment ('PAAM'). PAAM was f.he investment. advisor to f.hc Market Neutral Preser-

vation Fund ('lilNPF'), which was an open-ended trust in which units were sold to

accredit ed irivestor's through various r egis tered market intermedi ar ies without. a pro-

spectus, in reliance on prospective exemptions available under Ontario securities

legislation. MNPF used the Cdn $ 19 million from sale of its units to purchase

the Canadian Basket., a basket of non-dividend paying Canadian securities listed

on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX).The Canadian basket was pledged as security

to Royal Bank of Canada, ('RBC') for the obligations of MNPF under a forward

contract. The MNPF was not in the name of Portus, nor in its care; the account230

was held at another financial institution that was designated as prime custodian of
the assets. The only role that PAAM played in the MNPF structure was as investment.

adviser.
Also implicated in the case was the MNB Trust, which was an open-ended trust in

which RHC was the sole unifholdcr, owning all oulstanding1.9 million units; and I'or

which PAAM was the trustee and Portus Asset Management Inc. ("PAiVI"), the

investment. manager. Under the terms of the forward agreement bc(ween MNPF

and RHC, RHC agreed to pay to MNPFon maturity an amount equal to the redemp-

tion proceeds ofunits in thc MNH Trust, in exchange for l.he delivery of l.hc Canadian

Basket by MNPF lo RBC. '"'n order for MNPF to realize value, the MNH'li ust was

required to dispose ofits assets for cash and then distribute l.he net asset value lo RHC

as its sole unitholder; and pursuant to the forward contract, RHC was to deliver the

net asset value of fhc MNB Trust units held by it to MNPFand it in 1 urn would deliver

the Canadian basket to RBC. '1he complex structure was conceived to maximize

investment. return while minimizing thc l.ax impact. Funds did nol flow as

intended under various agreements and subsequently, almost Cdn $ .'s million in

funds wa.s diverted and disappeared. A cease trade order was issued and a receiver

was appointed in respect ol PAAM, PAM, and related entities in 2005, and the assets

subject to receivership included the MNPF investment. structure and a managed

228. Onlario (Seeurilier Connnirsion) vs. Porlussftletnalive

.4ssel Managemenl Inr. (2006), 19 C.B.R. (5th) 17 (Onu
6 C,J. [Commercial ListJ) at para. 3.
229. Ibid. at. para. 9. The MNPF investors subscribed

approximately Cdn $ 19.2 million.
230. '1'he RHC forward contract was entered into

between RBC and MNPF pursuant to which the

RBC was to pay to MNPF, on the maturity date or pre-
scttlement date, as applicable, an amount equal to the
redemption proceeds of'nits of'NB Trust in

exchange for thc delivery by MNP1'o RHC of thc

Canadian basket, &bid, Appendix, para. 18

237. Ibid. at para. I l.
232. Ibid, at. para. Il.
233 Ibid. atpara.14.
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structure (MAS). "A further judgment ordered that. the assets werc to bc28 1.

dealt with in one bankruptcy proceeding.
285

A key issue was whether one group ofinvestors, the Market. Neutral Preservation

Fund investors ('MNPF Investors') was entitled to segregation of'the assets of the

MNPF for their benefit or whether the assets should form part. of'(he bankruptcy

of PAAM, in which case the MNPF investors would be treated the same as the other

investors. The MNPF Investors sought to avoid the customer pool and realize on236

the MNPF assets. The MNPF assets were managed by PAM, '1hile the iMarket

Neutral offering was beingconducled, PAAM began a distinct business by making its

investment management services available to a less restricted class of investors by

offering to manage the assets ofany clients of third party dea.lers on a discretionary

basis, rather than engaging in the direct sale of investment. products like itIarket

Neutral to accredited investors. Investors in this MAS class of investors executed

an account application with PAAM and paid to it. their investment money; however,

the majority ofthese assets were deposited in the Market Neu1 ral Account, The MAS

did not provide investors with actual units in a. specific fund, but rather, the invest-

ment management, agreements specified that PAAM intended to invest all the assets

in the account in a structure that. was intended to provide investors with substantially
2sg

thc same economic effect of'investment in a. bank note trust series, '" The MAS was

not properly esl.ablishcd, and moi c than Cdn $618 million was commingled with thc

MNPF accotint.
The Cour 1, declared t.hat all t,he assel,s held by the various entitics in the Portus

group were property of'PAAM and that all the people who invested with or through

t,hc debtor were customers within thc meaning ofPart XII of the 8I2f, preserving thc

rights of the MNPI'nvestors to bring a claim asserting proprietary and tracing

claims to the MNPFasscts held in the liame of PAAM.

The Court acceptecl the general proposition as set oui. in Vantage, supm, and con-

firmed in Martow, supra that the Canadian regime went, as far as possible to elirninalc

competiiig claims by vesting most assets of a bankrupt securilies firm in the bank-

rupl.cy l.ruslcc. 'l. held that the facl. that l.hc mol.ion is made before, rather than240

during, bankruptcy was not determinative, as here there was a receiving order that

placed control ofassets in a receiver in circumstances where clearly bankr uptcy was

anticipated, and thus regard should be had to the effect on the result assuming bank-

ruptcy. The determination during a receivership that contemplates bankruptcy

should not produce a substantially difierent result from what would occur in bank-

234. Ontario (Sevumlics Commission) vs, Porlus A/let nalir.c

Assel st Ianagcmenl Inc. (Receiver of), (2005) 0, J. Yo. 5548
(Ont, S.C,J. (Commercial List]).
235. Onlario (Secumues Commission) vs. Porlus Allerna(rue

r1 ssel rltunagemenl Inc. (2005) O,J. sn, 6080 (Ont. S.CsJ.
fCnmrnercial List.]). With the court preserving the

right of one group of investors to argue at a subsequent

hearing that. a particular set ol'asseus did not. form part
of the bankrupt estate.
23G Oulamo (Svcurilics Commission) vs. Porlut Allernalivc

Assel Managemenl Inc., supra, not.e 194 at para. 2. At the

initial date of receivership, Ontario bonds proceeds,
SGP call options (collecuvely the'lv(NPPAssets' erc
located in an account v;ith RHC Dominion Securities

Inc. ('RHC')
237. '1'he trustee was Cnmputcrshare'li ust Company of
Canada.
238. Onlario (Secur dies Commrsrion) vs, I'orlus Atlernaltve

Assel Idanagernenl Inc., supra, note 220 at para 82.

239. Ibid. at para. 36
240. Ibid. at para. 100.
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ruptcy, given the public goals ofPart XII of'the BIA. 'The Court held tha t the claims

of I.he MNPF Investors commenced with an actual l,rust. It held that while the

provisions were intended to bring clarification, certainty and expedition lo claims

against securities firms, they were not intended to operate to defeat claims arising

from a specific tr ust where those assets have been improperly commingled and could

be traced, 243

The Court in Portus accepted that Part. XII of the GAIA was enacted lo overcome

issues that arose in the context of the bankruptcies of securities f31 ms by ranking

investors equally against. the customer pool fund and ranking investors ahead of

others with respect to the ca.sh and securities in the customer pool fund and I.hat

the broad public purpose behind the regime for securities firm bankruptcies was

evidenced by the override of Part XII to other sections of the BIA. 'owever, the

Court concluded that the position advanced by I.he MNPF Investors was not incom-

patible with the public purpose bchincl Part. XII because the MNPF Investors w&;rc

beneficiaries under specific contract. and enl.it led to return of specific trust. assets;

PAAM was not a necessary party lo the carrying out of I.he objects of'(.haf. trust, it

could have been any entity; the trustee duties of PAAM could have been carried out

by a non-securities firm as trustee; the MNPF Investors were able to trace the asset.s of

the MNPF Trust directly to the account at RBC; "'" and in performing trustee

funclions in respect, ofMNPF Investors, PAAM was nol. acting as a. securities firm. 246

The Cour.t held that it is not inconsistent with the public purpose of Part XII to

exclude investor claims lo which there is a clear, traceable conf.ractual entil.lcmenl.

caught only because ther e is said to be the incidenta,l involvement ofa. securities firm,

when lhc transaclions could have been lawfully and properly carried out by a non-

securities firm. 'ence, the Court held that I.he MNPF Investors were entitled to

the funds in (he MNPF/Co. PAM Accoun( in thc name ofPAAM as 1rusl.cc a.nd lo I.hc

proceeds of the MNB Trust at RBC t.hat could be segregated a.s being f'r the account.

of MNPF Investors.
'

The Portus case is ongoing at the time this paper goes to press and numerous issues

have yct to be resolved. The complexity of'I.he corporate sl.ructurc and I.he par(.icular

circumstances highlight., however, that. stalutory provisions that: were created for

ordinary securitie lav, failures may not be entirely appropriate f'r cases in which

2di. Ibid. at. para, 101.
2d2. Distinguishing cases such as ReIvaca Iric. (2005), 12

CII.R. (5th) 213 and Geneial Chemical Canada (Re)
(2005) OJ. Iso. 5436 (QL), 2005 CarswellOnt 7306, in

which claims arose in the coiitevt of'a deemed trust,

in the context nl'pension benefit claims, ibid. at para,
102.
243. Ibid. at para. 106, specifically, of s. 261 of the DDI

ancl related sections.
2dd. Ibid. at paragraphs 107, IOB, provided for in s. 255.
'I'he avoidance of the time and cost associatecl with
resolution of complicated claims to priorities involving
securit.ies firms was a tnandate in clear language in

the statute; however, t.he question was whether s.

261 (I) has such broad reach t.hat it should catch all

transacuons to which the section might apply, nn mat-

ter how incidental they may hc Ilia't paragraphs

111,112.

245. Ibid., inv hich it helcl the IvIYPIiAccnunt as well as

t.hi: V!I'4'rust.
2dci. The Court observed that the fact that PAAIv4 hap-

pcnecl to be a securities firm should not bc conclusive,

ibid. at paragraphs 11'3, 114,

2d7. Ibid. at para.115, The Court noted that the circum-

stances in which a claim such as that of the MIssPP

Investors would arise is likely to be infrequent, based

on particular facts, and that. otherwise, the goal nl Part
XII could be impaired.
2d8. Ibid, atpara,120.
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the firm's f'ailure is due to fraud or other securities law violations. The next. cases will

be critically important in determining whether the scope of the statutory language is

sufficient. to remedies harms created by misconduct or whether the courts will have to

step in and exercise their gap-filling authority under the BIdf to ensure that there are

effective remedies for customers that have been harmed by securities law violations or

criminal conduct,
1n Canada, proposed amendments Lo insolvency legislation, if'roclaimed in

force, will clarify Part XII to specify that. cash and securities covered by lhe pro-

visions includes cash and securities held by any person for the account ofthe securities

firm. '"'he objective is to clarify that all securities and cash, held by or for the

securities firm, excluding customer name securities, are subject. lo l.he distribution

rules in Par t X1II of the BD. '"
Canada has established the CIPFas a mechanism to address losses to investors on

insolvency nf brokerage firms, and since its incc;ption in 1969, CIPF has paid claims

totaling $37 million lo eligible customers of 17 insolvent member firms. Funded by

industry members, CIPF covers customers of members w'hn have suffered or may

suffer financial loss solely as a result ol the insolvency of a member. Such loss must

be in respect of a claim for (.he failure of the member to rel.urn nr account for secu-

rities, cash balances, commodities, futures contracts, segregated insurance f'unds or

ol her properly received, acquired or held by the rnernber in an account. for l.he cus-

tomer. Eligible claims may include the return of securities, cash balances, commod-

ities, futures contracts, segregated insurance funds, or other properly received,

acquired or held by the member in an account for the customer. CIPFdoes not cover

customers'osses that result from other causes such as changing market va.lucs of
securities, unsuitable investments or the default of an issuer ofsecurities. Claims that,

arc eligible for coverage are normally setl.lcd by cnsurixig l.hal. lhc l.rustcc has suffi-

cient assets tn transfer the customer accounts to another member and CIPF will

rel,urn the customer's cash and securilics, wil.hin limihs, when a CIPF member

becomes insolvent. As noted above, pursuant: to the 8IA, all customers share pro-

portionately according lo their net equity in the assets that make up thc customer

pool fund. If there is a. shortfall, CIPF coverage xs available to eligible customers.

'he

United States is another example of a juris«liction thai. has «nacted a spec;ial

statutory regime for securities firm insolvencies. In the United States, the Securitie

Inoeetor Protection Act of1970 (SIP') was enact.c-.d to prole.cl. investox.s against financial

249. Sectton 261, proposed amendments to t.he I3(rl,

Stat. utes ol'lanada Chapter 47, not yet. proclaimed in

force as of 16June 2007

250. Bill-55 (Chapter 47): clause-by-clause analysis,

online: Strategis, http//strategis.ic.gc.ca/epic/internet/
incilp-pdci.nsf/en/h.cl00790e. html.
25I. ht tp://www.cipf ca/cjxomc,htm.
252. Ibid.
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losses arising from the insolvency of'heir brokers. ""Although the U.S. Bankruptcy

Code provides for a stockbroker liquidation proceeding, it is more common that a

failed securities firm is addressed in a SIPA proceeding than a Bankruptcy Code liqui-
254dation proceeding. Both regimes allows for the return ofcustomer name securities.

The diflerence bef ween liquidation under l.he U.S. Bankruptcy Code and the SIPA is

that under the Code, the trustee is charged with delivering customer name securities,

but then converting all other secur ilies lo cash cxpedifiously and making cash

distrib-

utionss to customers of the debtor securities firm in order to meet. their claims. In

contrast, a SIPA trustee is to distribute securities to customers to the greatest extent

practicable, and to this end, there is a slalutory grant of authority to the trustee to

purchase securities to satisfy customers'et equity claims to specified securities. '255

Hence, SIPA is aimed at placing customers in as close a position as possible that they

would have been had the firm not become insolvent. This is accomplished by seeking

to preserve the investor's portfolio as it stood on the filing date. "Trustees appointed

under the Bankruptcy Code do not have the resources to try to meet fully the claims, and

hence I.heir role is to protect the filing date va.lue of the customers'securities by liqui-

dating all non-customer name securities and distributing l,he cash. Where custo-257

mer names securities and Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC)
advances are not sufIicient to satisfy the full net equity claims of'customers, the cus-

lomers are entitled lo part.icipate in the estate as unsecured cI echlors. '"
The SIPA advances its stcttutory purpose by according those claimants in a SIPA

liquidation proceeding who qualify as 'cusfomcrs'f'he debtor priority over thc

distribution of'customer property, 'ustomer proper ty is defined as cash and secu-259

ritics at. any lime received, acquired or held by or for the account. of'a. deb(or from or

for the securities accounts of'a. customer, and the proceeds of any such property

lransfcrrcd by thc deb(or, including properly unlawfully converted. 'he trustee

must promptly deliver customer name securities to the debtor's customers, distribute

(.hc 1'und of'customer property" Lo customers, and pay, with money from lhe SIPC

fund, remaining creditors'net equity claims to the limits provided f'r, 's under the

Canadian legislation, each customer shares ral.ably in l.hc customer properly fund of

253. Secu&ities Investor Protect&on Act of1970 15& U S C. fi 78

aaa etse&I. (SIPA); SLCvs. Sg Sal&non cv'o.,875 F. Supp.
867 871 (S.D.N.V 1974).
25'I. Bankrut&tc2'asics, Administrative Oflice of th&

United States Gourts Public Information Series, April

2004 at 55.
255. SIPef, 15 U.S,C. fff178IIT-2(d), Ibtd. at 55.The trustee

is required to deliver customer name securities if'he
customer is not indebted to the debtor; if the customer

is indebted, the customer may, with approval of the

trustee, claims securities in his or her name upon pay-

ment, to the trustee of the amount. of indebtedness, 15

U.S.C. fIff 78IIT-2(c)(2) 'I'he trustee can also, with the

approval of t.he SIPC, sell or otherwise transfer to

another member of'SIPG, without the consent of'a cus-

tomer, all or any part of'he account of a customer, 15

U.S.C. ffff 78IIT-2(f).

25s5 l3onkruj&tg 13asics, suj»a, note 254 at. 55.

257. Ib&d.

2&8. 1.& U.S.C. fifJ 78flT2(c) (1).
259. SII~Ã, 15U,S C off!78fIT2(b) 8t (c)(l),78111(4),Cu. to-

mer is defined as; 'Any person... who has a clatm on

account of securit.ies received, acquired, or held by the

debtor in the ordinary course of'business as a broker or
dealer from or f'o r the securities accounts ol"such persons

for safekeeping, ssdth aview to sale, to cover consun &mat ed

sales, pursuant to purchases, as collateral security or f'r
t.he purposes of'fTccting transfer. 'I'he term "customer"

includes any person who has a claim against. the debtor

arising out ol'safes or conversions of such securities, and

any person who has deposited cash with the clebtor for

the purchase of purchasing securities'.

2()'0. sIP&f, 15 U.s.c. IIfI78ffl (I).
2(il SIPrf,15 U.S,C, (f)78(IT2(a) -(c'!.
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assets to the exl.cnt. of the customer's ncl. equity at the time of filing. If the fund
of'ustomerproperly is insufficient to make the customers whole, the fund created by

thc SIP'unds the difference up to a specified limit. The SIPA fund is capitalized by
the general brokerage community. The current. limits of protection are set at262

U.S. $500,000 claim per customer for securities, and U.S. $ 100000 pcr custnmer
for cash.

'henabrokerage firm fails, the SIPC will arrange to have lhe brokerage's accounts
transferred to a diFerent. securities firm; and if'it. is unable to arrange the transfer, the
failed firm is liquidated. " The SIPC sends investors either the certificates for the

securities that were lost or a cheque for the market value of the shares. '" The com-
mencement of a SIP'ase is underta,ken by filing an application for a protective decree
with the U.S. district court, and if proceedings are grantecl, any pending bankruptcy
liquidation proceedings are stayed until the SIP'cl.ion is completed. The district.

court. has the authority to grant a stay pending determination of the application for a

protective decree, including actions pending under the bankruptcy proceeding, and il

also has the cliscretion to appoint. a temporary receiver. 'he SIP'pecifies that the
district court will grant a protective decree if the debtor consents, the debtor f'ails lo

contest. thc application, or the dist.rict cnurl. finds one nf four conditions specified in the
SIP'.""8Once a protective decree is granted, a trustee is appointed and the district court
orders removal of the proceeding to thc bankruptcy cour(. in the samejudicial distr ict: as

an adversary proceeding for liquidation. ""The bankruptcy court is to convene a hear-

ing wilhin 10 days, on notice lo customers and creditors, on I.hc disinlcrcstcdness of the

trustee, where parties can object, Ifthe SIPC is the trustee, it is deemed disinterested. 270

The objectives and process of'a. SIP'iquidation are described by the Administrative

Office of'the United States Court in the follnwing way;
"'he

purposes ofa SIPA liquiclatinn are: (1) to cleliver customer name securities ln nr on

behalf nf'customers, (2) 1 n dist r ibute customer property and otherwise satisfy nel, equity
claims of'customers, (3) to sell or transfer ofFices and other productive units of the debtor'

business, (4) tn enforce the rights of subrogation, and (5) to liquidai.e the business as

promptly as possible. 15 U.S.C. II 78fff(a). Tct the extent possible, cnnsistent with SIPA,
the liquidation is conducted in accordance with chapters 1, 3, 5, and subchapters I and II
ofchapter 7 ofTitle11. 15 U.S.C. II78fK(b). /1 section 341 meeting of creditors is conducted

262. SII'A, I5 USC. Sfs78N'-'3,78ddd; SECvs. Packer N'i(-

/tat O'o.,498 I'.2d 978, 980 (2d Cir. 1974).
26'3. STUPA, 15 U.S.C. 8 78flf-5. Sec also thc Securitie~
Investor Protection Corporation, 2005 Annual Ite/~ott,

wwv;sipc.org.
264. The SEC is i esponsible for regulating and super-
vising the activities ol'he SIPC under its rule making
power for self-regulatory organizations; Ban/ ruptcy

Basics, rupra, note 254 at 60.
26'5. Bankruptcy Basics, ibid, at 55.
266: Bankrupicy Code, 11 U.S.C. Ii 742; SIPA, 15 U.S.C. fJ

78aaa el set/.

Copyright Qc 2007 JohnWiley A. Sons, Ltd.

267. SIP', ai. 15 U,S.G. t)tl78eee(b) (2) (8) (I-iv)
268. SIPA, ai. !5 U.S.G. )tj 78eee(b) (1).
269.'I'he Banks u/ttcyBas~c~ book issued by the Adminis-
trative OIIice of thc U S Courts specifiies i.hat. there
are historical reasons for using an adversai.y proceed-
ing, anti that SIPA specifies that certain features under
the Bankruptcy Code are applicable in SIPA proceedings,
supra, note 254 a.t 56,
270. 8IPA, at 15 U.S.C. f)I178eee(b) (6) (/t) anti (I)).
271 Bankt u/dcy Basics su/&ra, note 254 at 57.
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by the tr ustee, Non-customer claims are handled as in an asset case, Costs and expenses,

ancl priorities of distribution f'iom the estate, are allowed as provided in section 726 of

Title 11.Funds advanced by SIPC to the trustee f'r costs and expenses are recouped f'rom

the estate, to the extent that thet e is any estate, pursuant to section 507 of Title 11.

The trustee's powers under a SJPe'I liquidation are almost identical to those ofa trusteein

bankruptcy. The trustee has responsibility for investigating the acts, conduct, and con-272

dition of the debtor securities firm and making a report to the court. The trustee also

reports pcrioclically on its progress in distributing cash and securities to customers. 274

The SIJzl requires the SIPC to make advances to the trustee in order to satisfy claims,

cit:hcr in thc form ofcash to customers with claims or lo purchase securities to sal.isfy net.

equity claims in lieu ofcash, including the administrative costs of meeting these claims,

up to a maximum ofU.S. $500 000 per cusl orner.
'" The SIPC can elect in particular

circumstances to undertake direct payment. to customers outside ofbankruptcy pro-

ceedings; specifically, where lhe claims of all customers aggregate less than U.S.

$250 000, the debtor is financially distressed as defined by law and the cost to the

SIPC for a direct. payment process is less than for liquidation through t.he courts.

While there was only one firm failure in 2005 in which the SIPC had to intervene,

in I.he past 35 years, it has commenced 314 proceedings ofwhich 283 were complel.ed

by the end of2005. While not all proceedings were bankruptcy proceedings, all did277

involve Arms in hnancial difficulty. Under the regime, the exchanges, I.hc SEC, and

the National Association of Securities Dealers report to SIPC concerning broker-

dealers l.hal. arc insolvent or approaching financial distress. If SIPC determines l.hat.

it, is necessary to act, it applies to a Federal district court for the appointmcnt of a.

trustee. In some circumsl.anccs, SIPC aTLay pay customci claims diicctly as278

advances. Since the SEPTI was enacted, l.ash and securities distributed for customers

ofbroker-dealers in financial difFiculty have totaled U.S. $ 1efsl billion, ofwhich U.S.

$ 13.8 billion came from debtors'estates.

Customei-related property of'the debtor is allocated in the following order.'irst to

SIPC in repayment of any advances made to the extent. they were used to iecovcr

272. Those posvers vested in a Chapter 7 U.S. Ilank-

r u/ucy Code Lruslee.

278 SIPA, 15 V.S.C. 1)78Hf I (b)(2). The trustee also

reports to SIPC and other persons as Lhe court may
direct.
27sl. sll'l, I.& U.s.c. ll78IIT-1(c)

75. Dan/cru/!Lcy I/uncs, tu/!ra, note 254 ai 59; 15 U.S.C.
tj78ITf-3(a). If part. ol ihe claim is for cash, the total

amount. aclvanced cannoL exceecl USD 100000, 15

U S.C. P8llf-3(a) (I)
278. SIPei, 15 U.S.C. )78K'-4la). The courL could still be

utilized Lo resolve disputes, but the process remains a

i.ransaction between the SIPC and the debtor's customers,

without Lhe expense of a trustee and court proceeding~,

277. Securities Inveslor ProlecLion Corporation, 2005

Annual IIc/!or/, supra, note 263 at 6. Twenty-six involved

pending lit.igation matters ancl five involved claiins still

being processed. The one proceeding for 2005 was Austin

SecuriLies lnc. 314 represents less Lhan 1%ol'Lhc sccui ilies

firms and broker-dealers in Lhe U.S. In Sec/!herUon vc

Deutsche I/ankACx, Deu/eche Dank Sec!a dies/no., Den/eche I/a uk

Sccuri/iet Lrmrled, l'Vaync /3reedon ce a/, Ciue Ao. CV02-f845
E RH'rA7I/(D. Minn) the trustee sued the Deutsche Bank-

related entities and a Deutsche Hank stock-loan trader

and oLhers, in connection wit.h an alleged inassive securi-

ties I'raud. 'I'hc suit. ivas joined by Ieerris Baker Watts,

Inc., E"Trade Sccui ilies, LI.C, CIBC World Maikets,

Inc, and other securities firms, The Lrustee reached a

settlement at a settlemenl conference before the magis-

l.ralejudge, includingagreemenl Lo wilhdraw clainis, pay-

ing the truslee USD 1475 million in cash. The
sell lemenl was approvccl by Lhe bankruptcy coui L, and

as a result ol'the settlement all the claims were to be paid

in full; SIPC vs, Myli Ctcaring Inc., Adv. I roc. No. 01-4257

RJIZ (Bankr. D. Minn. Jan. 18, 2006). The trusLee also

reachecl agreement with E'Irade with respect to thc

compcLmg claims they both had in Lhe bankruptcy case

ol'Native Nations Securities, Inc., ibid. at 10.

278. I/rid. al 4.
270. II!i,d.
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securities apportioned to customer property; second, to customers of the debtor on
the basis of their net equities; third to SIPC as subrogee for the claims of customers;
and fourth, to SIPC as repaymenl. of advances made by SIPC to (.ransf'er or sell cus-
tomer accounts lo another SIPC member arm. 280

The U.S. litigation arising out of securities'irm insolvencies ha.s focused on
whether claimants were customers within the mea.ning of the SIP'; 'he validity
of claims and the enforceabilily of guarantees post.-liquidation; " issues of conttol-
ling persons in connection with r elated companies and liability under the alter ego
doctrine; potenl.ial liability of'ompliance principals under a bankruptcy;

,283 284.

pot.ential liability of general partners in a bankruptcy;
"'" and alleged fraudulent

transf'ers. SIPA requires the claimant to establish customer status by requiring that
286

a debtor's obligations to its customers bc'ascertainable from (.he books and records
of'hc

debtor'or otherwise established to the satisf'action of the trustee. The courts
have generally given a narrow interpretation tn the (.erm 'customer'nd required
evidence ofa timely written complaint in respect of'the securities where the claimant.
believes that thc trades werc unauthorized. However, the fact that the property is

288

missing, for unauthorized trading or otherwise, does not affect customer status. 28&J

280. Bankruptcy Basics, supra, note 254 at 59.
28/. St&if/ord vs. Giddcns (In &e iVnv T&n&cs,Securities Services,

I&ic), Gas&" No. CV-05-0008 {JS) (E.D.NY. lf& August

2005), reversed U,S. Court of Appeals I'r the seconcl

Circuit '163 I'.3d 125, 2006 U.S. Ap}a Lexis 22855; 47

Bankr. Ct. Dec. 13 2006; Ed&vard G. t)~Iur/&/pt Inc. Profit

Sharnig Plan, et al vs. Sclheimer O'o. Inc. and SII'C No,
02-6847 (E.D. Pa. 23 Peburary 2003); In rc Ii lein, /t ious
G Shire, Inc. 301 BR.408 (Bankr. S,D,NY. 2003); Arford

vs. Afitler (In rc Stratton Oakmount, Inr) 210 Ksd 420 (2cl

Cir. 2000).These include failing to discharge the burden
ol'rool'n terms of timely objecLion in writing to
alleged unauthorized Lradcs (In &e hlaus, Mans &rr'Slii&e,

Inc. 2002 Bankr. LL'XIS 1786 (Bankr. S,D.NY) and
declining protection under SIPA in Lhe absence ofa clai-
mant demons&.rating that. he or she met contractual
obligations 'within a reasonable tim&". of receipt of a
trade confirmation of Lhe Lransaction in question and/
or monthly account st.atement in accordance ivith Lhe

insirucLions'In re Volans, Pious 6/ SI&ir&b Inc, 2002 Bankr,
LEXIS 1784 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y).
282 Sre for example, Stephenson vs. G&eenblatt et a!. (In re

PQ'A Clearing, Inc), 408 E3d 512 (8th Cir. 2005)
283 &tdishkin vs, Gu&ian (In &ehdler, Co/man Clca&s'»g Corp),
399 ESupp 2d 486 (S.D.NY, 2005), whereby the trustee
sued Gurian for payment of USD 150 million injudg-
ments Lhat Lhe trustee had obi.ained against. numerous
Bahamian shell companies allegedly used Lo commit
securities fraud that, ultimately led to Lhe debtor's finan-
cial collapse The Court held Gurian tobe a controlling
person of Lhe companies under the common laiv cloc-
trine ol alter cgo and the Securities and Exchange Act,

section 20.
284. Lute vs, Chitiivood (In re Donahne Securities, lnc), Case
No. C-1-05-010 (S. D. Ohio, 6 September 2005), where

Lhe district court, affirmed the decision of Lhe bank-

ruptcy court dismissing the trustee's claims againsL a
coinpliance principal of t.he lirni 8&r negligent supervi-
sion and breach of hduciary duty on the basis that Lhe

wrongdoer was Lhe employer ol' hc compl iancr princi-
pal and because the allegations were insuflicient to
establish a licluciary relationship between Chitwood
and Lhe debtor's customers.
28ex SIPCvs. &tdurPhy (In reSelheimer O'o), 319 B.R.395
(Bankr. E.D. Pa. 2005); Iulur/&/9 vs. Sellieimer (In rc Selhei-

mer &'o),319 BR. 384 (Bankr. E.D, Pa. 2005); SIPC
vs, tt&Iurphy (In &e Selheimer 9'o.), Adv. Prc. No 04-0669
(Bankr. E D. Pa. April 12, 2005), appeal allowed, ttdu&-

phy vr, SIPC, Civ. Action No. 05-2311 (L'.D. Pa, Oct. 14,

2005).
286: P&card is. 7ay/or (In re Park South.Sccunties, I.LC), 326
13 R.505 {13ankr. 8 D NY 2005), where the Li ustcesu& 8
on Lhe hasis of fraudulenL t.ransfers
287. 15 U.S.C. LI 788T-2(b); In &e Iilein, Maus C+ Shoe, hic,

301 B.R.408 (Bankr. S.D.NY 2003) aL 22.
288 Ibid,, see also In re Adler Calcu&a&i Clear&ng Cor/&., 204
B R. 111, 115 (Bankr S.D.NY 1996); In &e A Pc Ba&on Co.,
Inc., 226 B.R.790, 795 (Bankr. S.D.N Y, 1998); In rc AI V

Securities, Inc. 48 B.R. 156, 160 (Bankr. S.D.&N&Y. 1985);
Schultg vs. Omni hdut., Inr,. (1993) I'ed. Sec. I.. Rep at 98
(S.D.N.Y.1993).
289 In re Vi'lein, Mans &'Sh&re, Inc301B R.408 (Bankr,
S,DN Y, 2003) at 28; In &e Adler Coleman Clearnig Cor/&.,

198 B.R.75 (Bankr. S.D.NY. 1996) at 75.
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For example, in Stagord v. Giddens Ire Jkw'Iimes Securities ServicesInc), the U S. Court.

ofAppeals for the Second Circuit reversed aj udgment of the district cour i. that had

allowed claims under the SIPA. Tn the aftermath of the banlcruptcy of two broker-

age firms, the plaintiffs claimed eni.itlement as customers as defined by SIPA to

recover their losses from a ponzi scheme engineered by the principal of the firms,

in which he pr e tended to invest in genuine money market funds and issued fraudulent

promissory noi.es. The plaintiKs had been induced to licluidale their accounts at the291

brokerage firm and make a loan to the brokerage firm. The trustee for the SIPA liqui-

dation concluded that the plaintiffs were lenders, not customers, and denied their

claims to SIPA funds. The bankruptcy court agr eed with the trustee and the district

court reversed. The Court of Appeals reversed again and remanded thc case io (he

district court with instructions io reinstate the judgment of the bankrupl cy cour i..

The Court ofAppeals in Stnffordvs, Giddens observed thatjudicial interpretations of
customer status support a narrow inter pre(a(ion of the Sl&Is provisions, drawing a

distinction between customers and those in a lending relationship. The Court. held

that whether an individual enj oys customer status turns on the transactional relation-

ship; and that a loa,n unrelated to trading activities in the securities market does not

qualify for SIPA protection. The Court held that the SIPA assumes that a customer, as

an investor in securities, wishes to retain his or her investments despite the liquidation

of the broker and that i.hc stai,ute is i,herefore aimed ai. exposing thc customer to t.hc

same risks and rewards that he or she would have enjoyed had there been no liquida-

tion, '" The Court applied the principle i.hai. a customer's legii.imatc expect.ai.ions at

the date of filing determine the nature and extent ofcustomer relief under i.he SIPA,

Thc Court's determination of these cxpcctations are informed by examining written

confirmation of transactions and what customers expect: to have in their accounts on

the filing date. Thc Court concluded that the plaintiffs had dccidcd io swap i.heir

SIPA-protected securities investments for non-protected loan instruments and hence

their only legiiimaie expectation must have been thai. (hey werc lendcrs; and while

they were defrauded, SPPA does not protect against. all cases ofalleged dishonesty and
295fi..aud. 't rejected the district court's conclusion thai. because the plaintiffs werc

fraudulently induced to invest in the promissory notes, their legitimate expect,atinns

froze at the moment their sold their securities. This situation was in cont rasi. io that. in

another case, In re JVew Iimes Securities Services, because in the latter case, even through

the securities were fictitious, the investors had a. legitimate expectation that they had

invested in securities. '296

290. Sta/Iord vs. Giddens (In re/etv? tntet Securi tiesServioct,

Inc), U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
463 I'".3d 125, 2006 U.S. App. Lexis 22855; 47 Bankr.
Ct.. 13 December 2006.
29I. Ibid.,citinglnre?tt'eui?imesSecurittesServices,371F3d

68, 71 (2d Cir. 2004).
292 Ibid., citing In re Statvey C&,4ssocs., Inr,, 750 E2d 464;
472 (5 th Cir. 1985); SLC vs. I'.0. tiara/I'I?o., 497 1'.2d 280,

282 n,2 (2d Cir. 1974); and In ie Hanover .Sr/narc,gec., 55

B R. 235, 238-39 (Bankr S.D.NY 1985).
293. Ibid, at 10.

294. Ibid., citing Itrttltet vs. Deouine Revocable?rust (In re

Strauon Oakmount, Inc) 2003 U,S, Dist. LLiXIS 20459,
No. 01-CV-2812 (S.D N Y 14 November 2003),
295 Ibid. at 14.

296 Ibid. citing In re rt'etv Tiines SecuritiesServices 371 F3d
at 71-72, 86
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As a public policy matter, it is apparent t.ha.l. there could be greater public edu-

cation such that investors better undersl.and the risk and rewards of investing in

capital markel.s and what preventive measures l.hey might wish to consider minirniz-

ing their losses on securities firm insolvency. In the U S,, for example, investors should

ensure that securities they purchase are registered. in their name as soon as possible

after 1 heir purchase. The difFiculty with this preventive strategy is that often secu-

rities are never registered in the investor name, and although investors arc t.he

beneficial owners of the securities, they would still fall within the customer pool

provisions ol'various stal.ulory schemes. It is also important that investors deal with

securities firms that are members of national protection funds, such as the CIPF in

Canada or SIPC in the United States, as this will ensure greater protection of their

investment, and frequenl.ly timelier payout. of'cash or transfer of securities. As a risk

reduction strategy, it also makes sense I'r investors to diversify their investment hold-

ings across several securities firms, reducing their risk of loss from firm failure.

V. Conclusion

Al. the heart of all the issues canvassed in t.his paper is the allocation ol'risk and l.hc

allocation of remedies at lhc point of firm insolvency. Il. is uncontested that in the

ordinary course ofbusiness, equity claims come last in the hierarchy ofclaims. What

is less clear is whether this should encompass all equity claims or whether claims

arising from the violation ofpublic statutes designed to protect equity investors ought

lo bc trealed differently. Discerning l.he opl.imal allocation of risk is a complex chal-

lenge ifone is trying to maximize the simultaneous advancement ofsecurities law and

insolvency law public pohcy goals. Thc U.S., thc U,K., and Australia have all used

legislation to establish the subordination of equity claims to those of creditors, with

Ca.nada soon lo follow suit..

The challenge is to advance the protection ot investors as much as possible while

recognizing the impor1 ance of'thc priority scheme ofcredil claims under insolvency

legislation. The critical question is the nature of the claim advanced by the securities

holder, and is it more properly characterized as a claim in equity arising out ofordin-

ary business risk, or is it. mor e akin to a claim ofan unsecured creditor where the claim

ar ises fr om a statutory violation under securities or corporate law. It would seem that

absolute subordination of a,ll shareholder claims is overreach by insolvency legis-

lal.ion that may give rise lo inappropriate incentives for corporate ofHcers within

thc: insolvency law regime where rc strucluring is an opfion.

The U.S. has provided a limited statutory exception to complete subordination

through the fair funds provisions of the Sarbanes-OxlepAct. Courts have permitted the

SEC claims for penalties and disgorgement to rank equally with unsecured claims

even though the funds are l.o be distributed to shareholders, The U, K. and nowAus-

tralian schemes permit shareholders to claim directly as unsecured creditors for frau-

dulenl. acts and misrepresentation by the issuer. Canada alone of the countries dis-

cussed in this paper has not come to grips with the distinction between ordinary
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equity claims and those based on wrongdoing either legislatively or judicially. What

are the options and policy grounds for adopting a particular approach":

Several policy options were canvassed in Part III.The first was that only new

purchasers of securities would have claims arising from securities law violations

ranked equally with unsecured creditors, on the basis that. existing shareholders

arguably have access to information such that they can be monitoring their risk;

however, there may be problems wilh this approach based on public policy con-

siderations discussed above. 1t is unclear that: there has been a cogent. public policy

rationale advanced for the proposition that. shareholders and creditors should be

1 real ed differently in respect of securities laws violations where neither contracted

for fraud risk and fr equently neither have the capacity to monitor a gainst such risk.

Another option is lo grant securities regulators enha.need powers such that

disgorgement of funds and penalties paid for misconduct can be directed towards

investors harmed by the misconduct of the debtor corporation or its officers, as has

occurred in the V.S.The positive aspects of this remedy, including the gatekeeping

role of the SEC~, need lo be weighed realistically against. whether a jurisdiction

would commit the resources and energy to securities enforcement lo make such

remedies meaningful or effective. Another option would be to treat. shareholder

claims arising out of securities law violations as unsecured claims. Here loo, there

are a, number ofconsequences l.hat would have lo be considered in order to design a

framework that was expeditious and fair for the valuation and resolution of such

cia.irns.
These and other options need to be carefully developed as part of an ongoing

public policy debate. It. seems unclear why jurisdictions are moving on the one hand

to enhance the remedies available to securities holders for corporate misconduct. and

on thc other hand proposing that. if the conduct is sufficiently cgrcgious that salisfac-

tion of claims makes the company insolvent, then the claims are completely subor-

dinated to other inl crests in 1 he firm. Mosl critically for the resolution ol'sccurilics law

claims within insolvency proceedings is whether there is a mechanism that can deter-

rninc the validil y and value ofclaims in an cxpcdil ious manner that. would still allow

equity claimants to participate in insolvency proceedings.

There are numerous other policy questions that continue to be underdeveloped

and which are beyond the scope of this paper. One is to consider l.he changing nature

of risk in equity invest. ments, For example, pension funds are considered to be soph-

isticated investors that are able to monitor corporations for misconduct and hence

should bear the full brunt of the risk/reward paradigm in corporate law in that they

have bought equity understanding the risk associated wil.h this form of investment.

While this is true, l.he global move to defined contr ibution plans from defined benefit

plans means that losses from corporate misconduct are borne more directly by

employees and pensioners contributing to the funds. One reason to consider a differ-

ent policy is l.hal. l.he people arc not just investing their spare money in equity, but.

rather they are being used to fund pensions and retirements savings, so there is a.

bigger effect than individuals losing surplus money l.hat they are invest.ing in equity

markets. Moreover, if there is fraud or misrepresentation that causes damage to the
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value of equity, it is not the risk that workers or their pension funds bought into any

more than it is the risk that creditors bought into.

Another question that requires further scholarly attention is whether there are
lessons for states with emerging capital markets and developing securities law

regimes in respect of how to reconcile the exigencies of both insolvency legislation

and securities legislation. How can pursuit of securities holders'claims be facilitated

at the same time as creating mcchanisrns for timely resolution of such claims so that

there can be an expeditious resolution (o the insolvency"; These and other questions

deserve further study and public policy debate. While securities law and insolvency

law regimes may not always sit comfortably with onc another, they do need to be
reconciled to achieve l.he simultaneous advancement. of the public policy goals of
each.

A further area that was not addressed in this paper and for which research is

needed is the impact of electronic lransfer nf securilies legislation, in particular,

the challenges posed with multiple intermediaries, and the status ofa security where

a. transfer is made just. prior to insolvency proceedings, Transactions may be set aside

on thebasis that the transfer was made in a. specified period leading up to insolvency,

those periods varying considerably across jurisdictions. However, the risk of insol-

vency and consequent setting aside of transfers can be problematic in settlement

systems as delivery is highly dependent on difTerent securities transfer rules and

difTerent systems. A number of jurisdictions are enacting securities transfer legis-

lation that begins to address these issues. Further research regarding the manage-

ment of legal risks is required.
Numerous jurisdictions have nol, hesitated (o adopt. a codifIed response lo lhe

time and resources consumed in tr ying to deal with the various common law tra.-

cing claims by customers in a securities firm insolvency. Of course, an important.

difference is that the customers'laims originate as property claims whereas the

iraud and misrepresenlal,ion claims of shareholders are not founded on properly

rights. However, there may be elements ofsuch models that could be applied gener-

ally in lashioning a framework to deal wit.h securities law claims in insolvency

proceedIngs.
If the public policy goal of both securities law and insolvency law is to foster eAi-

cient and cost-effective capital markets, it seems that the systems need tn be bel.ler

reconciled than currently. From a securities law perspective, there must be confi-

dence in meaningful remedies for capital markets violations if investors ar e to con-

tinue to invest. From an insolvency perspective, creditors make their pricing and

credit availability choices based on certainty regarding their claims and shifting

l.hose priorities may affect the availability of credit, In this respect, however, it is

important to note that recognizing claims arising from securities law violations

would not affect the realization ofclaims by secured creditors, who would continue

to rank in priorily and who generally set the thresholds for pricing ofcredit.. Further

study and public policy debate about the intersection of these important areas of law

is required.
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